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We Will Not Be Quiet: Clientelism, Keystone Organizations, and the 
Dynamics of Protest in Indigenous Southern Mexico 

 

Jessica Jean Price, Ph.D. 
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Supervisor:  Raúl L. Madrid 

 
Abstract: This dissertation examines how local people organize, despite poverty and 

ethnic discrimination, and use public protest to gain a voice in politics. The 

municipalities of Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico, provide a vantage point to observe the 

forces that drive public protest in ethnically-diverse new democracies. How frequently 

people protest varies among residents of different counties, as does whether or not local 

people include ethnic rights demands in their protest repertoires. I develop a new theory 

about how protest networks spread at the local level to explain this variation. I theorize 

that political clientelism inhibits the growth of protest networks. By contrast, keystone 

organizations, which are organizations that have a disproportionate effect on the political 

environment relative to their actual abundance, facilitate protest. The growth of keystone 

organizations provokes changes in the local political environment that encourage local 

people to adopt public protest as part of their political repertoires. I argue that the partisan 

left and ethnic minority organizations are the most important keystone organizations for 

protest in ethnically-diverse new democracies. These organizations build political 

efficacy among poor people and ethnic minorities. Local people internalize the moral 
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narratives that keystone organizations forward, which portray public protest as justified 

and appropriate, and they become more likely to protest. If these moral narratives rely on 

rights claims, people who internalize these narratives become more likely to demand 

rights. The government also encourages local people to shift their protest demands to 

include group rights through the implementation of ethnic rights regimes. I evaluate this 

theory using comparative case studies of five Mexican municipalities and a statistical 

analysis of protest events. I rely on an original dataset of protest events that I coded from 

local newspapers that covers the period surrounding each Mexican federal election from 

2000 through 2012 and includes 1,103 protest events. I conclude with a discussion of the 

strengths and weakness of protest as an accountability mechanism.   
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Chapter One:  

Clientelism, Keystone Organizations, and Frequent Protest 

 

We cannot find a solution here because the government does not recognize us as an 
organization. We are in a political struggle with the government.1 

Ocosingo, Chiapas 
 
The organizations should not have marches they say in the government.2 

Matías Romero, Oaxaca  
 
We will not be quiet for 75 more years3 

Juchitán, Oaxaca 
 
How do poor people influence government policy? How can ethnic minorities 

gain a voice in politics despite discrimination and economic disadvantage? The 

traditional answer among political scientists is that people of modest economic means 

have little influence in day-to-day politics. Poor people’s votes matter in democracies. 

But the poor in developing democracies are vulnerable to clientelism and electoral 

coercion, which undermine even this modest influence. Poor people who belong to a 

marginalized ethnic minority group face even greater barriers to influencing institutional 

                                                
1 Author interview of the president of the Asociación Rural de Interés Colectivo Independiente y 
Democrática (ARIC ID), 10 July 2012, in Ocosingo, Chiapas, Mexico. This and all translations are my own 
unless otherwise indicated.  
2 Author interview of a leader from the Union de Comunidades Indígenas de la Zona Norte del Istmo 
(UCIZONI), 6 July 2012, in Matías Romero, Oaxaca, Mexico.  
3 Sign held by an indigenous student protester during a march organized by #YoSoy132 in Juchitán, 
Oaxaca, Mexico on 4 July 2012; my observation of the march  
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politics. In these circumstances, public protest may provide one of the few options for 

poor people to influence their governments.  

This study examines the dynamics of public protest in ethnically-diverse new 

democracies by examining local variation in protest dynamics in the highly indigenous 

states of Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico. Newer democracies often meet the most basic 

procedural requirements for democracy at the national level yet continue to suffer from 

major deficits in the accountability of politicians and in the rule of law. This is certainly 

the case for Mexico and generates ample reasons for people to protest. However, 

discontent does not translate into political action automatically. I argue that variations in 

protest networks based around keystone organizations, or organizations with 

disproportionate effects on the protest environment, and in protest suppression networks 

based around political clientelism best explain local variations in protest frequency.  

Table 1.1: The Determinants of Protest 

Independent Variable Effect on Protest Frequency Effect on Rights Demands  

Leftwing Partisan Organization Protest More Likely  No Effect for Rights 
Demands 
 

Clientelism 
 

Suppresses protest  
 

No effect  
 

Urbanization Increases protest  Encourages rights demands 
 

Leftwing Partisan Organizations Increases protest  
 

No effect  

Ethnic Minority Organizations 
 

Increases protest  Encourages rights demands 

Ethnic Demographics 
 
 

No effect Ethnic diversity encourages 
rights demands  

Ethnic Rights Regimes 
 

No effect Encourages rights demands 
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Table 1.1 shows how the presence of clientelism and different types of keystone 

organizations affect public protest. Strong clientelism at the local level suppresses the 

growth of alternative networks. This results in a lack of networks that foster public 

protest. At least in Mexico, clientelism tends to be more widespread in rural areas: 

urbanization weakens the power that clientelist bosses wield over local people. 

Urbanization also encourages diverse groups of people to interact and makes it more 

likely that they will come in contact with the types of ideas that justify rights demands.  

In comparison, leftwing parties and ethnic minority organizations serve as 

keystone organizations for the growth of protest networks. These organizations change 

the political environment in ways that increase the capacity and willingness of local 

people to protest. Thus, their growth at the local level encourages frequent public protest 

even if they do not lead the majority of protests themselves.  

The type of keystone organizations that emerge in an area influence the protest 

demands local people are likely to make. Keystone organizations forward specific moral 

narratives, or stories that they use to explain why protest is reasonable and justified. If 

these organizations sustain their moral narratives through references to inherent rights, 

then the growth of the organization encourages local people to include rights demands in 

their protest repertoires. I argue that in Latin America, ethnic minority organizations in 

general, and indigenous organizations in particular, are the keystone organizations most 

likely to use rights-based moral narratives. In contrast, leftwing partisan organizations are 

unlikely to make rights demands a central part of their organizing strategy, and instead 

are likely to rely on heterogeneous appeals to electoral politics and class.  
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Ethnic demographics alone do not determine the frequency with which local 

people protest. Ethnic divisions must become salient politically in order to spur protest 

politics. Nevertheless, I argue that local ethnic diversity does encourage local people to 

make rights demands. This process occurs because ethnic minorities in more diverse 

areas face stronger incentives to identify as members of a politically salient group vis-à-

vis the ethnic majority. In the case of southern Mexico, being indigenous has become a 

politically salient category of ethnicity that is most relevant in diverse, multiethnic 

settings.  

Finally, the implementation of ethnic rights regimes by the government 

encourages indigenous people to include additional rights demands in their protest 

repertoires. However, government recognition does not increase protest frequency 

because it does not change the local networks in place that enable or discourage protest.  

WHY STUDY PUBLIC PROTESTS IN CHIAPAS AND OAXACA, MEXICO? 

The quotes at the beginning of this chapter reflect the experiences of indigenous 

people who are activists in indigenous organizations and student movements with their 

state governments in Chiapas and Oaxaca. These activists do not expect the government 

to respond to their needs or to the needs of indigenous people in general. Yet despite the 

lack of state-level political openings, they organize. Indigenous activists and ordinary 

people in these states support public protest as a way to gain piecemeal concessions from 

government officials. Such concessions do not remedy the long-term problems that 

indigenous peoples face due to poverty and discrimination. Likewise, state governments 
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discourage public protest in their rhetoric and their interactions with established 

organizations. Yet public protest remains part of the strategic arsenal for indigenous 

activists.   

Participating in a protest is a strategic action on the part of protesters whether they 

come from indigenous organizations, from other organizations, or just represent local 

people who organized for a single protest or short series of protests. Political protests 

attract attention. Even a poorly attended protest will usually merit a brief article in the 

nearest local newspaper and coverage in the newspapers of the state capital. Protesters 

leverage this attention to advance specific goals.  

Public protests sometimes result in victories for protesters who want access to 

government programs or want to remove corrupt or repressive local elected officials. 

Many other times, a protest results in no immediate gains for the protesters yet still 

increases the capacity of the protesting organization to engage in future protests and to 

participate in institutionalized politics.  

This study explores the conditions under which local people, like the activists 

quoted, turn to strategies of public protest. It responds to a puzzling reality of Mexican 

politics. In the Mexican South, public protests accompany electoral cycles despite 

predictions that protest would decrease considerably after national democratization.  

The conventional wisdom on protest in the developing world assumes that 

protests spike in frequency in the years prior to democratization and decline with the 

establishment of national democratic institutions. This literature tends to focus on 

democratization and not on protest in general. Scholars of democratization have argued 
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that this spike in protest occurs because movements themselves force democratization 

(Acemoglu and Robinson 2006; Beaulieu 2014; Eisenstadt 2004; Trejo 2012; Trevizo 

2011; Ulfelder 2005; Wood 2000). Other researchers see spikes in protest in autocracies 

as evidence of unrelated regime troubles (O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986). In any case, 

public protest remains a key means of resistance in today’s authoritarian governments 

(Boudreau 2004; Trejo 2012; Trevizo 2011).  

Recent research on protest in authoritarian countries reveals that protest is not 

necessarily a sign of regime instability (Schedler 2013). In fact, local people in 

authoritarian governments have used public protest as a way to hold their government to 

its promises rather than as a strategy to transform the political system (O’Brien and Li 

2006). This research demonstrates that local people use public protest to hold their 

governments accountable even in unlikely circumstances, but it also reveals that the 

relationship between regime-type and protest is more complex than the earlier literature 

supposed.  

Scholars tend to agree that electoral competition and democratization provide 

opportunities to protesters, but disagree as to whether protest peaks in semi-democratic 

countries or in consolidated democracies. Newer research on public protest in 

consolidated democracies reveals that public protest is a common tactic for a variety of 

groups and that protest has not decreased with democratic deepening. This research also 

documents that many people in developed democracies use protest to forward specific 

political agendas rather than to demand rights or other systemic changes (Jasper 1997; 

Goldstone 2003; 2004).  
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Studying protest at the local level provides better insights to how political 

dynamics drive protest in new democracies than studying protest dynamics at the national 

level. The dynamics of protest in southern Mexico illustrate this reality. Levels of 

electoral competition and democratic consolidation vary at the local level particularly in 

ethnically-diverse newer democracies such as Mexico. In Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico, 

the frequency of protests also varies considerably at the municipal, or county, level.4 

Many protests do not concern electoral politics, and only some localities protest.5 People 

from some municipalities have made public protests part of their political repertoire. In 

other counties, public protests are rare or absent during federal election cycles. southern 

Mexico provides an interesting environment to study protest dynamics at the local level 

because of this variation. Focusing on county-level dynamics has an added advantage in 

that it shows whether variables that correlate in national-level studies actually link 

together at the local level.  

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND PROTEST FREQUENCY 

The literature on social movements provides insights for understanding protest in 

southern Mexico, but this literature also suffers from a selection bias in that it tends to 

ignore negative cases of protest. A consensus has emerged in the literature on protest that 
                                                
4 Mexico’s municipios are essentially counties that contain multiple villages and may include a central city. 
This chapter uses the English terms “municipalities” or “counties” interchangeably to refer to municipios as 
both are approximate translations of the concept. 
5 For example in the database of protest events during the six weeks surrounding the 2000, 2003, 2006, 
2009, and 20012 federal elections that I coded, 528 out of 1103 protest events, or 48 percent, included 
political demands. This is for a sample that should be prone to political demands due to the electoral period. 
In addition, for the 688 municipalities in the dataset, only 277, or 40 percent, recorded at least one protest 
event during this period.   
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changes in political opportunity structures generate the institutional climate in which 

public protest movements can organize (McAdam 1982; 1996; Tarrow 2006).  

Scholars tend to define political opportunity structures as elements of the political 

balance of power and characteristics of formal institutions that facilitate protest. Political 

opportunity is a notoriously difficult concept to measure. Even the proponents of political 

opportunity realize that the concept has become a catch-all term that encompasses very 

different variables depending on the study (Meyer 2004; Meyer and Minkoff 2004).  

In consequence, scholars often focus on the dynamics of specific movements 

rather than attempt to operationalize political opportunity on a general level. The 

literature on social movements does a better job of explaining the organizational 

trajectories and mobilization strategies of specific social movements than of explaining 

why people in some areas are more prone to protest than people in other areas.  

Scholars who study how organizations affect protest tend to select on the 

dependent variable and only study organizations that consistently lead protests. 

Furthermore, the sociological literature on public protest tends to conflate protests with 

social movements. Jasper’s statement in his 2011 review of the role of emotions in 

protest is typical. In his words: “Emotions are present in every phase and every aspect of 

protest (social movements and protest overlap sufficiently for me to use the terms 

interchangeably here)” (Jasper 2011, 286).  
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Many other social movement scholars also treat movements and protest as 

basically equivalent.6 This literature assumes that organizations are important primarily 

because a few organizations are responsible for most protests. Rather than asking what 

causes protests, researchers tend to ask how social movements mobilize. This shift in 

research questions would not be a problem if social movements generally protested and if 

other groups did not. But little empirical evidence confirms that assumption, especially in 

newer democracies.  

The empirical literature on protest in Latin America shows that most protests are 

organized, but that specific organizations are rarely protest specialists. If specific 

organizations matter for protest, it is more likely that they matter because they change the 

political environment in ways that facilitate frequent protest rather than because a few 

organizations are responsible for most protests.  

For example, Bruhn (2008) studied protest events in Mexico City, Mexico, and in 

São Paulo, Brazil. She organized her dataset by the organization leading each protest and 

used the organization-year as her unit of analysis. Organizations only entered the dataset 

if they protested at least once. She recorded 846 separate organizations and 4,501 protest 

events between 1992 and 2003 in Mexico City, and she recorded 481 organizations and 

2,485 protest events between 1989 and 2003 in São Paulo (Bruhn 2008, 36-37). Despite 

this bias toward organizations that protested, she found that “most organizations in most 

                                                
6 See for example the majority of essays in the otherwise excellent edited volumes by Escobar and Alvarez 
(1992), Goldstone (2003) and Jenkins and Klandermans (1995). 
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years get zeros” (Bruhn 2008, 37). Many protest events were led by one-time-only protest 

organizations.   

Likewise, Trejo’s work on rural indigenous protest in Mexico prior to the 2000 

democratic transition reveals that this protest, while organized, did not approximate well 

the social movement model. Trejo (2012) recorded 3,553 acts of protest by indigenous 

campesinos throughout Mexico in the years between 1970 and 2000. He found that 

indigenous organizations led 60 percent of protests and that informal community 

networks led 40 percent of protests. He recorded over 650 different peasant indigenous 

organizations that led protests. While rural protesters were organized and strategic, they 

did not coalesce behind national social movement organizations (Trejo 2012, 61-64).  

Trevizo (2011) analyzed 727 cases of rural protest events in Mexico between 

1979 and 1984 as part of her study on rural protest during the Mexican transition to 

democracy from roughly 1968 to 2000. For 385 cases of protest, Mexican newspapers 

from the time did not identify a protesting organization (Trevizo 2011, 159-161). While 

she cautions that many of these cases may have been led by opposition organizations, 

neither her data nor Trejo’s data show social movements and protests as basically 

equivalent in Mexico.7 

                                                
7 My own data show that out of 1,103 protest events in Chiapas, and Oaxaca, Mexico, during the period 
surrounding the federal elections from 2000 to 2012, protesters were identified as indigenous or 
campesinos in 52 percent of protests. Explicitly indigenous organizations led 15 percent of protests. Parties 
and partisan organizations led 11 percent of protests. Students led seven percent of protests. Schoolteachers 
led 23 percent of protests, which reflects the powerful teacher’s union in the region. Other unions led 11 
percent of protests. While organizations led most protests, no single type of organization predominated.   
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The current social movement literature represents a significant advance from early 

studies of protest that ignored the difficult process of mobilization and the role that 

networks, organizations, and political opportunities play in facilitating protest. But the 

selection bias in the theoretical literature towards cases of social movements that 

specialize in mass mobilization means that the link between organization and protest 

remains under-theorized.  

A POLITICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY OF PROTEST  

The literature on protest has tended to identify networks that promote 

mobilization and to ignore networks that damper political activism. Yet if organizational 

networks can build popular agency, they can also discourage political protest. I argue that 

in the newer democracies of the developing world political clientelism suppresses protest. 

Clientelism exists when powerful actors, known as patrons, supply goods or 

access to services to less powerful people, known as clients, in exchange for specific 

behavior from the clients. In newer democracies, this behavior usually takes the form of 

clients voting for the candidate of the patron’s choice and attending political rallies in 

support of the candidate. Brokers who work for the patrons serve as an intermediate link 

between the rich patrons and their poor clients. High levels of electoral turnout coupled 

with local poverty provide an indirect indicator of clientelism because clientelism relies 

on poverty to operate and tends to boost turnout among the poor who are less likely to 

vote in most political systems.  
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The impact of political clientelism on protest varies based on the type of networks 

that support clientelism at the local level. In general, clientelism in rural communities is 

more restrictive than clientelism in urban areas. In locations where networks are 

complicated and contain competing clientelistic intermediaries, such as a large urban 

county, brokers are more likely to mobilize their networks in order to “patron shop.” 

Sometimes this mobilization can take the form of collective protest. Likewise, in places 

where patrons are less able to monitor clients, clients have a greater chance to organize 

for themselves, and clientelism weakens as a means of political control. Thus, clientelism 

is particularly likely to suppress protest in areas where patrons are few in number yet 

have extensive networks to monitor clients. This pattern is most likely in rural areas.  

If partisan networks that use clientelism suppress protest, alternative networks 

that form around keystone organizations encourage frequent protest. A keystone species 

is vital for the health of the local ecosystem; similarly, a keystone organization is vital for 

the health of the local “protest ecosystem.” Like keystone species, keystone organizations 

have a disproportionate effect on their environment relative to their actual abundance. 

Keystone organizations facilitate frequent protest where they grow. These organizations 

do not lead most protests, but instead trigger sequences of organizational growth and 

political openings that encourage the growth of other organizations and the frequent use 

of protest as a political tool. Keystone organizations facilitate the growth of local protest 

networks.  

The early establishment of leftwing political parties and ethnic minority 

organizations facilitates the growth of protest networks. These organizations serve as 
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keystones for protest growth because they are particularly likely to spread protest-focused 

civic skills to likeminded local people and because they are particularly likely to 

encourage protest through coherent moral narratives. These protest narratives normalize 

protest as part of a standard repertoire of political action in the area. In other words, the 

growth of these types of organizations creates environments where local people from 

many classes and ethnic backgrounds are more likely to have the skills necessary to 

organize public protests and to understand public protest as a justified and moral action. 

Protest networks take time to develop. The growth of leftist parties during 

democratization changes the local political environment to facilitate the growth of civic 

organizations that protest. Leftwing areas of strength remain protest prone after 

democratization so long as clientelism does not take root in the area.  

Ethnic minority organizations activate a different dimension of political struggle 

than the partisan left. The growth of ethnic organizations puts ethnicity on the political 

agenda and encourages protest. In newer democracies, protests by ethnic minorities force 

elected politicians to consider the issues that matter to local ethnic minority populations. 

These issues may include group rights but also encompass basic economic and political 

issues.  

Local people use public protests to hold their governments accountable. The 

strength and weakness of clientelism and of keystone organizations at the local level 

produce different protest levels among local people. In southern Mexico, counties with 

ethnic minority organizations and counties with stronger traditions of partisan leftist 

organizing should experience more frequent protest. In contrast, counties in which parties 
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connect to local people mostly through clientelism will be less likely to generate protests 

among local people because clientelism inhibits the growth of alternative mobilizing 

networks.  

POLITICAL CLIENTELISM AND PROTEST: THE ABSENCE OF ACCOUNTABILITY POLITICS  

 The concept of political clientelism holds a central place in recent scholarship on 

democracies in the developing world. As noted earlier, political clientelism occurs when 

politicians distribute material benefits to individuals that are contingent on those 

individuals’ political support (Stokes et al 2013). Because individual behavior is hard to 

monitor, politicians may also reward or punish small groups based on their members’ 

behavior, with the understanding that the group will police itself (Abente Brun 2014; 

Holzner 2010; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007b). The proliferation of clientelism means 

that politicians are only accountable for their end of the clientelistic bargain and are not 

accountable for delivering on policy proposals or overall economic outcomes (Kitschelt 

and Wilkinson 2007b, 2).  

Hilgers (2011; 2012b) criticizes the use broad definitions of clientelism in 

political science and sociology research. She argues that the term “clientelism” should be 

reserved for personal exchanges that create a relationship over time between patrons and 

clients (2011; 2012b). While her criticism has merit, I argue that it is better to think of 

clientelism as a broad category with subtypes than to use a restricted definition that does 

not follow the general trend of the literature.  
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Few authors have differentiated between types of clientelism in an analytical way. 

Fox (1994) is an important exception. He proposed a typology based on the degree of 

coercion involved. Fox characterizes “clientelism” as backed by violence and inherently 

authoritarian, while his term “semiclientelism” corresponds to how most of the literature 

now uses clientelism.  

Fox’s focus on coercion misses the ways in which clientelism is distinctive from 

other types of power relationships. In clientelism, patrons use surveillance and selective 

bribes to control clients. In the words of James Scott, “the patron operates in a context in 

which community norms and sanctions and the need for clients require at least a 

minimum of bargaining and reciprocity” (Scott 1972, 93). If the patron relies mostly on 

force, the political relationship is something different than pure clientelism.  

Most scholars of clientelism today share Scott’s view that clientelistic networks 

rely on economic coercion. Ethnographic studies of clientelism have shown that some 

clients feel strong bonds of affection and loyalty to the patrons who supply them with 

basic goods. But clientelism is always coercive to a degree, and patrons face strong 

incentives to keep their clients poor.8 Thus, clientelism is in the best interest of the patron 

and strategic for everyone in the clientelistic network but not an ideal arrangement for the 

people who become clients.  

Scott theorized that electoral competition and access to outside resources weakens 

the ability of individual patrons to command local people by breaking the political and 

economic monopolies these patrons hold. Competition alone does not weaken clientelism 

                                                
8 See Auyero 2000b for examples of loyalty among clients and coercion in clientelism in Argentina.  
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because the patron still holds economic power (Scott 1972). His prediction from the 

1970s is reflected in developing democracies today.  

Procedural democracy and clientelism coexist in the developing world. Much of 

the literature on political clientelism addresses vote buying in newer democracies. This 

literature shows how patrons and the brokers they work through target spending to gain 

voters in elections. In this literature, clientelism is typically the dependent variable. 

Scholars examine the conditions under which clientelism occurs and how political 

patrons and brokers, who connect clients to the patrons, target material rewards to clients 

(Abente Brun and Diamond 2014; Auyero 2000a; 2000b; Calvo and Murillo 2004; 

Chandra 2004; Dahlberg and Johansson 2002; Gans-Morse, Mazzuca, and Nichter 2014; 

Hilgers 2012a; Holzner 2010; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007a; Magaloni 2006; Magaloni, 

Diaz-Cayeros, and Estevez 2007; Markussen 2011; Nichter 2008; 2014; Stokes 2005; 

Stokes et al 2013; Szwarcberg 2014). 

Clientelism creates linkages between politicians and voters than raise turnout.  

Clientelistic parties tend to target benefits toward core supporters at high rates, a practice 

known as turnout buying (Nichter 2008; Stokes et al 2013).  

Parties that pursue rightwing economic policies often rely on clientelism rather 

than policy programs to motivate poor voters to support the party. In Northeastern Brazil, 

rightwing politicians trade goods for the votes of poor people (Montero 2010; Nichter 

2014). Parties with authoritarian legacies rely frequently on clientelism as well, 

especially when they used clientelism before democratization. In Mexico for example, 

the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) maintained authoritarian control of 
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government for over 70 years, despite regular elections, in part through targeted bribes to 

poor voters (Greene 2007; Magaloni 2006). This party today still engages in clientelism 

as a general electoral strategy to mobilize poor voters (Holzner 2010). 

Left leaning politicians also use clientelism. In Argentina, the leftwing, and 

heavily clientelistic, Partido Justicialista (PJ) or Peronist Party, tries to neutralize protest 

and coopt rival social actors in provinces that it governs (Arce and Mangonnet 2012; 

Gibson 2005; Lapegna 2013). But protest rates in Argentina remain extremely high and 

are driven by the organized left (Bellinger and Arce 2011; Mosely and Moreno 2010). 

Bellinger and Arce (2011) credit democratization for creating political opportunities for 

groups harmed by market liberalization throughout Latin America to protest. Their work 

shows that clientelism undermines the potential for groups in new democracies to use 

protest to hold their governments accountable. As these examples demonstrate, parties of 

all political tendencies sometimes resort to clientelism, and clientelism remains pervasive 

in the developing world despite democratization.  

How Clientelism Suppresses Protest Networks  

Scholarship from the 1960s and 1970s argued that pervasive clientelism explained 

why poor people in general, and rural peasants in particular, did not mobilize along class 

lines (Paige 1975; Scott 1969; 1972). Collective action by clients happened with the 

breakdown of traditional clientelistic networks (Scott 1976). That clientelism inhibits 

collective action remains the predominant view in the literature.9 In this view, clientelism 

                                                
9 See Auyero, Lapegna, and Page (2009) for a through review of this literature and an argument against it.  
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inhibits organizing among local people because clients monitor each other on behalf of 

patrons and because local people compete for access to the clientelistic network 

(Eisenstadt and Roniger 1984; Shefner 2001).  

Clientelism structures the linkages among local communities and between 

members of local communities and the outside world, which complicates collective 

organizing among clients. Patrons who cannot monitor their clients directly must rely on 

brokers to monitor the political behavior of the clients (Stokes et al 2013). Local people 

with political knowledge and connections are likely to become brokers in clientelistic 

networks. Many examples of these brokers exist in the literature on urban clientelism.  

In the leftwing Peronist Party networks that Auyero documents in the urban slums 

of Argentina, local-level politicians use grassroots brokers who are poor themselves, 

although the brokers are better off than other slum dwellers. These local networks link to 

the national Peronist Party networks. The politicians who use grassroots brokers in the 

slums are themselves brokers for higher-ranking politicians who themselves work for still 

more prominent politicians (Auyero 2000a; 2000b). Local brokers often compete with 

each other “setting themselves up as the (only) channels that facilitate transactions or 

resource flows” from the state to residents of the slums (Auyero 2000a, 68).  

Clientelism using local brokers is also generally accepted in indigenous 

communities within Mexico City. Hagene (2015) reports that brokers have strong ties to 

individual candidates and openly offer their knowledge of how to negotiate state 

programs and access to government jobs to their clients. The electoral team of the broker 

asks for a pledge of support and monitors that the client shows up and votes. Brokers also 
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exchange goods for votes directly before elections, but few will admit to this illegal 

practice, which is less commonly accepted in the community (Hagene 2015). 

 Local residents who serve as brokers play a similar role in the slums of Recife, 

Brazil, as Koster (2012) documents. In contrast to Argentina and Mexico, the community 

leaders who serve as brokers in this area of Brazil have loose ties to political parties and 

to individual candidates and can negotiate with candidates to gain benefits for their 

support. Brokers still need to maintain a reputation for trustworthiness toward their 

patrons and clients when negotiating but have more room to maneuver where parties are 

weaker and competing.  

 Brokers tend to target easy-to-monitor “loyal” voters because brokers are 

themselves self-interested and tend to expend the minimum of resources needed to buy 

votes. The brokers skim remaining resources from the network (Stokes et al 2013). 

Szwarcberg (2014) identifies political rallies as a mechanism that patrons use to monitor 

brokers and to reward brokers who obtain high rally attendance. Other scholars also note 

that brokers monitor rally attendance and refuse benefits to clients who do not attend 

(Auyero 2000a; 2000b; Holzner 2010). 

Attending political rallies can build civil skills. However, in the case of broker-

based clientelism, connections among clients occur through the broker. Thus, so long as 

the broker does not have reason to launch a protest, the network itself is unlikely to 

protest. The local people who sell their political support for benefits tend to be poor and 

have few resources for independent organization. Mobilized groups need resources to 

protest (McCarthy and Zald 1977; Brady, Verba, and Schlozman 1995). Clientelism 
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thrives when patrons can monopolize resource distribution in an area, which limits 

independent collective action.  

One of the most consistent findings in the literature is that clientelism relies on 

poverty (Auyero 2000a; 2000b; Hilgers 2012a; Stokes et al 2013). Clientelism also 

promotes inefficient social policies that perpetuate poverty (Abente Brun and Diamond 

2014; Hilgers 2012a; Holzner 2010; Kitschelt and Wilkinson 2007a; Stokes et al 2013). 

Clientelism perpetuates poverty because the patrons who trade goods for political 

compliance face a dilemma. If the patrons invest in high-value goods that create lasting 

improvements in the standard of living of their clients, the patrons decrease the 

vulnerability of their clients to continued clientelism. Wealthier people are more 

expensive to bribe, and access to a functioning welfare state makes small bribes less 

desirable even for poor people. For example, the existence of a well-functioning health 

clinic that has ample facilities for patients and consistent access to medicines undermines 

local dependence on the patron. A clinic with limited beds and shortages of medicine 

serves the patron better, assuming the patron can negotiate behind the scenes to give 

party loyalists preferential access.10  

In this situation ordinary people are unlikely to form organizations outside of 

clientelism and few local brokers will leave the security of the clientelistic network to 

launch protests of their own. Independent protest among clients becomes even less likely 

                                                
10 See Nichter 2014 for an example of how brokers and the patrons they represent take advantage of 
scarcity of access to healthcare and other social polices to maintain clientelism in Northeast Brazil.  
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because clientelism shapes the values that clients hold about what constitutes appropriate 

political action away from tactics that undermine existing social relations.  

Based on her study of poor residents of urban Peru, Stokes (1995) argued that 

clientelism creates a deferential subculture in which poor people prefer to petition and 

ask for favors of the government rather than protest.11 In contrast, individuals who adopt 

a radical leftist way of thinking tend to embrace protest. Leftwing activists learned their 

political attitudes through social movement connections that challenged the original 

culture of clientelistic deference (Stokes 1995).  

Copeland (2011) finds additional evidence that clientelism thrives where local 

people feel demoralized and politically powerless. He argues that Mayan residents of the 

small town of San Pedro Necta, Guatemala, sell their votes to conservative political 

parties whose leaders and policies they despise. Copeland (2011) argues that vote selling 

became ubiquitous among Mayan people who understand themselves as powerless 

politically due to state-sponsored genocide and continued political corruption. As they 

see no way to change the status quo, they have decided to take what small material 

benefits that they can gain (Copeland 2011).  

Types of Clientelism and Protest in Developing Democracies  

Gay (1998) asserts that clientelism does not suppress collective action among the 

poor in all conditions. He argues that clientelism can empower communities when poor 
                                                
11 I do not consider petitioning and organizational announcements as public protests in this study. Public 
protests are physical gatherings such as demonstrations, roadblocks, and sit-ins. This is in keeping with 
Stokes’ usage, but some of the literature, including Trejo’s work on protest in Mexico, does count 
organizational statements as protest. 
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people organize first and then bargain collectively with potential patrons. Yet the 

collective action in this example is not protest. In addition, this scenario is much less 

likely in countries with stable political parties than in Brazil where Gay did his research.  

Collective bargaining among clients depends considerably on the political 

context. As Gay (2012) notes, drug gangs now control the favelas or slums that he 

studied in earlier decades, and these gangs use extensive violence as well as clientelism 

to maintain their own political control. The ability of residents to bargain with politicians 

was thus extremely short-lived.  

Auyero, Lapegna, and Page (2009) likewise challenged the conventional wisdom 

that clientelism suppresses collective action. They demonstrate based on the literature and 

their own observations that patrons harness clientelistic networks for collective violence. 

Indeed the literature on riots notes the role of politicians in directing (or at least failing to 

suppress) riots (Abu-Lughold 2007; Wilkinson 2004). Auyero, Lapegna, and Page (2009) 

also theorize and provide anecdotal support for the idea that local bosses (or brokers) may 

lead protests to win political contests with other bosses (or brokers). 

I use this research, which provides examples of when clientelism motivates 

collective action, as a way to identify theoretically the aspects of clientelism that most 

suppress collective protest. This allows me to differentiate among types of clientelism 

that exist in new democracies and to make geographic predictions about the localities in 

which clientelism inhibits protest most strongly.  

I argue that the ability of clientelistic networks to suppress public protest weakens 

when brokers compete and when networks stretch so that the brokers have difficulty 
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monitoring clients. It is not a coincidence that most examples of broker-led protest come 

from complex political environments. Competing networks in which brokers must vie for 

attention create incentives for broker-directed mobilization. In this scenario, protests 

happen because discontented brokers defect from a patron and mobilize their networks or 

because competing patrons use protest among their clients to undermine each other.  

The weakening of network ties weakens clientelism in general. Networks in 

which the social ties between patrons, brokers, and clients are weaker make it harder for 

patrons to monitor clients. In this circumstance, organizations can grow at the local level 

that create an alternative to existing clientelism by providing new avenues of access to 

economic resources and social services.12  

A common finding in the literature is that clientelism is pervasive in rural areas. 

Scholars agree that dense social ties in rural areas make individual clients easier to 

monitor. In rural areas, the ties that connect political patrons to clients still rely on 

brokers in many cases, but clientelistic networks are less complicated and more efficient.  

 Koter (2013) identifies greater dependence on local leaders, high social cohesion, 

and smaller, more easily monitored polling stations as factors that increase the 

effectiveness of clientelism in rural Africa. Likewise, Shami (2012) shows that 

clientelism inhibits collective action toward community development most strongly in 

isolated rural villages in Pakistan. Bosses in less isolated areas are more likely to help 

provision their communities than to inhibit economic collective action because these 

                                                
12 See Stokes 1995 for an example how radical leftist political culture displaced clientelism in Peru. See 
Shefner 2001 for an example of how Catholic social organizations built networks among communities that 
undermined clientelism to an extent in urban Mexico.  
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bosses can no longer monopolize the economy. As Scott (1972) predicted, clients gain 

bargaining power in clientelistic networks as patrons have less control of the local 

economy.  

A lack of access to economic alternatives makes isolated rural clients especially 

vulnerable to economic coercion such as clientelism. In addition in a tightknit rural 

community, clients are easier to monitor than in more complex urban environments and 

violations in the electoral laws are less likely to be reported to outsiders.  

Networks between clients and patrons are likely to be shorter when the patrons 

live in the same rural community as their clients than in other circumstances. Upper-class 

patrons who live in nearby cities may maintain clientelistic ties to a far-flung network of 

rural clients. However, these patrons can only monitor their clients to the extent that their 

network is efficient and they must worry about brokers defecting to other patrons.  

Difficulties in monitoring clients increase in urban areas. Not only do networks 

stretch across space, but patrons must also outcompete rivals. The additional social 

complexity in cities means that rival patrons in the same party or in competing parties can 

manage their own machines. For example, different political parties work to establish 

connections to different poor neighborhoods within the same urban municipality. In 

addition, brokers compete with each other to establish networks with a successful patron. 

Surveillance of clients decreases in urban areas as well because brokers deal with greater 

numbers of clients and patrons deal with greater numbers of brokers.  
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Table 1.2  

 Political Clientelism and Protest in New Democracies 

Number of Patrons 
 Few, Coordinating Many, Competing 
Surveillance of Clients High Local Boss Clientelism 

Strongly Suppresses Protest 
 ✕  

Low Indirect Rulers Clientelism 
Somewhat Suppresses Protest 
 

Broker-Mediated Clientelism 
Mixed Effects on Protest 

 

Table 1.2 illustrates how political clientelism varies in new democracies based on 

the number of patrons in a network and on how well that network monitors its members. 

It uses ideal-type categories that reflect how strongly clientelism discourages protest. The 

upper right cell in the table is blank because the combination of high levels of 

surveillance with complicated networks of competing patrons is possible theoretically, 

but does not exist within the empirical literature (at least in democracies and semi-

democracies). 

I argue that clientelism is most restrictive of protest in situations of high 

surveillance of clients and few patrons. I call this situation, local boss clientelism. It 

corresponds to community-based clientelism, which thrives in rural areas. It is most 

likely to occur when the patron, or boss, and the clients are all members of the same 

community because the boss can take advantage of dense community networks to 

monitor the clients. In this situation, bosses discourage protest, and clients do not have 

access to alternative political networks.  
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Decreasing the degree to which patrons can monitor their clients leads to what I 

characterize as indirect rulers clientelism. In this type of clientelism bosses are few, but 

the bosses are not members of local communities. Thus, the boss must rely on local 

brokers for information about clients. This reliance on geographically remote brokers 

weakens the connections between the boss and the clients and makes additional 

organizing possible in the community. To the extent that alternative networks supplant 

clientelism, protest becomes more likely.  

Finally, broker-mediated clientelism occurs if there are multiple patrons in the 

area who rely on many brokers and intermediaries to monitor clients. Most of the studies 

on collective action under clientelism focus on this last category, which usually occurs in 

urban areas. In a large urban area, even if only one political party uses clientelism, 

factions within this party will compete for influence. Thus, this type of clientelism has 

mixed effects on whether or not protests occur. These effects depend on the actions of 

competing bosses and brokers.  

Clientelism usually precludes local people from using public protests to hold 

politicians accountable for public policies and for honest governance. In areas where 

clientelism breaks down because clientelistic networks stretch too far, because patrons 

fail to deliver benefits, or because economic development renders clientelism obsolete, 

political protest becomes more likely. The weakening or absence of clientelism does not, 

however, lead to protest on its own. Dense networks that encourage protest must also 

grow before public protest becomes a common political strategy in an area. These protest 

networks grow as a result of the growth of keystone organizations. As noted earlier, 
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leftist parties and ethnic minority organizations are two of the most important keystone 

organizations in ethnically-diverse democracies.  

HOW KEYSTONE ORGANIZATIONS GROW PROTEST POLITICS USING MORAL 

NARRATIVES   

That ideas and emotions motivate political actions has become accepted 

increasingly as political science incorporates insights from other disciplines.13 This 

ideational turn in the literature includes a focus on how ideas enable collective action.  

Blyth (2002) argues that shared ideas act as a resource for collective action and 

coalition-building by providing a narrative about what interests different groups hold and 

how they can work to forward those interests. Blyth is concerned principally with actions 

by policymakers during economic crises. His insight that adopting common ideas allows 

a group of people to understand themselves as having collective interests is valuable not 

only for understanding national policymakers but also for understanding how local 

people interact with their states. Ordinary people as well as policymakers absorb political 

ideas.  

Scott (1985; 1990) notes that a primary survival skill of subordinate groups is 

being able to hide their discontent from dominant groups. In Scott’s formulation many 

                                                
13 See for example: Checkel 2003; Finnemore and Sikkink 2001; Johnston 2001 
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poor people are discontent with the social order but unlikely to manifest publically this 

discontent because doing so is risky and often futile (Scott 1990).14  

According to Scott, subordinate actors in any social system develop “hidden 

transcripts” that they use to explain their collective situation. The underground existence 

of alternative narratives about a just political order provide: “the social and normative 

basis for practical forms of resistance… as well as the values that might, if conditions 

permitted, sustain more dramatic forms of rebellion” (Scott 1990, 20). Scott’s hidden 

transcripts belong to the more general category of political ideas.  

 Scott takes an extreme position in that he holds that poor communities never 

adopt ideas that justify their own social position (Scott 1985; 1990). In contrast, other 

scholars argue that the ideas that motivate local people come from a variety of sources. 

They allow clientelism and other sources of political domination to demobilize poor 

people through ideas as well as through material coercion. Writing about the Mexican 

Revolution, Knight (1994) takes issue with Scott’s paradigm and notes that: “just as 

protest and revolt had a normative and ideological dimension, so too did compliance and 

quiescence; and neither can be reduced to material calculation…”(Knight 1994, 47).  

Political psychologists have demonstrated through laboratory and field 

experiments that human beings tend justify the political systems in which they live to 

themselves. As a consequence, members of disadvantaged groups often internalize their 

own disadvantage (Jost et al 2012; Jost, Banaji, and Nosek 2004; van der Toorn and Jost 

                                                
14 Scott shares this perspective with other prominent theorists including Skocpol (1979), who likewise 
states that ample discontent exists among peasants, and looks to structural factors to explain social 
revolutions.  
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2014). This literature helps to explain why public protest is relatively rare despite 

pervasive inequality and injustice.  

In the words of van der Toorn and Jost (2014), “system justification theory 

proposes that people actively defend and bolster existing social arrangements, often by 

denying or rationalizing injustices and other problems, even when doing so comes at the 

expense of their personal and group interests” (414). People tend to prefer the status quo 

and dislike uncertainty.  

System justification theory does offer an avenue for protest. These theorists 

predict that people who live in local conditions in which there is less uncertainty and who 

identify strongly with a disadvantaged group will be more likely to protest. According to 

this theoretical perspective, people who engage in public protest must internalize 

ideologies that explain why the political system is unjust, which along with strong 

feelings of group-based solidarity, act as a counterweight to the human tendency to 

justify the status quo (Jost et al 2012). Organizations that encourage protest must build 

solidary within the groups they represent and must provide a narrative of why the status 

quo is unjust and how members of the group can act to change this unjust situation. 

Becoming a protester requires thinking like a protester.  

Stokes (1995) provides an example of how organizations changed the mindsets of 

local people in Peruvian urban slums. She argues persuasively that clientelism in Peru 

socialized poor people to accept a differential role in politics. Stokes’ work links political 

ideas directly to protest politics. Shantytown residents became willing and even eager to 

protest when they embraced the ideas of radical leftist politics that they were exposed to 
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through the expansion of social movements under leftwing military rule. Marxist political 

parties, unions, and progressive Catholic Church organizations spread a political culture 

that encouraged agency among the poor and justified political protest as a way to remedy 

injustice (Stokes 1995).  

Political ideas serve as building blocks for protest movements. I characterize the 

ideas that organizations use to support protest as “moral narratives” of protest. These 

narratives are particularly potent because they draw on existing norms of what constitutes 

a just society in order to build a new moral narrative that justifies and encourages protest. 

These moral narratives can be particular to a specific area, for example a Latin American 

social movement may forward a moral narrative that protest is justified because it 

protects an idea of universal human dignity as grounded in Catholic thought. They can 

also draw on international norms, such as human rights and democracy, to claim that 

protest leads to greater social justice.   

I argue that once an organization spreads a moral narrative that justifies protest, it 

becomes very difficult for that organization to abandon its support for protest politics. In 

this sense, protest tactics are path dependent.15 Activists have substantial leeway initially 

in the tactics they adopt and whether protest is one of those tactics. These activists also 

have substantial freedom to adopt different moral narratives to justify these tactics. Once 

protest becomes accepted commonly among local people, organizations in the area 

cannot revoke support for protest without a loss of supporters.  

                                                
15 According to Pierson, a set of relatively open initial choices that narrow with time due to positive 
feedback loops characterizes path dependent process. Political actors further down the path have fewer 
options because the actions of past actors constrain current decisionmakers (Pierson 2000, 2004).  
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A moral narrative of protest takes on “a life of its own” because it creates a self-

sustaining justification for frequent public protest. Protest becomes associated with the 

basic self-worth of protesters who will likely distrust calls to demobilize. Once an 

organization advances a moral narrative of protest that becomes widely accepted, even if 

the organization itself mostly uses other tactics than public protests, it cannot credibly 

disavow protest tactics. Protesting as justified and moral becomes a local norm.    

KEYSTONE ORGANIZATIONS: LEFTIST PARTIES IN NEW DEMOCRACIES 

Protest politics in new democracies are distinctive because many of the 

inhabitants of these countries spent part of their political socialization under authoritarian 

systems. Groups that protested during the transition to democracy are established in the 

new political system. These groups could hypothetically belong to any political ideology, 

but there are good theoretical reasons to assume that leftwing parties are particularly 

likely to serve as keystone organizations for the growth of protest networks in new 

democracies. When the political left develops before national democratization, it is likely 

to forward a coherent moral narrative that justifies and encourages frequent public protest 

because public protest helps the partisan left grow despite authoritarian repression. After 

democratization, the political system shifts but leftwing parties remain committed to 

encouraging political protest as a morally justified way to deepen democracy.  

Analyses of survey data have shown consistently that individuals are most likely 

to protest if they are asked to do so and that being embedded in organizations and 

interested in politics makes being asked to protest more likely (Brady, Verba, and 
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Schlozman 1995; Schussman and Soule 2005). Research on the role of networks in 

individual protest recruitment risks restating the obvious; isolated individuals are less 

likely to participate in collective political actions.16 McAdam and Paulsen (1993) 

recognize this difficulty and they argue that: “social ties may constrain as well as 

encourage activism” (645). Thus theories of protest need to specify the conditions under 

which specific networks facilitate or to discourage protest. A focus on how different 

types of networks influence protest has the additional bonus of reintroducing agency into 

the structural narrative of political opportunity.17 

The literature on protest and social mobilization recognizes that the political 

environment shapes protest networks, but theories about how these changes happen are 

limited. Trejo (2014) theorizes that public protest facilitates transitions to democracy in 

electoral authoritarian contexts. He expects that protest frequency spikes when 

authoritarian governments allow multiparty elections and that protest frequency decreases 

as electoral competition becomes institutionalized. According to Trejo, opposition parties 

incorporate social movements prior to democratization because these movements give the 

parties a specialized wing to protest rigged elections. However, once a country transitions 

to democracy and elections become competitive, former opposition parties will co-opt 

                                                
16 But see Jasper (1997) who provides an alternative explanation for why people in wealthy countries join 
newer social movements, including antinuclear and animal rights movements. He emphasizes that viewing 
morally shocking events causes many protesters to seek out movements to which they have no previous 
ties.   
17 See Karapin (2007) for a strong criticism of political opportunity structures and other structural 
explanations as applied to episodes of protest by leftwing and rightwing groups in Germany.  
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social movements to discourage protest in order to expand the appeal of the party to 

centrist voters (Trejo 2014).18  

Trejo’s argument mirrors Greene’s argument that successful opposition parties in 

electoral authoritarian countries transition from ideological niche parties to moderate 

catch-all parties (Greene 2007). O’Donnell and Schmitter made a similar argument as 

well in their classic study of democratic transitions. They expected that protest would 

become common as a sign of regime breakdown in an authoritarian government and 

subsequently decrease as politics re-institutionalized within the new democracy 

(O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986). Rice also expects that institutionalized party systems 

channel social discontent toward electoral politics rather than toward social protest (Rice 

2012).  

The underlying logic for these scholars is that protest movements are likely to be 

more ideologically extreme than the average voter; parties will appeal to moderate voters 

and jettison connections to protest movements. Democratic institutions that include an 

institutionalized party system will create social stability as former protesters follow the 

direction of their parties of choice and enter institutional politics rather than continue 

protest activities.  

While opposition parties are likely to sponsor protests in electoral authoritarian 

regimes, there are good reasons to anticipate that protests will persist with national 

democratization. The literature on party competition suggests that the relationship 

                                                
18 Trejo makes a very similar argument in his 2012 book, but he explains the underlying theoretical logic 
more fully in his 2014 article.  
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between social movement supporters and political parties is likely to be contingent on the 

dynamics of local partisan competition and that parties in democracies benefit from 

connections to protesters.  

Protest in New Democracies 

Classic spatial models of party competition expect parties to converge on the 

ideological center only in two party systems (Downs 1957). In reality competition 

between only two parties is rare; moreover, even under two-party competition, actual 

parties do not always converge on the median voter (Aldrich 1995; Powell 2000; Stokes 

1999). Empirical evidence shows that parties in multiparty democracies frequently take 

and maintain consistent ideological positions that are either more extreme or more 

moderate than those of their supporters (Dalton 2008; Warwick 2009). In addition, parties 

often mobilize established supporters more strongly than they pursue new voters 

(Albright 2008; Sánchez-Cuenca 2004).  

Studies on the changing dynamics of the political left in Europe and Latin 

America suggest strongly that unless parties use mechanisms like clientelism to co-opt 

their core supporters, these supporters will not follow the party without regard to 

ideology (Burgess and Levitsky 2003; Della Porta and Rucht 1995; Karrenth, Polk, and 

Allen 2012; Levitsky 2003; Madrid 2010).  

Mobilized people often stay mobilized; they do not necessarily stay loyal. This 

dynamic suggests that the ideologies that mass publics hold are fairly sticky despite 

partisan efforts to shift public opinion. Once people become mobilized politically, it is 
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unlikely that partisan elites can undo this mobilization without significant and costly 

repression or clientelism.  

Madrid (2010) shows that Latin American leftist parties could shift toward the 

political center and maintain their leftwing voters only if the parties had not alienated 

core voters by imposing rightwing neoliberal polices while governing in the 1990s. In 

countries where the traditional leftist parties discredited themselves, new mobilizing 

leftwing parties that made radical and interventionist policy claims grew (Madrid 2010). 

Protest also grew in these societies (Rice 2012; Van Cott 2005; Yashar 2005).  

Likewise, Karrenth, Polk, and Allen (2012) argue convincingly that chasing 

centrist voters has benefited European Social Democratic parties only in the short run. 

Leftwing core supporters deserted eventually the parties that remained centrist, and voters 

in the political center, who are often swing voters, proved impossible for centrist Social 

Democratic parties to retain (Karrenth, Polk, and Allen 2012).  

In addition, movements may become more extreme rather than less extreme if 

they lose partisan allies. Della Porta and Rucht (1995) found that leftwing movements in 

Italy and Germany radicalized when their main partisan allies shifted towards the 

political center. Their historical scholarship reveals that while parties open opportunities 

for protest politics, parties have less success demobilizing groups.  

The idea that protesters protest because they lack access to institutional politics 

developed out of early work on collective action that argued that grievances drove protest 

(Davies 1962; Gurr 1970; Smelser 1959; 1962). Many scholars of social movements 

predicted initially that groups that have little access to institutional channels will engage 
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in frequent protest while groups that can use institutional politics will not protest 

(McCarthy and Zald 1977; McVeigh and Smith 1999; Piven and Cloward 1977).   

Recent studies on protest question the idea that access to institutional politics 

depresses protest. These scholars argue that protest and institutionalized politics are more 

likely to be complements than to be substitutes in democracies (Goldstone 2003; 2004; 

Jasper 1997; Jenkins and Klandermans 1995). Likewise, ample research has found that 

people with greater organizational ties are more likely to protest and are also more likely 

to participate in other more institutionalized forms of politics in developed democracies 

(Goldstone 2003; 2004).  

In new democracies, political access varies among groups in society and formal 

democratic institutions tend to vary in their strength and stability as well.19 Despite this 

variation, new democracies are all likely to meet a general threshold for institutional 

access that encourages local protesters. The debate in the literature is not whether semi-

democracy encourages protest but whether full democracy satisfies protesters through 

other means. This suggests that variation in protest at the local level in new democracies 

is less due to variation in institutional openings to protest than to variations in the 

organizational environment that prepares local people to use protest as a political tactic.  

Protest is easiest for individuals who live in areas where dense networks connect 

people with common interests. These people can take advantage of these networks to 

organize political actions including public protest. I argue that keystone protest 

                                                
19 See Gibson 2012 and Giraudy 2015 for discussions of why national democratization does not always 
extend to subnational governments. 
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organizations create self-reinforcing political opportunities at the local level that provide 

local people with many possible networks through which to organize politically. 

Keystone organizations promote protest in part because their presence supports additional 

organizing. Leftwing political parties are more likely than other political parties to act as 

keystone organizations in the newer democracies of the developing world.  

The Partisan Left And the Growth of Protest Networks 

The literature suggests that protesters are less likely to be ideological moderates 

than other members of society and that protesters are difficult to demobilize. If keystone 

organizations create conditions favorable to mobilization initially, these conditions are 

likely to persist because as organizational networks grow locally, these networks 

mobilize more people and open more political space for protest as well as for institutional 

politics. In new democracies, formal institutions often do not work as advertised. Even if 

representative institutions did work well, the experiences of developed democracies show 

that protest and democracy coexist easily (Goldstone 2004).  

Cross-nationally, rightwing and especially leftwing individuals protest more than 

moderates (Opp et al 1995). Protest happens in response to causes that activate strong 

emotions (Gould 2009; Jasper 1997; 2014; van Stekelenburg and Klandermas 2013; van 

Zomeren, Postmes, and Spears 2008). Strong moral convictions in particular motivate 

higher levels of political engagement, less willingness to compromise, and less 

willingness to respect legal authorities on specific issues (Skitka and Morgan 2014). 

These are all traits that encourage protest (Jasper 2014). Organizations that lead protests 
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are thus more likely to draw people with strong feelings about politics than less-

motivated moderates.  

In the case of Mexico, there is substantial evidence that the partisan left matters 

for protest. Trejo (2012; 2014) theorizes that moderate levels of electoral competition 

promote protest. However, in his empirical work he focuses on how the partisan left 

sponsored protest. Most competition in indigenous areas of Mexico before 2000 was 

between the ruling party and leftist opposition parties (Trejo 2012, 17-18).  Likewise, 

scholars have criticized the extreme willingness of leftwing partisans to protest after 

elections as an impediment to the consolidation of Mexican democracy (Estrada and 

Poiré 2007; Medina Vidal et al 2010).20 

I agree with Trejo (2012; 2014) that opposition parties are likely to sponsor social 

movements in electoral authoritarian countries. I also argue that before national 

democratization, opposition parties are unlikely to rely on clientelistic linkages to 

maintain their alliances with civil society organizations. This prediction comes from the 

basic logic that in an electoral authoritarian system opposition parties, unlike the ruling 

party, do not have access to state resources to use to buy support.  

I disagree with Trejo’s assertion that partisan allies of protest movements will 

become opponents of protest who can demobilize movements once democratization 

occurs. I argue instead that leftist parties will continue to facilitate protest after national 

democratization. Institutionalizing partisan competition at the local level is unlikely to 

                                                
20 All partisans have been more willing to protest than non-affiliated individuals but that willingness is 
particularly strong among partisans of the political left. See the articles cited above.  
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suppress protest. Mobilized people have even greater incentives to protest in a democracy 

than in an authoritarian system because public protest can influence how politicians 

vote.21 Places where the left was strong historically reinforce this preference to protest 

among civil society actors, and the political left has good reasons to support protesters 

even after national democratization.  

The level of local protest will fluctuate over time, but protest-prone areas are 

likely to remain protest prone as institutional politics open. Popular protests keep 

leftwing supporters mobilized between electoral cycles and give leftwing supporters a 

way to influence politicians. Van Dyke documented in the U.S. that student protest 

increased if the leftwing party, the Democratic Party, controlled state governments (Van 

Dyke 2003). Bruhn saw a decrease in protest frequency but not the size of protest when 

the partisan left governed Mexico City. She documented a similar decrease in protests 

targeting local government in São Paulo under leftwing governments but protest 

frequency did not decrease in the Brazilian city. These cities are considered 

organizational bases for the partisan left and host extremely frequent protests (Bruhn 

2008).  

As these examples demonstrate, activists are likely to remain mobilized and new 

groups are likely to protest in areas with established networks. Public protest is an 

effective strategy to set political agendas and to gain influence over the platforms of 

allied parties and over public policy in general (Goldstone 2004; Gillion 2012). In 

                                                
21 See Gillion 2012 for direct evidence that U.S. Congressional Representatives alter their voting behavior 
in response to protest in their districts.  
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addition, protests provide an important avenue of access for less powerful groups because 

it is easier to organize protests than to organize political campaigns. A protest that attracts 

500 people is impressive. Most political campaigns require far greater numbers. Weldon 

(2011) argues persuasively that because organizational costs are lower in the fluid world 

of social movements than in the set world of institutionalized democratic politics, 

disadvantaged and marginalized groups find the best representation through social 

movements that work to influence the state.  

Organized people with strong ties to local communities tend to use protest as a 

strategy that complements other forms of political engagement. A recent study found that 

community-based organizations in the poorer cities of Brazil are among the most likely 

civil society organizations to use protest. These organizations are also likely to contact 

public officials and to participate formally in making policy (Wampler and Touchton 

2015).  

There are good reasons that leftwing politicians will encourage the proliferation 

of organizations that launch protests, even if the organizations themselves are not 

formally affiliated with the politicians’ parties. The growth of independent civil society 

benefits the left because it increases the political awareness and civic skills of people who 

are likely leftist voters. Greater political awareness and civic skills makes participating in 

politics more likely (Brady, Verba, and Schlozman 1995). 

Leftwing parties are particularly likely to rely on mass support. Poor people are 

less likely to participate in politics (Brady, Verba, and Schlozman 1995; Powell 1986). 

Thus, parties that rely on poor voters need to increase the political awareness and 
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participation of the masses. Political parties that maintain ties to social movements can 

use these movements to rally voters in general elections. Candidates who want their 

supporters to show up for the election do well to tap into mobilized networks. The growth 

of the left does not just facilitate protest through formal organizational ties. Leftist parties 

can also harness the power of mobilized civil society by signaling that their party is the 

“friendliest” towards activists. An important signal of friendliness is to respond to rather 

than to suppress groups that protest.  

Clientelism provides an alternative strategy to boost turnout compared to policy-

based mobilization. As noted earlier, clientelism is a reliable way for politicians to boost 

turnout among poor people. When Mexico was an electoral authoritarian regime, rural 

turnout levels under monopolistic clientelism were profoundly high (Holzner 2010; 

Magaloni 2006). Often as was the case in Mexico, electoral authoritarian governments 

buy electoral turnout and support to signal that the ruling party is impossible to defeat 

(Magaloni 2006).  

Even in ostensible democracies, parties that use clientelism to buy support need to 

signal their continuing viability as patrons. Unreliable patrons are likely to breed 

defection. Even in a democracy, this process of signaling will often result in improbably 

high levels of turnout in poor rural areas as clientelistic parties “over-buy” support to 

keep up appearances. For clientelism to be effective it must be consistent and that tends 

to be expensive. 

Once a country transitions to democracy, the former opposition parties may build 

clientelistic networks of their own by winning office and by incorporating defecting 
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politicians from the old regime who come with ready-made political machines. These 

networks that buy support will not supplant preexisting networks that mobilize activists 

in most areas that the left was strong historically.  

Parties in a democracy do not need to win with extremely high levels of turnout 

and rarely have the funds to buy it as compared to authoritarian governments that 

monopolize state resources. New democracies are profoundly unlikely to inherit state 

corporatist networks from authoritarian governments that used popular mobilization, and 

not all authoritarian governments had formal working class networks. In addition, as 

parties court working and middle class constituencies in urban areas, vote buying 

becomes less feasible although job offers may still win supporters. Thus, unless state 

patronage is ubiquitous, as in some parts of India, parties in new democracies must offer 

policies and not just clientelism to their constituents.22  

While clientelism is a consistent strategy for political parties in the developing 

world, it cannot be the only strategy for parties that rely on middle class support. 

Clientelism works on poor voters and leftwing parties tend to cultivate support among 

middle-class and upper-class leftists as well as among the masses. Somewhat counter-

intuitively, complicated cross-class networks are particularly likely to exist in leftwing 

bastions that grew before democratization. Social movements need resources to organize, 

and repression against connected middle-class people tends to be costlier for authoritarian 

                                                
22 See Chandra (2004) who argues that Indian politics work as a patronage democracy in which people vote 
for parties that are most likely to give members of their ethnic category access to patronage. Wilkinson 
(2007) also notes that partisan competition increased clientelism in India, but he argues that increasing 
economic prosperity since the early 1990s created a sizeable anticorruption coalition. This situation makes 
it likely that clientelistic politics will decrease as politicians court the new middle and upper class voters.   
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governments because it is highly visible as compared to repression against isolated poor 

people. Thus, areas where the partisan left grew prior to democratization are unlikely to 

be among the poorest or the most isolated. After democratization, mobilized constituents 

are hard to buy off if these constituents have strong policy preferences or have private 

resources, both of which are likely among leftwing supporters in leftwing partisan 

bastions.  

Organizations that mobilize popular sectors and the middle classes to vote also 

tend to mobilize these groups to protest. Groups including unions and community 

organizations use protest to make their political opinions heard between election cycles 

and to shift the issues that parties address (Goldstone 2004). Where these organizations 

exist, it is likely that they will add protest to their political repertoire.  

Leftwing parties that maintain strong ties with social movements and unions 

jeopardize their alliances in civil society if they crack down on protests while in power. 

They jeopardize these alliances even if they crack down on independent or nonpartisan 

organizations because people often have overlapping organizational memberships. 

Individual politicians on the left may act to suppress protest, but in areas that are leftwing 

strongholds, the left in general should support protest strongly. The dynamics of local 

government certainly have an effect on protest in the short term. However, I argue that 

over several electoral cycles leftwing bastions will tend to experience more social 

mobilization and in consequence more protest than other areas.  

Political parties may act as teams, but they are not unitary actors. Individual 

politicians have strong incentives to support protest even in areas that their party holds a 
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“safe” political majority. At the local level in particular, self-interested leftwing 

politicians have strong incentives to encourage social mobilization in order to win 

internal struggles in their parties.23  

Leftwing politicians who sponsor public protests signal that they have enough 

popular support to populate a protest. This signal of political viability is useful in 

factional struggles in their own parties or among parties in leftwing alliances. In areas 

that are leftwing strongholds, which politicians gain the backing of a specific leftwing 

party often depends on political contests among rival factions in the party.  

Primary elections provide even greater incentives for politicians to maintain close 

ties with popular organizations than do backroom struggles. Partisan voters are on 

average more ideological than voters without a partisan affiliation and politicians need to 

mobilize a base of support to win a primary. Even leaders who climb beyond local-level 

politics need to maintain a popular base to signal their continued viability as candidates to 

other party members.  

Why Rightwing Parties Are Unlikely Protest Sponsors in Developing Democracies 

In contrast to parties of the left, parties of the right and the center right are less 

likely to grow protest networks. In new democracies, elites in the political right typically 

remain suspicious of mass mobilization. Rightwing parties often evolve from former 

authoritarian parties rather than from the political opposition that existed prior to 

democratization. Even when rightwing parties evolve from the democratizing opposition, 

                                                
23 Auyero, Lapegna, and Page 2009 provide an example of this for Argentina.  
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they are more likely to emphasize public order than to provide moral justifications for 

frequent mass protest.  

Rightwing parties often use clientelism to capture votes in poor areas of the 

developing world, and the ability of rightwing parties to build a political base on 

programmatic appeals is limited in countries with large lower classes. Bowen (2011) 

argues that there is a “limited electoral base for non-clientelist, right-wing parties” in 

Latin America today (111). In consequence, much of the political right relies on 

clientelism (Bowen 2011; Montero 2010). 

Even if they do not use clientelism, parties of the right are unlikely protest 

sponsors in new democracies precisely because popular protest often disrupts the 

economic interests of their supporters. Protest camps and roadblocks disrupt tourism. 

Businesses of all sorts lose revenue from roadblocks and strikes.  

Party labels signal to voters the policies that the party will pursue (Snyder and 

Ting 2002). Parties that brand themselves as encouraging a stable political climate for 

business that includes an emphasis on the value of orderly politics dilute their own brands 

if they build protest networks.  

Evidence from developed democracies shows that parties of the right often benefit 

from activating religious cleavages in politics. De La O and Rodden (2008) found that the 

Western European poor tended to be more liberal on economic issues and more 

conservative on social issues than the rich. Finseraas (2010) likewise found that among 

OECD countries, when political parties take strong opposing positions on moral issues, 

low-income voters are less likely to identify with left parties.  
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Shifting issues to a moral dimension is riskier in developing countries. Poor 

people who worry about their own material needs are more likely to respond to material 

than to post-material appeals.24 In addition, even when moral issues enter the political 

framework in the developing world, rightwing parties have strong incentives to activate 

those cleavages while still discouraging public protest. A reputation for ingovernability is 

likely to depress foreign investment in an area.  

Parties of the right and center-right in established democracies gain more from 

encouraging popular protest than similar parties in new democracies. It is not surprising 

that rightwing movements have become a force to reckon with in Western Europe and the 

U.S. A reputation for stability for international investment matters much more in 

countries like Brazil or Mexico than in countries like France and the United States.  

KEYSTONE ORGANIZATIONS: ETHNIC MINORITY ORGANIZATIONS  

If the partisan left activates a variety of leftist organizations in areas where it 

gains strength, ethnic minority organizations activate social cleavages in their areas of 

strength that are distinct from the traditional left. Ethnic minority organizations build 

political efficacy among traditionally-excluded segments of society. This empowerment 

shifts politics fundamentally. A movement that justifies ethnic mobilization where 

                                                
24 Ingelhart (1995; 1998) formulated the influential theory that as countries became richer their inhabitants 
become more secure in basic needs and more likely to focus on postmaterial concerns. Although Ingelhart 
applies this insight to leftwing concerns, such as environmental protection, it is equally applicable to 
rightwing abstract moral concerns.  In addition, far right parties can form as a backlash against postmaterial 
movements.   
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mobilization along ethnic lines is not already established is a radical movement in the 

sense that it offers a transformative vision of politics.  

Ethnic minority organizations are particularly likely to facilitate protests in new 

democracies because protest politics create a strong avenue for ethnic minorities to 

influence politicians. As social movement theorists have argued, empowering people who 

have limited leverage in conventional electoral politics is likely to motivate these people 

to protest. The organizational demands of protest are lower than the demands of 

institutional politics, and thus protest is more accessible to historically excluded ethnic 

minority populations.  

Once successful protests by ethnic minority organizations demonstrate that 

members of the ethnic minority can use protest to influence politics, this tactic will 

spread locally. Members of the ethnic minority living in the area are likely to adopt 

public protest as a justified and useful tactic for themselves even if they do not join ethnic 

activist organizations. Through a process of learning and emulation, public protest 

becomes a common tactic among members of the ethnic minority population.  

From Ethnicity to Ethnic Protest Politics  

Ethnic identities are socially constructed (Barth 1969; Birnir 2007; Chandra 2001; 

2004; 2006; Hobsbawm 1990; Laitin 1998; Madrid 2012; Nagel 1994; Posner 2005; 

Wimmer 2008). Chandra (2004; 2006) defines ethnicity as a social division that is based 

on the perception of common descent. Chandra and Wilkinson (2008) make a further 

distinction between the distribution of ethnic categories in a given area, or ethnic 
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structure, and how people activate those categories while interacting, or ethnic practice. 

This ethnic practice includes ethnic identities that never become political and ethnic 

identities that are meaningful within politics (Chandra and Wilkinson 2008).  

Recent research on the social psychology of collective action reveals that people 

are more likely to engage in collective action if they judge the action to connect to a 

salient personal identity (Becker, Tausch and Wagner 2011; Mackie, Devos and Smith 

2000; Simon and Grabow 2010; Tausch et al 2011; van Zomeren et al 2004; van 

Zomeren, Spears and Leach 2008). People who identify strongly with a given social 

group are less likely to weigh risk and more likely to respond emotionally, which 

prompts them to engage in collective action in support of the group. In contrast, 

individuals who consider their group membership as a less salient factor tend to evaluate 

whether to participate in collective actions that support the group by evaluating primarily 

whether the action will be effective and have personal benefits (van Zomeren, Spears and 

Leach 2008).  

Social psychologists tend to consider ethnic identities to be strong and salient 

group identities (see Klandermans 2014). Yet identities, even socially salient identities, 

must become politicized in order to motivate protest (Klandermans 2014; van 

Stekelenburg and Klandermans 2013). Organizations that form among ethnic minorities 

must overcome the tendency for people in a society to internalize system-justifying 

ideologies that suppress collective action (Jost, Banaji, and Nosek 2004; Jost et al 2012; 

van der Toorn and Jost 2014). These organizations also must raise the awareness of their 

members about injustice (Jost et al 2012; van Stekelenburg and Klandermans 2013).  
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Van Stekelenburg and Klandermans (2013) state that in order to consider social 

change possible: “people need to be able to unite and fight for the issue and they must 

perceive the political context as receptive to claims made by their group.” (889). I argue 

that ethnic minority organizations are instrumental in raising this sense of political 

efficacy among ethnic minority populations at the local level.  

Ethnic minority organizations must also navigate the tendency for people to avoid 

identifying publicly with stigmatized subgroups (Goffman 1963; Hornsey and Hogg 

2000; Klandermans 2014; Moroşanu and Fox 2013; Wacquant 2008). Minority activists 

reconstruct what it means to belong to historically stigmatized ethnic minorities by 

creating new positive cultural practices and revitalizing historical traditions (see 

Huarcaya 2015; Nagel 1994; 1996).  

As social identity theorists have demonstrated, people want to preserve the 

distinctiveness of their subgroup identities. Pressures to assimilate into a dominant group 

category can provoke stronger rather than weaker subgroup identities (Dovidio, Gaertner, 

and Saguy 2009; Hornsey and Hogg 2000). This effect is particularly likely when people 

are strongly identified with their original groups or when identities are associated with 

highly visible cues, such as phenotype or speech (Dovidio, Gaertner, and Saguy 2009).  

Some ethnic categories are “thin” in that they have little social import or 

emotional appeal. These group-based divisions would be difficult although not 

impossible for activists to use as the basis for political mobilization. In contrast, most 

ethnic categories are “thick” and derive from the daily practice of people embedded in 
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community networks.25 These divisions mark salient groups. Historical political 

processes, such as nation-state formation, religious spread, racialization, and colonialism 

created modern ethnic categories.26 Modern ethnic categories are the legacies of 

exclusionary political processes. They are also the result of concerted efforts on the part 

of ethnic minorities to preserve and revitalize their own cultural identities.27  

Both sociological theories of ethnicity and social identity theories of group 

formation treat group divisions as inherently relational and context dependent (see 

Hornsey and Hogg 2000; Wimmer 2008). This means that since ethnic identities are 

socially constructed, how ethnicity is expressed publically becomes often a political 

question among competing groups. The powerful in society, often government elites, try 

to constrain the political use of ethnicity by local people, often ethnic minorities, to make 

claims on the government.28  

In response to government efforts to control ethnic mobilization, ethnic minority 

organizations use moral narratives to explain why their causes and tactics are justified. To 

the extent that ethnic divisions represent cultural and religious communities, these 

communities possess particular traditions and ways of understanding the world that 

activists harness when they craft moral narratives about mobilization. The process of 

                                                
25 See Fearon and Laitin 1996 for a discussion of why dense internal networks that allow leaders within 
ethnic groups to police their own members is a common feature in areas with a weak rule of law.  
26 See Wimmer 2008 for a theoretical discussion of ethnic boundary formation. 
27 See Stephen 1996. 
28  See Hale 2002 and Overmyer-Velázquez 2007 and 2010 for examples from the Latin American 
indigenous experience. This phenomenon is by no means limited to Latin America and controlling ethnic 
expression is one of the primary concerns of nationalism and state formation.  
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activism itself can also generate new cultural identities and revitalize existing 

communities (Nagel 1996).  

Ethnic activist organizations work as keystone organizations because they change 

how the ethnic identity of their group is treated at the local level from a social identity to 

a political identity. They change the prototype of the group, or what it means to be a 

group member.29 According to Hogg and Reid (2006): “in-group prototypes not only 

describe behavior but also prescribe it—telling us how we ought to behave as group 

members” (13). If local norms about what it means to belong to the ethnic minority 

change to include acting politically, protest among members of the ethnic group becomes 

more likely at the local level even among people not associated with the original 

organization.  

Democratization and the Rise of Ethnic Protest Politics 

One line of thought in political science argues that ethnicity becomes important 

for group identification in politics because the social markers, such as language and skin 

color, that determine ethnic divisions are highly visible and difficult to change (Birnir 

2007; Chandra 2006; Posner 2005). Wimmer (2008) qualifies this assumption and notes 

that ethnic markers can produce ethnic social divisions that range from ambiguous and 

flexible to concrete and highly path-dependent. Ethnic identities, even when flexible, 

                                                
29 See Hogg and Reid 2006 for a discussion of how group prototypes influence social categorization.  
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have latent political potential that democratization tends to activate.30 This activation 

results in ethnic politics but not necessarily in ethnic conflict.  

I argue that people who mobilize and protest along ethnic lines in democracies do 

so primarily to access and influence politicians. According to Birnir, democratization 

encourages politics based on ethnicity. She states that: “ethnic group identity, maintained 

and even strengthened under authoritarian conditions, rises to the political surface as a 

practical organizing principle because democracy more likely encourages political 

expression of identity” (Birnir 2007, 603).  

Democratization can activate ethnic-based parties (Birinir 2007; Chandra 2004). I 

argue that democratization also activates public protest among organized ethnic 

minorities. In fact, ethnic groups using protest politics to set the political agenda and to 

influence politicians may be a more common result of democratization than the 

development of ethnic parties.  

Many ethnic minorities live in distinct regions of their home countries and ethnic 

minorities are not always nationally-salient voting blocks. In addition, the creation of new 

political parties often relies on the breakdown of older parties. For countries with a 

legacy of electoral authoritarian rule, an increasing category worldwide, strong parties at 

the time of transition are likely. Strong existing parties limit the likelihood that the 

political system will transform to incorporate additional groups through new political 

parties.  

                                                
30 See Birnir 2007. 
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Ethnicity matters for voting behavior even in Latin America, a region in which 

ethnic boundaries tend to be flexible. Newer democracies in the region have witnessed an 

increase in the overall political salience of ethnicity since the 1990s.31 The established 

parties, including traditional leftist parties, have responded poorly to the concerns of 

indigenous voters despite democratization (Hernández Castillo 2006; Madrid 2005; 

2012).  

In the Central Andes, successful indigenous political parties attracted voters 

through a strategy that Madrid characterizes as ethnopopulism. These parties adopted 

populist leftwing politics and an inclusive, if indigenous-based, nationalism (Madrid 

2008). Other regions of Latin America have not seen a comparable rise of ethnic parties.  

The rise of indigenous ethnic parties in Latin America has coincided with an even 

more geographically expansive rise of indigenous protest politics (Rice 2012; Trejo 2012; 

Van Cott 2005; Yashar 2005). I argue that this pattern of frequent ethnic protest is 

characteristic of new democracies in which ethnic minority organizations exist. If 

ethnicity provides an organizing principle for voting, it also provides an organizing 

principle for protest politics.  

Ethnic minority movements are particularly likely to arise as part of 

democratization and to use public protest as a tactic to influence politics. The moral 

narratives that these movements use to justify protest during democratization are equally 

                                                
31 Yashar 2005 argues that ethnic movements grew in areas where political openings created space for 
mobilization and previous histories of the incorporation of indigenous peoples as peasants  
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applicable in new democracies because political protest is one of the strongest tools that 

minorities have to set the political agenda and to influence politicians in a democracy.  

Goldstone’s argument that social movements will protest in order to influence 

institutional politics in democracies applies even more strongly to ethnic minority 

movements.32 Yet while ethnicity provides a potential cleavage for protest politics, the 

activation of this cleavage relies on local organizations. I argue that localities where 

ethnic organizations have activated the cleavage are likely to see high rates of protest. In 

contrast, in keeping with social constructivism, demographics themselves should not 

predict protest frequency. Likewise, the political meaning of ethnic identities depends on 

the actions of activists and politicians.  

Ethnic mobilization may result in leftist partisanship among minority ethnic 

groups. Ethnic minorities, especially those who experience marginalization by the 

dominant society, may also reject existing political parties as not incorporating their 

concerns. In addition, activating ethnic divisions, can build support for social 

conservative causes. In other words, ethnic divisions do not tend to correspond to 

leftwing versus rightwing partisan politics in any universal manner. Thus the growth of 

ethnic organizing at the local level opens a dimension of protest politics that is not 

captured by traditional party politics.  

                                                
32 See Goldstone 2004. 
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Ethnic Organizations and Political Efficacy Among Minorities 

Ethnic minority organizations often work among the poor. This is particularly the 

case in societies in which ethnicity and class tend to coincide. Ethnic organizations often 

provide social services such as education programs, measures for small producers to 

market their crops, or ways for women to market handicrafts, that empower local people 

materially. Scholars have long looked to feelings of political efficacy as source of 

political participation (see Klandermans 2014; van Stekelenburg and Klandermans 2013). 

Holzner (2010) argues that poor people who feel empowered are far more likely to bother 

to participate politically than poor people who judge themselves powerless. In addition, 

the practical social services that ethnic organizations provide compete with existing 

political clientelism.33  

Subaltern ethnic groups in general and subaltern ethnic minorities in particular 

face different political considerations than other ethnic groups. Wimmer (2008) argues 

that a hierarchical ethnic boundary that is hard to cross, or has a high degree of closure in 

his terms, is “consequential for everyday life because it denies access to the resources 

that have been monopolized by the dominant group” (980). Hierarchical ethnic divisions 

are a result of historical process of state formation that reverberate to the present day.  

Activists have used public protest to expand citizenship rights within formally 

oligarchic political regimes that are now established democracies (King et al 2009). The 

literature on protest documents how groups that are denied basic civil and political rights 

use public protests as part of their strategies to alter the political system and gain these 
                                                
33 Shefner 2001 documents this process for religious Catholic organizations, a type of ethnic organization.  
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rights. These civil rights movements differ from other social movements because they are 

excluded from accessing institutional politics (Goldstone 2003; Jasper 1997).  

In actual democracies, ethnic minorities, with the exception of immigrants, do not 

face formal political exclusion. Minority citizens can vote and run for office. But they 

tend to face glass ceilings within institutional politics that are particularly strong in parts 

of the world like Latin America where ethnic minority citizens tend to be poorer than 

members of the ethnic majority. For example, in Mexico, indigenous people become 

mayors and local councilors in counties with overwhelming indigenous majorities 

frequently, but rarely elect co-ethnics to state and national office (Sonnleitner 2013). The 

underrepresentation of indigenous people in elected office in Mexico reflects the fact that 

electoral politics often fail to represent ethnic minorities in new democracies. Even 

Brazil, where Afro-Brazilians are a demographic majority, elects few Afro-Brazilians to 

national office (Bailey 2009).  

For ethnic minorities in the newer democracies of the developing world, public 

protest creates an additional channel of access to government. Protest is not likely to fix 

problems of underrepresentation, but organized protests can sway politicians and put 

concerns that ethnic minorities hold commonly on the political agenda. 

Indigenous Organizing and Protest Politics in Mexico  

Scholars have remarked on the importance of indigenous identities for 

mobilization in Southern Mexico (Mattiace 2003; Moksnes 2012; Stephen 1996; Rubin 

1997). However, Trejo (2012) found no relationship between the percentage of 
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indigenous residents in a municipality and whether or not people from that municipality 

engaged in protest from 1975 to 2000.34 I agree with Trejo that ethnic identity alone is 

not enough to motivate protest even for ethnic groups that face pervasive discrimination.   

Trejo (2012) found that communities in indigenous Mexico with greater levels of 

religious diversity also experienced greater levels of protest. He explains this pattern as a 

result of the Catholic Church’s sponsorship of indigenous organizing to maintain 

relevance in areas where protestant churches had made headway (Trejo 2012). Other 

scholars demonstrate that poverty is not a universal characteristic of indigenous ethnicity 

in Mexico, despite stereotypes, and look to middle-class indigenous activists including 

student activists to explain the growth of protest networks in some areas (Rubin 1997).   

Trejo takes a constructivist view of ethnicity and argues cultural revival 

movements come mostly from outside of indigenous communities that are too poor and 

too isolated to mobilize on their own. In his words: “The competition for indigenous 

souls resulted in a new indigenous pride; native languages were no longer stigmatized but 

actively used as the language of God” (Trejo 2012, 14). Yet if backing indigenous 

cultures is a “member-retention strategy” for the Catholic Church in indigenous areas, 

identities as specific indigenous peoples must already resonate in native communities in a 

way that other ethnic identities, namely religion alone, do not.  

I argue that while the Catholic Church aided initial indigenous organizing in many 

areas of Latin America, including Mexico, the sustained political relevance of indigenous 

identities relies on indigenous peoples themselves, namely on ethnic activists who make 

                                                
34 Trejo only included municipalities that were at least 10 percent indigenous in his analysis.  
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indigenous identities relevant politically. Indigenous organizing combined with leftwing 

partisan organizing to build protest networks in southern Mexico.  

PATHWAYS TO FREQUENT PROTEST IN SUMMARY 

Table 1.3 shown below summarizes the arguments that I make about protest 

frequency in this chapter. I theorized that strong networks of political clientelism block 

the formation of alternative political networks. In most cases, political patrons do not 

want their clients to protest. These political bosses are unlikely to launch protest 

movements themselves. In addition, patrons who can monitor and sanction their clients 

consistently are able to discourage clients from acting independently and protesting.  

In contrast, leftwing political parties encourage protest directly by leading some 

protests, and they encourage increased protest indirectly as keystone organizations. 

Leftwing politicians encourage the growth of leftwing and neutral civil society 

organizations because they benefit from these organizations. Mobilized civil society 

organizations that are sympathetic to the left are a source of likely voters. In addition, by 

supporting neutral civil society organizations, leftwing parties show that they are 

different from the previous authoritarian system. Leftwing parties in new democracies 

also are likely to spread a moral narrative that valorizes protest and argues that protest 

protects and deepens the democratic system. Local people who are members of the civil 

society organizations that the partisan left encourages are likely to adopt this moral 

narrative and engage in protest themselves.  
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Table 1.3: Causal Paths to Increased Protest 

Independent 
Variable 

Path to Increased Protest 

Leftwing 
Partisan 
Organization 

Protest More Likely  No Effect for Rights 
Demands 
 

Clientelism 
 

Suppresses the formation of local organizations outside of the clientelistic 
network. 
 
Patrons discourage clients from protesting by monitoring and sanctioning 
participants. 
 

Leftwing 
Partisan 
Organizations 

Direct effects:  
Leftwing parties lead protests 
 
Indirect effects:  
Encourages the growth of leftwing and neutral civil society organizations that 
provide increased capacity for protest 
 
Spreads a moral narrative of protest that people within this civil society adopt, 
which increases their willingness to protest 
  

Ethnic 
Minority 
Organizations 
 

Direct effects: 
Ethnic minority organizations lead protests 
 
Indirect effects: 
Builds political efficacy among minority populations through workshops and 
social services, leading to greater willingness and capacity to engage in politics 
and protest among the populations served 
 
Politicizes ethnicity at the local level, leading to greater willingness to protest 
by minorities who organize along ethnic lines 
 
Spreads a moral narrative of protest that people from the ethnic minority adopt, 
which also increases their willingness to protest 

 

Like leftwing parties, ethnic minority organizations also build local-level protest 

networks in ethnically-diverse new democracies. Ethnic minority organizations can lead 

protests themselves. More importantly, they act as keystone organizations for the growth 

of protest networks. These organizations make ethnic identities relevant politically. They 

also build political capacity and efficacy among ethnic minority populations. Ethnic 
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minority organizations host workshops and provide social services for disadvantaged 

minority populations that increase the willingness and capacity of these historically-

marginalized populations to engage in protest. The moral narratives that ethnic minority 

organizations forward provide an additional rationale for protest among members of the 

minority population who now understand their ethnic identities to be relevant politically.  

In summary, clientelism suppresses the growth of protest networks by 

monopolizing the political environment. In contrast, keystone organizations, in particular 

the partisan left and ethnic minority organizations, build networks among people that 

encourage frequent protest.  

DEMANDING RIGHTS: LESSONS FROM MEXICO 

Much of the scholarship on indigenous mobilization assumes that where 

indigenous movements grow protest shifts towards rights-based demands (see Brysk 

2000; Mattiace 2003; Van Cott 2000; 2005; Rice 2012; Yashar 2005). I agree with this 

literature that indigenous organizations encourage rights-based protest, but I also 

emphasize in my research that rights demands are not the only demands that indigenous 

people are likely to make toward their governments. Constructivist understandings of 

ethnicity imply that there are not particular demands characteristic of ethnic identities.35 

Rather from a constructivist perspective, if members of ethnic minorities advance rights 

demands, they do so because they understand specific rights as meaningful as a result of 

                                                
35 See Wimmer 2009 for a forceful critique of how the existing literature overstates the causal power of 
ethnicity to shape social and political phenomena.  
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previous activism and/or because making rights demands serves a strategic purpose for 

them.  

Ethnic identities become important when people inscribe these identities with 

political meaning. I reason that indigenous ethnic identity shapes the type of demands 

protesters make through the influence of activist organizations and through the influence 

of government policies. Activists give new meaning to ethnic identities as noted earlier. 

Government policies that differentiate among people based on ethnicity also encourage 

people to politicize their ethnic identities. 36 

In areas where indigenous organizations make ethnic rights a central part of their 

moral narratives of protest, local people are likely to include rights demands in their 

protest repertories. Thus, indigenous people tend to understand themselves as bearers of 

rights in areas where indigenous activist organizations are strong. Even people who live 

in areas without strong activist organizations are likely to internalize the idea that they 

too are bearers of rights if they identify strongly with the movement.  

In addition, if governments implement rights regimes that recognize ethnic group 

rights, these rights regimes provide a signal that politicians are receptive to rights 

demands. Thus, I expect that people who live in municipalities that have implemented 

formal indigenous rights regimes will gravitate to including rights demands in their 

protest repertoires. In these ways, identification with activist moral narratives and the 

                                                
36 See Hale 2002; Hale and Millamán 2006; Nagel 1996; Overmyer-Velázquez 2007; 2010 for examples of 
how government policies shape how indigenous peoples identify and act politically in Latin America and 
the U.S.  
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strategic employment of government discourses provide separate mechanisms to 

encourage rights-based protest.  

Keystone Organizations, Moral Narratives and Rights Demands 

As Martin Shapiro (1981) has argued, one of the advantages of a national legal 

system is that the central state may provide a counterweight to the self-serving rule of 

local power-holders. Yet, in states with a weak rule of law, courts many times fail to 

fulfill this basic purpose. Instead, the legal apparatus reinforces the preferences of local 

power-holders. In these circumstances, legal strategies are not effective for most 

protesters.  

Poverty and historical marginalization limit further most peoples’ access to the 

types of formal resources necessary to work through legal channels in much of the world. 

Public protest provides an alternative to working through the courts where people are 

poor. Yet if the legal system is weak, then rights demands are unlikely to change 

government policies. Thus, instead of short-term strategic concerns, other logics guide 

protesters to demand rights.  

In their work on institutions, March and Olsen (1998) argue that human decision-

making usually includes both a logic of appropriateness (emotional elements) and a logic 

of consequences (strategic thinking). March and Olsen (1998) expect that: “When 

identities and their implications are clear but the implications of preferences or expected 

consequences [of actions] are not, a logic of appropriateness tends to be more important 

[than a logic of consequences]” (952). Ideas and socialization thus guide political action.  
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I argue that the growth of ethnic minority keystone organizations activates 

ethnicity as a political identity. Government responses to protest are not uniform, and the 

consequences of making specific demands during protests remain fairly unpredictable. 

However, the moral narratives that ethnic organizations employ to justify public protest 

tend to include references to group rights. This tendency makes sense in the 2000s as 

international networks disseminate discourses about human rights, multiculturalism, and 

the rights of indigenous peoples.37  

Local activists create their own understandings of rights that emphasize self-

determination. Activists from ethnic minorities in general, and indigenous peoples in 

particular, employ rights claims in innovative ways despite efforts by state elites to 

monopolize how rights are interpreted.38 In Mexico, the Zapatista movement has been 

particularly innovative in its usage of rights-based moral narratives to justify indigenous 

activism and autonomy (Mattiace 2003; Speed 2008). 

Ethnic Identity as a Motivation for Rights-Based Protest 

People who self-identify as members of a given ethnic category are likely to 

internalize publicized calls to ethnic rights. For politically weak groups, adopting 

demands that evoke international norms or identities that conform to international and 

regional ideas about what constitutes a “worthy and authentic” ethnic identity aids in 

garnering outside funding and support (Brysk 2000; Sylvain 2002; Moksnes 2003; 
                                                
37 See Risse, Ropp, and Sikkink 1999 for the spread of human rights, Kymlicka 2007 for the international 
spread of multiculturalism, and see Brysk 2000 for international indigenous rights networks.  
38 For examples from indigenous activism see Kovic 2005 and Speed 2008 on Chiapas and see Altamirano-
Jiménez 2013 for Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico, and Nunavut, Canada.  
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Nelson 1999). For this reason, many scholars have assumed that indigenous people who 

engage in protest will be likely to make indigenous rights-based demands. These 

demands tap into international solidarity networks, and can bring outside pressure to bear 

on states (Brysk 2000).  

Yet if the rule of law is weak, as it is in many new democracies, directing protests 

toward the institutionalization of general rights is rarely strategic for individual people. 

Claims to rights can be strategic for indigenous organizations because rights claims open 

access to international activist networks. But rights claims that aid organizational 

persistence do not necessarily have a good chance of implementation in states with weak 

legal systems. I argue instead that claims to rights emerge most often as moral claims.39  

People who are more likely to identify as indigenous are more likely to adopt the 

moral narratives that indigenous organizations forward. They are likely to understand 

those moral narratives as applying to people like them. This internalization of a rights-

based morality becomes likely even among people who self-identify as indigenous but 

who do not live in municipalities where indigenous organizing is strong.  

How people understand social groups is context dependent. In the words of Hogg 

and Reid (2006): “group representations are inextricable from intergroup comparisons” 

(10). When people categorize themselves as belonging to a group, this self-identification 

changes both their identity and their behavior. People behave in ways that fit group 

norms, or common understandings of what behavior is appropriate (Hogg and Reid 

2006). Thus, people who self-identify as indigenous in places where the common 

                                                
39 See Jasper 1997 
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understanding is that indigenous people are bearers of specific rights are likely to make 

rights demands if they protest.  

Identifying as indigenous involves the adoption of a pan-ethnic identity that layers 

over native peoples’ local identities as members of specific peoples or communities. The 

literature on how populations develop pan-ethnic identities provides insights for 

understanding the conditions under which pan-indigenous identities become more likely.  

As Nagel (1994) notes, it is common for people to have multiple layers of identity. 

Native Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans are all layered or pan-ethnic identities 

in the United States (Nagel 1994).  

Scholars have argued that when minorities leave established ethnic enclaves to 

compete in general labor markets, usually in urban areas, these people gain a heightened 

awareness of their own ethnic identities as they relate to the dominant population (Nagel 

1995; Nagel and Olzak 1982; Portes 1984). More recent scholarship asserts that this 

process of ethnic interaction not only strengthens existing identities but also generates 

pan-ethnic consciousness among similarly situated ethnic minorities. When ethnic 

minorities come into contact with the dominant ethnic population and face open 

discrimination this treatment tends to spur members of minority populations to identify 

with broader pan-ethnic categories in recognition of similar experiences (Espiritu 1992; 

Okamoto 2003; 2006).  

If the processes that scholars working in the United States identified for ethnic 

minorities also apply to indigenous peoples in Mexico, urbanization and ethnic diversity 

should make rights demands more likely. Urbanization would increase rights-based 
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demands because people who live or work in urban areas are more likely to come in 

contact with members of the majority population and to face discrimination as indigenous 

people personally. They are also more likely to have access to diverse sources of 

information that spread the moral narratives of indigenous organizations. Ethnic diversity 

would prompt native people to identify as indigenous because the dominant population in 

the area is likely to discriminate against indigenous peoples in similar ways. In addition, 

diverse communities among native peoples are likely to create feelings of solidarity at the 

level of pan-ethnic indigenous identities. This process of forging solidarity occurs 

because indigenous people who interact with members of the dominant mestizo/ladino 

society typically experience discrimination due to being indigenous despite their 

individual backgrounds. In other words the overarching identity of being an indigenous 

person becomes more important for social and political dealings than other identities.  

Rights Talk from Above: Rights Regimes and Rights-Based Protest  

Social mobilization can follow social norms so much that certain types of 

organizations (or claims) are seen as appropriate for different groups (Polletta 2004). 

Mobilization and rights demands can also be strategic.  

Political science tends to think about institutions as a set of practices and rules 

that are fairly stable over time. In March and Olsen’s influential theoretical formulation, 

institutions shape human behavior because institutions alter the expected consequences of 

behavior and also because institutions socialize people to consider certain actions as 
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appropriate (March and Olsen 1998). I argue that the institutions of rights regimes change 

the political environment to make rights claims strategic and appropriate for local people.  

Processes are path dependent when the decisions that actors make in the past 

encourage future actors to keep to the same path.40 These paths are like the channels of 

small streams. With enough pressure, water will leave the channel, but it is likely that the 

stream will stay in its channel during ordinary circumstances. Hale (2002), looking from 

the vantage point of Guatemala, views national acceptance of multiculturalism in Latin 

America as a way for neoliberal politicians to channel demands by poor indigenous 

people toward symbolic rights. This neoliberal multiculturalism creates paths of least 

resistance towards future rights demands. 

Municipalities in the state of Oaxaca fall into two electoral systems. Some hold 

municipal elections using political parties, while most municipalities, especially those 

that are smaller and more rural, now use customary law, known as usos y costumbres 

(UyC) (Anaya Muñoz 2005; 2006; Recondo 2007). The institution of UyC elections in 

Oaxaca represents the most comprehensive and well-implemented indigenous rights 

regime recognized by the Mexican Government (Anaya Muñoz 2005).  

I argue that while the implementation of ethnic rights regimes does not increase 

the frequency of protest in general, it does encourage protesters to make demands of the 

government based on the institutionalized rights. Top-down rights reforms do not create 

protest networks from scratch. What rights regimes do is serve as a signal that the 

government may respond favorably to demands for similar rights. When residents of 

                                                
40 See Pierson 2000 
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rights regimes gain the capacity to protest, they respond to this political signal and 

typically include rights demands in their protest repertoires. Thus, the usos y costumbres 

(UyC) municipalities of Oaxaca should be associated with rights-based protest if their 

residents overcome the barriers to protest that tend to exist in these largely poor rural 

counties.  

 Table 1.4 below summarizes the arguments about rights-based protest that I made 

in this section. I argued that ethnic minority organizations encourage members of the 

ethnic minority to make demands for group rights. In the case of southern Mexico, 

indigenous organizations make indigenous identities more salient politically because they 

organize around these identities. Indigenous organizations encourage indigenous people 

to make demands for collective rights by spreading moral narratives that frame protest as 

a way to obtain respect for indigenous rights.  

 Ethnic rights demands become more likely in places in which being indigenous or 

not is highly relevant for social outcomes and employment. In other words, places with 

greater ethnic diversity tend to encourage the formation of a pan-ethnic indigenous 

identity among different native peoples because members of different native peoples 

experience similar discrimination, despite differences in culture, when interacting with 

the ethnic majority population. Their interactions with the dominant mestizo/ladino 

society politicize the experience of being indigenous. This process is more likely in urban 

than in rural areas due to the complexity of urban society.   
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Table 1.4: Causal Paths to Rights-Based Protest in Mexico 

Independent 
Variable 

Path to Rights Demands 

Leftwing 
Partisan 
Organization 

Protest More Likely  No Effect for Rights 
Demands 
 

Ethnic 
Minority 
Organizations 
 

Make ethnic minority identities more salient politically and forward moral 
narratives that encourage rights demands as appropriate for members of the 
minority population. 

Ethnic 
Diversity 
 

Encourages rights demands for indigenous peoples because experiences of 
discrimination due to ethnicity build a pan-ethnic identity as indigenous and 
make this identity relevant politically 
   

Urbanization 
 

Increased contact among people from different backgrounds in urban areas 
makes ethnic identities more salient politically  
 

Ethnic Rights 
Regimes 
 

The institutionalization of previous ethnic rights signals that the government 
may be receptive to additional rights demands  

 

TESTING THE THEORY 

This study focuses on indigenous protest in two Mexican states with large 

indigenous populations, Chiapas and Oaxaca. As of the 2000 Mexican Census, over 

6,950,500 Mexicans spoke an indigenous language, or around seven percent of the 

Mexican population.41 Based on language alone, in 2000 indigenous people comprised 

over 20 percent of the population of the states of Chiapas and Oaxaca as well as the states 

of Yucatán and Quintana Roo (Mattiace 2003, 1-2).   

                                                
41 Mexican Census data are available online from:  
http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/proyectos/ccpv/default.aspx 
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The 2010 Mexican Census allowed people to self-identity as indigenous for the 

first time.42 It recorded the indigenous population of Mexico as 15 percent of the total 

Mexican population. In 2010, six percent of Mexicans spoke an indigenous language. An 

additional nine percent of the population self-identified as indigenous without speaking 

an indigenous language. 43  

According to the 2000 Census, about 1,331,000 residents of Chiapas speak an 

indigenous language and 1,594,000 residents of Oaxaca speak an indigenous language. 

This translates to an indigenous population of about 25 percent of the state population in 

Chiapas and an indigenous population of about 37 percent of the state population in 

Oaxaca.44  

The current numbers based on self-identification are similar to, if higher than, the 

earlier numbers based on language use. According to the 2010 Census, an estimated 33 

percent of the state population in Chiapas self-identifies as indigenous, as does an 

estimated 58 percent of the state population in Oaxaca.45  

For Mexico’s indigenous minority, public protest is a particularly important form 

of political participation. In Chiapas and Oaxaca, indigenous candidates are elected often 

                                                
42 The 2010 Census asked about self-identification as indigenous as part of the expanded questionnaire. 
The 2000 Census included a somewhat similar question in its expanded questionnaire that asked 
respondents if they were members of the most populous indigenous peoples or another indigenous group 
but did not ask whether the respondents considered themselves indigenous.  
43 INEGI. 2011. Principales resultados del Censo de Población y Vivienda 2010. Aguascalientes: INEGI.  
See page 67 of this report.  
44 Data from the XXII Censo General de Población y Vivienda 2000, are also publicly available from the 
Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas (CDI)  
45 INEGI: Censo de Población y Vivienda 2010: Tabulados del Cuestionario Ampliado  
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to municipal offices in counties with large indigenous populations.46 However major 

barriers remain for election to state and national office.47 Governors and the state 

bureaucracies are rarely responsive to indigenous activists’ concerns.48 In consequence, 

alternative forms of political engagement, including public protest, remain important 

avenues of political expression for indigenous people.  

Studying protest at the municipal level in southern Mexico will enrich current 

accounts of protest in the developing world. Mexico combines strong political parties 

with the lasting effects of a long history of discrimination and political marginalization of 

indigenous people. Previous research on protest in Latin America includes well-theorized 

empirical studies of protest dynamics in rural and urban Mexico.49 These studies focus 

predominantly on patterns of protest before national democratization in 2000. My work 

                                                
46 Interview with officials in the office of the Comisón de Derechos Humanos de Chiapas, Human Rights 
Commission of Chiapas, in Ocosingo, Chiapas; Interview with UCIZONI, Matías Romero, Oaxaca.  
47 Fox (2007) states that 28 federal electoral districts were created nation-wide that were 40 percent or 
more indigenous as part of a 2004 districting reform. Only 15 of these districts elected indigenous 
candidates to national office as of 2006. Sonnleitner (2013) notes that it is extremely difficult to find 
information about the ethnic background of Mexican elected officials as no national databases exist. To 
further complicate matters, prior to the 1990s, discrimination against indigenous people and pressure in PRI 
circles to assume campesino identities often resulted in legislators of indigenous heritage who did not 
advertise their ethnic origins. He calculated that out of a Congressional House of Deputies of 500 people 
there were four deputies of indigenous background in 1989 to 1991, zero in 1991-1994, four in 1994-1997, 
and five in 1997-2000. There were four deputies of indigenous origin from 2000-2003, seven from 2003-
2006, 18 from 2006-2009, and 17 from 2009-2012. There were two senators of indigenous origin from 
1994-2000, two from 2000-2006, and from 2006-2012. Based on the data from Sonnleitner, all of the 
senators belonged to the PRI (2) or the PRD (3). The deputies belonged to the following: PRI (30), PRD 
(22), PAN (4), Convergencia (2), PT (2), PVEM (1). Indigenous women were elected to the House of 
Deputies 11 times, PRI (6), PRD (2), PAN (1), PT (1), PVEM (1), and to the Senate once (PRI).   
48 Interviews with activists in Ocosingo, Chiapas and in Matías Romero and Juchitán, Oaxaca in June and 
July 2012.  
49 See Bruhn 2008; Trejo 2012; Trevizo 2011 
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on protest in southern Mexico after national democratization enriches the empirical 

findings of earlier scholars.  

Studying protest in southern Mexico also enriches the study of ethnic protest in 

Latin America. Most of the research on ethnic protest politics in Latin America focuses 

on the Andes region where, with the exception of Chile, political parties have been far 

less stable than in Mexico (Brysk 2000; Rice 2012; Silva 2009; Van Cott 2005). In 

contrast, Mexico’s party system is well established and based on nationally-competitive 

programmatic parties that also rely on clientelism (De La O 2014; Holzner 2010; Nichter 

and Palmer-Rubin 2014). Southern Mexico’s political environment that contains strong 

yet clientelistic parties and ethnic diversity may be fairly uncommon in Latin America 

but it is characteristic of a subset of ethnically-diverse developing democracies where 

party systems stabilized and clientelism remained. Studying Mexico helps to generate 

insights about political protest that can travel beyond the Latin American context.  

RESEARCH METHODS 

I study protest in southern Mexico through municipal-level case studies and 

statistical analysis. Snyder (2001a) notes that subnational comparative research avoids 

the common pitfall of treating the most prominent case or a national level average as 

representative of a country as a whole. This advantage is especially important in the study 

of protest because scholars often select on the dependent variable and only examine areas 

with prominent protest histories. Chiapas and Oaxaca are both protest-prone states in 

Mexico, but by looking at the municipal level it becomes clear that significant variation 
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in protest frequency and dynamics exists in these states. This study uses this variation to 

test the theories about protest that I developed in this chapter.   

I use case studies of specific municipalities to trace the causal impact of my 

variables of interest. I then use an original dataset of protest events to prove that these 

variables influence protest at the regional level rather than just in specific counties.  

For my case studies, I selected Juchitán, Oaxaca, and Ocosingo, Chiapas as cases 

of frequent protest. Matías Romero, Oaxaca serves as an intermediate case. I compare 

these counties to San Juan Chamula, Chiapas and San Mateo del Mar, Oaxaca, which are 

highly indigenous counties in which public protest is comparatively rare.50 I conducted 

interviews with members of indigenous organizations in Ocosingo, Chiapas and in 

Juchitán and Matías Romero, Oaxaca in the summer of 2012 immediately prior and after 

the 2012 presidential election. Because San Mateo del Mar and San Juan Chamula do not 

have indigenous organizations based in the area, I did not conduct interviews in those 

counties. I did speak with activists in Juchitán in detail about the current situation in San 

Mateo del Mar and other coastal municipalities in the Isthmus of Tehuatepec region of 

Oaxaca.  

Appendix Two lists the specific organizations that granted me interviews and the 

territorial scope of each at the time of this study. I interviewed activists from indigenous 

organizations about how these organizations engage in politics and how they relate to 

                                                
50 There are other municipalities in each state, for example Ocotepec, Chiapas, that are also highly 
indigenous and even less protest-prone that Chamula or San Mateo del Mar. However, conducting good 
municipal case studies required selecting municipalities not only on variation in the dependent variable and 
the independent variables of interest but also on the degree to which other researchers have worked in these 
municipalities. I selected cases of infrequent protest that are represented well in the secondary literature.  
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political parties. I also interviewed and observed a protest by student activists of 

indigenous origin who organized the #YoSoy132 Istmo movement. While I had the 

possibility of recording interviews based on my institutional review board’s approval of 

the project, I decided not to record once I was in the field. Instead, I conducted long 

informal interviews during which I took detailed notes of the proceedings. Most 

interviews lasted at least forty-five minutes, and some lasted more than an hour. For 

many of the organizations, I spoke to multiple members of the organizational leadership. 

I refer to my interview subjects by their organizational affiliation rather than by name in 

this dissertation. During the summer of 2012, I also observed how local people access the 

organizational offices for several organizations, I attended public events, and I observed 

protests and political rallies.  

I did not interview local politicians because the election season made such 

interviews difficult to obtain. In addition, current politicians have rarely granted 

interviews to researchers in the region. Instead, I used newspaper reports and government 

documents to establish the partisan dynamics in each municipality of interest. I also 

observed electoral and political advertisements in these counties to understand how 

leftwing politics operate during the election season.  

 The most comprehensive part of my research consisted of coding and assembling 

an original dataset on public protests since 2000 in each state.  I spent the bulk of the 

2011-12 academic year finding and obtaining photocopies and photographs of Mexican 

newspapers. Previous studies of protest in Mexico used national level newspapers, or 

focused on the national capital (see Bruhn 2008; Trejo 2012). In contrast, I selected one 
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newspaper from each state of interest that has wide circulation in the state capital. I used 

local newspapers because an increasing research on news coverage has shown that local 

sources record protest events that are absent in the national and the international press 

(see: Earl et al 2004; Herkenrath and Knoll 2011; Nam 2006). In Mexico, local 

newspapers based in state capitals include extensive coverage of public protests. These 

papers, however, are harder to locate and less conveniently archived for researchers. 

Ideally scholars would collect information on protest events from multiple local 

newspapers (Earl et al 2004; Nam 2006).  

Due to time constraints and the difficulties in locating newspapers, I used only 

one news source for each state. I selected the newspaper Cuarto Poder published in 

Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas and Noticias Voz e Imagen published in Oaxaca de Juárez, 

Oaxaca. These daily papers provided the most complete news coverage of protest events 

for the period in question among the newspapers I could locate in archives. Noticias is an 

oposition newpaper in Oaxaca, while Cuarto Poder tends to have more favorable 

coverage of traditional political forces in Chiapas. However, both papers reported the 

composition of protesters and the demands made during a variety of protest events. As 

Appendix One details, these newspapers were available as loose papers or in bound 

volumes in the archives. It became apparent quickly when I consulted the papers that, 

unlike in much of Europe, Mexican protests were not more likely on weekends. I 

therefore sampled protest-prone time periods rather than sampling specific days 

throughout the year to best capture a variety of protest in southern Mexico.  
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In the Mexican states of Chiapas and Oaxaca, protests are common in the period 

surrounding the federal elections. Around election time, protests become a frequent, even 

routine, part of politics. Since 1997, Mexican Federal Elections have been held on the 

first Sunday in July. Every three years, candidates for the House of Deputies campaign 

for office. They attend political rallies, and their campaigns hang up or paint political ads 

in the streets. Every six years, candidates for the Mexican Presidency and the Senate go 

through a similar process.  

The elections themselves are one of the most important manifestations of politics 

in Mexico. And election season provides opportunities for political engagement beyond 

voting. Social movements and ordinary citizens often use the increased media attention of 

the federal elections to make their voices heard through public protest. People in Chiapas 

and Oaxaca, Mexico protest frequently in the period of time surrounding federal 

elections, which makes this period a good sample for studying protest dynamics in highly 

indigenous states in Mexico.  

Once I collected newspaper reports of specific protests, I used the coding form 

shown in Appendix One to code each article. This was time consuming because my 

sample included 1,817 news articles. I then aggregated the information in the articles by 

protest event. This formed the Chiapas and Oaxaca Protest Level Database (COPLD) 

that includes 1,103 protest events. I aggregated the protest level dataset by the 

municipality of protesters following the procedures detailed in Appendix One and added 

publicly available data on federal elections, demographics, and organization networks at 
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the municipal level to create the Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database 

(COEPD). The statistical models in chapters three and four rely on the COEPD.  

CONCLUSIONS  

To summarize my arguments in this chapter, high levels of protest are more likely 

if poor people as well as more prosperous people participate in protest politics. This is 

particularly true in the developing world where poverty rates remain high. Poor people 

face numerous hurdles to participate in public protests. Clientelism discourages public 

protest and builds connections between poor people and their governments based on 

deference to authority. 

The material costs of protest are proportionally higher for poor people than for 

other groups. Protesting always takes time that must be spent away from jobs or other 

sources of income. Protests are often held in neighborhoods or even cities distant from 

where poor people live. Travel costs to the site of a protest, while often small, represent a 

considerable investment for many poor people. Organizations step in to take on these 

costs. The growth of keystone organizations in a county facilitates the growth of a protest 

network that connects poor people to people of other social classes and provides 

recourses and motivation for collective protest. Variations in the strength of keystone 

networks that facilitate protest versus clientelistic networks that suppress protest explains 

to a significant degree why public protest varies in frequency at the local level in new 

democracies.  
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Indigenous organizations and leftwing parties are particularly important for 

protest participation. They build the material capacity to protest among their members 

and former members, which spreads to other organizations through observation and 

through overlapping membership. These keystone organizations reshape political 

possibilities at the local level because they provide a moral narrative that encourages 

public protest as a way to hold governments accountable. This moral narrative provides a 

strong justification for protest participation among members and former members even 

when the organizational leadership would prefer less protest. Thus a recent history of 

indigenous organizing or of non-clientelistic leftwing organizing encourages more 

frequent protest participation in an area even if these organizations do not themselves 

protest frequently.  

These organizations not only build protest networks but also influence the types 

of demands that local people make during protests. To the extent that keystone 

organizations frame their justifications for protest using rights-based language, local 

protesters are likely to internalize these rights claims and include rights demands as part 

of their protest repertoires. This effect is particularly strong for ethnic minority 

organizations and ethnic rights demands are likely to spread to places where people are 

more likely to self-identify as part of the minority in question. However, if these places 

lack local keystone organizations normative change will precede strong protest capacity. 

Likewise, the institution of an ethnic rights regime in which the government recognizes 

local people as bearers of specific group rights should shift the demands that people make 

towards additional rights, but will not increase the overall frequency of protest. Thus, 
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rights talk from below through keystone organizations has a more profound effect on 

public protest than rights talk from above from government agencies.  

In Chapter Two, I trace how keystone organizations make frequent protest 

possible and how clientelism discourages protest using case studies of specific 

municipalities. I trace the causal mechanisms through which the partisan left and 

indigenous organizations served as keystone organizations for the growth of protest 

networks in several counties. I then evaluate how strong clientelism discouraged the 

growth of protest networks in other counties.  

In Chapter Three, I use the Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database to 

test this theory of protest frequency statistically. The findings in this chapter confirm the 

patterns that I identify in the case studies.  

Chapter Four shifts focus to examine why protesters in southern Mexico use 

rights demands as part of their protest repertoires. It uses statistical analysis to test my 

theory that the moral narratives that keystone organizations provide not only shape 

whether or not local people view protest as justified but also influence whether or not 

protesters appeal to rights as part of their protest repertoires. I also test the theory that 

living in state-sanctioned rights regimes encourages local people to make rights demands. 

 The Conclusion discusses the strengths and pitfalls of public protest as an 

accountability mechanism in new democracies.  
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Chapter Two: Explaining Protest Frequency in Five Municipalities 

Why do people in the southern Mexican states of Chiapas and Oaxaca protest 

more frequently in some counties than in others? I theorized in the previous chapter that 

high rates of protest participation are explained by the legacies of leftist and indigenous 

organizing in the county. Leftwing political parties and indigenous organizations change 

the local political environment in ways that encourage frequent protest. These 

organizations also espouse moral narratives that treat public protest as justified and 

desirable. In contrast, strong clientelistic networks undermine public protest. Local party 

bosses who fear the disruptive nature of protest and its potential to check corruption 

prevent their clients from protesting and inhibit the growth of alternative organizations.  

STUDYING PROTEST IN SELECTED MEXICAN MUNICIPALITIES  

To illustrate whether and how the historical presence of a robust political left and 

indigenous organizations promote protest and the process by which political clientelism 

discourages local protest, I trace the histories of public protest in five municipalities. I 

compare the following municipalities: Juchitán de Zaragoza, Oaxaca; Ocosingo, Chiapas; 

Matías Romero Avendaño, Oaxaca; San Juan Chamula, Chiapas; and San Mateo del Mar, 

Oaxaca.  

Table 2.1 illustrates the relationships between the key variables and the frequency 

of protest in each of these counties. I identified cases for study using the data on protest 

events from the Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database (COEPD). I selected 

counties that varied on my variables of interest and that were well represented in the 
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scholarship on Chiapas and Oaxaca. This selection process meant that I did not select 

matched pairs of cases based on demographic factors such as urbanization or population 

size.51  

Table 2.1: Predictors of Protest in Selected Cases 

Municipality Protest 
Frequency  

Leftist 
Organizing  

 
Clientelism 

Indigenous 
Organizing  

UyC  
(Rights Regime) 

Juchitán de Zaragoza, Oax High High  Low  Very Strong No 
Ocosingo, Chis High Moderate Low  Very Strong No  

Matías Romero, Oax Moderate Moderate Low  Strong No 

Chamula, Chis Low Low  Moderate Very Weak No  

San Mateo del Mar, Oax Low Low  High Weak Yes 

 

Mexican counties often share their name with the largest city within the 

municipality. The municipality of Juchitán de Zaragoza is part of the Isthmus of 

Tehuantepec region of Oaxaca. Home to a mid-sized city of the same name, Juchitán 

county has been a center of indigenous and leftist organizing in the state of Oaxaca since 

at least the 1970s. Juchitán is known for its early and significant development of a local 

leftwing opposition.  

Juchitán had a powerful partisan left well before national democratization in 

2000. Leftwing politics have a long history in the municipality of Juchitán. Before the 

existence of the current major leftist party, the Partido de la Revolución Democrática 

                                                
51 Several highly urban municipalities with significant indigenous populations produced lower levels of 
protest than the cases discussed here. For example, Ocozocoautla de Espinosa in Chiapas, a county of 
66,000 people that contains a city of 28,000, is 21 percent indigenous and produced only 5 protest events. 
San Juan Bautista Tuxtepec is a major city of 84,000 in Oaxaca in a county of 134,000 of the same name. It 
is 34 percent indigenous and its residents protested only nine times in the COEPD. Time and data 
limitations prevented me from including such cases in this case study.  
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(PRD), small leftist parties grew in the county and came to control municipal 

government. After the PRD developed in 1989, it became the chief rival to the nationally 

hegemonic Partido Revolucionario Institucional  (PRI).  

Juchitán holds a unique place in the history of Mexican indigenous organizing 

because its largest indigenous movement turned to party politics to advance its goals. 

Thus, the indigenous movement and the partisan left overlapped. Other indigenous 

organizations developed in Juchitán as well. Juchitán county is extremely protest-prone, 

and residents of Juchitán county participated in 42 protest events in the COEPD. 

In Juchitán the emergence of a strong left coincided with economic growth, which 

meant that while historical turnout was high in Juchitán most of the population was less 

vulnerable to political clientelism than people living in poorer areas. When parties used 

clientelism in the county, it usually came in the form of competing brokers. These looser 

networks left local people more room to organize independently than traditional boss 

clientelism. In addition, high levels of electoral completion meant that even partisan 

leaders who employed clientelism could benefit from leading protests.  

The city of Ocosingo is the municipal seat of the county of the same name in the 

Mexican state of Chiapas. Unlike the neighboring city of San Cristóbal de las Casas, the 

city of Ocosingo is not yet a tourist destination. It is a fast-growing, highly-indigenous 

city. Ocosingo is a protest-prone county, and its residents participated in 22 protest events 

in the research sample.  

Ocosingo has a significant history of leftwing partisanship but not a consistently 

strong one. Instead, Ocosingo channeled poor peoples’ politics through robust indigenous 
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organizations that grew especially prominent in the 1980s and 1990s. The county is home 

to the main offices of some of the most important indigenous organizations in state. 

Ocosingo played a key role in Zapatista organizing in the 1990s and several Zapatista 

autonomous municipalities exist today within its borders (Harvey 1998; de Vos 2002).  

Ocosingo’s isolation and status as a frontier area in Chiapas meant that the ruling 

PRI did not develop robust clientelistic networks in the county. When politicians did use 

clientelism, they acted as indirect rulers who connected badly to the local people and 

communities they tried to control. These communities often lacked basic political ties to 

the state and in remote areas of the county did not even get voting materials on election 

days (Nash 2001).  

In the 1990s, the PRI survived through repression and indifference to the local 

people in Ocosingo rather than through well-developed clientelism. While attempts to 

buy votes by politicians are common since 2000s, they tend to be sporadic, divisive, and 

not particularly effective at boosting overall voting rates (see Barmeyer 2009).  

Located to the north of Juchitán in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, the municipality 

of Matías Romero is moderately protest-prone and home to a small city of the same 

name. Residents of Matías Romero participated in seven protest events within the 

research simple. Matías Romero does not have a particularly large indigenous population. 

As Table 2.2 illustrates, only 34 percent of residents in Matías Romero reported speaking 

an indigenous language in the 2000 Census. Yet, notable indigenous organizations have 

developed in Matías Romero, and the county boasts a more than 30-year history of 

organized indigenous activism.  
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The political left has a much weaker historical presence in Matías Romero than in 

neighboring Juchitán. The Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) did better in municipal 

elections than the leftwing parties in the 1990s and brought the first non-PRI municipal 

government. Despite the weakness of the electoral left, Matías Romero is fairly protest-

prone for its size due in large part to its strong indigenous activist tradition.  

Matías Romero is not known for local clientelism. Its higher level of development 

makes it difficult for partisan politicians to buy votes on a grand scale in the municipality. 

As in Juchitán, the complexity and competitive nature of local politics means that what 

clientelism does occur is of the broker-mediated variety. Competing brokers suppress the 

development of rival networks far less than the local bosses who control politics in more 

rural and poorer communities in the region. This situation contrasts with poor nearby 

counties for which news reports of clientelism are fairly common.  

San Juan Chamula, often called simply Chamula in official documents, is a low 

protest municipality despite being the largest of the highland indigenous municipalities of 

Chiapas. Its inhabitants only participated in three protest events in the research sample. 

While profoundly indigenous at 99 percent of the population in 2000, Chamula lacks an 

indigenous activist tradition. Likewise, the partisan left was historically weak in the 

municipality. 

While the left has improved its fortunes in national elections in Chamula since 

2000, Chamula remains a bastion of PRI governance at the local level. Without 

significant opposition parties, political conflicts take place within the PRI itself. 

Questions of governance in Chamula result not infrequently in the overthrow and 
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replacement of the municipal president. Yet the PRI ensures a high voter turnout and a 

reliable vote for the monopolistic party through clientelism and through the legacies of 

repression including massive religious expulsions in the 1980s and 1990s.  

San Mateo del Mar is another low-protest municipality. This small coastal town 

and surrounding county is south of Matías Romero and Juchitán in the Isthmus region of 

Oaxaca. It is preponderantly indigenous, and 99.7 percent of residents spoke an 

indigenous language as of the 2000 Census. San Mateo del Mar is a usos y costumbres 

municipality that conducts municipal elections using traditional law. It is one of very few 

municipalities near Juchitán that use this electoral system. San Mateo del Mar has a 

substantial history of clientelism as well as a weak history of leftist partisan organizing.  

It is important to note that while clientelism in San Mateo del Mar and San Juan 

Chamula both served PRI interests other cases exist in which clientelism serves the 

interest of opposition parties. In the overall Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest 

Database, clientelism in the 1990s and the PRI vote in the 1990s are only correlated at 

the 0.094 level. I selected cases where the PRI remained strong and clientelism 

predominated because cases of clientelism by other parties in southern Mexico are poorly 

documented in the scholarly literature.  

In recent years, indigenous organizers have incorporated San Mateo del Mar into 

their movements because the windy coastal county is a prospective site for multinational 

corporations to build expansive wind farms. Despite residents’ involvement in indigenous 

activism, the organizations were not based in San Mateo del Mar and were located 

instead in Juchitán at the time of the study. The location of these organizations offices 
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reflects the weak history of indigenous organizing in San Mateo del Mar and the 

continuing presence of restrictive clientelism in the municipality. Residents of San Mateo 

del Mar did not protest frequently in the COEPD and only participated in two protest 

events, both of which occurred in 2012.  

DEMOGRAPHICS ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORIES AND PROTEST PATTERNS 

Table 2.2 shows that the counties studied both vary considerably in their 

demographic characteristics. Ocosingo county is larger than Juchitán county in terms of 

overall population, but as of 2000, the city of Juchitán was considerably more populous 

than the city of Ocosingo. Likewise, more people live in Chamula than in Matías 

Romero, but Chamula is far less urban. San Mateo del Mar is also a rural county and is 

small in comparison to the other cases studied. 

Table 2.2: Demographics of Selected Cases 

Municipality Population  Largest 
City Pop. 

Percent 
Indigenous 

Primary 
Indigenous 
People 

Level of 
Development 

Juchitán de Zaragoza, Oax 79,000  64,000 88.0% Zapotec High 

Ocosingo, Chis 147,000 26,000 65.8% Tzeltal Maya Low 

Matías Romero, Oax 41,000 20,000 34.3% Mixe Moderate 

Chamula, Chis 59,000 3,000 98.9% Tzotzil Maya Low 

San Mateo del Mar, Oax 11,000 5,000 99.7% Huave Low 

Notes: Demographic data are from the 2000 Census. Information the level of development is from the 1990 
Census 

 

Each of these counties has a considerable indigenous population. They vary in the 

percentage of their overall population that is indigenous and in the primary indigenous 
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peoples who call the counties home. Likewise, Juchitán and Matías Romero have higher 

overall standards of living than Ocosingo, Chamula, and San Mateo del Mar. There is a 

weak correlation between the level of development and protest frequency in the cases of 

interest. This pattern is expected given that clientelism tends to be stronger in poorer 

areas.  

Table 2.3: Protest Patterns in Selected Municipal Cases  

Municipality Protest 
Events  

Protest 
Years 

 
Frequency of Protest Events by Demand Type* 

Violent 
Events 

    Political  Distributional  Rights-
Based  

Judicial  

Juchitán, Oax 42 5 24 
(57%) 

26 
(62%) 

1 
(2%) 

4 
(10%) 

0 

Ocosingo, Chis 22 5 3 
(14%) 

15 
(68%) 

3 
(14%) 

6 
(27%) 

0 

Matías Romero, Oax 7 3 5 
(71%) 

4 
(57%) 

1 
(14%) 

2 
(29%) 

0 

Chamula, Chis 3 1 1 
(33%) 

2 
(67%) 

0 0 2 
(67%) 

San Mateo del Mar, 
Oax 

2 1 1 
(50%) 

0 2 
(100%) 

1 
(50%) 

1 
(50%) 

*Up to three types of demands were recorded for each protest event; percentages are for the frequency of 
each type of demand across all protest events for a given municipality; percentages are in parentheses  
 

Table 2.3 shows the overall patterns of protest in these counties as measured in 

the electoral protest database.52 People from Juchitán protested in 42 protest events in the 

COEPD and protested during all five years studied. People from Ocosingo protested in 22 

protest events in the COEPD and also protested during all five years studied. In contrast, 

people from Matías Romero protested seven times during only three of the years studied. 

                                                
52 See Appendix One for detailed information about the criteria used to code protest events and distinguish 
among demands.  
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People from San Juan Chamula and San Mateo del Mar only protested in 2012 and only 

participated in three and two protest events respectively.  

Based on overall population, Juchitán has the highest rate of protest per capita at 

0.53 protest events per thousand people. Based on overall population, Ocosingo had a 

protest rate of 0.15 events per thousand people in the research sample. Matías Romero 

had a protest rate of 0.17 events per thousand people. Unlike people from Juchitán and 

Ocosingo who protested every year in the research sample, people from Matías Romero 

only protested during three years. Chamula had a low rate of protest for its size with 0.05 

protest events per thousand people.  

San Mateo del Mar is such a small municipality that it has a fairly high protest 

rate per capita with only two protest events, at 0.18 per thousand people. However, 

people from San Mateo del Mar only protested in 2012 in the research sample. This 

suggests both that conditions in the municipality are changing in ways to encourage more 

frequent protest, and that per capita measures of protest frequency can give a misleading 

picture of protest dynamics.  

Per capita measures are particularly deceptive in any comparison of Chiapas and 

Oaxaca because counties in Chiapas are larger in general than counties in Oaxaca. Thus, I 

treat protest frequency as the overall number of protests in each county. I also understand 

high protest municipalities to be counties whose residents not only protest frequently but 

also protested consistently from 2000 through 2012.  
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Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between total county population and the number 

of protest events for each county. As is clear from the figure, municipal size does matter 

in terms of protest frequency, but there is not a strong linear effect for the cases studied. 

Figure 2.1  

 

I argued in Chapter One that clientelism is typically stronger in rural than in urban 

areas. I would expect, therefore, that more rural counties have fewer protest events. The 

level of urbanization, as measured by an ordinal scale based on the size of the largest city 

in the county, has a more direct relationship to protest than does the overall size of each 

county. Figure 2.2. shows this relationship graphically for the cases of interest. This 
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relationship is particularly strong because I did not select cases in a way to control for 

urbanization in the case study design.  

Figure 2.2  

 
 

Protest characteristics varied among cases. The types of demands that protesters 

made varied among the municipalities.53 Table 2.3 also shows this variation for the cases 

studied. Distributional demands in which protesters asked for economic aid or changes in 

economic policies were common in all counties. Protesters also tended to make demands 

about political issues including partisan politics or the actions of government officials. 

                                                
53 See Appendix One for a description of the coding criteria for each category of demands.  
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For Juchitán 57 percent of protest events included political demands. For Matías Romero, 

71 percent of protest events included political demands. 50 percent of protest events 

included political demands in San Mateo del Mar. In contrast, only 14 percent of protest 

events included political demands in Ocosingo and only 33 percent of protest events 

included political demands in Chamula.  

Rights-based demands in which protesters claimed ethnic rights or other specific 

rights vis-à-vis their governments and judicial demands in which protesters demanded a 

better functioning judicial system that provides security, holds criminals accountable, and 

does not arrest activists in reprisal for their activism were uncommon. Demands for rights 

in general, and ethnic rights in particular, were most common in San Mateo del Mar 

where 100 percent of protest events included rights-based demands. In Ocosingo 

protesters made rights-based demands during 14 percent of protest events, and in Matías 

Romero 14 percent of protest events also included demands for rights. Judicial demands 

were more likely in Ocosingo, Chiapas, and Matías Romero, Oaxaca. Protesters from 

Ocosingo made judicial demands during 27 percent of protest events. Protesters from 

Matías Romero made judicial demands during 29 percent of protest events.  

In the cases studied, violence by protesters was rare overall. However, in San Juan 

Chamula and in San Mateo del Mar protests that included the retention of individuals or 

government workers without trial made up a large proportion of overall protests. As 

shown in Table 2.3, 67 percent of protests for Chamula and 50 percent of protests for San 

Mateo del Mar included low-level violence.  
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Local organizational histories fuel protest. The local history of leftwing partisan 

and indigenous activism shapes the local political environment by socializing residents 

about politics and by providing them with tools to engage in political protest as a way to 

hold politicians accountable. In general, places where the partisan left and indigenous 

organizations gained strength during national democratization in the 1990s experienced a 

greater frequency of protest participation among their residents after national 

democratization in 2000 than in other areas. This history is reflected in the overall protest 

patterns in each county.  

Table 2.4: Frequency of Protest Events by Organization of Protesters in Selected 
Cases 

Municipality Indigenous 
Protesters  

Indigenous 
Org.  

Partisan  Student  Teachers Other  
Labor  

Agrarian 
or Locals* 
 

Juchitán, Oax 17 
(40%) 

12 
(29%) 

14 
(33%) 

7 
(17%) 

8 
(19%) 

9 
(21%) 

8 
(19%) 

Ocosingo, Chis 13 
(59%) 

4 
(18%) 

1 
(5%) 

0 
 

5 
(23%) 

1 
(5%) 

14 
(64%) 

Matías Romero, 
Oax 

4 
(57%) 

4 
(57%) 

0 
 

0 
 

2 
(29%) 

1 
(14%) 

1 
(14%) 

Chamula, Chis 3 
(100%) 

0 1 
(33%) 

0 0 0 2 
(67%) 

San Mateo del 
Mar, Oax 

2 
(100%) 

0 0 0 0 0 2 
(100%) 

*Protesters identified as campesinos, members of campesino organizations, other local people, or 
members of a general social organization.  
Notes: Percentages of total protests are in parentheses. Protest frequencies and percentages do not sum to 
total protests. Partisan organizations are political parties, COCEI, and other organizations that are 
sponsored by parties. Protests can be partisan-led in addition to other designations. Protesters are 
considered indigenous separately from other categories. Multiple types of lead organizations were 
reported for some protests. In Chamula, the partisan organization was not leftist and instead was Partido 
Verde. 
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Table 2.4 tracks the organizational membership of protesters for each protest 

event. It also shows that protesters were likely to be ethnically indigenous as identified by 

news reports in each of these municipalities. Indigenous protesters participated in at least 

40 percent of protest events in Juchitán, at least 59 percent of protest events in Ocosingo, 

at least 57 percent of protest events in Matías Romero, and 100 percent of protest events 

in Chamula and San Mateo del Mar.  

Indigenous organizations were well represented as protest organizers in the 

database. For Juchitán, 29 percent of protest events included indigenous organizations as 

protest leaders. For Matías Romero, indigenous organizations led 57 percent of protest 

events. In contrast for Ocosingo, indigenous organizations only led 18 percent of protest 

events, and indigenous organizations were not represented among protesters from 

Chamula or San Mateo del Mar. Partisan organizations led 33 percent of protest events in 

Juchitán, five percent of protest events in Ocosingo, and 33 percent of protest events in 

Chamula.  

If indigenous organizations and the electoral left motivate protest, why are they 

infrequent leaders of protest in some high-protest municipalities like Ocosingo? I argue 

this is because these organizations act as keystone organizations that change the political 

environment in ways that encourage protest. Patterns of protest are based on the historical 

environment in a given county rather than just the current behavior of local organizations. 

The effects of the early development of a strong partisan left and of strong indigenous 

organizations explain this pattern. Organizations with deep community ties build material 

capacity to protest among the people who the organizations serve, and this capacity 
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increases over time. Even if the organizations abandon protest as a primary tactic, the 

capacity for protest that they built remains in the community.  

The partisan left and most indigenous organizations espouse moral narratives 

about activism that justify and even encourage public protest as a way to hold 

governments accountable. A lengthy history of partisan or indigenous organizing gives 

more time for these narratives to disseminate through the community. In addition, the 

development of partisan leftist and indigenous organizations opens political space for 

people to protest by breaking organizational and political monopolies associated with the 

old ruling party.  

LEFTWING PARTIES AND PROTEST POLITICS IN FIVE MUNICIPALITIES 

The idea of public protest as a tool to hold government accountable has its roots 

in leftwing activism in Mexico and in particular in leftwing partisan activism during the 

lengthy process of Mexican democratization from the late 1960s onward. By the 1990s, 

both the partisan left and the partisan right worked as democratizing forces in Mexico, 

but only the partisan left focused on political protest as a way to influence government.  

Over the course of this decade, the old ruling party, the PRI lost its dominant 

position in Mexican politics, and the rightwing PAN and the leftwing PRD joined the PRI 

as the major parties within Mexican politics. The tactics that activists adopted in the 

1990s would set the standard for partisan activism after the official transition to national 

democracy in 2000. Today, the partisan left in Mexico has little to lose and much to gain 
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from public protest. In contrast, the Mexican political right has more to lose from protest 

and is less likely to encourage protest despite its opposition-party roots.  

In Mexico, like much of Latin America, the divide between leftwing and 

rightwing politics is strongest on issues of economics. The middle and upper-class 

supporters of the right face direct costs from protests. Public protests often block access 

to or shut down districts in major cities, and long cycles of frequent protests harm local 

businesses by driving away tourists and other potential customers.  

Leftwing supporters also face economic costs from frequent protests, but the 

ability of public mobilization to energize the left and to build political engagement after 

electoral losses tends to outweigh its negative economic effects in the minds of leftwing 

activists and supporters.   

Figure 2.3 shows the relationship between the average vote share of leftist party 

candidates in the national House of Deputies elections of the 1990s and the frequency of 

protest participation for the cases studied. Places with a stronger partisan left during the 

crucial decade of Mexican national democratization experienced more protest in the 

2000s in Oaxaca and Chiapas. This relationship is not perfectly linear in the cases studied 

but it is visible in these municipalities.  
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Figure 2.3 

 
 

How a Strong History of Leftist Organizing Motivates Protest in Mexico 

The lengthy process of electoral democratization in Mexico meant that leftwing 

parties looked a lot like social movements in the 1970s and 1980s. Before 

democratization, the partisan left had to build a capacity to mobilize and to protest in 

order simply to survive at the local level. As the left became more secure leftist partisans 

retained these tactics. After its founding in 1989, the PRD, like small leftist parties before 

it, used mass post-electoral protests to gain concessions from the PRI (Eisenstadt 2004). 

This strategy continued within Mexico after national democratization. Oaxaca, in 
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particular, is still known for post-electoral protests in the 2000s (Anaya Muñoz 2006; 

Eisenstadt 2007; Gibson 2012; Recondo 2007).  

The partisan left supports protest as a strategy, but its ability to build protest 

capacity extends beyond its own party organizations. Trevizo (2011) argues that rural 

people in Southern Mexico are likely to support leftwing parties today because these 

parties originated as social movements. The PRD emerged as a unity party that 

incorporated the concerns of rural leftists and encouraged them to stay mobilized 

(Trevizo 2011). The strong social base of the left led to tacit and outright relationships 

between the partisan left and labor, student, and small farmers organizations that 

challenged the hegemony of PRI-affiliated unions. Membership in overlapping 

organizations was and is encouraged so long as the organizations are of similar 

ideological bent. In Oaxaca and Chiapas, the partisan left remains associated closely with 

many of the social movements that fueled its growth in the 1990s. For example, 

independent campesino organizations in both states tend to espouse leftwing partisan 

politics.  

Even when these connections between civil society and the partisan left have 

broken down, as is the case for many indigenous organizations whose membership has 

become disillusioned with electoral politics, the past connections with a strong electoral 

left provided a training ground for local activism. Local people can repurpose skills 

gained through participating in leftwing politics to launch their own demonstrations.  

Thus, the skills that a leftwing supporter learns in party politics transfer to other 

organizing. Places with a strong partisan left develop a political environment in which 
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politicians tolerate and even encourage leftwing civil society organizations to protest. If 

leftwing parties gain support locally, leftwing politicians face strong incentives to shelter 

rather than repress allied organizations. Even when leftwing civil and labor organizations 

protest in ways that embarrass the local government, their members remain valuable 

voters for the partisan left. Only in extremely clientelistic areas, where local bosses 

control politics can a leftwing city government not worry about alienating allies. In 

addition, the left is not always in power, and political protest is a way for leftwing 

partisans to maintain their party’s organizational strength when in the opposition.  

Table 2.5 shows the growth of the left through national elections in each of the 

cases of study. I refer to this table throughout the following discussion. 

Table 2.5: Opposition Partisan Dynamics in Federal Elections in Selected 
Cases 

Municipality Average 
Left 
Vote 
1990s  

Average 
Left 
Vote 
2000s 

Average 
Right 
Vote 
1990s 

Average 
Right 
Vote 
2000s 

Average 
Turnout 
1990s 

Average 
Turnout 
2000s 

Juchitán, Oax 48% 52% 1% 3% 67% 52% 
Ocosingo, Chis 28% 34% 3% 15% 43% 37% 
Matías Romero, Oax 24% 22% 10% 32% 62% 47% 
Chamula, Chis 7% 24% 2% 5% 59% 46% 
San Mateo del Mar, Oax 18% 28% 1% 11% 60% 59% 
Notes: vote shares are in percentages and show the average vote for leftwing candidates in the 
SMD tier of the House of Deputies over the course of the period listed. Turnout rates 
correspond to the same elections. The electoral data for the 2000s do not include the 2012 
election.  
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Table 2.6 tracks the municipal government in each of these counties from the 

1989 until the 2014 municipal elections. It provides additional data on how leftwing 

partisan networks grew in some municipalities, while the partisan left remained weaker in 

others. I also refer to this table throughout the following discussion on the growth of the 

left in each county. 

Table 2.6: Municipal Government in Selected Cases: 1989 to 2014 Elections 

Municipality PRI or  
PRI Allies  

Leftwing  Rightwing  UyC Number of 
Alterations 

Juchitán, Oax 2002-2004 
2011-2013 

1989-2001 
2005-2010 
2014-2016 

no no 4 (9) 

Ocosingo, Chis 1989-1995 
1999-2007 
2013-2015 

1996-1998* 
2011-2012** 

2008-2010   5 (9) 

Matías Romero, Oax 1989-1995 
1999-2001 
2008-2013 

2014-2016*** 1996-1998 
2002-2007 

no 5 (10) 

Chamula, Chis 1989-2015 no  no no 0 (13) 

San Mateo del Mar, Oax 1989-1995 no  no 1995-2016  1 (9/12) 

The number of alterations measures changes in the party in government. UyC elections count as an 
alteration. The number of mayors elected for nine electoral cycles is in parenthesis; this is contested for 
San Mateo del Mar. 
*The council was elected in a municipal assembly after official elections were suspended. It included four 
leftwing leaders and one PRI leader; the state government did not recognize the initial council and 
recognized a council of 10 people (five for the left and five for the PRI). 
** The mayor was a PAN politician who ran for the PRD, PAN, Convergencia, and Nueva Alianza 
coalition.  
*** The mayor is a PAN politician who ran for the PAN, PRD, and PT coalition  
Data from Snim.rami.gob.mx, from Mtz. Vázquez and Díaz Montes (2001), Pineda de la Cruz (2012), 
from http://ieepco.org.mx, and from the following report from San Mateo del Mar: 
https://www.finanzasoaxaca.gob.mx/pdf/inversion_publica/pmds/08_10/248.pdf  
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The Development of a Unified Leftwing Moral Narrative of Protest  

Building material capacity is not enough to encourage frequent protests; activists 

must be able also to draw from a base of support made up of people who consider 

protests morally justified. These ideological protesters understand protest as morally 

justified and even desirable. They are much easier for activists to persuade to protest than 

people who hold less favorable views about the morality of protest. Moral narratives 

motivate protest by an additional mechanism as well. Ordinary people who adopt the 

moral narrative that justifies and encourages protest become protest evangelists who 

organize additional protests independently from the original leftwing organizations.  

The partisan left in Latin America has advanced a moral narrative of protest 

participation that treats political protest as part of a healthy democracy. This narrative 

justifies public protest to leftwing supporters. In the moral narrative of the partisan left, 

protests safeguard electoral results and provide a check on corruption by elected officials. 

This rhetorical support for protest does not mean that protests fulfill the functions 

envisioned by leftist activists; rather, it provides justification for leftwing support for 

frequent public protest. There is strong evidence for this justification in how leftwing 

activists talk about mobilization in the municipalities in this study. 

Juchitán: The Left Leads and Justifies Protest  

The history of the Coalición Obrero Campesino Estudiantil del Istmo de 

Tehuantepec (COCEI) reveals how the early development of the partisan left facilitates 

public protest. The partisan left in Juchitán channels leftwing voting through a 
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particularly strong leftwing indigenous movement, COCEI. This movement originated in 

1974 in Juchitán and provides the main vehicle through which the PRD contests elections 

in the county. The COCEI forwards its own candidates, particularly for local elections, in 

conjunction with the PRD, and occasionally with smaller leftwing parties.  

COCEI focused on electoral politics in addition to local organizing since its 

inception. Despite facing considerable repression in the 1970s, COCEI concentrated on 

wining municipal office in Juchtán (Rubin 1994, 1997).54 Activists from COCEI allied 

with small leftist parties to force local democratization. Public protest joined electoral 

politics as the movement’s main strategies to reform Mexico.  

Electoral activism supplemented with protest became a winning strategy for the 

movement in its early years. After a contested municipal election in 1980, activists from 

COCEI occupied the city hall in Juchitán. Through the efforts of COCEI activists the 

state government annulled the 1980 municipal election in the county, and in 1981, 

COCEI took office through a special election. This ayuntamiento popular survived until 

1983, when the military and the state government forced it from power. COCEI regained 

control of municipal government in 1987 and has governed Juchitán off and on since that 

date (Anaya Muñoz 2006; Bautista Martínez 2010; Gómez Martínez 2010; Kraemer 

Bayer 2008; Rubin 1994; 1997). According to a current activist in COCEI, the movement 

demonstrated that armed struggle was not the only pathway for indigenous people.55 It 

did so not only through the ballot box but also through non-violent protests.  

                                                
54 More than 20 supporters of COCEI were killed between 1974 and 1977. 
55 Interview with a COCEI activist in the COCEI offices in Juchitán, 3 July 2012 
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COCEI’s initial use of public protest was typical for movements of its time. 

Leftwing civil society in Oaxaca in the 1970s adopted protest as a primary tactic to hold 

the PRI state government accountable. In the 1970s, a robust student movement formed 

in the state capital, Oaxaca de Juárez, and also organized campesinos in the surrounding 

central valleys. The Coalición Obrera Campesina Estudiantil de Oaxaca (COCEO) 

formed officially in March of 1972 and consolidated this popular movement. While the 

COCEO would prove short-lived, COCEI looked to its model when organizing in the 

Isthmus of Tehuantepec. COCEI formed officially in February of 1974 among Zapotec 

indigenous people based in Juchitán. While COCEI was initially part of the student 

movement, it soon consolidated itself as a major organization of the political opposition 

(Anaya Muñoz 2006; Hernández-Díaz 2002; Piñón Jiménez 1988). COCEI’s longevity 

has been traced to its engagement with Zapotec indigenous culture (Rubin 1994). COCEI 

differed from its less successful contemporaries in its indigenous nature but it also 

differed from other leftist movements of the 1970s in its open and vigorous embrace of 

electoral politics.  

The early organizational decision to contest local elections placed the founding 

generation of COCEI leaders as part of the founding generation of the modern electoral 

left in Oaxaca. As their movement became more influential and successful locally, 

leaders from COCEI rose to statewide and national office through their alliance with the 

PRD (Kraemer Bayer 2008). COCEI expanded and thrived in the 1980s and particularly 

in the 1990s and built a solid leftwing base for opposition politics in Juchitán. And 

because COCEI grew to strength before national democratization, it did so through a 
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political movement that was as much at home in the streets protesting as in local 

government. 

COCEI today looks more like a leftwing political party than it does a typical 

indigenous movement.56 In the research sample of protest events, COCEI was typically 

active in protests that involved the official parties of the left such as the PRD or the PT, 

which is in marked contrast to other indigenous organizations in the region.   

While groups within COCEI have split heavily into factions in recent years, this 

fragmentation has not hurt its ability to mobilize people in public protests (Anaya Muñoz 

2006; Kraemer Bayer 2008). COCEI continues to sponsor numerous protests that are 

generally political in character. Members of COCEI lead marches and block government 

buildings and major streets. Protests are an integral part of organizing for COCEI in 

Juchitán.  

The long history of local organizing by COCEI has built durable social networks 

around the movement. In addition, COCEI relies on providing social services to its 

members when in political power. COCEI celebrates the anniversaries of specific 

mobilizations and especially of repression and violence against its founding members 

(Kraemer Bayer 2008). These commemorative celebrations educate members of COCEI 

and the general public about public protest as a viable and a moral political strategy.  

COCEI’s strong leftwing networks are visible in voting patterns in local and 

federal elections. Table 2.5 shows the average vote share for opposition candidates for 

                                                
56 That COCEI focuses too strongly on electoral politics and has therefore become corrupt is, in fact, one 
of the main refrains that indigenous activists who have become disillusioned with COCEI use to criticize 
the movement.  
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the Federal House of Deputies in the 1990s and 2000s. For the 1990s, leftist candidates 

won an average of 48 percent of the vote in Juchitán. For the 2000 through 2009 elections 

they won an average of 52 percent of the vote. The numbers for rightwing candidates 

were trivial at an average of 1 percent in the 1990s and three percent in the 2000s. These 

results show how strongly opposition politics in Juchitán concentrated on the electoral 

left. This leftwing focus helped candidates from COCEI to control municipal government 

in the 1990s.  

Table 2.6 shows how municipal government changed over the 1990s and 2000s in 

Juchitán. During the crucial decade of the 1990s, COCEI was undefeated in city 

government. From 1998 to 2001 four different COCEI/PRD municipal presidents 

governed the county. The PRI regained the municipal government in a controversial 

election in 2002, but in 2005 COCEI gained power again. COCEI municipal presidents 

served that term, and the next term, and from 2014 to 2016.  

COCEI protests consistently after contested federal elections if the left loses. 

Members of COCEI and the PRD, along with other leftwing parties, gathered and 

camped in front of the local branch of the federal electoral institute in protest of the 

presidential election results for which they demanded a recount in 2006 and 2012.57 In 

                                                
57See the following articles: Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 2006. “‘Vigilan’ ciudadanos comités 
distritales desde antenoche.” 15 July. 13A.; Izquierdo, Martha. 2006. “En Juchitán, Se plantan perredistas 
frente IFE.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 21 July. 6A.; López Manzo, Diana. 2006. “Se instala 
COCEI frente al IFE.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 22 July. 5A.; Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “Juchitán, 
tortuoso voto por voto.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 5 July. 18A.; Chaca, Roselia. 2012. 
“Tortuguismo electoral en Juchitán.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 6 July. 7A.; Romo Martínez, 
Faustino. 2012. “Se manifiestan organizaciones de izquierda en IFE de Juchitán.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de 
Oaxaca. 6 July. 7A 
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both of these elections, COCEI supported Andrés Manuel López Obrador (AMLO), the 

leftwing candidate for president who lost after competitive elections.  

I observed part of the 2012 mobilizations. The COCEI activists congregated in 

front of the local branch of the Federal Electoral Institute as the evening fell on July 4th. 

They waved banners and guarded the institute to ostensibly protect the ballots, but also to 

gain national attention to the issue of electoral irregularities in the district of Juchitán. 

The protesters gained the attention they desired as the state news media also reported the 

protest.58 

In addition to protesting about electoral matters, COCEI played a role as a protest 

protagonist for other movements when it led protests that reflected statewide political 

issues. The most notable example of this tendency happened in 2006.  

Massive protests swept the capital of Oaxaca in summer of 2006. What had begun 

as a strike of the local branch of the teacher’s union, known as Sección 22 del Sindicato 

de Trabajadores de la Educación (Sección 22 del SNTE), became a mass protest 

movement that contested the continued authoritarian dominance of the PRI (Gibson 

2012; Stephen 2013). Leftwing party activists, students, and many forces in civil society, 

including some established indigenous organizations, joined the state branch of the 

national teachers’ union to protest against the repressive PRI governor. They founded the 

Asamblea Popular de los Pueblos de Oaxaca (APPO) as an overarching movement  

(Beas Torres 2007; Denham and Colectivo C.A.S.A 2011; Stephen 2013). 

                                                
58 Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “Juchitán, tortuoso voto por voto.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 5 July. 
18A. 
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COCEI brought this movement to Juchitán. COCEI led a march of almost a 

million people and blocked intersections in Juchitán to show their support of the teacher’s 

union on June 12, 2006.59   

While COCEI acted as a catalyst for the spread of the teacher’s movement to 

Juchitán, its overall role in the teacher’s union protests was as a supportive political force 

rather than an organizer. Protests continued without direct involvement from COCEI. In 

fact, Durazo Herrmann (2012) characterized COCEI’s relationship with APPO as “aloof” 

(129). In this example, the protest movement spread quickly to Juchitán because COCEI 

built connections with other movements. Even after COCEI stepped back from the 

movement, the local networks that COCEI’s presence nurtured sustained additional 

protest in Juchitán.  

Ocosingo: Leftist Justifications Motivate Independent Protest 

In Ocosingo, the partisan left is deceptively weak at the local level. However, 

leftwing civil society compensates for the local weakness of leftwing parties. Likewise, 

leftwing partisan sentiment about national politics is present and growing in the county.  

Table 2.5 shows a growing support for leftwing candidates in federal elections in 

Ocosingo. This occurred despite consistently low turnout in the municipality. In the 

1990s the average turnout in Ocosingo for federal House of Deputies elections was 43 

percent; this dropped to 37 percent from 2000 to 2009. At the same time the average vote 

                                                
59 López Manzo, Diana. 2006. “Marcha a favor de la lucha magisterial.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de 
Oaxaca. 13 June. 8A. 
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for leftwing candidates increased from 28 percent in the 1990s to 34 percent in the 2000s. 

Support for the rightwing opposition also increased from a meager three percent on 

average in the 1990s to 15 percent in the 2000s.  

The political left in Ocosingo grew in the mid 1990s in the aftermath of the 

Zapatista uprising. The Zapatista movement altered politics in Ocosingo profoundly. This 

municipality was a base of support for the movement which catapulted to international 

attention when on the first day of January in 1994, a group of armed indigenous people, 

known formally as the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN), occupied nine 

towns in eastern Chiapas, including Ocosingo (Harvey 1998; Womack 1999).  

Like most successful social movements, the Zapatistas demonstrated a talent for 

capturing media attention. They named their army for Emiliano Zapata, the campesino 

hero of the Mexican Revolution, and they timed their revolt to coincide with the 

implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). In series of 

declarations and communiqués, they held the national government to task for ending land 

reform, which they saw as a betrayal of Mexican nationalist principles, and eventually 

they adopted an agenda that demanded the explicit recognition of indigenous rights 

(Harvey 1998; Womack 1999). The Zapatista movement brought indigenous mobilization 

in southern Mexico to international attention. It also spurred an initial growth and quick 

decline in the partisan left in Chiapas (Viquiera and Sonnleitner 2000). Ocosingo felt 

both of these trends.  

The shape of municipal government in Ocosingo is connected tightly to the social 

movements in the county. The Zapatista movement influenced deeply electoral returns in 
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its areas of strength with its call to its membership to boycott elections. In Ocosingo, this 

had the effect of suppressing turnout, but also of increasing the likelihood that the PRI 

would win elections. Despite those pressures, Ocosingo saw two major periods during 

which the PRI or its allied party the PVEM did not control the municipal government: a 

popular municipal council in 1996 to 1998, and a new period of competitive politics 

between the rightwing PAN and the PRI since 2008.  

As Table 2.6 shows, 2008 to 2010 saw a municipal government from the PAN. 

2011 to 2012 brought another municipal president from the PAN who was elected under 

a joint PAN, PRD, Convergencia, and PANAL ticket. For the purposes of building 

protest infrastructure, opposition government alone is not enough. Instead, a robust 

political left makes protest easier at the local level. Ocosingo experienced leftist 

government in the 1990s, but under extraordinary circumstances that did not build a 

lasting electoral left at the local level.  

From 1996 until 1998, Ocosingo experienced a popular leftwing government, 

known as the plural municipal council.60 When instability in 1995 led to a cancelation of 

the regular municipal elections in Ocosingo, activist organizations stepped into the gap. 

In 1995, organizations in Ocosingo formed the Coalición de Organizaciones Autónomas 

de Ocosingo (COAO). These included: the Asociación Rural de Interés Colectivo 

Independiente y Democrática (ARIC ID), the Organización Regional de Cafecultores de 

                                                
60 Along with the anthropologist, Xochil Leyva Solano, Juan Vázquez a leader of ORCAO and member of 
the COAO wrote an account of the Plural Municipal Council in Ocosingo. So did Ricardo Hernández 
Arellano who served as a municipal secretary to the Plural Municipal Council. This section draws on their 
accounts. 
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Ocosingo (ORCAO), the Movimiento Campesino Regional Independiente (MOCRI), the 

Organización Pancho Villa, the Coordinadora Nacional de Pueblos Indios (CNPI), 

Barrios Unidos de Ocosingo, the Organización Bajté, and the Organización de Familias 

Autónomas de Ocosingo (OFAO). In 1997, the Asociación Rural de Interés Colectivo 

Unión de Uniones [Histórica] joined (Hérnandez Arellano 2000; 2001; Leyva Solano and 

Vázquez 2008).  

The organizations of the COAO decided to contest the 1995 municipal election. 

In the words of Hérnandez Arellano (2001): “With more than 3,000 delegates from 

communities and organizations they created a municipal assembly, an instance of popular 

decision-making where with acts, signed or stamped with fingerprints, they exercised the 

right to elect their representatives” (160).61  

In reality, there were three assemblies. The first was on 3 November, the second 

on 25 November, the last in December of 1995. In the November 25th assembly, the 

COAO named three delegates, a dissident sector of the PRI named one, and the PRI 

named one delegate. The State Congress refused to recognize the municipal assembly. 

After negotiation and mobilizations, including public protests, it relented to allow a 

municipal council so long as the PRI had a large share of delegates. The Congress added 

five PRI representatives to the Plural Municipal Council. Six of the 10 final councilors 

were indigenous (Leyva Solano and Vázquez 2008).  

The addition of PRI members did not remove the leftwing nature of the governing 

council. The municipal presidency rotated among members and decisions required 
                                                
61 My translation  
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consensus. The PRI returned to municipal government with the 1998 elections (Leyva 

Solano and Vázquez 2008).  

Governing at the local level was a unique experience for the organizations of the 

COAO, many of which had distanced themselves from electoral politics by the mid 

2000s. The leftwing council government did not result in a robust PRD in Ocosingo. As 

shown in Table 2.6, another leftwing municipal government did not occur until 2010 and 

that was as part of a PAN municipal president’s coalition.  

This ephemeral partisan left is reflected in protest patterns in the county. 

Although Ocosingo is highly prone to protest, its residents rarely protest in connection to 

leftwing parties. This type of protest does occur occasionally, however. Most notably, in 

2006 members of the PRD in Ocosingo joined a statewide effort and marched in favor of 

AMLO after the contested 2006 presidential election.62 The local PRD, however, did not 

organize other protest events in the COEPD. Yet the presence of leftwing opposition 

politics opened politics in ways that encouraged campesino organizing, labor organizing, 

and indigenous organizing. Table 2.4 shows that agrarian organizations, local people, 

indigenous organizations, indigenous people, and the teacher’s union all found fertile 

ground to protest in Ocosingo. The earlier growth of the partisan left created a political 

opening that helped to sustain these organizations in Ocosingo.  

                                                
62 López, Víctor Hugo. 2006. “AMLO, Marchas en todo el estado anuncian hoy.” Cuarto Poder. 12 July. 
Política, B4. 
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Matías Romero: Opposition Growth and Rightwing Local Politics  

 Matías Romero has followed an interesting partisan trajectory. The municipality 

was one of several in Oaxaca in which the opposition to the PRI grew prodigiously in the 

late 1980s. As shown in Table 2.5, in the 1990s the vote for leftwing candidates for the 

House of Deputies averaged 24 percent of the vote. Rightwing opposition candidates had 

an average vote share of 10 percent of the vote, which was not very high, but was higher 

than the other cases studied in this chapter.  

The 2000s brought the growth of the PAN and rightwing partisan politics to 

Matías Romero. The average leftwing vote for the same elections had dropped to 22 

percent, while the average vote share for the right rose to 32 percent. These numbers 

show that while the opposition remained divided, residents of Matías Romero rejected 

increasingly the PRI.  

 Municipal politics show a similar pattern. Like Juchitán, Matías Romero uses 

partisan elections at the municipal level. As Table 2.6 shows, a leftwing county 

government never took office in Matías Romero in the 1990s. However, a PAN mayor 

and municipal government took office from 1996 to 1998. In the 2000s, the PAN 

governed from 2002 to 2004 and 2005 to 2007. In 2014, a coalition government that 

included the PRD and PT as well as the PAN took office. While this demonstrated the 

increasing strength of the left, the mayor was a PAN politician. Otherwise, the PRI 

governed the municipality during this period despite the strong opposition party support 

among residents as seen in the national electoral results.  
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 As these results show, leftwing partisan growth in Matías Romero was slow and 

unstable compared to Juchitán. Compared to Ocosingo, the partisan leftwing in Matías 

Romero also grew later and, therefore, had less influence on developing strong networks. 

Protest networks would draw instead on indigenous activism and civil society.  

 Yet leftwing political activism is not unknown in Matías Romero. Because the 

municipality has a lengthy tradition of indigenous organizing, local people who gain 

political awareness as members of indigenous organizations can channel this awareness 

to become leftwing partisans as well. This overlap in political consciousness fortifies the 

electoral left in Matías Romero. For example, the Unión de Comunidades Indígenas de la 

Zona Norte del Istmo (UCIZONI), the most prominent indigenous organization in the 

area, is politically independent. However, its membership tends to favor the political left.  

Snyder (2001b) relates that in the 1990s, members of UCIZONI’s small coffee 

producers’ organization accessed politics as coffee producers through UCIZONI and as 

PRD supporters through COCEI. Snyder relates the words of one UCIZONI member he 

interviewed in 1995: “When we block highways to contest electoral fraud and support the 

PRD, we do so as COCEI.” (qtd in Snyder 2001b, 84).  

Times changed for UCIZONI in the 2000s, and today the movement marches in 

conjunction with civil society in Matías Romero. What has not changed is that civil 

society organizations in the municipality remain reluctant to be openly partisan. No 

protest events by people from partisan organizations or political parties from Matías 

Romero occurred in the COEPD. While leftwing partisan networks did not encourage 

protest strongly in Matías Romero, politics in the city and surrounding municipality 
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opened sufficiently to allow the growth of independent organizations like UCIZONI that 

would transform the political environment to make protest politics acceptable to local 

people.  

San Juan Chamula: Clinging to One Party Rule 

 In San Juan Chamula, as well as the neighboring small indigenous municipality of 

Mitontic, the PRI maintained electoral predominance through the 1990s. This trend was 

in contrast to the rest of the indigenous municipalities in the Highlands region of Chiapas, 

where the Zapatista movement and opposition parties made considerable headway during 

this period (Viquiera and Sonnleitner 2000).  

An indigenous elite took power in Chamula in the 1930s as part of the Cardenista 

reforms of the period. Young bilingual men became intermediaries between the ruling 

party and indigenous communities throughout the Highlands of Chiapas. In Chamula, 

these men legitimized their power by appropriating and reshaping communal traditions 

including religious duties, called cargos, and made money through selling liquor (Rus 

1994). They and their political descendants gained considerable local power and made 

considerable money as leaders of Chamula (Rus 1994). Municipal presidents changed 

regularly, but a governing elite from specific families monopolized political power and 

expanded their economic interests (Frayba 2001; Iribarren [1980] 2002; Rus 1994). The 

political left developed very late in Chamula because of the actions of this elite.  

 Younger men in Chamula challenged boss rule in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 

These reformers lost. In 1973 they challenged the old guard during the municipal 
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elections. Because the PRI controlled politics, the primary election, which was conducted 

through customary procedures, was tantamount to the general election. A group of 

dissidents within the PRI contested the nomination of this party’s candidate. In 1974, the 

dissidents contacted the PAN and petitioned the governor of Chiapas for a new election 

(Frayba 2001; Henríquez Arellano 2000; Iribarren [1980] 2002; Kovic 2005).  

After this petition failed, a group of dissidents along with students from the 

nearby teacher’s college occupied the city hall in Chamula on October 13, 1974. The 

students returned to the state capital later that day, and Chamula’s PRI bosses with help 

from the state authorities violently removed the protesters. Shortly thereafter the PRI 

bosses began to expel dissidents from the community with impunity (Frayba 2001; 

Henríquez Arellano 2000; Iribarren [1980] 2002; Kovic 2005; Morquecho Escamilla 

[1992] 2003). 

Presbyterian converts and Catholics associated with the Diocese of San Cristóbal 

del las Casas had been active in the reform movement (Morquecho Escamilla [1992] 

2003). The PRI bosses used the pretext of preserving community unity and custom to 

expel their political enemies along with many families who practiced protestant religions 

or Catholicism other than the local tradition. These religious converts had ties to groups 

outside of the municipality and were harder to dominate through religious sanctions 

compared to those who practiced the customary religion (Frayba 2001; Iribarren 2002; 

Morquecho Escamilla [1992] 2003). 

Expulsions continued through the 1990s. Between 1974 and 1994 Chamula 

expelled an estimated 10,400 to 20,800 people (Rebón 2001, 36). The thousands of 
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individuals who the local government in Chamula expelled from the community found no 

help from the state government and formed their own indigenous organizations that rose 

to prominence in the 1980s and early 1990s (Morquecho Escamilla [1992] 2003). In 

contrast, independent organizing became nearly impossible in Chamula for many years. 

Women found themselves prevented from political decision-making as well because 

“tradition” in the municipality does not permit women to participate in politics (Frayba 

2001). 

Even in the 2000s, without an organized opposition, political protest happened 

rarely. Protests usually occurred only when rivalries within the county leadership boiled 

over or when specific leaders decided to use organized protest to pressure the state 

government.  

Table 2.5 shows the extent of the PRI’s electoral control in the 1990s and the 

decline of the control by the 2000s. In Chamula, leftist candidates for the federal House 

of Deputies only received an average of seven percent of the vote across electoral 

contests in the 1990s. Rightwing opposition candidates only received an average two 

percent of the vote.  

In contrast, the average vote for leftwing candidates in the federal House of 

Deputies elections from 2000 to 2009 rose to 24 percent. The average vote for the 

rightwing opposition candidates increased modestly to five percent.  

By 2012, growing pluralism in San Juan Chamula allowed for increased protest 

by leaders who where no longer affiliated with the PRI. Much like the small wave of 

protest in 1974, discontent sectors of Chamula’s society have turned to alternative parties 
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to support their causes. Unlike in the 1970s, PRI party bosses have not necessarily 

sanctioned new groups in Chamula.  

On the 10th and 11th of July of 2012, 200 people affiliated with the local 

businessman and municipal councilman from the leftwing Partido del Trabajo (PT), 

Salvador Pérez-Pérez, protested to maintain his control of soft drink distribution in 

specific communities.63 They took possession of two commercial trucks and held four 

employees of the soft drink plant captive until state authorities intervened and the soft 

drink company cut a deal in Pérez-Pérez’s favor.64 Pérez Pérez was notable for an official 

in the county government in Chamula both because he was from the PT and because he 

maintained his role as a leader in the Organización Obrera Campesina Nichimaltik, 

Chiapas, A.C. (ORCANICH), a small opposition-affiliated campesino organization.65  

Earlier the same year, partisans of the Partido Verde Ecologista de México 

(PVEM) protested against presumed electoral irregularities in the municipal elections. 

The 2012 presidential election coincided with local elections in Chiapas. Shortly after the 

election, sympathizers of the PVEM, which is closely allied with the PRI and has become 

                                                
63 Salvador Pérez Pérez’s party was not listed in the article about the protest. Other reports about the 
regidor confirm his affiliation with the PT. See the following: El Heraldo de Chiapas. 2012. “ Regidores 
rechazan postura de edil Chamula de aferrarse al poder: Debe renunciar el 30 de septiembre y no prolonger 
mandato ‘por usos y Costumbres.’” 18 September; Pérez Aguilar, Daniel. 2012. “Regidores de Chamula, 
apuestan a la transición democrática en Ayuntamiento.” La Voz del Sureste. 18 September, 
http://diariolavozdelsureste.com/chiapas/2012/09/regidores-de-chamula-apuestan-a-la-transicion-
democratica-en-ayuntamiento/#print 
64 Henríquez, Elio. 2012. “San Juan Chamula, Retienen indígenas 2 camiones comerciales.” Cuarto Poder. 
11 July. Mirador4, B12.; Henríquez, Elio. 2012. “Chamula, Acuerdan liberación de camiones 
refresqueros.” Cuarto Poder. 12 July. Mirador4, B9. 
65 Pérez Aguilar, Daniel. 2012. “Regidores de Chamula, apuestan a la transición democrática en 
Ayuntamiento.” La Voz del Sureste. 18 September,http://diariolavozdelsureste.com/chiapas/2012/09/ 
regidores-de-chamula-apuestan-a-la-transicion-democratica-en-ayuntamiento/#print 
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very powerful in Chiapas, surrounded the state electoral institute’s building in San Juan 

Chamula. Activists of PVEM compete with those from the PRI at the local level. The 

PVEM sympathizers demanded a recount of the 2012 municipal election in which 

Sebastían Collazo Díaz, the candidate of the PRI won.66 Despite the signs of political 

pluralism in recent years, Chamula remains repressive and protest there remains rare.67  

San Mateo del Mar: Usos y Costumbres and the Inhibition of the Local Left  

  Like in San Juan Chamula, local politics in San Mateo del Mar remain 

exclusionary. San Mateo del Mar became one of many municipalities to adopt officially 

usos y costumbres (UyC) elections beginning in 1995. In the state of Oaxaca counties can 

decide whether to conduct municipal elections under the standard electoral system that 

includes political parties or by using customary law known as the usos y costumbres 

(UyC) system of elections. San Mateo del Mar, like many smaller municipalities, holds 

usos y costumbres elections. In these elections, the community decides the procedures by 

which to elect the county government. Electoral reforms in 1995 and 1997 legalized and 

implemented UyC elections. By 1997, 418 out of 570 municipalities in Oaxaca adopted 

the UyC system (Recondo 2001; Benton 2009). 

The UyC system contrasts with elections by political parties. Under the UyC 

system municipalities use “traditional” non-partisan procedures to elect municipal 
                                                
66 Burguete, Carlos. 2012. “Protesta, Voto por voto en Chamula, piden.” Cuarto Poder. 6 July. Mirador4, 
B9.  
67 San Juan Chamula finally saw a transition in municipal government in the 2015 election, when the 
candidate of the PVEM won the municipal election. The PRI is in close alliance the Partido Verde, and the 
governor of Chiapas at the time was also PVEM. It is unclear how strong of an effect this change in 
government will have in San Juan Chamula.  
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governments. These can include elections in which people vote openly in a communal 

assembly through a show of hands, by marking their votes on a chalkboard, or by 

standing in line behind their candidate of choice (Anaya Muñoz 2006; Recondo 2007). 

Some UyC municipalities do use a secret paper ballot, but this is uncommon. Based on 

data from a previous study, Eisenstadt (2007) reports that about 11 percent of UyC 

municipalities used a secret ballot initially. Thus, in UyC municipalities like San Mateo 

del Mar that do not use the secret ballot, local elites can monitor how individuals and 

families vote. This monitoring capacity makes clientelism and partisan domination 

particularly pernicious in some UyC municipalities and is an irony of a system that is on 

its face non-partisan.  

Anaya Muñoz (2006) found that counties that switched to the UyC system for 

local elections in 1995 were likely to be smaller in population, more agrarian, and tended 

to vote more heavily for the PRI in state level elections in the 1990s. While UyC 

municipalities still tended to see greater overall numbers for the PRI in state and federal 

elections in the late 1990s and 2000s, the PRD grew in strength at a faster rate in the 

mostly rural UyC municipalities than in the mostly urban municipalities under the 

political parties system. The dominance of the PRI broke down in Oaxaca in general in 

the late 1990s and the 2000s. By the 2006 federal elections, the PRD did marginally 

better on average in UyC municipalities than in political party municipalities, with 48 

percent and 47 percent of the vote for president and 44 percent versus 43 percent of the 

vote for the House of Deputies respectively (Recondo 2007).  
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UyC elections have not hindered appreciably the incorporation of Oaxaca into a 

nationally democratizing Mexico. However, in some municipalities, UyC elections 

provide a shield for repressive local governments that survive through clientelism. San 

Mateo del Mar is one of these municipalities.  

The process of implementing UyC municipal elections increased indigenous 

autonomy at the local level, but also entrenched profoundly exclusionary practices in 

municipalities like San Mateo del Mar. Because rural indigenous people were 

incorporated in the PRI’s electoral machines through local indigenous bosses, the line 

between local tradition and PRI hegemony blurred in the countryside of Oaxaca. As 

David Recondo notes, “usos y costumbres are inseparable from the mode of domination 

that was installed after the Revolution” (2007, 29).68 Partisan exclusion coexisted with 

and reinforced other types of political exclusion in many counties. In San Mateo del Mar, 

this included the general exclusion of women and people from outlying villages from 

community politics (Hérnandez Díaz and Toledo 2007). 

Statistics complied by Todd Eisenstadt and Viridiana Ríos Contreras from a 1997 

study sponsored by the State Electoral Institute of Oaxaca reveal that a significant 

minority of UyC municipalities restricted political participation in ways that violate 

fundamental guarantees of individual rights. For the 411 of the original 412 UyC 

municipalities for which information exists, 18 percent did not allow women to 

participate in the selection of the leadership at the time of the study. Of these 

municipalities, 21 percent restricted participation to people who live in the central 
                                                
68 My translation.  
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municipal seat (cabecera) and disenfranchised outlying towns (agencias) (Eisenstadt 

2007, 64). Later studies have also found pervasive discrimination against women in 

municipal government.69 Hérnandez Díaz and Toledo (2007) report that in San Mateo del 

Mar, women were not allowed to speak in the municipal assembly traditionally. While a 

few women have challenged this prohibition, the process of local government remains 

profoundly male-centric (Hérnandez Díaz and Toledo 2007).   

Although the COCEI and the PRD made considerable headway in neighboring 

coastal municipalities as early as the 1980s, only the PRI remained hegemonic in San 

Mateo del Mar (Hérnandez Díaz and Toledo 2007). As shown in Table 2.5, the electoral 

left in San Mateo del Mar was similarly weak during the 1990s. Only an average of 18 

percent of the vote went to leftwing party candidates for the federal House of Deputies 

during this period. In contrast, the local PRI maintained a turnout-boosting machine that 

saw average rates of turnout of 60 percent over the same elections. By the 2000s, the 

average vote share for leftwing party candidates in these elections increased to 28 percent 

in San Mateo del Mar. Turnout stayed roughly the same at 59 percent. Over the same 

period the average vote for rightwing candidates increased from one percent in the 1990s 

to 11 percent in the 2000s for the same elections. As these numbers demonstrate, 

opposition networks grew slowly in San Mateo del Mar. Likewise as Table 2.5 shows, 

prior to the switch to UyC elections in 1995, the PRI remained undefeated at the 

municipal level in San Mateo del Mar.  

                                                
69 See Eisenstadt 2011 for an in-depth discussion on this topic. 
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 During the 1990s, challenges were common to the municipal government in San 

Mateo, but they were due to internal factions in the PRI for the most part. Much like in 

San Juan Chamula, municipal rivalries in San Mateo del Mar often turned violent because 

political divisions took extralegal channels. Thus politics were complicated and 

conflictive but the men who controlled local government sought to control local people 

rather than build political agency and capacity among the populace (Hérnandez Díaz and 

Toledo 2007).  

Protest in San Mateo del Mar in the 1990s happened when tensions within the PRI 

or between the cabecera and agencias boiled over. This is similar to the pattern in San 

Juan Chamula. In San Mateo del Mar the municipal presidents tended to maintain office. 

But that did not prevent personalistic infighting within the PRI over the distribution of 

local resources. Some of the losers of these fights slowly joined the PRD in the late 1990s 

and 2000s (Hérnandez Díaz and Toledo 2007). 

Despite the negative experience of San Mateo del Mar, there is little evidence that 

UyC institutions in and of themselves undermine protest. The percentage of UyC 

municipalities with post electoral conflicts out of all UyC municipalities has been similar 

if smaller than the percentage of total partisan municipalities with post electoral conflicts 

out of all partisan municipalities (Eisentadt 2011, 111). While not all post-electoral 

conflicts would be considered public protests many involve protest acts such as 

occupying the town hall.  

Eisentadt reports post electoral conflicts for the 2001-2003 municipal election 

cycle in 42 UyC municipalities or 10 percent of this category and in 21 partisan 
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municipalities or 14 percent of this category. The numbers are similar for the 2004-2006 

and 2007-2009 cycles. There were conflicts in 44 or 11 percent of UyC municipalities in 

the first cycle and 40 or 10 percent in the second. For partisan municipalities, conflicts 

occurred in 25 municipalities, or 16 percent in the first cycle, and in 26 municipalities, or 

17 percent in the second (Eisenstadt 2011, 111).  

In San Mateo del Mar the strength of the PRI and the weakness of the partisan left 

keeps community institutions exclusionary rather than the existence of UyC elections 

alone. These exclusionary institutions hollowed out the political space in San Mateo del 

Mar so that independent protest is risky and difficult for locals.   

INDIGENOUS ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLIC PROTEST 

On the 15th of July 2009, a group of about 200 indigenous activists and citizens 

gathered in Matías Romero, Oaxaca. They marched together and created a temporary 

protest encampment to publicize their cause for reasonable rates for electricity. Many 

indigenous people and poor people in general in Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico agree that 

electric bills are too high for poor families to pay. It is a common refrain in small cities 

and poorer neighborhoods of larger cities that the state-run electric company swindles 

Mexican citizens. Access to electricity as a basic right and as part of local autonomy has 

thus become one of many causes that motivate protests in these states.  

In addition to lower electric bills, the protesters in Matías Romero demanded 

political autonomy for local communities, an end to political repression, and the release 

of political prisoners from the movement. The Unión de Comunidades Indígenas de la 
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Zona Norte del Istmo (UCIZONI), along with the Zapatista affiliated La Otra Campaña, 

and the Alianza Mexicana por la Autodeterminación de los Pueblos (Amap), joined the 

issue-specific Movimiento de Resistencia Civil contra las Altas Tarifas Eléctricas at this 

protest. Thus indigenous organizations and local people mobilized together to demand 

policy changes.70  

A few days earlier in the county of Ocosingo, Chiapas, indigenous people from 33 

communities in the Valle de Santo Domingo had boycotted the federal elections and 

prevented the installation of voting equipment in their communities. Like the activists in 

Matías Romero, those in Ocosingo demanded fair access to electricity and a right to local 

autonomy. Unlike the activists in Matías Romero, they did not declare an organizational 

affiliation, yet the strong history of indigenous organizing in Ocosingo helps to explain 

why indigenous people in the country protest frequently.71   

 These episodes show how apparently disconnected protests can build new 

movements around a specific economic or political issue. These episodes illustrate as 

well the lasting impact of indigenous organizational ties on protest. In the Matías Romero 

protest, these ties are easy to visualize. After all, a group of mainly indigenous 

organizations sponsored the protest directly. Yet the well-organized indigenous 

                                                
70 Romo Martínez, Faustino. 2009. “Se moviliza UCIZONI en el Istmo.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de 
Oaxaca. 16 July. 5A.; Vélez Ascencio, Octavio. 2009. “Protestas en el interior del estado por altas tarifas 
de la CFE.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 16 July. 9A. 
71 Fernández, Paulina. 2009. “Comicios, Aventaja PAN mayoría de los distritos en Chiapas.” Cuarto 
Poder. 6 July 2009. Elecciones, II; III.; Mora, Lenin, Ramiro López, and Enrique Romero. 2009. 
“Elecciones 2009, Reina el abstencionismo.” Cuarto Poder. 6 July. Elecciones, XII.; Romero, Enrique. 
2009. “Chocoljaíto, Sto. Domingo, sin acuerdo con CFE por tarifa de luz.” Cuarto Poder. 9 July. 
Municipios, B13.  
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community members in Ocosingo also benefited from a sizeable history of ethnic activist 

organizing that makes mobilization easier by connecting local poor people into national 

and international issue networks.  

Even when indigenous organizations do not lead protests themselves, indigenous 

organizations build the capacity to protest among indigenous people. This is clear in 

Ocosingo, a county in which 66 percent of the population spoke an indigenous language 

in 2000. Journalists identified as indigenous the protesters in 59 percent of protest events 

by people from Ocosingo in the Chiapas and Oaxaca Protest Level Database. This is 

despite indigenous organizations as protesters being mentioned in only 18 percent of 

protest events.72 These two contradictory numbers can be best understood by looking at 

how local people gain the capacity to protest from the presence of dense networks of 

indigenous organizing.  

Figure 2.4 shows the frequency of protest across the cases of interest based on 

their local indigenous organizations. In San Mateo del Mar and San Juan Chamula a lack 

of indigenous organizational offices corresponds with low frequencies of protest. In 

Juchitán and Matías Romero there are offices for indigenous organizations. There are 

high levels of protest among people from Juchitán compared to the moderate levels of 

protest among people from Matías Romero. Given that Matías Romero is a smaller city 

with a weaker partisan left than Juchitán, its moderate level of protest despite indigenous 

organizing is to be expected. In the last category, Ocosingo has both indigenous 

organizational offices and self declared Municipios Autónomos Rebeles Zapatistas, or 
                                                
72 See Table 2.4 
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Zapatista Autonomous Municipalities (MAREZ). Despite the fairly weak electoral left in 

the municipality, this cluster of indigenous organizing has helped to build the capacity 

and will to protest among residents. In consequence, Ocosingo is a protest-prone 

municipality.  

Figure 2.4 

 
 

How Indigenous Organizations Build Protest Capacity in Southern Mexico 

Indigenous organizations build the capacity to protest by opening political space 

in the communities in which they exist. These indigenous organizations build networks 
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that reach out to indigenous people as ethnic minorities and that reach out to poor 

populations, which are often indigenous. In southern Mexico, protest is one way that poor 

people and ethnic minorities can exercise political agency. Poor people demand access to 

government programs and subsidies, and civil society activists use protests to put 

pressure on corrupt governments.  

High levels of protest are more likely if poor people as well as more prosperous 

people participate in protest politics. However, poor people, and especially poor people 

from ethnic minorities, face numerous hurdles to participate in public protests. The 

material costs of protest are proportionally higher for poor people than for other groups. 

Protesting always takes time that must be spent away from jobs or other sources of 

income. Protests are often held in neighborhoods or even cities distant from where poor 

people live. Travel costs to the site of a protest, while often small, represent a 

considerable investment for many poor people. Indigenous organizations lower these 

costs. 

 In southern Mexico, indigenous organizations are relatively easy to join and are 

usually easy for members to quit without facing much in the way of penalties. This ease 

of membership built an overlapping web of indigenous organizations in municipalities 

with long histories of indigenous organization. The numerous indigenous organizations in 

municipalities such as Juchitán, Oaxaca and Ocosingo, Chiapas often disagree with each 

other on tactics. Some organizations are very receptive toward protest while others 

concentrate on building local capacity and providing social services. Yet even 

organizations that rarely lead protest themselves, have created a political environment in 
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which indigenous people feel empowered to act politically and in which indigenous 

peoples and communities that remained isolated in the past can forge connections 

towards overarching movements. These movements include the movement against high 

electric rates in Chiapas and Oaxaca today, and the movement against unfair business 

practices of multinational wind energy companies in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec region 

of Oaxaca.  

Mexican Indigenous Activist Narratives and the Call to Protest 

Even indigenous organizations that rarely lead protest themselves tend to 

recognize public protest as a legitimate way to hold governments accountable. Mexican 

indigenous organizations advance a moral narrative that justifies protest as a way for poor 

people and indigenous people to gain a voice in politics. Building on the international 

indigenous rights movement and on progressive Catholic notions of inherent human 

dignity, indigenous organizations give their members a vocabulary of struggle that 

justifies using public protests. This moral narrative provides a strong justification for 

protest participation among members and former members even when the organizational 

leadership would prefer less protest.   

Juchitán: COCEI and Its Critics  

As noted earlier, the Coalición Obrero Campesino Estudiantil del Istmo de 

Tehuantepec (COCEI) is the most prominent partisan political organization in Juchitán as 

well as its most prominent indigenous organization. COCEI is a fundamentally secular 
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organization and owes more to the radical leftist movements of the 1970s than to the 

Catholic Church (Anaya Muñoz 2006; Hernández-Díaz 2002; Piñón Jiménez 1988; 

Rubin 1997). While indigenous activists in rural Chiapas often received their education 

through religious channels, the majority of the urban activists in Juchitán who founded 

COCEI were already educated, and important activists were relatively wealthy 

community leaders (Rubin 1997). A partisan political path was easier for COCEI’s well-

educated, urban founders to access than it was for the campesino founders of many 

indigenous organizations. As leftist activists and intellectuals they formulated a moral 

narrative that justifies protest that is distinct from most other indigenous organizations.  

COCEI as an organization forwards a moral narrative about protest that values 

electoral politics and political parties and argues that public protest serves as a guardian 

of procedural democracy and of the economic and social needs of local people. COCEI 

uses electoral politics and peaceful protests to forward their causes. In the words of a 

COCEI activist: “Armed struggle is not viable. At the final count, it is not viable.”73 He 

suggested that electoral politics instead provides the best avenue for indigenous people to 

act politically in Mexico today. Public protest supplements electoral campaigns for the 

organizers of COCEI.  

Several rival factions exist within COCEI. Today, the majority of COCEI 

participate in electoral politics in alliance with the PRD. Some leaders looked for another 

political space and allied with the PT and other small parties.74 COCEI is truly a hybrid 

                                                
73 Male COCEI activist, 3 July 2012  
74 Interview at COCEI offices, 3 July 2012  
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organization in that its moral narrative that justifies protest incorporates a narrative of 

Zapotec pride and self-determination with a leftist partisan narrative about using protests 

to protect electoral democracy.75 On the day I interviewed one of the activists from 

COCEI, the organization was protesting the PRI victory in the 2012 Presidential Election. 

“Today we are taking the local IFE,” noted the COCEI activist. He clarified that he 

referred to the peaceful blockade of the offices. 76  

Activists both inside and outside of COCEI have criticized the movement for 

political corruption and for relying on clientelism, but COCEI remains a robust political 

movement despite considerable factionalism.77 That COCEI would have such a strong 

capacity to promote protests makes sense as it has characteristics of both an indigenous 

organization and a leftwing political party.  

In recent years, more radical indigenous organizations have flourished in Juchitán 

that reject COCEI’s partisan political strategy. The Asamblea de los Pueblos Indígenas 

del Istmo de Tehuantepec en Defensa de la Tierra y el Territorio (APIDTyT) is one such 

organization. The Asamblea has its main offices in Juchitán. This newer organization 

represents coastal and inland Huave (Ikoojt) and Zapotec (Binniza) peoples who have 

mobilized against the growth of megaprojects using wind farms. Some of its members are 

from coastal areas of Juchitán, and its leadership hails from the city. It also organizes 

people from smaller surrounding communities in opposition to the expansion of wind 

farms in Oaxaca.   
                                                
75 See de Gyves 2000 for a strong example of this line of thought.  
76 Interview with a COCEI activist in the COCEI offices in Juchitán, 3 July 2012  
77 Conversation with COCEI, militants 25 June 2012 
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As a very new organization, the Asamblea does not show up in the protest events 

of the Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database, but its leaders consider political 

protest a key tool of their movement. According to an activist, the Asamblea led peaceful 

marches in September of 2011 and on the 29 of March 2012 and the 20 of May 2012. In 

the May march, fishermen joined the Asamblea in protest against the federal electric 

company.78 

Considerable infighting exists among indigenous activists in Juchitán. The more 

radical groups criticize COCEI for corruption and personalistic factionalism. For 

example, an APIDTyT activist I interviewed argued that “COCEI exists in name but only 

for political ends. COCEI became a subsidiary of the political parties.” She continued,  

“No faction of COCEI promotes anything in favor of indigenous rights or against 

transnational business.”79 

Newer organizations in the region forward a moral narrative about indigenous 

rights that is exemplified by the narrative of the APIDTyT. This moral narrative strongly 

justifies public protest as tool of ordinary people who are opposed to corrupt politicians 

and neoliberal business. The Asamblea has positioned itself as one of the main 

organizations dedicated to preserving indigenous territory against the expansion of wind 

farms owned by multinational corporations. It uses arguments that appeal to indigenous 

rights to demand respect for indigenous territorial sovereignty and self-determination. 

                                                
78 Interview with an activist from APIDTyT in the organizational offices in Juchitán, Oaxaca, 3 July 2012 
79 Interview with APIDTyT, 3 July 2012 
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When I visited their office in Juchitán in July of 2012, they had a banner that 

highlighted the neocolonial nature of wind farm development hanging outside by their 

door. It visually compared the Spanish multinational corporations involved in wind 

energy to Columbus’ fleet of ships bent on colonizing the indigenous Americas.  

The Asamblea has never organized with political parties.80 According to activists 

in this organization, all of the political parties in Oaxaca support the expansion of wind 

energy. In addition, the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank have 

provided funding for wind energy in Mexico since before 2012 (Altamirano-Jiménez 

2013; Juárez-Hernández and León 2014). Given this situation, the APIDTyT protests 

based on their territorial rights as indigenous peoples.  

As a representative of indigenous communities, the APIDTyT has protested 

megaprojects in the region and has faced repression from local governments. This 

repression resulted in at least one activist’s death, which occurred in Juchitán in 2011. 

According to a young female activist, the state government considers APIDTyT to be a 

radical organization. The Asamblea takes the position that it will not negotiate with the 

government because rights are non-negotiable. In her words, “The only alternative is to 

respect our rights.”81  

Activists cite ecological damages and claim that members of local populations are 

coerced into agreeing to lease their land to wind energy firms for very poor compensation 

as concrete reasons to oppose the expansion of wind energy in the Istmo (Juárez-

                                                
80 Interview with activist from APIDTyT, 3 July 2012 
81 Woman activist from APIDTyT, 3 July 2012  
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Hernández and León 2014; Nahmad 2011). The strategy of APIDTyT as a protest 

movement is to force the state government to respect their member communities’ rights 

as indigenous peoples as established in state and national law and through Mexico’s 

ratification of ILO Convention 169. 82 In this way, their movement uses a moral narrative 

that encourages public protest in support of indigenous rights and justifies protest as 

morally correct as opposed to working with corrupt political parties. It also generates the 

capacity to protest among its members by doing the organizational legwork to organize 

protests.  

In Juchitán, the ability of indigenous organizations to provide moral justifications 

for extensive public protest is more important as a motivation for protest than their ability 

to provide education or material goods to their membership. In contrast, in Ocosingo 

indigenous organizations must provide the capacity to protest to poor communities along 

with a narrative that justifies protest.  

I observed a march organized by #YoSoy132 Istmo, a movement led by 

indigenous students, in Juchitán after the 2012 presidential election. The student 

movement framed their protest as against the PRI, the media, and the Federal Electoral 

Institute as corrupt and undemocratic organizations. Noticias reported on the march the 

next day.83 This march demonstrated how indigenous organizing builds connections with 

new activist movements. Members of UCIZONI, which has membership in agencias, 

outlying areas, of Juchitán, marched with the students. Their presence was not reported in 
                                                
82 Interview with APIDTyT, 3 July 2012  
83 Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “Juchitán, tortuoso voto por voto.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 5 July. 
18A. 
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the newspaper. That an indigenous organization based in Matías Romero would join 

student activist in Juchitán reveals the power of protest networks that allow a variety of 

organizations in the Isthmus region to link together to mobilize.  

Ocosingo: Strength In Division  

Campesinos from coffee growing communities in Ocosingo and neighboring 

municipalities protested in June of 2000 to recover compensation from the state 

government for damages caused by the MOSCAMED program of spraying against the 

Mediterranean fly. They also demanded the distribution of Procampo agricultural 

subsidies.84 In July of 2003, the ARIC UU-H and ORCAO demonstrated in front of the 

offices of the juzgado mixto de primera instancia, the local level court, to demand the 

freedom of two women who the organizations claimed were falsely accused of robbery.85 

Later the same year indigenous people from Ocosingo and neighboring Oxchuc blocked 

the highway that connects these cities and mobilized in opposition to higher transport 

fees.86  

                                                
84 Guillén, Marco A. 2000. “En 180 comunidades, Impedirán instalación de casillas, cafetaleros.” Cuarto 
Poder. 13 June. Chiapas, 18.; Guillén, Marco A. 2000. “Esperarán 30 días un repuesta, Cafeticultures 
emplazan a gobierno estatal.” Cuarto Poder. 14 June. Chiapas, 14.  
85 MdR. 2003. “Ocosingo, ARIC-UU y ORCAO piden justicia a STJ.” Cuarto Poder. 5 July 2003. 
Municipios, B13.  
86 Herrera, Carlos. 2003. “Oxchuc, Indígenas bloquean carretera; protestan contra el transporte.” Cuarto 
Poder. 6 July. Municipios, B8.; Sánchez, Juan. 2003. “Oxchuc, Indígenas continúan con bloqueo 
carretero.” Cuarto Poder. 7 July. Política, B18.; Sánchez, Juan and Carlos Herrera. 2003. “Ocosingo, Surge 
contrapuesta por bloqueo carretero.” Cuarto Poder. 8 July. Municipios, B14.; Sánchez, Juan. 2003. 
“Oxchuc, Grupo tzeltal concluye bloqueo carretero.” Cuarto Poder. 10 July. Municipios, B13.; 
Sánchez, Juan. 2003. “Oxchuc, Luego de bloqueo, demandas.” Cuarto Poder. 11 July. Municipios, B11.  
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Protest in highly indigenous areas of Chiapas is strongly associated with 

indigenous peoples’ social activism and political organizing. Ocosingo is no exception as 

the previous examples demonstrate. Indigenous organizations in Ocosingo are fairly easy 

to join, fairly easy to leave, and do not form a unified movement. Conflicts among 

members of different indigenous organizations are not uncommon. These conflicts tend 

to either be mediated by the leadership of allied organizations, or by the Catholic Church 

and its human rights organizations.87 

In Ocosingo, while public protest is not uncommon, the indigenous activists I 

interviewed in Ocosingo all saw protests as a strategic last resort that could bring intense 

negative consequences, including government repression, but that could also bring 

positive public attention to organizations.88 Even indigenous organizations that are 

reluctant to protest enrich the political environment in ways that make protest more 

likely. These organizations provide social services and training to local people that build 

political efficacy among indigenous people. They also forward ideological justifications 

for indigenous activism, including protest, that rest on the basic rights and dignity of 

indigenous peoples.  

The Zapatista movement is by far the most prominent organization with a strong 

base in Ocosingo. However, official Zapatista supporters rarely engage openly with state 

or national politics. They focus instead on maintaining autonomous communities. The 

                                                
87 For an example of mediation by allied organizational leadership see Chapter Four of Barmeyer (2009) 
for his account of local conflict between members of the Zapatista movement and of ARIC ID.  My 
interviews in Ocosingo referenced the role of the Church in mediating disputes among organizations.  
88 Interviews with leaders of ARIC ID; ARIC UU-H; and ORCAO  
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Zapatista movement engages in protest infrequently and rarely interacts with outsiders 

(Barmeyer 2009).  

The Zapatistas started out as a guerrilla movement rather than as a protest 

movement. Even as they created autonomous municipalities (MAREZ) in the late 1990s 

and 2000s, the Zapatistas very rarely organized public protests.89 Those that they did 

organize, such as the 2001 Zapatista Caravan to the Mexican Capital, were dramatic and 

often highly supervised by the government (Mattiace 2003). Despite leading few protests 

themselves, the Zapatistas triggered social and political changes in their areas of strength 

that made future protest more likely.  

The municipalities in which the Zapatista movement remains strong experience a 

greater frequency of public protest on average than other regions of the state.90 I argue 

that this trend can be explained based on the effects of Zapatista networks on the capacity 

for other indigenous people to protest. Militancy in the Zapatista movement provided 

members, former members, and their friends and relatives, with a focused narrative about 

indigenous rights. This narrative supplies a moral language to justify protest. In addition, 

the Zapatista movement provided material benefits to its members, such as access to 

community schools and craft cooperatives. While the Zapatista movement demands fairly 

exclusive membership, it has also been fairly easy for communities to leave the 

                                                
89 For good discussions of Zapatista organizational dynamics and current mobilization trends see 
Barmeyer 2009; Moksnes 2012; Speed 2008 
90 See Chapter Three  
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movement and to join other indigenous organizations. These former members take the 

ideas and skills they learned as Zapatista members with them. 91  

The EZLN rejected any aid from the state and federal government as part of their 

implementation of autonomy. In some communities, former Zapatistas left the movement 

in mass for other leftwing indigenous organizations that would give them access to social 

programs (Barmeyer 2009).  

The Zapatistas are just one of many indigenous organizations that exist in 

Ocosingo today that can trace their roots in the municipality back to the 1990s and earlier 

decades. Today, these organizations provide social services, including education 

programs, to their member communities. They negotiate with the state government about 

issues such as land titles and social policy. At times, they engage in public protest.  

The offices of the Asociación Rural de Interés Colectivo, Unión de Uniones 

Histórica (ARIC UU-H) are in Ocosingo. So are those of the Asociación Rural de Interés 

Colectivo, Unión de Uniones Independiente y Democrática (ARIC ID). The ARIC ID 

was once part of the same organization as the ARIC UU-H but split formally due to 

political differences in 1997.92  These organizations were once known simply as the 

Unión de Uniones and were massively influential in Ocosingo and the entire Selva 

Lacandona region.  

                                                
91 See Barmeyer 2009 for a good discussion of why groups of former Zapatistas have decided to leave the 
movement and join other indigenous organizations in Chiapas.   
92 Interview with the leadership of ARIC UU-H, Friday, 22 June 2012; See also Harvey 1998 for a slightly 
different account of the timing.  
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The current indigenous organizations in Ocosingo have a substantial history as 

social movement organizations, none more so than the ARICs. Their progenitor, the 

Unión de Uniones, gained official recognition as a rural association of collective concern, 

or an ARIC in 1987. The registration as an ARIC occurred after a process of meetings 

and negotiation with federal government officials from the PRI.  

In October of 1986 Manuel Camacho Solís, the secretary of the Secretaría de 

Desarrollo Urbano y Ecología (Sedue), called a meeting among representatives of the 

Unión de Uniones, the governor of Chiapas and state delegates, and delegates from the 

federal ministries concerned with land and the environment. After a second meeting in 

March of 1987, the Unión de Uniones obtained a concrete promise from the government. 

It would be recognized as a rural association of collective concern and eligible for credit 

from the government. It would receive money to finance the commercialization of coffee, 

and the government would build and maintain roads to connect rural communities in the 

Cañadas of the Selva Lacandona with the cities of Ocosingo and Las Margaritas. In 

addition, the government would supply aerial transport for communities without roads 

and would provide practical courses in sustainable development within the Lacandon 

Jungle (De Vos 2002, 267).  

In March of the following year, the ARIC UU gained access to credit and was 

legally recognized as an ARIC as promised. In January of 1989, twenty-six communities 

incorporated in the ARIC UU in the Selva Lacandona that were waiting to gain title to 

lands they had occupied for more than twenty years were recognized officially as ejidos 

(De Vos 2002; Womack 1999).  
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Between 1987 and 1993, members of the ARIC Unión de Uniones the faced the 

decision of whether or not to take up arms with the Zapatistas. If they took up arms they 

would leave the ARIC and join the EZLN. These decisions split communities (De Vos 

2002; Womack 1999). In the indigenous communities that young settlers carved out of 

the Lacandon jungle, where the ARIC had its greatest base of support, communities were 

used to making decisions by collective agreement in communal assemblies. The decision 

whether or not to take up arms caused conflict within many communities and at times led 

to the expulsion of whatever group dissented from the collective decision from the 

settlement (Womack 1999). Thus the Zapatista movement and other indigenous 

organizations in Ocosingo had intimate connections from the inception of the EZLN. 

After the Zapatista uprising members of the ARIC faced an additional choice. 

Would they continue to work with the government or would they support the Zapatista 

struggle openly? Would they support the armed movement even though they had decided 

not to take part in it? This decision had ramifications on the institutional level as well as 

for individuals. By 1997, divisions within the ARIC UU over politics had reached a 

breaking point. The ARIC ID split with the ARIC UU-H that year, and the organizations 

signed a formal accord in December. The members of the political current that became 

the ARIC ID distanced themselves from state authorities to join the Zapatista struggle as 

unarmed allies. In contrast, those who stayed in the ARIC UU-H, known at the time as 
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the ARIC Oficial, believed that negotiating with the authorities would be more fruitful 

(De Vos 2002).93  

Today, the divisions between the two ARIC’s have softened. Both organizations 

are willing to negotiate with the state and federal governments and to engage in public 

protest. The primary difference is that the ARIC UU-H also endorses political candidates 

and engages in electoral politics while the ARIC ID does not.94 In the 2012 election cycle 

that brought local and federal elections to Chiapas, the ARIC UU-H endorsed AMLO for 

president and the PVEM candidate for municipal president in Ocosingo.95  

In addition to the ARIC UU-H and ARIC ID, other organizations represent 

indigenous people in Ocosingo. The Organización Regional de Cafeticultores de 

Ocosingo (ORCAO) is a small producers organization. It is a collective organization for 

coffee growers in communities in the region and one of the most prominent indigenous 

organizations in the area.  

The leadership of ORCAO is concerned with improving the economic situation of 

its members, improving indigenous rights, and gaining better access to representative 

politics and a say in development politics in Chiapas. But they do not consider protests a 

part of their regular mobilization strategies. Despite their view of protests as something 

                                                
93 My interviews in June and July of 2012 with the leadership of ARIC-UU-H and ARIC ID support the 
conclusion that both organizations are sympathetic to the Zapatista cause but that they differ strongly in 
their willingness to adopt a similar hard line toward political parties as the Zapatistas.   
94 Personal interviews with the directors of ARIC ID on 21 June 2012 and 10 July 2012 and an interview 
with the president of ARIC UU-H on 22 June 2012 
95 Interview with the president of ARIC UU-H on 22 June 2012 
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other than politics as usual the leadership of ORCAO considers public protests to be a 

justified, if politically risky, tactic.96  

Despite serving as part of the leftwing Popular Council government in the late 

1990s, ORCAO as an organization has little use for the partisan left today. According to 

the organizational president, “The political parties appear at election time. They go away 

for three years. But the A.C. [Civil Association of ORCAO] is for always.”97  

The Comité de Derechos Humanos Fray Pedro Lorenzo de la Nada, A.C. is a 

human rights organization that is closely affiliated with the Catholic Church and that 

serves the municipality of Ocosingo. It was founded in 1994 and is mostly run by local 

indigenous people. This organization focuses on education and awareness of human 

rights, especially in rural communities. As a Catholic-based human rights organization, it 

does not condone violent mobilization, and it does not affiliate with political parties.  

Organizations like Fray Pedro Lorenzo de la Nada provide services such as 

mediation among conflicting groups in rural areas. While Catholic human rights activists 

are unlikely to sponsor protests themselves, their organizations build agency and a sense 

among rural poor people of being protagonists in their own lives that makes independent 

protest possible.  

Other indigenous organizations with large social bases also provide extensive 

social services in Ocosingo. These organizations work to create better lives for 

indigenous people by developing their own programs as a counterweight to the lacuna of 

                                                
96 Interview with the president of ORCAO, 13 July 2012 
97 Interview with the president of ORCAO, 13 July 2012 
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government aid to rural people and urban poor people in Ocosingo. The ORCAO, ARIC 

ID, and ARIC UU-H, all provide social services to their members. ORCAO and the 

ARIC ID also endorse public protest as a strategy, although their leadership views 

protests as a risky political action.  

ORCAO, which was founded in 1988, has a turbulent history with other 

organizations. ORCAO was a founding member of the popular council government in 

1998 and worked closely with other indigenous organizations at the time. Following the 

Zapatista uprising, rural people, some associated with the Zapatistas, others taking 

advantage of a historic opportunity, invaded more than 100,000 hectares of private 

property in Chiapas. The state government in the years following redistributed nearly a 

half-million hectares of land to campesinos. Much of this land would not have been 

eligible for redistribution under the old land reform system (Bobrow-Strain 2007).  

ORCAO benefited from this wave of land redistribution. According to the 

organizational president in 2012, the Zapatista uprising helped communities affiliated 

with ORACO. These communities were able to recuperate land and to negotiate for title 

to their land. Yet, despite the redistribution of land after 1994, supporters of various 

organizations found themselves in the same communities with rival claims to the same 

land. Members of ORACO and of the Zapatista movement have fought each other over 

land, although the leadership of ORACO considers both organizations to have similar 
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objectives. The indigenous movement remains fragmented as each organization defends 

its own people in Ocosingo, according to the president of ORCAO.98   

ORCAO has not gained support from the PRD in Chiapas, which in the evaluation 

of the ORCAO president, does not help its own militants and only seeks political power 

in the state. Instead ORCAO provides direct services to its members. It promotes 

sustainable development and is against genetically modified seeds and the use of 

chemical pesticides. The organization has trained women community health workers for 

rural areas. According to the president of ORCAO, the goals of mobilization are for the 

organization to have a say in state development plans and public policies and to protect 

indigenous rights and especially land rights. To achieve its goals, ORCAO has 

participated in land invasions and participates in blocking roads and buildings.99  

The redistribution of land in Chiapas after the Zapatista uprising changed the 

demands rural indigenous people had of their state and federal governments. This shift is 

reflected in patterns of public protest. While some communities still press for titles to 

land they inhabit, new land invasions have become comparatively rare after 2000 

(Bobrow-Strain 2007; Trevizo 2011).  

Land invasions were a common protest tactic in rural Mexico in general in the 

1970s and 1980s (Trevizo 2011). In contrast, more recent patterns of rural protest as 

shown in the Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Events Database rarely include land 

invasions. In this sample of public protests, poor people in Chiapas and Oaxaca tended to 

                                                
98 Interview with the current president of ORCAO on 13 July 2012.  
99 Interview with the president of ORCAO, 13 July 2012 
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demand access to credit and agrarian subsidies rather than land redistribution. The six 

land invasions in the COEPD all occurred in Chiapas, but they were rare. In comparison, 

protesters made economic distributional claims in 562 additional protest events that did 

not involve land invasions.  

The ARIC ID still has communities in disputed territory. The activism of the 

ARIC ID focused in 2012 on gaining official recognition of the land claims of indigenous 

communities that are located with the Montes Azules Biosphere Reserve. This goal puts 

the organization squarely opposed to the state government.  

In 1972, President Luis Echevarría decreed that a substantial territory of 2,400 

square miles in the Selva Lacandona belonged to the Lancandon people, a lowland 

indigenous people who lived in the area traditionally. A government agency would 

manage, by which they meant log, the valuable old growth forest in this zone 

(Altamirano-Jiménez 2013; Womack 1999).  Highland indigenous settlers had 

established communities within the area and in nearby areas that would become the 

Montes Azules Biosphere Reserve in 1978. The settlers, mostly Tzotzil and Tzeltal 

Maya, found themselves at odds with the government once the reserve was established. 

These communities were associated with Zapatistas as well as with the ARIC ID 

(Altamirano-Jiménez 2013; De Vos 2002; Womack 1999).  

The ARIC ID’s decision to continue to represent communities within the Montes 

Azules Biosphere Reserve placed it as well in conflict with the government. It is not 

surprising then that the ARIC ID, which has a slim chance of achieving its goals through 

negotiations with the Governor, was the organization in Ocosingo that was most in favor 
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openly of protest in 2012. Its leaders viewed such protest as a last resort that would be 

politically costly.  

Today the communities of Nuevo San Gregorio, Ranchería Corozal, and Salvador 

Allende that are located in in the Montes Azules Reserve are part of ARIC ID. The 

majority of communities affiliated with ARIC Independiente are outside of Montes 

Azules and do not face relocation. However, by representing communities inside the 

reserve that have rejected government ultimatums to relocate, the ARIC ID has taken a 

position similar to the Zapatista movement. The Zapatistas also have communities in 

Montes Azules and the Zapatistas reject political parties and refuse to negotiate with the 

government (Altamirano-Jiménez 2013). The principal difference between the 

movements is that the ARIC ID has negotiated with the government.  

Speaking in the summer of 2012, the elected leadership of the ARIC ID took a 

position that public protests were a last resort for the organization. However, if the 

situation with the communities in Montes Azules persisted the organization would be 

forced to use public protests to gain attention for their cause.100 Like the leadership of 

ORCAO the leadership of ARIC ID also discussed public protests as justified but risky 

actions for marginalized indigenous people.  

In 2012, communities in Montes Azules resisted the state government’s efforts to 

remove them.101 In late May of 2014, the ARIC ID mobilized as it had threatened earlier 

                                                
100 Personal interview with the organizational secretary and other leaders of ARIC ID, 21 June 2012.  
101 Maldonado, Issa. 2012. “Resistencia de grupos en Montes Azules.” Cuarto Poder. 9 July. Política, B4.  
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and completely blocked access to the city of Ocosingo and shut down the local 

government buildings with blockades.102  

According to the President of the ARIC ID, the organization does not maintain 

relationships with the government or political parties. She noted that they were engaged 

in a political struggle with the government, which does not recognize their organization. 

The ARIC Independiente never built alliances with political parties.103 Instead of relying 

on electoral politics the ARIC ID works to build local capacity to provide social services.  

They founded their Proyecto Educador Comunitario Indígena (PECI) education 

program in 1997 using community teachers, but the state government refused to 

recognize the program officially as of 2012. They also sponsor community health 

workers because while there are Health Centers in rural areas these centers lack doctors 

and medicine. Women in the organization have organized sewing cooperatives and 

bakeries. 104  

In contrast the ARIC ID, the ARIC UU-H is more involved in partisan politics 

and less willing to protest. The ARIC UU-H endorses political candidates, but its 

leadership argues that it is the candidate that matters rather than the party in their 

endorsements. Likewise, it receives some support for its social programs from the federal 

government, but very little attention from the Chiapas government.105  

                                                
102 Henríquez, Elio. 2014. “La ARIC bloquea  carreteras en Chiapas.” La Jornada. 28 May. 18.; 
Henríquez, Elio. 2014. “Ocosingo, paralizada por protestas.” La Jornada. 29 May. 6.  
103 Personal interview with the president and leadership of ARIC ID, 10 July 2012, Ocosingo, Chiapas.  
104 Personal interview with the president and leadership of ARIC ID, 10 July 2012, Ocosingo, Chiapas.  
105 Interview with the president of ARIC UU-H, 22 June 2012 
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The ARIC UU-H provides extensive services for its members. Unlike the other 

indigenous organizations of Ocosingo it does not endorse public protest. Speaking about 

his organization, the President of ARIC UU-H stated: “We follow usos y costumbres 

[and] we organize democratically and non-violently.”106  

While the ARIC UU-H follows a mobilization strategy of negotiating with 

politicians and endorsing candidates as chosen by the membership, it also builds protest 

capacity among local people. The ARIC UU-H provides social services that increase the 

political efficacy of poor populations. The ARIC UU-H runs programs for community 

health. The organization also supplies programs in literacy, in rights, and in small-scale 

development for communities. These include bakeries, and projects that focus on making 

soaps, creams, and shampoos that are run by local women. The ARIC UU- H sponsors a 

private educational program that uses indigenous methodologies called the Educación 

Comunitario Indígena para el Desarrollo Autónoma (ECIDEA). In the words of the 

ARIC UU-H president, “It is the right of indigenous peoples to have their own 

education.”107  

The ways in which these organizations interpret politics and the manner in which 

they justify protest as supporting indigenous dignity have roots in Catholic organizing in 

the area. In the 1960s the Diocese of San Cristóbal de las Casas began a far-reaching 

program to train indigenous people to be catechists, or lay preachers.  By the late 1960s, 

this training included an emphasis on prompting and preserving indigenous cultural 

                                                
106 Interview with the president of ARIC UU-H, 22 June 2012 
107 Interview with the president of ARIC UU-H, 22 June 2012 
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traditions in addition to Catholicism. Over 1,000 catechists completed training by 1970. 

The selection of indigenous deacons who were based in different communities also 

spread in the communities in the 1970s. These lay religious leaders became influential in 

indigenous organizations in the state including the Unión de Uniónes and the precursors 

to the Zapatista movement (Harvey 1998; Womack 1999). Indigenous people who were 

educated by the Church built networks among communities. In this manner, the Church 

was influential in building the capacity for indigenous mobilization in the 1970s and 

1980s (Trejo 2012).  

According to Kovic, the Church acted as a catalyst for indigenous mobilization. In 

her words: “The term catalyst suggests that while the church was important in supporting 

such movements, it did not control or manipulate the actions of indigenous peoples” 

(Kovic 2008, 269).  

 Catholic activists are still influential in Chiapas today, and indigenous 

organizations may rely on the Church for mediation if their members have conflicts with 

those of other organizations. That said, indigenous organizations, with the exception of 

explicitly Catholic organizations, do not keep a close partnership with the Catholic 

Church. Networks built by activists have superseded church networks.108  

In contrast, the Church’s work among indigenous people has shaped profoundly 

how people in Chiapas think about human rights and indigenous rights. Catholic 

understandings about natural rights and Catholic-based interpretations of indigenous 

                                                
108 Interviews with the ARIC UU-H, ARIC ID, and ORCAO in Ocosingo; See Barmeyer 2009 on the 
Zapatistas.  
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people’s rights informed how indigenous organizations justified protest (see: Kovic 2005; 

Moskes 2012). Indigenous Catholics living in rural communities responded to pastoral 

workers who taught about human rights to develop a thoroughly indigenous concept of 

basic rights that included respect for their way of life as indigenous peoples and for their 

dignity as human beings. These ideas built on the Catholic concept of the dignity of all 

human beings. For members of indigenous movements connected to the Church, the idea 

of human rights included the right to dignity and self-determination for indigenous people 

(Kovic 2008).  

Thorough the influence of the Catholic Church, human rights became associated 

with indigenous people in Chiapas. This association increased with the rise of the 

Zapatista movement and subsequent human rights abuses by the military and 

paramilitaries. According to Speed and Leyva: “as the [human rights’] movement 

developed, it increasingly made indigenous rights a fundamental part of its discourse 

(2008a, 7). In these circumstances, the idea of supporting human rights became 

increasingly intermingled with support for indigenous struggles and in particular with 

support for the Zapatista movement (Speed 2008; Speed and Leyva 2008b). The San 

Andrés dialogue publicized further that indigenous peoples were entitled to rights and 

respect for their heritage.  

The Zapatista movement and their indigenous allies transformed the idea of basic 

human rights “to support their ongoing struggle for self-determination and autonomy” 

(Speed and Leyva 2008b, 215). Claiming rights became a way for indigenous people in 

Chiapas to pursue dignity, self-determination, and autonomy.  
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Indigenous organizations in Ocosingo adopted this narrative of basic rights to 

explain their movements. They disseminated the idea of indigenous rights and dignity as 

a justification for political activism to their followers. According to the president of the 

ARIC UU-H, “The Government does not recognize our rights as indigenous peoples, but 

it is the law.”109 He backed up this statement by referencing Mexico’s adoption of 

international treaties on indigenous rights.110  

Matías Romero: A Strong and Unified Local Movement  

Many indigenous activists in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec region of Oaxaca view 

public protests as a good tactic to gain attention.111 The Unión de Comunidades Indígenas 

del Zona Norte del Istmo (UCIZONI), a long-standing indigenous organization, has its 

offices in Matías Romero. The leadership of UCIZONI values public protest as a 

movement tactic and supports this position through a moral narrative of indigenous 

rights.  

UCIZONI formed officially in 1985 without direct help of the Catholic Church 

and without a religious orientation. It forwarded an explicit discourse about indigenous 

rights and autonomy since its founding and has become one of the most important 

                                                
109 Interview with the president of ARIC UU-H, 22 June 2012 
110 Interview with the president of ARIC UU-H, 22 June 2012 
111 Interviews with leaders of UCIZONI and activists from la Asamblea de los Pueblos Indígenas del 
Istmo 
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organizations for leading rights-based protest in the Isthmus (Piñón Jiménez and 

Hernández-Díaz 1998; Snyder 2001b). 112   

Indigenous activists in the Isthmus today are far more likely to credit bilingual 

teachers for their role in early indigenous organizations than to credit the Catholic 

Church. They also tend to note close ties with the teachers movement today in Oaxaca 

and did not mention current ties to the Church.113  

In consequence, the moral narrative that UCIZONI activists developed to justify 

indigenous protest drew heavily on leftist intellectual sources as well as the transnational 

indigenous rights movement. They argued that the fundamental rights of indigenous 

peoples should be defended by mobilization including public protest.  

The history of UCIZONI dates to before its official founding in 1985 because 

prior indigenous organizing informed the creation of UCIZONI. The leadership of 

UCIZONI trace their origins to early struggles for self-governance in the Mixe (Ayuuk) 

region. In particular, they cite the 1981 declaration in favor of communal self-

determination and autonomy that indigenous organizations in the Sierra Juárez, Villa 

Alta, and Mixe Alta regions of Oaxaca signed.114  

The leadership of UCIZONI also traces the origin of their organization back to the 

waves of mobilization in Oaxaca in the late 1970s that resulted in the removal of 

                                                
112 Interview with the directors of UCIZONI, conducted in Matías Romero, 6 July 2012 
113 Interviews with activists in la Casa de la Cultura, Juchitán, 2 July 2012; the directors of UCIZONI, 6 
July and with members of UCIZONI during the anniversary celebration on 20 July 2012; and an organizer 
from COCEI, 3 July 2012.  
114 Internal document from UCIZONI in manuscript: “UCIZONI: 25 años de lucha” written in June 2010 
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Governor Manuel Zárate Aquino and to early pushes for indigenous autonomy.115 In 

those years, the PRI propped up local bosses, sometimes indigenous and sometimes 

mestizos, who controlled important rural economic activity, repressed independent 

organizing of the local population, and delivered votes for the PRI. In the northern region 

of the Isthmus, indigenous teachers often led the resistance to these local caciques. 

Communities struggled to regain control of the local economy and politics in 

municipalities including San Juan Guichicovi, San Juan Mazatlán, Santo Domingo, 

Petapa and Santa María Petapa. In the Chimalapas region, communities who would 

become associated with UCIZONI also struggled to gain title to their land due to the 

ongoing border dispute with Chiapas. 116 Thus UCIZONI was a protest organization from 

its founding.  

In 1982, a group of indigenous bilingual teachers formed the organization El 

Nahual and began to publish a newsletter. This group organized a meeting of the local 

authorities of thirty-eight communities in the region in August of 1983. By May of 1985, 

assemblies had met fifteen separate times. These meetings faced considerable pressure 

from the Oaxacan government and several communities left the movement. In June of 

1985, the remaining eleven communities created UCIZONI. 117 The organization 

continued in the region and since that time and has expanded to represent communities in 

at least fifteen municipalities.  

                                                
115 UCIZONI: 25 años de lucha 
116 UCIZONI: 25 años de lucha 
117 UCIZONI: 25 años de lucha 
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At its founding UCIZONI worked to commercialize coffee production among 

small farmers in the area (Piñón Jiménez and Hernández-Díaz 1998; Snyder 2001b). In 

its early days, UCIZONI also worked to combat party bosses and other repressive local 

strongmen, known as caciques, and to resolve conflicts about land rights for local 

communities.  

Indigenous activism in Oaxaca increased in the early 1990s as part of an 

international protest movement against the celebration of the 500th anniversary of 

European colonialism in the Americas. In response to this anniversary, indigenous 

organizations in Oaxaca protested and made strong demands for indigenous rights and 

recognition. Indigenous organizations in the Istmo region were a major part of this 

mobilization and UCIZONI was particularly influential at the local level (Anaya Muñoz 

2006; Call 2011; Hernández-Díaz 2001).  

While UCIZONI once made alliances with the partisan left, its leadership now 

views its mission as entirely separate from electoral politics. In addition, while UCIZONI 

endorsed candidates in the past, it no longer does so.118 Disillusionment with the local 

electoral left among UCIZONI’s membership has not resulted in demobilization for the 

movement. Instead, UCIZONI mobilizes independently from political parties.  

UCIZONI has protested fairly frequently during its history and shows up in the 

statistical sample of protest. Nearly half of the protest events that included people from 

                                                
118 Interview with the leadership of UCIZONI, 6 July 2012.  
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Matías Romero listed UCIZONI as an organizer. The leaders of UCIZONI consider 

public protests in support of indigenous rights and communities justified.119 

UCIZONI builds material capacity to protest among poor people in Matías 

Romero and neighboring municipalities. UCIZONI has helped small farmers 

commercialize their crops. It has organized cooperatives of coffee and corn farmers and 

has organized to protect forest resources and land rights for rural communities in the 

Mixe region (Beas 2011; Blauert and Guidi 1992).  

UCIZONI has a strong social base in Matías Romero and in the neighboring 

counties with large populations of Mixe (Ayuuk) or Zapotec (Binniza) peoples. 

UCIZONI facilitates programs for alternative and sustainable development and acts as a 

political mouthpiece for its membership. UCIZONI drew on prior histories of 

organization in the Mixe bajo region of the Istmo de Tehuantepec. It formed initially as 

an assembly of community authorities of multiple indigenous ethnicities. While most of 

the membership is of Mixe or Zapotec ethnicity, UCIZONI, also includes Mixtec, 

Chinantec, and Zoque communities today.120  

UCIZONI is explicitly an indigenous rights organization and has been so since its 

inception. UCIZONI, like the Zapatista movement and the Catholic human rights 

networks, spread its moral narrative of indigenous rights through education and outreach. 

Women take on prominent roles in UCIZONI, and young activist women maintain their 

                                                
119 Interview with the leadership of UCIZONI, 6 July 2012.  
120 Interview with the directors of UCIZONI, conducted in Matías Romero, 6 July 2012 
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identities as indigenous while being more likely to wear jeans and a t-shirt than to wear 

traditional dress.  

Activists in UCIZONI endorse public protest as a vital tactic for indigenous 

peoples and display pictures of past protests at major organizational events and on their 

website. Organizers from UCIZONI invited me to observe their organizational 

anniversary meeting in July of 2012. At the meeting, which doubled as a community 

fiesta, activists posted photos of past protests and other events that are noteworthy to the 

organization to educate members about the organization’s history. They also led well-

attended workshops on sustainable agriculture, which emphasized maize as the cultural 

patrimony of Mexican indigenous peoples, and on other issues including women’s 

leadership. Community empowerment coexists with indigenous rights discourses for 

organizations like UCIZONI.  

For the members of UCIZONI the indigenous rights to territory and self-

determination are fundamental. They view public protests as justified and as necessary to 

protect those rights. Not all organizers and members of the organization are indigenous; 

some are mestizos, but the organizing principle for UCIZONI is indigenous identity (Call 

2011). As a union of multiple communities that incorporates multiple indigenous peoples, 

UCIZONI has cultivated a pan-ethnic organizational identity as an indigenous 

organization. By mobilizing as indigenous peoples, the members of UCIZONI are able to 

use their identity to claim rights and to mobilize against wind farms and other 
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megaprojects. In this case, none of the local political parties will oppose development 

projects, so UCIZONI acts without partisan support (Call 2011).121  

Carlos Beas, a leader within UCIZONI, noted in a published interview that the 

organization supported the Zapatista cause and mobilized in support of it. He relates that 

on 9 January 1994, UCIZONI blocked the highway in the Isthmus that government troops 

used to get to Chiapas to “demand a peaceful and just exit to the conflict” (Beas 2011, 

270). UCIZONI also sent representatives to Zapatista conventions and to the San Andrés 

Dialogs. 122   

These actions by UCIZONI demonstrate how indigenous organizations are 

building slowly a sense of kinship and common purpose across state and community lines 

in Mexico. Today UCIZONI does not have close connections to organizations in other 

Mexican states. 123 However, the common moral narratives that indigenous movements 

have developed in Mexico mean that diverse organizations now speak a similar language 

of indigenous rights.  

Unlike the Zapatista movement, UCIZONI concentrates on gaining better access 

to state and federal benefit programs for its members including the Oportunidades 

conditional cash-transfer program. 124 For members of UCIZONI, protests in support of 

                                                
121 Interview with activists from UCIZONI, 6 July 2012  
122 Interview with activists from UCIZONI, 6 July 2012  
123 Interview with activists from UCIZONI, 6 July 2012  
124 UCIZONI: 25 años de lucha 
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autonomy are justified but autonomy is about self-governance and control of traditional 

territory not about separation from the state. 125   

UCIZONI objects to neoliberal development projects that swindle indigenous 

people or rob them of their traditional lands. UCIZONI has hosted forums in opposition 

to megaprojects since 1997 and continues to coordinate with other organizations in 

opposition to neoliberal development projects including the Plan Puebla-Panamá.126 This 

opposition has involved public protests (Call 2011). 

UCIZONI’s membership objects to the CFE for its high electric rates and for the 

damages it has caused in communal territories in the Isthmus. UCIZONI also opposes the 

environmental damages caused by Petróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX) in the area and has 

used both popular protest and negotiation to obtain compensation for damages to 

communities.127 UCIZONI is willing to negotiate with the government in general, but 

also publically protests the growth of megaprojects including wind farms.  

In the summer of 2006, UCIZONI allied with the schoolteachers from Sección 22 

del SNTE to bring the wave for protests against government repression to Matías Romero. 

Over 1,000 members of UCIZONI blocked the highway outside of Matías Romero along 

with local teachers. They then occupied the government buildings in the city of Matías 

Romero.128  

                                                
125 Interview with activists from UCIZONI, 6 July 2012  
126 UCIZONI: 25 años de lucha 
127 UCIZONI: 25 años de lucha 
128 Izquierdo, Martha. 2006. “Bloquean maestros carreteras federales en el Istmo.” Noticias Voz e Imagen 
de Oaxaca. 16 June. 7A.; Morales Niño, César. 2006. “UCIZONI toma carretera del Istmo en apoyo a 
maestros.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 16 June. 11A. 
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According to Carlos Beas, UCIZONI sent a commission to Oaxaca de Juárez to 

join the creation of the Asamblea Popular de los Pueblos de Oaxaca (APPO) movement 

that formed out of that year’s struggles against Governor Ulises Ruiz. UCIZONI also 

helped create the APPO-Istmo (Beas 2011). He noted that: “In UCIZONI we understood 

that the fall of the bad governor was the start of a necessary democratization in the public 

life of Oaxaca...” (Beas 2011, 273). In Matías Romero, the strong local indigenous 

movement strengthened the potential for other movements with similar political 

orientations to grow in the county. The quick spread of the APPO movement to Matías 

Romero fulfilled this potential, and is but one way that local indigenous organizing builds 

protest networks.129  

San Juan Chamula: Personal Influence at Work 

Although Chamula is preponderantly indigenous, its partisan bosses limit severely 

any outside organizing. While people who were expelled from Chamula have organized 

and protested extensively, people within the municipality find independent political 

action difficult due to the pressures of the local government (Frayba 2001; Henríquez 

Arellano 2000; Iribarren [1980] 2002; Morquecho Escamilla [1992] 2003). 

Without established indigenous organizations, protests that involved people from 

Chamula were rare and tended to center around personalistic leaders and fall into 

clientelistic patterns. One such event occurred in the Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral 

                                                
129 See also: Morales Niño, César. 2006. “Forman la APO regional en el Istmo.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de 
Oaxaca. 17 July. 11A.; Vélez Ascencio, Octavio. 2006. “Ratifica la UCIZONI participar en la APPO.” 
Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 21 July. 4A. 
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Protest Database. On Wednesday the 11th of July 2012, over 500 indigenous people 

blocked the Torre Chiapas building in Tuxtla Gutiérrez. They were not members of an 

organization and were instead led by Florentino Sánchez Mártinez. The protesters 

prevented the more than 2,500 employees of the building from leaving from 11 in the 

morning until 4:30 in the afternoon. The protesters were from San Juan Chamula, Chanal, 

and San Andrés Duraznal. They demanded that the Secretaria de Hacienda release funds 

for rural projects in their municipalities.130  

While people living in Chamula have not formed indigenous organizations, 

Chamulas in exile who live in the nearby city of San Cristóbal de las Casas built strong 

organizations. The exile community uses these organizations to launch protests and to run 

political candidates increasingly (Kovic 2005; Rus 2005; Rus and Collier 2003). People 

who escaped the boss rule of Chamula, often through no choice of their own, quickly 

organized. As the next section demonstrates, repressive clientelism in Chamula has held 

independent activism hostage.  

San Mateo del Mar: Protesting Wind Farms and the Role of Outside Activists 

 Despite being preponderantly indigenous, San Mateo del Mar, like Chamula, has 

been on the outskirts of indigenous organizing. Early attempts to harness indigenous 

ethnicity towards political goals were official efforts of the municipal government rather 

than of independent organizations. In May of 1983, the Consejo Supremo Indígena 

Huave, or Supreme Huave Indigenous Council, sent a missive to the state governor. The 
                                                
130 Alegría, Avisaín. 2012. “PGJE, Averiguación previa contra los que tomaron la Torre Chiapas.” Cuarto 
Poder. 13 July. Reporte4, R6. 
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Consejo was based in San Mateo del Mar and the two neighboring Huave municipalities 

of San Francisco del Mar and San Dionisio del Mar and the letter was signed by the 

municipal presidents of these counties. As Hernández-Díaz and Toledo (2007) relate, the 

Consejo complained that the growth of COCEI in San Francisco del Mar and San 

Dionisio del Mar was violating custom and was dividing the Huave people. In San Mateo 

del Mar, COCEI made no head roads in the 1980s and the Consejo was short-lived 

(Hernández-Díaz and Toledo 2007, 182-183). 

 As this episode illustrates early indigenous organizing in San Mateo del Mar was 

ephemeral. Instead, the local government monopolized the representation of residents’ 

political interests vis-à-vis the state government. As discussed earlier, this representation 

was for the most part in name only, as the methods to name the municipal assembly 

excluded a huge percentage of the county population. The protests that happened were at 

the prerogative of community leaders. The strong clientelism in San Mateo del Mar 

created a formidable obstacle to independent organizing. Local people are slowly 

overcoming this obstacle through linkages with indigenous activists who are based 

outside of the community.  

Conflicts over wind farms set the stage for politics in San Mateo del Mar to 

change slowly. Beginning in early August of 2009, San Mateo del Mar officially 

blockaded the road to the neighboring settlement Santa María del Mar, an agencia of 

Juchitán, over a land dispute. Community members from San Mateo del Mar invaded the 
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disputed territory and blocked access to the neighboring county.131 Santa María del Mar 

had voted to sell rights to the land in question to a multinational corporation that would 

install a wind farm. Residents of San Mateo del Mar objected to the sale of rights to the 

disputed land and some activists objected directly to the proposed wind farm.132   

Indigenous organizations expanded into San Mateo del Mar over the issue of the 

exploitation of local people by multinational corporations that intend to construct wind 

farms. By late 2011 and early 2012, the APIDTyT, mentioned earlier, led protests that 

included people from San Mateo del Mar. The notable people who joined this indigenous 

organization were identified as agrarian and municipal leaders in the national newspaper 

La Jornada.133 The reality is more complicated because community leaders remain fairly 

authoritarian in San Mateo del Mar. The people who joined the APIDTyT are activists 

who claim to represent the true community of San Mateo del Mar in contrast to the 

county’s UyC elected leadership. Despite this opening toward independent organizing, 

the municipality remains on the outskirts of the strong indigenous activism of the region.  

                                                
131 Chaca, Roselia. 2015. “Gana Santa María del Mar pleito agrario a San Mateo del Mar: Tribunal 
Agrario ordena a San Mateo la entrega de 3 mil 369 hectáreas a sus vecinos.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de 
Oaxaca. 5 July. http://www.noticiasnet.mx/portal/istmo/general/agropecuarias/ 
278040-gana-santa-maria-del-mar-pleito-agrario-san-mateo-del-mar; El Universal. 2011. “Huaves, 
‘secuestros’ en su propia tierra.” 21 October. http://archivo.eluniversal.com.mx/estados/82652.htm 
132 Vance, Erik. 2012. “The ‘wind rush’: Green energy blows trouble into Mexico.” The Christian Science 
Monitor. 26 January. Environment. 
  
133 Rojas, Rosa. 2011. “Impulsarán movilizaciones contra la invasión y despojo de tierras.” La Jornada. 
29 November. Sociedad y Justicia 37. 
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TRACING THE EFFECTS OF STRONG CLIENTELISM ON PROTEST AT THE LOCAL LEVEL 

For the politicians who rely on clientelism, protest is a risky strategy in Mexico 

precisely because the leftist moral narrative that justifies protest lauds the ability of 

public protest to hold politicians accountable and to promote democracy in contrast to 

corruption. Politicians with strong clientelistic control will want to discourage protest 

because it can get out of their control and draw attention to corrupt local governments.  

Clientelism likely exists to some degree in any municipality of southern 

Mexico.134 Thus, the question about clientelism at the local level is not: Do politicians 

use clientelism at all? That politicians use clientelistic tactics and buy votes where they 

can get away with it is a given. The question is instead: Is clientelism strong and 

pervasive enough to shape organizational as well as electoral outcomes?  

In Chapter One, I introduced a theoretical typology of clientelism based on the 

number of patrons and how strongly they can monitor their clients. I argued that 

clientelism most strongly inhibits protest in places where local bosses are few in number 

and have great ability to monitor people. This situation is most common in rural areas. I 

also theorized that high turnout levels in poor counties provide indirect empirical 

evidence of clientelism at work. The logic there is that clientelistic machines tend to “buy 

turnout” by inducing their supporters to vote in extraordinarily high levels.135  

Figure 2.5 shows patterns of protest and electoral turnout during the 1990s in the 

municipalities of interest. The percentage of turnout measures the average level of 

                                                
134 See Holzner 2010 
135 See Nitcher 2008 for a discussion of this tactic.  
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turnout for Federal House of Deputy elections in the municipality for the time period. 

The figure divides the cases into municipalities of low economic marginalization for the 

region, moderate economic marginalization for the region, and high economic 

marginalization for the region.  

Figure 2.5 

 
 

Only Juchitán is a low marginalization municipality. Matías Romero counts as a 

moderately marginalized municipality. Ocosingo, San Juan Chamula, and San Mateo del 

Mar all count as high marginalization municipalities. The chart uses 1990s figures 

because the 1990s, as the crucial decade of national democratization in Mexico, set the 
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organizational pathways that shaped protest politics in southern Mexico after the 

transition to national democracy.    

Juchitán and Matías Romero both have turnout rates over 60 percent, which 

registers as high turnout. They do not see a suppression of protest, however. In these 

fairly urban municipalities clientelism is also likely to work through competing political 

brokers who have less ability to inhibit the growth of protest networks than do strong 

local bosses.  

In the high marginalization municipalities, clientelistic networks have more of a 

chance to develop and gain strength. In this category, Ocosingo’s low turnout and high 

protest rate contrasts with the high turnout and lower protest rates in San Juan Chamula 

and San Mateo del Mar. Ocosingo county contains a major city surrounded by very poor 

and isolated rural communities. Clientelism in rural Ocosingo was weak before the 

Zapatista uprising, and politicians scarcely attempted to build linkages with rural 

indigenous people in the county (see Nash 2001). After the growth of the Zapatista 

movement, politicians directed more attention to the region, but economic aid remained 

unreliable. Clientelistic networks lacked scope and divided communities more than they 

bought significant support for politicians (see Barmeyer 2009). In contrast the political 

bosses of Chamula and especially of San Mateo del Mar sustained their political control 

through buying votes for the PRI.136  

                                                
136 See the discussion in the earlier sections of this chapter on leftwing partisan politics in these counties.  
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Juchitán: Prosperity and Fragmentation Undermine Clientelistic Efforts  

In general, indigenous people in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec have greater 

economic opportunities and a better standard of living than indigenous people in the 

Highlands and Lacandon Jungle of Chiapas. Juchitán in particular is an economic center. 

The backgrounds of the indigenous activists I encountered in Juchitán versus Ocosingo in 

2012 demonstrated the contrasting economic conditions. While most indigenous activists 

in Ocosingo were poor people who had grown up in rural areas and were educated by the 

Catholic Church, many activists in Juchitán were established professionals or University 

students. The relative prosperity of Juchitán is one of the reasons that the current leaders 

of COCEI face so much criticism for corruption and being out of touch with ordinary 

peoples’ concerns.  

Student activists in Juchitán are particularly enthusiastic supporters of clean 

elections and opponents of the PRI. Shortly before the 2012 presidential elections, 

#YoSoy132 Istmo peppered the streets of Juchitán with flyers urging voters to observe 

the polling places against electoral fraud, to vote against the PRI candidate, Enrique Peña 

Nieto, and to participate in politics. The student organization advertised a “peaceful and 

nonpartisan march” for June 21, 2012 in Juchitán. Noticias reported that on that day 200 

or more young people gathered holding signs against Enrique Peña Nieto in protest of the 

then candidate’s, and now president’s, rally in Juchitán.137  

                                                
137 Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “En Juchitán, Priístas jalonearon a jóvenes manifestantes del #Yo Soy 132.” 
Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 22 June. 9A. 
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On June 27, 2012 #YoSoy132 Istmo held a counter-protest rally against the 

municipal PRI’s rally that occurred across the plaza on the same day. I observed the 

protest. Student activists hung signs and spoke out against corruption and 

authoritarianism in the PRI and in COCEI.138  

The student activists of #YoSoy132 Istmo criticized COCEI as well as the PRI for 

buying support. While there is considerable merit in their criticisms of how politics are 

done in Juchitán, the use of clientelism by politicians in the city and surrounding county 

is nowhere near as encompassing nor as restrictive as clientelism in closed rural areas.  

Trejo (2012) echoes the student movement’s critique of COCEI when he 

characterizes the organization since 1990 or so as having fragmented, demobilized its 

base, and turned to electoral clientelism. In Trejo’s words: “the COCEI slowly 

transformed itself into a powerful clientelistic machine that became a critical actor in the 

electoral victory of every PRD candidate in Juchitán”(Trejo 2012, 131).  

The critique against COCEI for clientelism is not an ill-founded accusation. 

COCEI and the PRI fight today over the provision of social services to outlying areas of 

Juchitán municipality and to poor colonias, or neighborhoods, in the city proper. It is 

common knowledge among COCEI activists which areas of the municipality tend to 

favor the PRI and which tend to favor COCEI. Activists in COCEI readily admitted in 

2012 that both sides try to focus service provision on their supporters.139  

                                                
138 Author’s observation 27 June 2012; Recorded in Field Notes from 4 July 2012 
139 Conversation with COCEI, activists 25 June 2012 
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In poor areas, directing goods and services to core voters as the PRI and COCEI 

do in Juchitán is a common aspect of clientelism (Holzner 2010). But in developing 

democracies the presence of some clientelism is not the same as strong clientelism that 

monopolizes local politics. In Juchitán, clientelism is competitive because different 

leaders compete for prestige and power within leftist parties and the PRI.  

Clientelism also happens on the electoral margins. Only in poor areas, can 

politicians buy votes readily. In a 2000 article, Leopoldo de Gyves, a COCEI politician 

and two-time municipal president of Juchitán140 addressed the multiclass nature of 

electoral politics in Juchitán. In his words, “COCEI has now become a multiclass 

organization. This is why it can act as a political party—obviously in alliance with the 

PRD, which is the registered party—and win elections in numerous municipalities of the 

area.” (de Gyves 2000, 130).  Moreover, while the PRI has had stable access to funds to 

maintain clientelism, the left has not. COCEI faced inconsistent access to funds while it 

occupied municipal government and the PRI occupied state government in the 1990s (de 

Gyves 2000; Rubin 1997).  

The scandals that have wracked factions of COCEI from 2000 onward focus on 

graft and personalistic patronage. The fragmentation of COCEI resulted in a situation in 

which individual COCEI leaders compete with each other and rally their supporters at 

signs of corruption among their opponents within the movement. Thus, even within 

COCEI alone, many brokers compete for influence to the extent clientelism exists.  

                                                
140 1981 to 1983 in the first COCEI government and again in 1999 to 2001.  
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In 2000, during his term as municipal president of Juchitán under the PRD, 

Leopoldo de Gyves faced a major corruption scandal the impetus for which came from 

inside of COCEI and from his own administration. Municipal councilors from the PRD, 

the same party as de Gyves, demanded the audit of their own municipal government 

against de Gyves’ corruption in assigning contracts and managing municipal funds.141 

In reaction to the scandal, Alberto Reyna Figueroa, another PRD politician and 

member of COCEI who would become municipal president in 2005 to 2007, supported 

the faction of COCEI that accused de Gyves of misappropriating municipal funds.142 

Reyna Figueroa’s group allied with Rogelia González Luis, the municipal secretary of 

housing who had found the financial irregularities and other municipal councilors. 

Fragmentation within COCEI led to public protest when 30 activists belonging to the 

group blocked access to the Palacio Legislativo in Oaxaca de Juárez to demand an audit 

while a larger group of activists blocked the Transístmica Highway for the same 

purpose.143     

Another example of how ambitious politicians split the movement occurred with 

the 2004 gubernatorial election in Oaxaca. Héctor Sánchez López is a COCEI leader who 

had served as Juchitán’s municipal president from 1990 to 1993 and later as a Federal 

Deputy and then Federal Senator left the PRD. Sánchez López was the PRD candidate in 

                                                
141 López Morales, Alberto. 2000. “Demandan regidores perredistas auditoría a gobierno de De Gyves.” 
Noticias. 22 July. 14A.  
142 Martínez, Raciel. 2000. “Leopoldo de Gyves, cuestionado: El Municipio juchiteco hace agua: 
corrupción y nepotismo, las causas.” Noticias. 15 July. 1A; 10A.  
143 López Morales, Alberto. 2000. “Bloquean PRD y COCEI la transítmica; exigen auditar a Polo de 
Gyves.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 15 July. 15A.  
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the 1998 gubernatorial election and placed a close second in the race. When the PRD 

selected Gabino Cué Monteagudo as their candidate in 2004, Sánchez López left the 

party and joined the tiny Partido de Unidad Popular (PUP). Other major COCEI leaders 

stayed with the PRD and supported Cué (Recondo 2007; Ruiz Arrazola La Jornada 3 

August 2004). In the election, Cué lost to the PRI candidate, Ulises Ruiz Ortiz, by 

slightly more than three percent. (Giraudy 2015). The PUP won four percent of the vote 

and split the left. Overall, leftwing candidates won 51 percent to the PRI’s 49 percent yet 

lost the election (Recondo 2007).  

 As these examples demonstrate, COCEI’s fragmentation is explained most readily 

as a result of the self-serving politics of individual leaders. Clientelism as it exists in 

Juchitán serves a competing group of leftwing politicians and PRI politicians. COCEI is 

often its own worst enemy because leaders think of their own political fortunes rather 

than acting as a unified block. Yet, much like the case of indigenous movements of 

Ocosingo, fragmentation within the indigenous left in Juchitán has not inhibited frequent 

protests by local people. Every federal election season from 2000 to 2012, leaders from 

COCEI led at least one protest event in the COEPD.   

Ocosingo: Poor Party Linkages Inhibit Clientelism  

In contrast to Juchitán, Ocosingo is certainly a poor enough county that buying 

votes or turnout would at first glance be an easy strategy for politicians. Yet overall rates 

of turnout in Ocosingo stay low. For example, the average turnout for the federal House 

of Deputies elections during the 1990s was 43 percent there. During the 1990s, turnout in 
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local elections was even lower. This low turnout rate reflects the remote nature of rural 

Ocosingo and the fact that politicians never attempted to seriously buy support from 

indigenous people in the county prior to the Zapatista uprising (see Barmeyer 2009; Nash 

2001).  

Because the Zapatista movement refuses government aid, one of the strategies of 

the Chiapas government to weaken the movement has been to open channels of aid to 

other indigenous organizations. The decisions of whether or not to accept government aid 

and whether or not to ally publicly with political parties is difficult for indigenous 

organizations to make (Moksnes 2012). Clearly the government wants to buy support 

among indigenous people and both PRI and opposition leftwing governors have used this 

strategy.144 

The leadership of indigenous organizations like ORCAO, and ARIC UU-H, and 

ARIC ID, remain independent of the government even when their membership takes 

government aid. In fact, their leadership considers that the government is doing the bare 

minimum for the governed if it provides basic social services. These services are lacking 

fundamentally in Ocosingo and rural residents of Ocosingo do not have a long history of 

political connection to their governments. In the words of June Nash (2004):  

The neglect of the colonizers [of the Selva including rural Ocosingo] by the 
federal government, which had never even delivered voting urns to the 
settlements before the [Zapatista] uprising, meant that none of the co-optive 
strategies dividing highland communities operated in this context. The shared 
poverty created a class solidarity that reinforced ethnic identity as indígenas… 
(178). 
 

                                                
144 See Moksnes 2012 and Nash 2004 for examples.  
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In the aftermath of the Zapatista uprising, the state and federal government used 

social services and aid money not just to fund “rivals” to the Zapatistas but also to buy 

the “exit” of campesinos from the Zapatista movement. This worked because the 

Zapatista leadership refused all state aid including schools and healthcare. With the 

exception of the Zapatistas, indigenous organizations continued to deal strategically with 

the government and many decided to negotiate to gain concessions and demands 

(Barmeyer 2009; Moksnes 2012; Nash 2004).  

However, government efforts to buy off potential Zapatista supporters mostly 

failed. Voting in Ocosingo expanded into rural indigenous areas, but turnout remained 

low. The pluralism of indigenous organizations in Ocosingo also meant that would-be 

bosses were trying to demobilize politically-active poor people. Clientelism when it 

came, arrived too late to inhibit the growth of the protest network in Ocosingo.   

In the poorest parts of the county, politicians still have not invested money in any 

significant quantity. In a 2012 interview, an activist from the Comité de Derechos 

Humanos Fray Pedro Lorenzo de la Nada lamented the state of partisan politics in 

Ocosingo, Chiapas. He noted that indigenous people are incorporated within the political 

parties but the parties do not supply resources to the indigenous population. “The money 

never arrives in the countryside. It never develops the communities. The state authorities 

enter [government] poor and they leave rich.”145 In his narrative, party politics is an 

extractive enterprise.   

                                                
145 Interview 21 June 2012 
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He described the current situation in the municipality of Ocosingo as 

characterized by pervasive poverty in the countryside, which the state government does 

little to fight. Development projects in the region are top-down from the governor’s office 

and are more likely to reward partisan supporters than to target critical issues in rural 

communities. Even rewards to partisan allies are unpredictable and profoundly 

insufficient to meet daily needs. 146 Thus, poor indigenous people cannot rely on political 

clientelism because politicians deliver rarely on their promises.  

Even poverty reduction programs do not operate properly. Oportunidades, the 

national conditional cash transfer program for mothers and children, exists on paper. Yet 

in the rural communities women cannot enroll themselves and their children because the 

local clinics lack doctors and access to medicine. This lack of access means that very 

poor women in rural areas cannot meet the conditionality of conditional cash transfers. 

There is limited access to education, and the majority of communities lack schools other 

than primary schools. Indigenous women especially face discrimination and a lack of 

opportunities. The activist estimated that only one percent of women occupy political 

cargos in Ocosingo.147  

 His observations are reflected in the scholarly consensus on Ocosingo. It remains 

a poor municipality with extremely poor rural areas (Barmeyer 2009; De Vos 2002; 

Harvey 1998). Likewise, indigenous activists from ORCAO, ARIC UU-H, and ARIC ID 

described the lack basic healthcare and poor quality of access to education in Ocosingo. 

                                                
146 Interview 21 June 2012 
147 Interview at the offices of Fray Pedro Lorenzo de la Nada, Ocosingo, 21 June 2012  
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These and other indigenous organizations work to improve this lacuna of social services 

in Ocosingo and in neighboring municipalities.148  

A leader within the ARIC ID summarized the situation during an interview: 

“There are not programs for the countryside. Pure lies. There are not good schools. There 

are not [development] projects. The PAN and PRI are corrupt.” He continued later 

“Indigenous people are always discriminated against.”149 This discrimination provides an 

additional motive for mobilization by indigenous people and one that the weak political 

clientelism in the county reinforces rather undermines.  

Matías Romero: Indigenous Organizations as Electoral Observers  

 Like Juchitán, Matías Romero does not face the crushing poverty of rural 

Ocosingo. Indigenous activists there tend to be better educated and have greater resources 

than their counterparts in Ocosingo. This does not mean that Matías Romero is a 

prosperous area. The city center is small, tourism is rare, and the rail lines that once 

brought commerce through the municipality go mostly unused. Despite these economic 

issues, Matías Romero has a better economic situation than more rural neighboring 

municipalities (see Call 2011).  

UCIZONI has made combatting and exposing electoral corruption as part of its 

mission. UCIZONI has also served as a watchdog organization against potential vote 

buying. Before the 1997 federal election, UCIZONI publicized the existence of 

                                                
148 Interview with the President of ORCAO, 13 July 2012; Interview with the president of ARIC UU-H, 
22 June 2012; Interviews the leadership of ARIC ID, 21 June 2012 and 10 July 2012. .  
149 Leader with ARIC ID, 21 June 2012 
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operations by the PRI to buy votes with construction materials and money in Matías 

Romero, San Juan Guichicovi, Santa María Petapa, Santiago Yaveo, and San Juan 

Mazatlán. The cases in San Juan Guichicovi, Santa María Petapa, and San Juan Mazatlán 

were most severe.150 In Matías Romero, activists work to prevent clientelistic networks 

from taking root.  

Despite evidence that the PRI has used clientelism in the county, residents in 

Matías Romero are much less subject to clientelistic practices than their neighbors. In 

fact, when activists from UCIZONI listed the many ways parties manipulate voters in the 

area, they focused their examples on neighboring rural counties rather than Matías 

Romero.151 While clientelism exists in Matías Romero, it does not exist strongly enough 

to monopolize politics or damage organizations like UCIZONI. The strong growth of the 

local PAN also provides evidence that the PRI’s clientelistic networks in the county are 

fairly weak.   

San Juan Chamula: Repression and Clientelism  

Clientelism in San Juan Chamula couples with violent repression against political 

and religious dissidents and with often-violent competition within the PRI. Bosses in 

Chamula took advantage of the county’s indigenous ethnic homogeneity to build a 

repressive, and also highly clientelistic, system in which a group of families dominated 

politics.  

                                                
150 Vélez Ascencio, Octavio. 1997. “A favor de candidatos del PRI: No hay condiciones de equidad para 
comicios, por desvío de recursos.” Noticias. 25 June. 14A.  
151 Interview with UCIZONI leadership 6 July 2012  
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Political leaders in Chamula enriched themselves through control first of the 

liquor trade and later through monopolies in soft drink distribution (Kovic 2005; Nash 

2007; Rus 2005). They also charged high interest rates on loans to community members 

(Rus 2005). Perhaps because of their place at the top of a less than secure hierarchy, these 

political bosses used clientelism and repression to maintain control. They learned that 

they could harness xenophobia within the community to justify the expulsion of potential 

rivals for being “un-Chamulan” (Rus 1995; 2005).   

Partisan bosses in Chamula stay in power through repression but also through 

clientelism. Neither guarantees that a particular municipal president will stay in power 

long, though, because powerful groups within the PRI struggled for control of the county 

in the 1990s and 2000s (Frayba 2001). In the 1990s, infighting among different factions 

of PRI militants led to nine separate municipal presidents taking office between 1989 and 

2001, despite only four local election cycles in Chiapas. Despite this infighting political 

bosses maintained their unity as members of the PRI. These PRI-affiliated bosses 

maintained what Rus and Collier (2003) characterized as a private army in the 

municipality through at least the early 2000s. They also violently expelled Protestants 

and political dissidents through at least 2004, although the quantity of expulsions 

decreased considerably by the end of the 1990s (Rus 2005).  

In the years immediately after the Zapatista uprising, Chamula received 

considerable aid from the PRI in exchange for its leadership’s ability to deliver reliably 

votes to the party (Frayba 2001). Rus and Collier (2003) report that people from the 

western communities in the municipality had voted for the left during the 1988 
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presidential elections, but the local party bosses counted their votes for the PRI instead. 

In 1994 people from several of the western communities reported voting for the PRD 

again. The political bosses almost certainly undercounted these votes as well (Rus and 

Collier 2003). 

In reprisal, the bosses excluded the areas that supported the opposition in 1994 

from government aid administered by the ayuntamiento (Rus and Collier 2003). Nash 

(2007) confirms this pattern. She relates that the municipal bosses denied the residents of 

the village of Petet, access to potable water when such access was introduced in 1995. 

This area had voted for a party other than the PRI in the previous elections (Nash 2007).  

The indigenous party bosses of Chamula did not maintain their power through 

2014 by repression alone. As Rus (1994) relates, earlier generations of bosses legitimated 

their right to govern by bringing money into the municipality and preserving its 

“traditions” and “unity” relative to the outside world. They used political control of 

religious office to incorporate rivals into the system with expensive religious cargos 

through the early 1960s (Rus 1994). Even in the 2000s, much of the support for the 

municipal leaders in Chamula is genuine and bought with access to government aid. By 

1997, some of the communities that the municipal leaders had punished for supporting 

the PRD regained access to municipal aid. This access came after PRD supporters 

abstained from voting in the 1997 and 1998 state and local elections (Rus and Collier 

2003). Clientelism in Chamula takes the form not only of turnout buying but also of 

abstention buying, a pattern that has not been reported elsewhere in recent studies of 
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Mexican clientelism.152 Thus political cooption and clientelism coexist with political 

violence and fear to maintain the political order and limit public protest in San Juan 

Chamula.  

San Mateo del Mar: Local Dependence and Party Bosses  

 The weakness of the electoral left and the persistence of the PRI undermine the 

growth of local networks that could facilitate public protest in municipalities like San 

Mateo del Mar. For example, independent movements often challenge traditional 

hierarchies and open political space for women and people who are excluded from 

traditional boss politics to find a political voice. Women take on important organizing 

roles in the indigenous and student organizations based in Juchitán and Matías Romero. 

In contrast, the narrower political space in San Mateo del Mar like in San Juan Chamula 

creates a political class of local men who in-fight for control of local government. These 

partisan bosses maintain restrictive politics that they sustain through clientelism and 

justify with the rhetorical appeal to tradition.  

 Partisan leaders in San Mateo del Mar use the distribution of goods in exchange 

for electoral support. In one documented case, a local PRD activist showed a reporter 

from Reforma, a respected national newspaper, how the houses of the municipal president 

and other notables became dispensaries for clientelism before the 2004 municipal 

elections. Unlike in neighboring Juchitán, San Mateo del Mar lacked organized efforts to 

                                                
152 See Holzner 2010 
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catch PRI partisans in the act and prevent the buying of votes.153 Thus, clientelism 

occurred openly in the county.  

In recent years, dissidents have challenged the PRI’s control of politics. These 

challenges have not been successful, and relied on the temporary weakness of specific 

bosses.  

The municipal president of San Mateo del Mar in 2011, Francisco Valle 

Piamonte, worked simultaneously as a teacher in Oaxaca de Juárez, the state capital, 

while holding office. By July of 2011, local sentiment against him had grown to the point 

that an organized group called for the state legislature to dissolve the current municipal 

government.154 In early April of 2012, the dissidents removed Valle Piamonte from 

office.155    

A later episode in this saga coincided with the 2012 Presidential Election and, 

therefore, made its way into the COPLD. On June 20, 2012, the self-installed communal 

assembly in San Mateo del Mar made a collective public declaration of their intent to 

boycott the upcoming federal elections. They demanded that the State Congress and State 

Electoral Institute recognize formally the elected leadership of the county. The county 

assembly had elected new authorities on April 8, 2012, after stripping the official mayor, 

Francisco Valle Piamonte, of his title because of corruption and then expelling him from 

                                                
153 Núñez, Ernesto. 2004. “Cazan votos con despensas: Arrecia el reparto en el Istmo.” Reforma. 31 July. 
Estados, 2.  
154 Izquierdo, Martha. 2011. “Operan medio tiempo dos Ediles de Oaxaca.” Reforma. 3 July. Estados 15.  
155 Moreno, Hiram and Octavio Vélez. 2012. “Priístas desalojan a comuneros de la alcaldía de San Mateo 
del Mar.” La Jornada. 20 November. Estados, 29.  
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the community.156 According to the spokesperson for APITDTyT, this corruption 

included permitting the construction of a wind park unilaterally.157 The involvement of 

the APITDTyT shows how indigenous organizing can start to take root in a given 

municipality despite a long history of clientelism. It represents a case of dissent bosses 

who mobilize their supporters.158 Thus, a perhaps temporary weakening in local 

clientelism prompted collective protest.  

The procedures for UyC elections do not allow a municipality to recall and 

replace the government outside of the official election season (Recondo 2001). The 

assembly in San Mateo del Mar considered themselves empowered to do so, and 

protested for official state recognition of their actions. The government did not grant their 

request.  

The decision to boycott the federal elections was part of a rare wave of protest in 

San Mateo del Mar. A week earlier, community officials held four members of the local 

police in the county jail under suspicion of stealing electrical cables. When the state 

police intervened in an effort to secure the release of the local police, the state police’s 

regional commander and four state police officers also found themselves jailed.159 That 

                                                
156 Vélez Ascencio, Octavio. 2009. “Protestas en el interior del estado por altas tarifas de la CFE.” 
Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 16 July. 9A.; Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “Amenazan huaves no permitir 
elecciones en San Mateo del Mar.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 28 June. 9A. 
157 Moreno, Hiram and Octavio Vélez. 2012. “Priístas desalojan a comuneros de la alcaldía de San Mateo 
del Mar.” La Jornada. 20 November. Estados, 29.  
158 See Auyero, Lapegna, and Page 2009 for the argument that breakaway bosses serve as a mechanism 
for collective action to occur in areas where clientelism predominates.  
159 Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “Retienen indígenas huaves a diez policías estatales.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de 
Oaxaca. 15 June. 8A.; Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “Liberan huaves a policías retenidos en San Mateo del Mar; 
Los hechos.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de Oaxaca. 16 June. 9A. 
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the protesters held the police without trial in the jail shows the degree to which they 

controlled the official institutions of the community. Yet these protesters ultimately lost.  

When the day of the federal elections came on Sunday July 1st the residents of 

San Mateo del Mar did not vote in their county. The communal assembly went through 

with its threat to boycott the elections. Members of the assembly did not permit the 

Federal Electoral Institute (IFE) to install electoral equipment in the county. At least forty 

people blocked the highway near the community and did not allow inhabitants to leave to 

vote in other locations.160  

The pervasive clientelism and ability of local leaders to rely on collective 

sanctioning meant that even dissident bosses could control the local vote. In this case, 

they controlled it by preventing voting in the area. By blocking the exit of inhabitants to 

vote the protesters undermined individual political agency. In contrast, political protests 

in less clientelistic and coercive settings tend to empower local people.  

Five leaders in the communal assembly, including Nicolás Canalizo Quintero, the 

designated municipal president were members of the PRD. Their rise to power could 

have broken the PRI’s hold on local power and changed the political picture in San 

Mateo del Mar. However, it failed ultimately. On November 19, 2012, about 200 PRI 

supporters of Valle Piamonte retook the city hall violently and jailed Canalizo Quintero 

along with four other PRD members.161 At this juncture, the PRI remained in control of 

                                                
160 Chaca, Roselia. 2012. “Bloqueo, denuncias y agresiones, en el Istmo.” Noticias Voz e Imagen de 
Oaxaca. 2 July. 7A. 
161 Moreno, Hiram and Octavio Vélez. 2012. “Priístas desalojan a comuneros de la alcaldía de San Mateo 
del Mar.” La Jornada. 20 November. Estados, 29.  
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municipal government. In San Mateo del Mar, the wave of protest in 2012 took place 

because the left grew locally and became an attractive political avenue for dissatisfied 

political bosses. It is too soon to tell whether this weakening of clientelism and growth of 

the left will build toward greater political opening and greater protest in San Mateo del 

Mar.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Why do people in the southern Mexican states of Chiapas and Oaxaca protest 

more frequently in some counties rather than others? I have argued earlier that high rates 

of protest participation are path dependent and explained by the early growth of keystone 

organizations. In particular, the partisan left and indigenous organizations change the 

political environment to make protests by local people more probable. Areas with 

historically strong leftwing political parties and indigenous organizations give their 

residents the tools to protest and a moral narrative that justifies protest. In contrast, in 

areas in which political clientelism predominates, clientelistic networks undermine public 

protest.  

Leftwing parties in southern Mexico recruit openly among ordinary people. They 

also support the growth of other organizations that lead protests. Militancy in the partisan 

left precludes joining opposing political organizations. However, membership in allied 

occupational unions, such as the teacher’s union in Oaxaca, tends to be encouraged. 

Activists within leftist partisan networks are often activists in other leftwing movements, 

which includes indigenous organizations. Leftwing parties in Mexico have a well-
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developed moral narrative that justifies protests. Going to the streets and protesting 

becomes a way that leftwing activists can democratize further politics in Mexico, and 

partisan organizers treat protest after contested elections as duty of leftwing activists.  

Indigenous organizations in Chiapas and Oaxaca build political efficacy among 

local indigenous people. These organizations serve purposes in addition to political 

activism. They provide education and social services and may focus on the 

commercialization of a specific product or trade. Indigenous organizations also provide a 

common narrative for political empowerment that can be religious or secular but which 

emphasizes that indigenous peoples have inherent dignity and rights. This narrative of 

indigenous empowerment encourages protest among indigenous people. Indigenous 

organizations also build linkages to other movements that build local protest networks as 

the examples in this chapter demonstrate.  

In contrast, strong clientelism tends to discourage protest because established 

political bosses do not tolerate the growth of rivals. Some people within clientelistic 

networks are true believers. They support the political party and view the goods they 

receive as a reward. In contrast, many poor people participate in clientelistic networks 

due to a lack of reasonable alternatives. If these unhappy clients gain organizational 

capacity, through experiences like repeated protest participation, they may be able to find 

alternative patrons to the current boss. As the examples of San Juan Chamula and San 

Mateo del Mar demonstrate when protest does occur in areas of pervasive clientelism, it 

is often rival political bosses that lead these protests. The transition from monopolistic 

boss politics toward competing clientelistic brokers opens the potential for greater 
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protest. However, this transition is challenging in poor rural areas where bosses use 

economic monopolies, private guards, and appeals to community solidarity and tradition 

to thwart democratization.   

Protesting can be a risky act but it is also an act of political empowerment. 

Academic narratives of protest participation in Western Europe and the United States 

emphasize increasingly that protests are connected to rather than distinct from 

institutionalized political competition in developed democracies. In contrast, scholars 

who study the developing democracies of Latin America, Eastern Europe, and South Asia 

often treat protest as a type of disruptive politics. A wave of protest becomes a sort of 

hiccup of poor governance in this framing that will disappear hopefully with better 

institutions.  

I argue based on the case studies in this chapter that public protest should not be 

understood as a fleeting symptom of weak democracies. Public protest provides a 

challenge to clientelistic bosses precisely because protesters are able to hold local 

governments accountable to a degree. The effects of protests are fundamentally 

unpredictable compared to the effects of institutionalized politics. A wave of public 

protest can enforce undemocratic outcomes and bolster corrupt politicians. Yet in areas 

such as southern Mexico where political institutions are weak, popular protest, when 

established within local social norms, becomes a lasting mechanism for local people to 

influence their governments. This influence has provided a not insignificant check on 

corrupt and antidemocratic politicians.   
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Chapter Three:  

A Statistical Model of Protest Frequency in Southern Mexico  

In popular lore becoming a democracy transforms a country. Yet scholars have 

demonstrated that actual democratic transitions include considerable continuity. Politics 

change, yet older political patterns and struggles remain.  

Mexico transitioned to democracy at the national level in 2000 with the election 

of a president from an opposition party after over 70 years of one-party rule. In the poor 

highly-indigenous states of Chiapas and Oaxaca, the national transition influenced local 

politics in piecemeal fashion. Chiapas saw its first opposition governor, a PRI partisan 

turned leftist, elected in a unity coalition of opposition parties in 2000. The PRI continued 

to control the governorship in Oaxaca until 2010 when the first opposition governor took 

office. He was also a leftwing politician on an opposition unity ticket who had started his 

political career in the PRI.162  

The process of democratic consolidation relies on the efforts of local people to 

hold politicians accountable. Public protest serves as a key tactic that local people use to 

influence government. I argue that although frequent protests in ethnically-diverse new 

democracies reveal social discontent, they also reflect the growth of local networks that 

residents use to hold their governments accountable.  

In Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico, protest networks that developed prior to national 

democratization continue to facilitate public protest in the 2000s. These networks grew 
                                                
162 See Gibson 2012 
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through the spread of keystone organizations. The partisan left and indigenous activist 

organizations served as particularly important keystone organizations for the growth of 

local protest networks. In contrast, strong local clientelism suppressed the growth of 

protest networks because clientelistic politicians worked to monopolize local organizing.  

This chapter uses a statistical model to test the determinants of protest frequency 

at the municipal level in Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico. It examines the frequency of 

protest during a six-week sample surrounding each Mexican federal election from 2000 

to 2012.163 Public protests vary in form. They may include among other actions: 

occupations of public offices, the blocking of roads or buildings, sit-ins, public camps, 

marches, hunger strikes, boycotts of elections, boycotts of public services, strikes, 

holding government officials or vehicles, and occupations of land. Public protests are 

distinct from petitioning and written denunciations and from guerilla movements. I test 

statistically the theory that clientelism suppresses the formation of protest networks and 

that the partisan left and indigenous organizations serve as keystone organizations for the 

growth of protest networks in the municipalities of southern Mexico. 

The previous case-study chapter traced the impact of these variables over time in 

five specific municipalities. It established empirical support for the causal mechanisms 

through which clientelism suppresses local protest networks and through which the 

partisan left and ethnic minority organizations serve as keystone organizations for the 

growth of protest networks. This chapter uses an original dataset based on local 

newspaper reports of protest to test this theory more broadly. Table 3.1 summarizes the 

                                                
163 See Appendix One for a detailed explanation of the definition and coding of protest events.  
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relationship between these explanatory variables and protest frequency and how I 

measure each empirically.  

Table 3.1: Expected Findings  

Independent Variable Effect on Frequency of Protest Empirical Indicators  

High Clientelism Decreased Protest High turnout in areas of high 
marginalization  
 
Rural to urban index at the 
municipal level  
  

Leftwing Partisan 
Organization 

Increased Protest Municipal average percentage of 
leftwing voting during the 1990s  
 

Indigenous Activist 
Organization 

Increased Protest Municipality contains the office 
of an indigenous organization 
 
Municipality in Chiapas contains 
a MAREZ 
 

Indigenous 
Demographics 

No Relationship Percentage indigenous language 
speakers 2000 census 
 

 

I argue that high levels of clientelism at the local level inhibit protest. I measure 

clientelism through high turnout in areas of high economic marginalization and through 

an urbanization index. Clientelistic networks buy turnout from the poor.164 High turnout 

in poor counties is unexpected based on traditional theories of electoral participation and, 

therefore, provides a strong indicator that clientelistic networks buy electoral 

participation in the county. Clientelism should suppress protest most strongly in rural 

areas because rural residents are easier for local bosses to observe and have fewer 

                                                
164 See Stokes et al 2013 and the discussion in the Chapter One of this manuscript.  
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economic alternatives to clientelism compared to urban residents. Both of these empirical 

indicators are indirect evidence of strong clientelistic networks at the local level.  

In contrast, leftwing partisan networks work as keystone organizations to promote 

frequent protest. I measure the strength of the partisan left at the municipal level using the 

average level of support in each municipality across the 1990s for leftwing candidates in 

the single member district tier of the Federal House of Representatives elections. This 

measure provides a better indicator of leftwing support than returns in municipal 

elections because the majority of municipalities in Oaxaca have held non-partisan 

customary law-based municipal elections, called usos y costumbres (UyC) elections, 

since the mid 1990s.  

I argue that ethnic minority organizations serve as vital keystone organizations for 

the growth of protest networks in ethnically-diverse new democracies. I maintain that 

their presence will lead to increased protest at the municipal level because these 

organizations activate ethnic identities politically and increase the protest capacity of 

members of the minority population. I consider indigenous organizations to be the most 

important ethnic minority organizations in southern Mexico. The previous case-study 

chapter revealed that indigenous organizations have been vital for the growth of protest 

networks in specific municipalities. This chapter tests that effect for the entirety of 

Chiapas and Oaxaca. I use directories of indigenous organizations and information on the 

location of Zapatista Autonomous Municipalities to determine the municipal locations of 

indigenous activist networks.  
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Table 3.1 shows that I do not expect to find a consistent relationship between 

indigenous demographics and the frequency of protest once I control for other factors. 

Constructivist theories of ethnicity would predict that the ethnic composition alone of a 

county does not determine the degree to which the county’s residents are prone to protest. 

Ethnic identities must become salient politically to motivate political actions. This reality 

was evident in the case study chapter. The highly indigenous municipalities that lacked 

protest networks did not protest frequently.  

I argue that indigenous organizing activates indigenous ethnicity as a political 

category and also builds protest capacity and a sense of political efficacy among the local 

population. These characteristics encourage protest. If ethnic demographics alone do not 

affect protest frequency in southern Mexico, that finding will provide additional evidence 

for my argument that keystone organizations prompt the growth of protest networks. I 

test this relationship using the percentage of indigenous population in each county.165 

CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC PROTEST IN CHIAPAS AND OAXACA AS REVEALED IN 

THE DATASET 

I developed an original dataset, the Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest 

Database (COEPD) that contains information on 1103 protest events that occurred in 277 

out of the 688 municipalities with data available from these states to test this theory. This 

original dataset measures the frequency of protest, as reported in state newspapers, by 

municipality in Oaxaca and Chiapas. It includes a sample of protest events during a six-
                                                
165 I also ran the following analysis using the Ethnic Fractionalization Index (ELF) based on language 
diversity in each municipality. The results using ELF were not appreciably different and are not shown.  
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week period surrounding each federal election from 2000 through 2012. These protest 

events are aggregated at the municipal level, so that the unit of analysis is the 

municipality. The COEPD combines this original data with publically available data 

about the demographics, the voting histories, and the organizational networks present at 

the municipal level in Oaxaca and Chiapas in the 1990s and 2000s. 166  

I collected data on protest events in the weeks surrounding five federal elections 

as recorded in newspapers from the state capitals of Oaxaca and Chiapas. I collected 

newspapers from three weeks prior and three weeks after each federal election as well as 

the day of the election. These data form the Chiapas and Oaxaca Protest Level Database 

(COPLD) and contains information about each protest event. I then aggregated the 

protest events at the municipal level to create the COEPD.167 I used the municipality of 

the protesters to aggregate data about protest events because to study the characteristics 

of protesters rather than the characteristics of protest locations. The COEPD is organized 

by municipality. I detail how I coded this database in Appendix One and in my discussion 

of research methods in Chapter One.  

For the analysis in this chapter, the dependent variable is protest frequency, which 

means the frequency with which people from a specific county protested during the 

                                                
166 Data on Mexican federal elections from 1991 to present are available online from the Instituto Nacional 
Electoral (www.ine.mx). Census data that compares Indigenous Mexicans to all other Mexicans for the 
2000 Census are available from the Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas 
(www.cdi.mx). The CDI also hosts data from the report on indigenous human development it wrote with 
the United Nations Development Program. Chiapas created several new municipalities by subdividing older 
municipalities in 1999. I replaced any missing data for each of the new municipalities with data from the 
previous municipality from which it was created. This substitution did not affect the overall results of any 
of the models tested. Additional sources of data are detailed in the discussion of specific variables.  
167 Information about how the data were collected and aggregated is available in Appendix One 
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period studied. It is measured by the total number of protest events in which people from 

a given municipality participated in the research sample.   

A protest event is defined as a public action involving at least five people that 

makes demands of the government. Each municipality sending people to a protest 

registers a protest event for that municipality. Protest events take place in specific 

municipalities.  

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of protest events in relation to the federal 

elections in these states. It is important to note that while somewhat more protests 

occurred before than after the election day, the entire election season is protest-prone. 

This chapter treats the election season as a whole. 

In the COEPD, protests count as part of the same protest event if the protest is 

continuous and the organizations of the protesters do not change by more than 50 percent 

during the protest. Multiple protest actions (for example, a blockade of a street and a 

march) count as part of the same protest event if they occur in the same municipality, 

within the same week, with participant organizations that do not change by more than 50 

percent among reports of protest actions. Continual protests count as the same protest 

event even if they last for numerous weeks. Reports on the number of protesters are 

uncommon in the local newspapers. As a consequence, I do not distinguish protests based 

on size. This definition of a protest event also does not distinguish protests based on 

overall duration.168  

                                                
168 I recorded a separate variable for the number of news stories about each protest as a rough proxy for 
protest duration. Results using this variable are roughly equivalent to those using the number of protest 
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Figure 3.1 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the number of protest events in the COEPD by the total 

population of each municipality. It reveals that larger municipalities do tend to launch a 

greater number of protests than less populous municipalities, but that this effect is not 

particularly linear.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                            
events as the dependent variable. However, they are more sensitive to reporting bias, and, therefore, a less 
reliable measure.  
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Figure 3.2 

 

Chiapas and Oaxaca have different structures for their municipal divisions. In 

Chiapas, municipalities tend to be larger and more populous. In contrast, Oaxaca has the 

greatest number of municipalities of Mexican state.169 Many of Oaxaca’s municipalities 

are small and rural, although Oaxaca has its share of urban municipalities as well (Anaya 

Muñoz 2005).  

                                                
169 In contrast to other states, Oaxaca has preserved municipal divisions that correspond strongly to specific 
community divisions and preserved communal charter to indigenous lands at the municipal level.  
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The COEPD contains information on the 570 municipalities in Oaxaca and the 

118 municipalities in Chiapas that existed in 2010.170  Over the course of five electoral 

cycles (2000, 2003, 2006, 2009, and 2012), the residents of 227 municipalities protested, 

or 40 percent of the total counties. People from the other 411 municipalities in the sample 

did not join the protest events reported.   

Figure 3.3 

 

                                                
170 Chiapas has 122 municipalities as of 2015 because of the creation of new municipalities that was 
approved in 2011.  
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As shown in Figure 3.3 above people from 79 municipalities or 67 percent of total 

municipalities in Chiapas participated in at least one protest event in the dataset. People 

from 198 municipalities in Oaxaca or 35 percent of total municipalities in the state 

participated in at least one protest event. Thus, while people from a greater number of 

municipalities protested in Oaxaca than in Chiapas, these protesters represented a smaller 

percentage of the total municipalities in the state.  

Figure 3.4 

 
Figure 3.4 shows the number of municipalities with each frequency of protest in 

the sample. It shows the substantial variance in protest frequency. The mean rate of 
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protest was 1.6 protest events with a variance of 26.7. Residents in 98 percent of 

municipalities participated in 13 or fewer protests during this period. For 60 percent of 

counties, no protest participation occurred. 37 percent of municipalities saw between one 

and nine protest events. In contrast, people from 21 counties, or just 2.5 percent of 

municipalities, participated in 10 or more protest events in the sample.  

Figure 3.5 

 

Figure 3.5 breaks down this variation by state. In Chiapas, the mean rate of 

protest was 3.5 events with a variance of 38.7. For Oaxaca, the mean rate of protest and 
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variance are lower, even though the most protest prone county houses the capital city of 

this state. In Oaxaca, the mean rate of protest was 1.2 events with a variance of 23.3.  

Figure 3.6 

 

Figure 3.6 shows this variation in the form of a box plot. For this and all 

subsequent box plots, the box represents the interquartile range from the 25th to the 75th 

percentile of the number of protest events for the grouping variable. The whiskers show 

1.5 times the interquartile range in each direction. Outlying values beyond this range are 

shown as dots. This graph illustrates that Oaxaca, despite having a lower variance overall 
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in its protest rate has several extremely protest-prone municipalities. Chiapas also has a 

number of high protest municipalities.   

Table 3.2: Municipalities Whose Residents Participated in Ten or More Protest 
Events 

Municipality State Number of Protest Events Years Protesting  
Oaxaca de Juárez Oaxaca 94 5 
Tuxtla Gutiérrez Chiapas 44 5 
Juchitán de Zaragoza Oaxaca 42 5 
Comitán de Domínguez Chiapas 28 5 
Santo Domingo Tehuantepec Oaxaca 27 4 
Tapachula Chiapas 26 5 
Huajuapan de León Oaxaca 25 4 
Ocosingo Chiapas 22 5 
San Cristóbal de las Casas Chiapas 20 5 
Santiago Juxtlahuaca Oaxaca 18 4 
Palenque Chiapas 17 5 
Tuxtla Chico Chiapas  13 4 
Putla Villa de Guerrero  Oaxaca 12 5 
Tlaxiaco Oaxaca 12 4 
Ciudad Ixtepec  Oaxaca 11 4 
La Trinitaria Chiapas 11 4 
Salina Cruz Oaxaca 11 5 
Miahuatlán de Porfirio Díaz Oaxaca 10 4 
Venustiano Carranza  Chiapas 10 4 
Santa Cruz Xoxocotlán  Oaxaca  10 2 
Oxchuc  Chiapas 10 3 
 

Table 3.2 lists the municipalities in each state whose residents protested 10 or 

more times.171 At the maximum for protest participation, people from Oaxaca de Juárez, 

                                                
171 Another way to think about protest frequency is to think of some municipalities as consistent sources 
of protesters while people from other municipalities only protested in one election year. People from some 
municipalities never protested, people from other counties only protested in one year of the sample, while 
others protested in two, three, four, or all five years. Eleven counties can be thought of as persistent 
protesters. Seven of these municipalities are in Chiapas. People from Comitán de Domínguez, Ocosingo, 
Palenque, San Cristóbal de las Casas, Tapachula, Tonalá, and Tuxtla Gutiérrez in Chiapas protested all five 
years. People from Juchitán, Oaxaca de Juárez, Putla Villa de Guerrero, and Salina Cruz in Oaxaca 
protested all five years.  In the vast majority of cases persistent protesters were also very frequent 
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the municipality containing the capital city of Oaxaca, participated in 91 protest events 

during this period. People from Tuxtla Gutiérrez, the municipality containing the capital 

city of Chiapas, participated in 44 protest events. People from Juchitán de Zaragoza in 

Oaxaca were also extremely protest-prone and participated in 42 protest events. 

STATISTICAL MODEL 

I test the theory that clientelism acts as a local protest suppressant and keystone 

organizations act as protest facilitators using statistical analysis. I fit a negative binomial 

model using data from the COEPD. I use this model because of the high variance in 

protest participation by municipality.172  

Dependent Variable   

The frequency of protest event participation by municipality is the dependent 

variable in the statistical model. As noted earlier, this variable ranges from zero to 94. 

There were 1,103 protest events total spread unevenly across municipalities. A negative 

binomial model is appropriate for these data because the variance of protest frequency is 

greater than its mean.  

                                                                                                                                            
protesters. People from Tonalá, Chiapas participated in seven protest events. All other municipalities whose 
residents protested all five years also engaged in at least ten protest events An ordinal variable for years 
protested zero to five is correlated with the frequency of protest events at the 0.67 level. 
172 Negative binomial models are appropriate for count-based dependent variables with high variance. 
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Independent Variables 

I test a series of independent variables in this model. I provide details on the 

coding of these variables in the sections that follow.173  

Measuring Clientelism: Economic Marginalization and Electoral Turnout  

I measure highly clientelistic municipalities indirectly using an interaction of 

economic marginality and electoral turnout. Marginalized municipalizes with high 

turnout indicate the presence of strong clientelism. There is strong support in the 

literature for clientelism as a way to buy turnout from the poor rather than just to buy 

votes (see Nichter 2008; Stokes et al 2013). I expect that clientelistic networks will 

discourage protest. My measure of clientelism differs from previous efforts to measure 

clientelism indirectly in Mexico because it does not focus on the PRI’s vote share. There 

are good theoretical reasons to focus on turnout in poor areas in general as a measure of 

clientelism rather than assuming a priori that all clientelism comes from the PRI in 

Mexico.    

                                                
173 I ran additional models that are not shown in this analysis that included the effective number of parties 
in a municipality and the effective number of religions. Trejo (2012; 2014) found both variables to be 
significant in earlier time periods. I found that the effective number of parties in the 1990s was positive and 
closely approached but did not attain significance (0.06 level) when substituted for the left in the model.  
My model was a better fit for the data. The effective number of religions for all groups from the 1990 
Census was positive but not conventionally significant when included in the model (0.09 level). However, 
the effective number of religions among indigenous people only from the 1990 Census was positive and 
significant at the 0.05 level. This result means that my arguments should not be seen as a replacement for 
Trejo’s insight that Catholic networks mattered historically for indigenous organizing. Data on religious 
affiliation for indigenous people only from the 2000 Census was not available at the time I did the analysis. 
The effective number of religions for all inhabitants from the 2000 Census did not approach significance.  
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Marginalization  

I use data from the Comisión Nacional Para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos 

Indígenas de México (CDI) on the demographics of Mexico’s indigenous and 

nonindigenous populations to measure economic marginalization. The CDI supplies 

census data on the indigenous population of municipalities in Mexico and on the overall 

standard of living and indigenous standard of living by municipality. 

The CDI created an ordinal index of marginalization at the municipal level based 

on the 1990 Census. It treats municipalities in Chiapas and Oaxaca as low marginality, 

moderate marginality, high marginality, and very high marginality. I use this index in my 

analysis with a small modification. The categories in the CDI listing are relative to all of 

Mexico and not just to the poor highly-indigenous South. Of the municipalities I analyze, 

only Oaxaca de Juárez, the capital of Oaxaca, is listed as “low marginality” by the CDI. I 

therefore combine the categories of low and moderate marginality into a “low” value of 

marginality category. The original high marginality category is the “moderate” level of 

marginality in the data. The very high category is the “high” value.  

Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of protest events based on the level of economic 

marginalization. It reveals that the residents of counties with low levels of economic 

marginalization tend to protest more frequently than the residents of areas with moderate 

and high levels of economic marginalization. However, this result is based on a simple 

comparison that may disappear when controlling for other factors. Clientelism in 

particular is likely to depress protest among residents of poor counties.  
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Figure 3.7 

 

Turnout 

To measure turnout, I used the results of federal elections for the single member 

district (SMD) tier of the Mexican House of Deputies in the 1990s. For each 

municipality, I took the average of its residents’ level of turnout in each House of 

Deputies election in the 1990s. I use the Federal House of Deputies elections because 

they occur every three years, or every federal election cycle for which I have data.  

There are four cases in the dataset that reported extremely high average turnout 

rates in the 1990s. All of them are small municipalities in Oaxaca. Santiago Laollaga and 
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San Juan Yatzona reported average turnout rates greater than 100 percent.174 Two other 

small municipalities in Oaxaca, Santiago Tepetlapa and San Lorenzo Cuaunecuiltitla had 

average turnout rates of over 90 percent in the 1990s.175 With the exception of Santiago 

Laollaga, all of these municipalities have high levels of marginalization based on my 

index. Because I am using turnout as a measure of clientelism, I keep these cases in the 

analysis.  

Average turnout rates for federal SMD House of Deputies elections in the 1990s 

are not correlated strongly with partisan preferences in the dataset. The average PRI vote 

share and turnout rates in the 1990s are correlated at the 0.09 level. The average leftwing 

vote share and turnout rates in the 1990s are correlated at the -0.06 level. This lack of 

correspondence between partisan voting and turnout means that high turnout in poor 

municipalities is a measure of general clientelism rather than of the networks of a specific 

party.  

The mean turnout in the SMD House of Deputies elections for municipalities in 

the 1990s was 58 percent. To test the effect of high turnout on protest, I constructed a 

dummy variable that indicates high turnout if the average turnout rates in a given 

municipality were over 60 percent. This creates an indicator for high turnout that is 

slightly above the mean and a fairly conservative measure for high rates of voting. For 

                                                
174 102 percent in Santiago Laollaga, a political parties municipality with a population in 2000 of about 
2800, and 135 percent in San Juan Yatzona, a UyC municipality with a population of about 500 people.  
175 The average turnout was 95 percent in Santiago Tepetlapa and the average turnout was 91 percent in 
San Lorenzo Cuaunecuiltitla. 
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these elections, 43 percent of counties had 60 percent or higher average turnout rates. The 

lowest average turnout for a municipality in the 1990s was 17 percent.  

Figure 3.8 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the distribution of protest events in the COEPD by whether 

turnout was less than 60 percent or was 60 percent and greater. Based on this graph, 

higher turnout municipalities protest less on average. However, the highest levels of 

protest are also found among high turnout counties. 
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High Clientelism 

I use an interaction term of whether average turnout was greater than 60 percent 

in the 1990s and whether economic marginalization was low, moderate, or high, as the 

primary indicator of clientelistic areas. Strong clientelism exists where both voter turnout 

and economic marginalization are high.  

Figure 3.9 

  

Figure 3.9 shows how clientelism influences protest in general. This figure breaks 

the municipal sample into low marginalization, moderate marginalization, and high 

marginalization counties. The dotted line in each subpanel of the graph is the 60 percent 
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level of average turnout. As the graph indicates, high protest municipalities in the low 

marginalization category cluster on both sides of the line. Among municipalities that 

have moderate levels of marginalization, turnout levels also have little obvious effect on 

protest. In contrast, among high marginalization municipalities, counties with levels of 

average turnout less than 60 percent are more likely to be protest prone than higher 

turnout counties.  

Figure 3.10 

 

Figure 3.10 shows this overall relationship as a boxplot. Counties that had high 

levels of economic marginalization and high rates of electoral turnout are considered high 
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clientelism counties. All other counties fall into the other category. The graph indicates 

that levels of protest are much lower among high clientelism counties than among other 

counties. A comparison of means confirms this result. Other municipalities have a mean 

protest frequency of 1.93 with a 0.22 standard error. High clientelism municipalities have 

a mean protest frequency of 0.37 with a 0.42 standard error. The contrast in means is  

-1.57 with a standard error of 0.48, which is significant at the 0.01 level with a t value of 

-3.28. This comparison provides basic evidence for the suppressive effect of clientelism 

on protest.  

Measuring Clientelism: Level of Urbanization 

The literature on clientelism predicts that strong clientelism is more likely in rural 

than in urban areas. I, therefore, include an ordinal measure of urbanization as a 

secondary test of clientelism.176 I coded urbanization based on the population of the 

largest city or town in the municipality as recorded in the 2000 Census.  

Municipalities with no localities as big as 2,000 people are coded zero. This 

category includes 61 percent of counties. Those counties that include a town of least 

2,000 people and less than 5,000 people are coded one. This category includes 21 percent 

of counties. Municipalities with a town of at least 5,000 people and less than 10,000 

people are coded two. This category includes 10 percent of counties. Municipalities with 

a city of least 10,000 people and less than 20,000 people are coded three. These counties 

                                                
176 Data on the size of each locality in the municipalities of Chiapas and Oaxaca is available from INEGI. 
XII Censo General de Población y Vivienda 2000, Principales resultados por localidad (ITER): 
http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/proyectos/ccpv/cpv2000/iter_2000.aspx 
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make up five percent of counties. Municipalities coded four have an urban area of at least 

20,000 people and less than 50,000 people. These municipalities comprise 2.5 percent of 

the counties in these states. Municipalities coded five contain a large urban area of 50,000 

people or more. Only one percent of counties contain a large urban area.  

Figure 3.11 

 

Figure 3.11 shows the relationship between urbanization and protest frequency in 

the COEPD. It provides support for the idea that people from rural counties are less likely 

to protest than people from other counties. This provides further support for the role of 

clientelism in suppressing the growth of protest networks. The median rate of protest 
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rises as counties become more urban as this figure illustrates. However, because 

urbanization is also a measure of overall population, the urbanization index provides a 

less precise measure of clientelism than does the interaction of turnout with economic 

marginalization.  

Keystone Organizations: Leftwing Partisan Networks 

I take the results for all leftwing parties in the SMD tier of federal elections for 

the House of Deputies in 1991, 1994, and 1997, and then average them to create an 

indicator of leftist voting patterns in the 1990s. I use the average left vote in these 

elections to measure leftwing partisan networks. I follow the scale developed by Andy 

Baker and Kenneth F. Greene in 2011 to determine which Mexican parties would be 

considered leftwing parties.177  

Leftwing parties use networks to mobilize supporters. In some areas, these 

networks use extensive clientelism while in many others they do not. Because I include a 

separate measure for clientelism, I examine the effect of leftwing partisan networks when 

controlling for clientelism.  

I measure electoral behavior in the 1990s rather than in the 2000s because the 

construction of partisan networks predated democratization in Mexico. By measuring the 

leftwing vote in the 1990s, I focus on areas with a well-established partisan left that are 

                                                
177 The Partido Popular Socialista (PPS), Partido de la Revolución Democrática (PRD), the Partido 
Revolucionario de los Trabajos (PRT), and the Partido del Trabajo (PT) are considered leftwing parties in 
the 1990s. See: Latin American Election Results with Party Ideology Scores (1993 to present). This dataset 
is housed at http://spot.colorado.edu/~bakerab/data.html 
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most likely to have built strong political networks that are causally prior to my data on 

protest.  

Comparing the average leftwing vote share for SMD House of Deputies’ elections 

in the 1990s, across municipalities reveals considerable variation. This vote share ranged 

from zero percent to 73.5 percent at the municipal level. The mean vote share for 

leftwing party House of Deputies candidates for the 1990s was 24.7 percent. In 

comparison, the corresponding PRI vote share in the 1990s ranged from 18.7 percent to 

99.8 percent. The mean vote share for PRI candidates was 63.4 percent. Because the PRI 

vote and the left vote in the 1990s are heavily correlated with each other at the -0.81 

level, they cannot go in the same model, so the model includes only the left vote.178  

Figure 3.12 shows the distribution of protest events across three levels of the left 

vote. It reveals that areas in which the left vote was very low, less than 15 percent, had 

the lowest levels of protest in general. Counties with an average left vote of 15 percent 

but less than 24 percent saw more protests. Counties with an average left vote of 24 

percent up to 74 percent saw the greatest share of protest.  

A basic comparison of means between municipalities with at least a 20 percent 

average vote share for leftwing candidates in the 1990s and all other municipalities shows 

a significant difference in means that supports this basic relationship. Counties with a 

leftist vote of 20 percent or greater had a mean frequency of protest of 3.19 events with a 

standard error of 0.25. Counties with a leftist vote share of less than 20 percent had a 

mean frequency of protest of 0.68 events with a standard error of 0.31. The contrast 

                                                
178 The PRI vote is negative and significant if included instead. 
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between these means is 1.5 events, which is significant at the 0.001 level, with a standard 

error of 0.40 and a t value of 3.76.  

Figure 3.12 

 

Keystone Organizations: Ethnic Minority Organizations 

I include two variables that indicate the existence of indigenous organizations to 

test the concept of ethnic minority organizations as keystone organizations for protest in 

southern Mexico. I include a general measure of indigenous organizations and a measure 

of Zapatista networks that is specific to Chiapas.  
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Indigenous Organizational Offices 

To measure general indigenous networks in both states, I use a dummy variable 

that is coded one for municipalities that house the main office of an indigenous 

organization. This is not a perfect measure of indigenous organizations because it does 

not include municipalities in which indigenous organizations have membership but not 

offices. However, by restricting the indicator to areas with physical offices, it does 

eliminate counties in which indigenous organizations exist but are too weak to maintain a 

permanent organizational presence.  

The organization Servicios Profesionales de Apoyo al Desarollo Integral 

Indígena, A.C. (SEPRADI) complied a directory of indigenous organizations by state for 

Mexico in 1996. The lists are available online as part of the Red de Información Indígena 

and were last revised in August of 2002. I used the information from the directories for 

the states of Chiapas and Oaxaca to code this variable.179   

Figure 3.13 shows the distribution of protest events by whether or not a 

municipality houses the main office of an indigenous organization. It reveals that people 

from counties that contain indigenous organizational offices are much more likely to 

protest than people from other counties.  

                                                
179 Available online: www.redindigena.net/dirnac/chiapas.html; www.redindigena.net/dirnac/oaxaca/html  
The municipalities are as follows: Amatán, Chilón, Ciudad Ixtepec, Comitán de Domínguez, Guelatao de 
Juárez, Huajuapan de León, Juchitán de Zaragoza, Las Margaritas, Matías Romero, Mazatlán Villa de 
Flores, Motozintla, Oaxaca de Juárez, Ocosingo, Ocotlán de Morelos, Palenque, Putla Villa de Guerrero, 
San Antonino Castillo Velasco, San Cristóbal de las Casas, San Felipe Jalapa de Díaz, San Juan Bautista 
Cuicatlán, San Juan Bautista Tuxtepec, San Miguel Soyaltepec, San Pablo Yaganiza, San Pedro Y San 
Pablo Ayutla, Santa Lucía del Camino, Santa María Tlahuitoltepec, Santa María Tonameca, Santiago 
Juxtlahuaca, Santo Domingo Tehuantepec, Simojovel, Tapachula, Totontepec Villa de Morelos, Tuxtla 
Gutiérrez, Venustiano Carranza, Villa Hidalgo, and Zimatlán de Alvarez 
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Figure 3.13 

 

A simple comparison of means shows that counties with an indigenous 

organizational office have a mean rate of protest of 12.73 events with a standard error of 

0.73. Other municipalities have a mean protest rate of 0.97 events with a standard error of 

0.17. The contrast between these values is 11.76 points, which is significant at the 0.001 

level, with a standard error of 0.75 and a t value of 15.71. Because organizational offices 

are more likely to be located in urban than in highly rural areas, the influence of this 

variable is likely to decrease in a controlled model. However, a simple comparison 
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provides strong evidence for the role of indigenous organizations as keystone protest 

organizations.  

Zapatista Networks 

The second variable focuses on mobilization only in Chiapas. As noted earlier, the 

Zapatista movement created autonomous municipalities known as Municipios Autónomos 

Rebeles Zapatistas (MAREZ) in its areas of strength. These autonomous municipalities 

exist alongside the official municipalities in Chiapas. I relied on reports from the Chiapas 

Secretary of Government that were released and published in a limited edition document 

by a private organization in Chiapas to locate the official municipalities that house active 

MAREZ.180 I identified 29 official municipalities that contained organized and well-

supported Zapatista Autonomous Municipalities.181  

The existence of MAREZ in an official municipality is a good indicator that the 

Zapatista movement is strong in that county. This variable is coded zero for 

municipalities without MAREZ and one for municipalities that include at least one 

MAREZ. All municipalities in Oaxaca are zeros.  

Areas in which there is a strong Zapatista presence are likely to house other 

indigenous organizations as well. The Zapatista movement does not protest officially 

very often (Barmeyer 2009). It serves instead as a keystone organization for the growth 

                                                
180 El documento incómodo: Artículos-Desmentidos-Respuestas. Ediciones Pirata: San Cristóbal de Las 
Casas. Chiapas. México. Enero 2004.  
181 They are: Aldama, Altamirano, El Bosque, Chalchihuitán, Chanal, Chenalhó, Chilón, Comitán de 
Domínguez, Huitiupán, Huixtán, La Independencia, Larráinzar, Las Margaritas, Marqués de Comillas, 
Ocosingo, Oxchuc, Palenque, Pantelhó, Sabanilla, Salto de Agua, San Juan Cancuc, Simojovel, Sitalá, 
Tenejapa, Tila, La Trinitaria, Tumbalá, Yajalón, and Zinacantán  
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of protest networks among indigenous people in Chiapas. The Zapatista movement 

disseminated a moral narrative that justifies protest in support of indigenous people and 

activates indigenous ethnicity as a politically important category in its areas of 

strength.182  

I argue that both the Zapatista movement in Chiapas and indigenous organizations 

more generally activate ethnicity as a politically-salient category in local politics and 

build political efficacy among local indigenous people. Individuals with a greater sense 

of self-efficacy are more likely to participate in politics (Holzner 2010). Thus, indigenous 

individuals who live in places with a history of strong indigenous movements feel more 

empowered as members of indigenous peoples to influence politics than do indigenous 

individuals in other areas.  

Figure 3.14 shows the impact of Zapatista organizing on local levels of protest. 

While the counties with the most frequent levels of protest do not contain MAREZ, these 

graphs show that counties with MAREZ have a higher median rate of protest. A basic 

comparison of means confirms this trend. Counties with a MAREZ have a mean 

frequency of protest of 5.17 events with a standard deviation of 0.95. Other counties have 

a mean level of protest of 1.44 events with a standard deviation of 0.20. The contrast 

between these values is 3.73, which is significant at the 0.001 level, with a standard error 

of 0.97 and a t value of 3.85. Both Zapatista networks and indigenous organizational 

networks in general appear to increase the frequency of local protest.  

 

                                                
182 See Chapter One and Chapter Two. 
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Figure 3.14 

 

Demographics: Indigenous Population 

I argue that demographics alone do not predict protest politics because ethnic 

divisions must become politically salient to drive politics. In consequence, I control for 

the percentage of the indigenous population in each municipality. I also control for the 

percentage of the indigenous population in each municipality because the effects of 

indigenous activist networks are dependent on an indigenous population existing in the 

municipality. I measure ethnic identity using the percentage of indigenous language 

speakers per municipality. The Mexican Census has historically asked respondents 
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whether they speak an indigenous language as its measure of ethnic identity. I use census 

data on how many residents of each municipality spoke an indigenous language in 2000 

and on the total municipal population to construct this variable.183  

Figure 3.15 

 

Figure 3.15 shows that counties with indigenous populations of 50 percent or 

greater appear less protest-prone than other counties. However, this difference is fairly 

small. I argue that the size of the indigenous population in general should not be 

significant in a controlled comparison.  

                                                
183 Data available from the CDI website: http://www.cdi.gob.mx/ 
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Municipal Characteristics: Recognized Rights-Regime  

I include a variable to measure UyC municipalities in Oaxaca. This variable is 

coded one for municipalities that use UyC elections and zero for all other 

municipalities.184 The recognition of UyC elections at the state level remains the most 

well-implemented indigenous rights reform in Mexico. I predict that UyC municipalities 

will not affect the frequency of protest significantly because unlike indigenous 

organizations and MAREZ the implementation of this reform stemmed from sources 

other than local ethnic organizing.  

The state government implemented UyC elections as a top-down reform. In fact, 

the manner in which UyC municipalities were created in Oaxaca means that there is a 

weak correlation between the use of customary law for municipal elections and the 

indigenous population of a municipality. In the OCEPD, the percentage of indigenous 

residents and the existence of a UyC municipality are correlated at the 0.22 level. The 

literature on UyC elections confirms the lack of a strong association between 

municipalities that adopted UyC electoral procedures and highly indigenous 

municipalities (Anaya Muñoz 2005; 2006; Recondo 2007).  

Figure 3.16 shows that UyC municipalities launched fewer protests than other 

categories of municipalities. However, I do not expect this result to hold up in a statistical 

model because UyC municipalities are also more rural on average than other counties.  

 

 
                                                
184 A list of UyC municipalities is available from the Oaxaca State Electoral Institute  
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Figure 3.16 

 

Municipal Characteristics: Local Migration Patterns 

 I include a measure of migration to control for patterns of demographic change. 

To measures migration, I use information from the 1990 Census as complied by the CDI. 

I use migration data from this census because it reveals which municipalities have long 

established migrant networks. It also avoids confusing voluntary migrants with the 

internally displaced people from Chiapas who fled their counties due to military 

occupation after the 1994 Zapatista uprising. While there are theoretical reasons why 
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established migrant networks may build protest capacity among those left behind, there is 

little indication that the same process would occur among displaced communities.  

Municipalities that are gaining inhabitants are coded one. These municipalities are 

considered municipalities of “strong attraction” and “attraction” by the Mexican 

government. Municipalities that are not part of migration networks and are neither 

attracting nor sending migrants are coded two. These municipalities are considered in 

“equilibrium” by the government. Municipalities that send some migrants are coded 

three. These municipalities are considered municipalities of “expulsion” by the Mexican 

government. Municipalities that send many migrants are coded four. These municipalities 

are considered municipalities of  “strong expulsion” by the Mexican government.  

All of the most migration heavy municipalities in the dataset are located in the 

state of Oaxaca. In Oaxaca, 62 percent of municipalities are high migration, 17 percent 

send some migrants, 11 percent are in equilibrium, and 10 percent attract migrants. In 

Chiapas, 48 percent of municipalities send some migrants, 28 percent are in equilibrium, 

and 24 percent attract migrants.   

As Figure 3.17 reveals, there is not a strong visual relationship between increasing 

levels of migration and protest frequency at the county-level. However, it is important to 

control for the degree of migration because migrant networks, through remittances, 

provide a source of economic resources to the people left behind that could provide 

resources to protest.  
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Figure 3.17 

 

Municipal Location and Size 

I also control for the state capital and the surrounding municipalities that make up 

the metropolitan zone for the capital of each state as defined by the Mexican 

government.185 The newspapers I coded the dataset from are based in each state capital.  

Based a simple examination of frequencies in the dataset, it is clear that people 

from the state capitals protest frequently. Figure 3.18 shows a higher median frequency 

                                                
185 Data on the metropolitan zones of major cities in Mexico are available from INEGI:  
http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/espanol/metodologias/otras/zonas_met.pdf 
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of protest in the metropolitan zone of the state capitals than in the rest of the state. 

However, the metropolitan zone as a whole may be subject to reporting bias. Reporters 

based in the state capitals may be more likely to report protests that occur in the capital 

city, which are likely to involve people from the capital or from nearby counties. I 

therefore control for municipalities from this zone for each state. I also control for the 

effect of the state of protesters using a dummy variable for Chiapas in the model.  

Figure 3.18 

 
I do not include a separate control for the total municipal population. Using the 

natural log of the total municipal population would be in keeping with past research, but 
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this measure is highly correlated with the urbanization index. Therefore, the urbanization 

index provides both a measure of clientelism and a control for the size of the municipality 

in the model. Including the fixed effects for the state of Chiapas also controls for the fact 

that Chiapas has larger municipalities than Oaxaca.  

NEGATIVE BINOMIAL REGRESSION RESULTS 

 I use a negative binomial regression model to test the determinants of protest 

frequency. Table 3.3 shows the results for the negative binomial regression in which 

protest frequency is the dependent variable. 186 I present these results both as raw 

coefficients and as incidence rate ratios (IRRs).187 For incidence rate ratios, one 

represents no change, values less than one are a decrease in frequency, and values greater 

than one are an increase in frequency. I also compute the percentage change in the 

expected number of protests for the independent variables of interest.188  

                                                
186 Data on migration patterns and on economic marginalization are missing for San Juan Cancuc in 
Chiapas, and data on migration patterns are missing for Capulálpam de Méndez, San Andrés Huaxpaltepec, 
San Antonio Nanahuatípam, San Juan de los Cués, Santiago Texcalcingo, San Miguel Aloápam, Santa Ana 
Ateixtlahuaca, and Santa María Tecomavaca in Oaxaca. I do not include these cases in this analysis and 
therefore have 679 cases.  
187 To calculate the incidence ratios, I transform the independent variables that are percentages to range 
from 0 to 100 rather from their previous from as decimal points that range from 0 to 1 (or greater in the 
case of turnout). I use this transformation, so that adding one to each of these variables equals a one-unit 
change in the percentage. This transformation does not change the overall results of the model, but it makes 
the incidence ratios much easier to interpret.  
188 I use the same method of dealing with percentages with the variables before calculating the percentage 
change because this method of presenting the data is also sensitive to the scale on which variables are 
measured.  
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To make the results of this model easier to understand, I computed the average 

marginal effects (AMEs) for the most important variables in the model.189 The AME for a 

variable is the mean of the marginal effect for that variable at the observed values of all 

of the observations in the estimation sample. AMEs use an “observed value approach” to 

make inferences about the population of interest. This method of computing marginal 

effects differs from another method that holds all other variables except the variable of 

interest at their means (MEMs) (Hanmer and Kalkan 2013; Long and Freese 2014). 

Computing AMEs is preferable to MEMs because AMEs allow the researcher to make 

inferences about the population as a whole rather than just about the average case that 

may not exist in reality (Hanmer and Kalkan 2013). Table 3.3 shows the AMEs for 

significant variables in the form of the predicted number of events for the range of each. 

 

 

  

                                                
189 I used the Spost program for STATA 13 written by Long and Freese (2014) to compute AMEs.  
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Table 3.3: Predictors of Frequency of Protest by Municipality, Negative Binomial 
Regression  

 Frequency  IRR  % Change  Events  
Independent Variable Coefficient Coefficient    
Level of Marginalization 1990s 0.2105 

(0.1491) 
 

1.2343 
(0.9215 – 1.6533) 

  
 

60% or Greater Turnout 1990s 1.2079** 
(0.4819) 
 

3.3466** 
(1.3015 – 8.6051) 

234.7 
 

see graph 

High Clientelism Measure 
(Interaction Turnout w/ Marginalization) 

-0.6248*** 
(0.1940) 
 

0.5353*** 
(0.3660 – 0.7830) 

-46.5 
 

see graph  

Urbanization Scale  
 

0.7000*** 
(0.0693) 
 

2.0138*** 
(1.7580 – 2.3068) 

101.4 15.89 

Average Left Vote 1990s (%) 0.0192*** 
(0.0048) 
 

 1.0194*** 
(1.0100 – 1.0290) 

1.9 3.01 

Indigenous Org. Office 0.5416*** 
(0.2112) 
 

1.7187*** 
(1.1362– 2.5999) 

71.9 0.98 

Contains a MAREZ 0.5685** 
(0.2613) 
 

1.7656**  
(1.0579 – 2.9468) 

76.6 
 

1.18 
 

Indigenous Language 2000 (%) 
 

0.0025 
(0.0018) 
 

1.0025  
(0.9991 – 1.0059) 

  

Usos y Costumbres 
 

-0.2606 
(0.1660) 
 

0.7706 
(0.5565 – 1.0670) 

  

 Migration Level 1990 Census 
 

0.1240** 
(0.0631) 
 

1.1320** 
(1.0003 – 1.2810) 

13.3 0.62 

State Capital Zone 0.3469 
(0.3092) 
 

1.4146 
(0.7718 – 2.5929) 

  

Chiapas 0.1256 
(0.1949) 
 

1.1338 
(0.7738 – 1.6613) 

  

Constant  -2.1484*** 
(0.5226) 

0.1167 
(0.0419 – 0.3249) 

 
 

 
 

Protest Events: N= 679; Pseudo R2= 0.1807; log likelihood= -848.0918;  
***Significant at the 0.01 level; **Significant at the 0.05 level; *Significant at the 0.1 level; 
Coefficients: Standard Errors in Parentheses; IRR: 95% Confidence Interval in Parentheses;  
% change (1 unit) significant >= 0.05 level, predicted events (range) significant >= 0.1 level  
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Results: Clientelism Suppresses Protest 

The model supports the argument that clientelism depresses protest frequency. 

The interaction components show different main effects on protest. There is not a 

statistically significant relationship between levels of marginalization and the frequency 

of protest. In contrast, turnout levels of 60 percent or greater resulted in more frequent 

protest with a coefficient of 1.21 that is significant at the 0.05 level. Going from areas 

with less than 60 percent turnout to areas with 60 percent or greater turnout increases the 

incidence of protest by a factor of 3.35. This represents an increase of 234.7 percent, or 

somewhat more than double, in the rate of protest. 

The overall impact of clientelism is illustrated graphically in figures 3.19 and 

3.20. This overall interaction has a coefficient of -0.62 and is significant in general at the 

0.01 level. In terms of incidence rate ratios, this represents a decrease in the rate of 

protest by a factor of 0.54 or 46.5 percent.   

Figures 3.19 and 3.20 make the substantive impact of the interaction term clear. 

High clientelism municipalities, as defined as municipalities that are very poor yet had 

high turnout, show significantly lower frequencies of protest.  

Figure 3.19 shows the predictive margins for the turnout variable across the three 

values of economic marginalization with 90 percent confidence intervals. The black line 

with shaded circles shows this relationship when turnout is high. The dotted line with 

hollow circles shows the same relationship for lower turnout. The model predicts higher 

rates of protest with high turnout in economically advantaged areas and low rates of 

protest with high turnout in areas of high economic marginalization. At middle levels of 
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marginalization, there is little difference in the impact of turnout. As the confidence 

intervals on the graph show, the significant impact of clientelism is in the high 

marginalization municipalities as predicted.  

Figure 3.19 

 
Figure 3.20 makes visualizing the significant impact of the interaction term easier. 

It shows the average marginal effects for 60 percent or higher turnout across the 

marginalization scale. Places with low levels of clientelism, measured through low 

marginalization and high turnout are significantly more likely to protest at the 0.1 level 

with an average marginal effect of 0.99. At moderate levels, clientelism has no significant 
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impact on protest frequency. As predicted, in areas with high levels of clientelism, people 

are significantly less likely to protest frequently at the 0.01 level. High clientelism, 

measured as high turnout combined with high marginalization, takes on an average 

marginal effect of -0.93. 

Figure 3.20 

 
The second measure of clientelism using the urbanization index is also significant 

statistically. As expected, urbanization has a positive and significant effect on the 

frequency of protest. The size of the largest city had a coefficient of 0.70 that was 

significant at the 0.01 level. This means that moving up the scale of urbanization 
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increases the instance of protest by a factor of 2.01. This is a very strong effect and 

represents a 101.4 percent increase in the rate of protest. Moving the full range of this 

variable increases the predicted number of events to 15.89, which is significant at the 

0.01 level. In other words, people in living a municipality with a city of 50,000 people or 

greater are predicted to protest 15.89 times more than people in rural municipalities 

without a town of 2,000 people.  

Figure 3.21 

 
 

A better way to understand the impact of urbanization is by graphing the marginal 

effects of urbanization on protest frequency based on the statistical model. Figure 3.21 
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shows the predicted number of protest events using the urbanization index with 95 

percent confidence intervals. As this figure indicates, rural areas see fewer protests and 

the model shows high confidence in the predicted level of protest up to areas with small 

cities of 10 to 20 thousand. The predicted impact of highly urban areas on the number of 

protest events varies more greatly due to the smaller number of cases in these categories 

in the model.   

The overall effect of urbanization on protest provides additional evidence that 

clientelism suppresses protest. Clientelistic networks are likely to be stronger and more 

invasive in rural municipalities, and protest is statistically less frequent as municipalities 

become more rural.  

Results: Leftwing Partisan Networks Increase Protest 

This statistical model provides further support for the theoretical claim that the 

partisan left serves as a keystone organization for protest. In the model, leftwing partisan 

networks are associated with frequent protest participation. The average vote for leftwing 

parties in the 1990s had a coefficient of 0.02 and was significant at the 0.01 level in this 

model. A one-unit increase in the left vote increases the incidence of protest by a factor 

of 1.02. This represents an increase of 1.9 percent in the rate of protest. A one standard 

deviation increase in the left vote, or about 13 percentage points, increases the rate of 

protest by 29 percent. Again, average marginal effects clarify the interpretation. Moving 

the full range of this variable, from zero percent for the left to 73.5 percent for the left, 

increases the predicted number of protest events by 3.01.  
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Figure 3.22 

 
Figure 3.22 shows the predicted marginal effect of the left vote on the number of 

protest events in a municipality. It shows the values for each five-point increase in the 

average vote share of leftwing candidates with 95 percent confidence intervals. The 

median leftwing vote in the dataset is about 24 percent. The graph reveals that the model 

predicts a fairly stable, if somewhat modest, increase in the number of protest events for 

leftwing votes shares up until about 40 percent. The confidence intervals for higher 

leftwing vote shares are much larger and reflect the fact that these values are much less 

common in the data. Overall, the strength of leftwing partisan networks shows a 
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significant and substantively important effect on the number of predicted protest events in 

a given municipality.  

Results: Indigenous Activist Networks Increase Protest 

Indigenous organizations promoted more frequent protest in the model. This is in 

keeping with the theory that ethnic minority organizations serve as keystone 

organizations for the growth of protest networks.  

People from municipalities that house the main office of indigenous organizations 

protested significantly more frequently than people from other areas, all else equal. This 

variable had a coefficient of 0.54 and was significant at the 0.001 level. Going from a 

municipality without an indigenous organization’s office to a municipality with an office 

increases the instance of protest by a factor of 1.72. This represents an increase in the rate 

of protest of 71.9 percent.  

Municipalities in which the Zapatistas built MAREZ also were positively and 

significantly associated with more frequent protest participation. They had a coefficient 

of 0.57 and were significant at the 0.05 level. Living in a municipality with a MAREZ is 

expected to increase the rate of protest by a factor of 1.77. This represents a 76.6 percent 

increase in protest frequency.  

The AMEs are helpful for understanding the impact of these variables. These 

marginal effects compare a change in the variable of interest for hypothetical 

municipalities that are similar in the other factors of study. Going from a municipality 

that has no MAREZ to one that houses a MAREZ increases the expected number of 
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protest events by 1.18, which is significant at the 0.1 level. The marginal effect for 

having the main office of an indigenous organization in a municipality is similar. Going 

from a municipality without an indigenous organization office to one with an office 

increases the expected number of protest events by 0.98, or about one protest event. This 

predicted effect is significant at the 0.05 level. The substantive impact of these variables 

is not as large as that of the left vote, but nonetheless important given that only 40 percent 

of municipalities participated in one or more protest event in the COEPD.  

Results: Demographics and Location 

The demographic characteristics and location of municipalities did not show a 

significant relationship to protest frequency with the exception of migration. Greater 

levels of migration had positive and statistically significant relationship to protest, which 

suggests that migrant networks provide some degree of resources whether material or 

through a growth in political efficacy where migration is more common that encourage 

protest. This result was not substantively large.  

Indigenous Population and Rights-Regimes  

The model provides evidence that ethnic demographics do not influence patterns 

of protest significantly on their own. Neither do top-down ethnic rights regimes. People 

from municipalities with greater indigenous populations were not significantly more 

likely to protest. Likewise, while being from an UyC municipality had a negative effect 
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on protest frequency in the negative binomial model, this effect was not statistically 

significant.  

These results bolster the theoretical argument that ethnic demographics matter for 

protest politics only in areas in which the ethnic category in question has become a 

politically salient identity and where networks exist to take advantage of this change. 

Ethnic minority organizations make ethnicity meaningful as a political category and 

activate ethnic cleavages at the local level. The translation of ethnic identities into protest 

politics requires the involvement of organized local people. Top-down rights reforms can 

activate ethnic cleavages as the subsequent chapter demonstrates. However, while rights-

regimes change the strategic environment, they do not build activist networks to reinforce 

these political changes. Thus, protest is less common, although not significantly so, in the 

UyC municipalities of Oaxaca.  

Results: Migrant Networks 

 In contrast to indigenous demographics and government reforms, migration 

networks show a small, significant positive effect. At 0.12, the coefficient for the 

migration rate is positive and is significant at the 0.05 level. Going one unit up the 

migration index increases the instance of protest by a factor of 1.13 or a 13.3 percent 

increase in the rate of protest. Moving the full range of this variable increases the 

predicted number of events to 0.62 events, which is significant at the 0.1 level.  
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Results: Municipal Location 

 Neither the control for state nor the control for the state capital and nearby 

municipalities were significantly related to protest.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

  Frequent protest can be a sign of social resilience in new democracies. 

Transitions to democracy are often incomplete, and ethnic minorities often face 

discrimination and barriers to advancement in institutional politics despite the declaration 

of universal formal political rights. In these circumstances, public protest becomes a way 

for ordinary people to influence politicians and for local people to transform counties that 

lag behind national democratization. Despite the effort involved in protesting, the 

demands of protesters often go unfulfilled. Nonetheless, local people have a chance of 

changing political outcomes by protesting.  

 The COEPD shows that local people in Chiapas and Oaxaca have seized the 

chance that protest offers to influence government. Protest has become common as a 

tactic that local people use during federal election seasons. Yet people from some 

municipalities protest much more frequently than people from other areas, and in a 

majority of counties people did not protest at all during the research sample. I tested a 

negative binomial model of protest frequency to explain this variation. I argue that these 

variations occur because of variations in clientelism and in the strength of keystone 

organizations at the local level. Strong local clientelism suppresses protest. In 
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comparison, the spread of keystone organizations builds a political environment 

conducive to protest.   

The negative binomial model confirmed that people living in municipalities where 

clientelistic politics predominate tend not to protest. This provides strong evidence that, 

all else being equal, clientelism decreases the frequency of protest. At the municipal 

level, poverty coupled with high turnout depresses protest. This effect occurs despite the 

fact that turnout has a positive, if not quite statistically significant, relationship to protest 

in low marginalization municipalities. This finding provides strong evidence that 

clientelism inhibits the growth of accountability networks even when those networks are 

as imperfect as public protest networks.  

In a similar manner, protest becomes significantly less likely as counties become 

more rural. This result provides strong evidence that the rural bastions of clientelism 

inhibit public protest. Because other factors in urban municipalities encourage protest 

rather than just the absence of clientelism, this finding should be seen as weaker evidence 

for the role of clientelism in suppressing the growth of protest networks.     

In comparison, the model provides additional empirical evidence that the early 

growth of the partisan left and the spread of indigenous organizations acted as keystone 

organizations for the growth of protest in southern Mexico. I argue that the spread of 

protest networks occurred during democratization, particularly in the 1990s, as the 

partisan left served as a keystone organization for protest. Indigenous organizations 

activate different political interests than the conventional left. The growth of indigenous 
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activism further increased the potential for local protest by making ethnic indigenous 

identities salient politically in new ways.  

This model provides strong support that the left matters for protest in new 

democracies. As support for the left increased in the 1990s, protest frequency increased 

in the 2000s. It provides empirical support for the argument that rather than demobilizing 

protesters after national democratization, leftwing bastions continue to promote high 

levels of protest. I argue that this type of frequent protest serves the interest of leftwing 

parties because it keeps likely leftist voters mobilized and engaged politically. This effect 

also demonstrates that institutional politics and public protest tend to be closely 

connected. I argue that the close connections between partisan politics and protest are 

particularly characteristic of new democracies in which movements for democratization 

used street protests. Leftist movements against authoritarian enclaves and to deepen 

national democracy still use protest.  

Networks make protest possible and the model provides additional evidence that 

indigenous networks serve as keystone organizations for the growth of protest networks 

in southern Mexico. The presence of an office of an indigenous organization in a 

municipality increases the chances of frequent protest by people from that county. So 

does the presence of a MAREZ in a county. As the previous chapter demonstrated, these 

organizations build protest networks by increasing the political weight of indigenous 

identities at the local level and by empowering local people. Thus, the Zapatista 

movement acts as a keystone organization for protest in the 2000s even though it does not 

organize those protests itself. Likewise, other indigenous organizations may protest 
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themselves, but their greatest impact on protest is through how they change the political 

environment to empower indigenous people to mobilize politically around indigenous 

identities.  
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Chapter Four:  

Moral Narratives, Rights Regimes, and Rights-Based Protest 

People who organize politically harness ideas about appropriate government 

behavior to gain converts to their movements. I argued in Chapter One that keystone 

organizations employ moral narratives that change how local people think about protest. 

Some moral narratives treat protest as justified because protest defends basic rights; 

others do not reference rights. I argued that as keystone organizations include more 

intense rights appeals in their moral narratives, people who identity with the organization 

become more likely to incorporate rights talk into their protest repertoires.   

This chapter asks: Under what conditions do protesters tend to make demands for 

rights in ethnically-diverse new democracies? I define a group’s demands as the desired 

ends that a given group pursues publicly during a protest. Participants in public protests 

demand actions by their governments. I address this question using the Chiapas and 

Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database (COEPD). I focus on ethnic rights demands in my 

discussion of rights-based protest because the protesters who reference rights in southern 

Mexico tend to be indigenous and the rights that they reference tend to be group-specific.  

Table 4.1 shows the expected relationships between specific independent 

variables and the type of protest in an area. I expect that indigenous activist organizations 

will promote rights-based protest in their municipalities of strength in southern Mexico. 

The spread of indigenous activism taps into international networks that make human 

rights in general and indigenous rights in particular central to their organizing (see Brysk 
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2000). Thus, indigenous organizations have potent rights-based moral narratives that they 

can employ politically, which are likely to resonate with local people in a variety of 

societies.  

Table 4.1: Expected Findings: Type of Protest 

Independent 
Variable 

Effect on Type of Protest Empirical Indicators  

Indigenous 
Organization 
 
 

Promotes rights-based protest Municipality contains the office 
of an indigenous organization 
 

Zapatista 
Organization 
 
 

Strongly promotes rights-based protest 
 
 

Municipality in Chiapas contains 
a MAREZ 
 
 

Identification as 
Indigenous 
 
 

Promotes rights-based protest  
 
 

Municipal Ethnolinguistic 
Fractionalization (ELF) Index 
 
Urbanization Index 
 
 

Ethnic Rights 
Regime  
 
 

Promotes rights-based protest Municipality in Oaxaca uses UyC 
elections 
 

Leftwing Partisan 
Organization 
 
 

No effect for protest type 
 

Municipal average percentage of 
leftwing voting during the 1990s  
 

 

I expect that robust local Zapatista networks encourage local indigenous people to 

make rights demands even more strongly than do general indigenous organizational 

networks. The history of the Zapatista movement in Chiapas is that of a movement that 

embraced ethnic rights as a public principle and used appeals to indigenous rights to 

justify its autonomous municipalities. People who live in counties that house Zapatista 
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autonomous municipalities (MAREZ) that are sympathetic to the Zapatista are likely to 

understand that cause as rights-based.  

I expect that residents of places that are more diverse are more likely than 

residents of more homogenous areas to make rights-based demands during protests. 

Native peoples who live in areas of greater diversity are more likely to adopt pan-

indigenous identities due to their experiences of how the mestizo and ladino Mexican 

population treats the indigenous population. I test this proposition using an 

ethnolinguistic fractionalization index based on the prevalence of different indigenous 

languages and Spanish at the municipal level.   

In addition, I argued in Chapter One that residency in more urban areas is also 

likely to encourage native peoples to identify as indigenous and to adopt moral narratives 

of indigenous rights. I test this proposition using the urbanization index that I discussed 

in the last chapter. Thus, urbanization not only decreases clientelism, but is also likely to 

encourage strong ethnic identities among subaltern ethnic minorities.  

Patterns of protest demands are not dependent solely on local organizational 

histories. As I discussed in Chapter One, the government implementation of rights 

regimes, also encourages local people to make rights demands if they protest. The past 

recognition of ethnic rights for a specific community encourages people living within the 

community to frame future demands in terms of similar rights.  

Thus, one pathway to rights-based protests relies on organizational identity and 

path dependent moral narratives. Another pathway to rights-based protest relies on the 
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strategic embrace by local people of government guarantees of ethnic rights to demand 

that the government recognize additional rights. 

Because I argue that the type of moral narratives that keystone organizations 

forward influence strongly the types of demands local people make in these 

organizations’ areas of strength, I do not expect the spread of the partisan left to be 

associated with right-based protests versus other types of protest. Leftwing moral 

narratives tend to invoke values such as protecting democracy to justify protest. While 

leftwing partisan values could theoretically involve rights, I expect that the growth of 

leftwing partisan networks in most newer democracies will focus more strongly on 

economic issues and electoral politics than on abstract rights. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RIGHTS-BASED PROTEST  

Demanding rights has become associated with indigenous ethnic identity in the 

region. The COPLD contains 1087 protest events for which there is information about the 

demands made by protesters. Although protest is common in both Oaxaca and Chiapas, 

protesters making demands about rights are not. Only 109 protest events in the database 

included rights-based demands, or 10 percent of protest events. In 45 cases, protesters 

made demands for rights and no other demands. In an additional 64 cases, protesters 

combined rights-based demands with up to two other types of demands. While anyone in 

society can theoretically evoke rights when dealing with their governments, rights in 

general are so strongly associated with indigenous people in southern Mexico, that other 

groups rarely use rights language during protests. Only four protests cases in the COPLD 
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include rights demands without referencing indigenous rights or involving indigenous 

protesters. 190  

Indigenous people are much more likely than other groups in society to demand 

rights, but rights-based protest by indigenous people is still comparatively rare compared 

to other types of protest. Newspaper reports identified the protesters as indigenous or 

campesinos in 99 rights-based protests. In comparison, there were 472 cases of 

indigenous or campesino led protest in which the protesters’ demands did not include 

rights issues. 191   

Federal elections provide a focal point for rights-based protest. Disrupting 

elections is a common protest tactic in Oaxaca and neighboring Chiapas. In addition, 

electoral boycotts provide a public channel through which organized communities can 

demand ethnic autonomy. As the example from San Mateo del Mar in Chapter Two 

illustrated, even places that tend not to protest may still make rights demands through 

electoral boycotts at election season. 192   

                                                
190 Excluding these cases from the analysis does not alter the results. I include them in the statistical model 
that follows because they represent the full range of rights-based protest in Chiapas and Oaxaca.  
191 336 protest cases by indigenous actors included distributional demands, and 227 protest cases by 
indigenous actors included political demands. In comparison, 231 protest cases in which the protesters were 
not identified as indigenous included distributional demands, and 301 protest cases in which the protesters 
were not identified as indigenous included political demands. Indigenous protesters also made more 
judicial demands than other protesters. 137 protest cases that included judicial demands were by indigenous 
actors versus 43 protest cases by other actors. Protesters are identified as indigenous if the news report 
identified them as indígenas, campesinos, comuneros, or members of a campesino or indigenous 
organization. Protesters made up to three types of demands in the same protest.   
192 rights-based demands include the following subcategories of demands listed in news reports: autonomy 
(recognition of autonomous governments, rejection of political parties, resistance against government 
agencies, rejection of government police, rejection of formal political processes), indigenous rights (right to 
territory, respect for indigenous customs, control over local development) human rights (religious freedom, 
rights of migrants, right to bodily integrity, right to sexual diversity, freedom of the press, right to 
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The Chiapas and Oaxaca Protest Level Database (COPLD) records 100 protest 

events that disrupted federal elections. It includes 45 protests events in which the 

protesters both disrupted elections and made rights-based demands, or 45 percent of total 

protests that disrupted elections. Disrupting elections has become a primary method to 

draw the government’s attention to rights demands. Out of the 109 protests in which 

protesters made rights demands, 41 percent included disrupting elections. In contrast, out 

of 980 protests in which protesters made demands that were recorded in the newspapers 

but did not include rights, only six percent of protests disrupted elections.  

Other instances of rights-based protest during election season harness the idea of 

indigenous rights to justify local people’s objections to large-scale development programs 

or unfair prices for state services. Members of indigenous communities or activist 

organizations have objected to disruptive large-scale projects including wind farms, 

mines, and hydroelectric plants. These activists use the language of indigenous rights to 

demand respect for their right to territory and their right to consultation about 

development projects.  

Figure 4.1 shows the ratio of demands per protest event broken down by the 

timing of the protest event relative to the federal election. To obtain this number for each 

protest event, I calculated the number of each type of demand made and divided that by 

the total number of demands made during the protest event. As the graph shows, rights 

                                                                                                                                            
electricity and water, right to protest and assemble). Demands to liberate prisoners are considered judicial 
rather than rights-based demands unless the protesters explicitly reference general rights. These demands 
are dependent on the actions of the judicial system and specific demands for justice in legal enforcement. 
This contrasts with the use of rights as a general principle. 
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demands were much more common for protest events that happened on election day than 

in other periods. Distributional and political demands were common in all periods.193 

Judicial demands were most common after the election, but still relatively rare. 

Figure 4.1 

 
Figure 4.2 shows the total demands made per protest event by the category of the 

demand and the timing relative to the elections. In this and other box plots in the chapter, 

the box represents the interquartile range for the given grouping. The line in the box 

                                                
193 Appendix One includes the guidelines for inclusion in each type of demand. I coded up to three 
different types of demands for each protest event. I did not find any protest events that made all four types 
of demands in the research sample.  
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shows the median value. The whiskers show 1.5 times the interquartile range in each 

direction, and the dots show outlying values beyond this range.  

Figure 4.2  

 

I coded a report of a specific type of demand for each day of news stories that 

included the demand in coverage about the protest. For electoral boycotts, I coded the 

type of demand each time the boycott was announced prior to the election and in any 

reports about the boycott after election day. This coding strategy included the widest 

coverage of the demands. It also means that protests that occurred on election day can 

still include multiple counts of the demands made as covered in the newspapers. This 
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same tendency in the coding applies for protests that occurred on a single day but were 

covered in news reports in multiple days afterward. Therefore, the number of demands 

made reflects news salience as much as it reflects the overall length of the protest. As 

such, I do not use this measure unaltered in analysis.  

Figure 4.2 reveals that protests that spanned multiple periods tended to include 

many political demands and also tended to include multiple demands about economic 

distribution. Thus, the longest and most visible protests concerned political and economic 

issues. The largest number of demands recorded in the newspapers was for the teachers’ 

union’s protest encampment in the capital of Oaxaca in 2006. The reporters recorded 

protesters making political demands on 74 occasions, or political demands each time they 

covered the protest event. Reporters recorded demands for economic issues on nine 

occasions and demands about judicial issues on two occasions. This figure shows that 

news stories about protests that occurred on election day recorded the greatest number of 

rights-based demands. This tendency supports the idea that electoral boycotts have 

become an important vehicle for indigenous people to demand the recognition of ethnic 

rights and demonstrates the relevance of electoral season protests for understanding the 

dynamics of rights-based protest in southern Mexico.  

Indigenous people take advantage of the whole election season to demand that the 

government respect their rights. As mentioned in Chapter Two, rural indigenous 

communities in both states have demanded respect for indigenous autonomy and self-

determination to underscore their demands for just rates of electricity by the Comisión 

Federal de Electricidad (CFE). In one such case, the organization Luz y Fuerza del 
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Pueblo from Siltepec, Chiapas, declared a boycott of the CFE before the federal elections 

of 2012 to continue indefinitely. Thousands of people in the county refused to pay for 

electricity, and the group posted a sign that read: “Just prices for electric energy, no to 

mines, no to cantinas, no to the increase in fuel prices, no to commercialization of the 

environment. Dignified Rebel life in the Sierra Region” 194 

In addition to formal boycotts, indigenous people who engaged in protests against 

the CFE over the period studied also used marches and roadblocks, and sometimes held 

CFE workers hostage to make their point. Not all protests against high electric tariffs in 

the COPLD include demands for indigenous rights, but many do. Thus rights demands 

during protest were not solely about multicultural issues, but also became a way for 

indigenous communities to protest against economic marginalization and government 

corruption.  

The municipal-level, Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database (COEPD) 

reveals that municipalities whose residents never protested, municipalities whose 

residents protested but never made rights demands, and municipalities whose residents 

protested in ways than included rights-based protests differ in important ways. The 

previous chapter details how data from individual protest events was aggregated in the 

COEPD.  

                                                
194 Quoted in Cuarto Poder,.Original text: “Tarifa Justa de la Energía electrka/No a las Minas/No a las 
Cantinas/No a la Alza de Combustible/No al Comerico del Medio Ambiente. Vida Dignidad Rebel de 
Región Sierra.” Herrera, Carlos. 2012. “Siltepec, En resistencia contra la CFE.” Cuarto Poder. 25 June. 
Mirador4, B9.  
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Figure 4.3 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the number of municipalities that fall into each category. As 

noted in the previous chapter, people from 411 municipalities, or 60 percent of the total, 

never protested in the COEPD. People from 200 municipalities, or 29 percent of total 

municipalities, protested at least once but never made rights demands. Only in 77 

municipalities, or 11 percent of total counties, did residents engage in at least one rights-

based protest during the research sample 

Figure 4.4 breaks down this variation by state. In Oaxaca, people from 372 

municipalities never protested, or 65 percent of municipalities in the state.  People from 
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114 municipalities in Oaxaca protested at least once but never made rights demands, or a 

total of 25 percent of municipalities in the state. People from 54 municipalities in Oaxaca 

protested at least once and these protests included at least one rights-based protest. This 

represents a total of nine percent of counties in Oaxaca.  

Figure 4.4 

 

In contrast, people from 39 municipalities in Chiapas never protested, or 33 

percent of total counties in the state. In 56 municipalities in Chiapas the residents 

protested at least once, but did not make rights-based demands. This represents a total of 

47 percent of counties in Chiapas. In 23 municipalities in Chiapas the residents protested 
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at least once and included at least one rights-based demand in their protests. Thus, 19 

percent of municipalities in Chiapas fell into the category of housing rights-based 

protesters.  

As these figures demonstrate, while moral narratives that focus on indigenous 

rights have spread in both states, protests during which the protesters claim rights remain 

relatively infrequent. Demands that concern the distribution of economic resources and 

demands about institutionalized politics remain the most common demands that 

protesters make. Despite the fact that rights-based protests are uncommon, demanding 

rights is a significant part of the protest repertoires of indigenous people in southern 

Mexico.  

The fact that indigenous protesters invoke rights is particularly significant because 

the Mexican judicial system remains weak and corrupt despite national democratization. 

Claiming rights becomes an important way for local people to hold their governments to 

account.  

That rights claims are rare is also particularly interesting given theories of 

neoliberal governance that predict that governments would channel minorities’ political 

actions toward recognition and away from redistribution. There is little evidence of this 

general effect in Chiapas and Oaxaca. In the COEPD, protesters from 54 municipalities 

made both rights and distributional demands at some point. This group of municipalities 

represents 70 percent of the 77 municipalities whose residents engaged in rights-based 

protest. Moreover, 36 out of the 109 protest events that included rights demands also 
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included distributional demands in the same protest, or 33 percent of rights-based protest 

events.  

In UyC municipalities these numbers edge downward. Protesters from 21 UyC 

municipalities made both rights demands and distributional demands at some point, or 58 

percent of the 36 UyC municipalities whose residents made rights demands. Only 12 

protest events by residents of UyC municipalities included both rights and distributional 

demands, but this represents 26 percent of the 46 protests in which UyC residents made 

rights demands.  

That distributional demands remain common in southern Mexico reveals the 

ability of protest networks that stem from keystone organizations to balance the coercive 

nature of neoliberal multiculturalism. At the same time, if rights based protests are 

statistically more likely in UyC municipalities, this trend provides evidence that 

government efforts to recognize rights do indeed channel the behavior of local people in 

the absence of strong organizational counterweights. This effect of rights regimes should 

not be overstated as evidence of the coercive effects of neoliberal multiculturalism 

because, as the frequencies above demonstrate, distributional demands remain a part of 

some protest events that include rights demands even in UyC municipalities.  

STATISTICAL MODEL  

I test this theory using data from the municipal-level COEPD. I fit a multinomial 

logit model for the data. A multinomial logit model essentially fits simultaneous binary 

logit models for comparisons among categories of the dependent variable. The model 
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compares outcomes to a base category. In this model, I use rights protest as the base 

category of protest.  

Dependent Variable 

I created a three category dependent variable that measures whether protests in a 

given county ever included rights demands. This dependent variable compares the 

category of no protests, to the category that protests occurred and included at least one 

rights demand, to the category that protests occurred and never included rights demands. 

I refer to these categories as “no protest,” “rights protest,” and “other protest” 

respectively. As discussed earlier, Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of these categories in 

the overall dataset.  

In order to use a multinomial logit model, the process that generates alternatives 

must be independent. For this model, that means that protesters must decide to engage in 

specific types of protest when they decide to protest. They cannot be indifferent about the 

demands that they make during protests. There is not a good test for the independence of 

irrelevant alternatives, and it is common practice to evaluate this assumption theoretically 

instead.195 It is reasonable that the demands that people make during protests are 

meaningful and that the distinction between types of protest is also meaningful.   

                                                
195 See Long and Freese 2014 
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General Model 

 I use nearly the same independent variables in this model as I did in the model of 

protest frequency in the previous chapter. I use a very similar specification in this chapter 

because it allows me to compare the effects of the variables of interest on the frequency 

of protest events by municipality to the effects of these variables on protest type. The one 

exception is that I do not control for the percentage of indigenous residents in this model 

and instead use a measure of municipal ethnolinguistic fractionalization. As the 

ethnolinguistic fractionalization index is highly correlated with the percentage of 

indigenous residents they cannot both go in the same model.196 In Chapter Three, I 

discussed issues of measurement and coding for the other independent variables in detail. 

Readers should refer to that chapter for detailed information about the measurement of 

the independent variables in this model.  

Keystone Organizations and Rights Demands: Indigenous Organizations  

 As in the previous chapter, I measure general indigenous networks using a 

dummy variable for whether or not a municipality contains the main office of an 

indigenous organization. Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of type of protest by whether 

or not the municipality houses an indigenous organization office.  

 

                                                
196 I tested a separate model using the percentage of indigenous residents that is shown in Appendix Three. 
The substantive results of the model did not change, and the indigenous population was not significant in 
terms of differentiating between rights-based and other protests. More indigenous areas were statistically 
less likely to fall into the no protest category in this model, but the magnitude of this effect was small.  
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Figure 4.5 

  

This graph shows that it is fairly unlikely for a given municipality to house an 

indigenous organizational office. However, where these offices exist, protest is the most 

likely outcome. No protests occurred in 405 municipalities without indigenous 

organizational offices, or 62 percent of the time in this type of municipality. People from 

185 municipalities without indigenous organizational offices protested but never made 

rights demands, or 28 percent of municipalities without indigenous organizational offices. 

In 61, or nine percent, of municipalities without indigenous organizational offices people 

protested in ways that included rights-based protests.  
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In comparison, six municipalities with indigenous organizational offices, or 16 

percent of this type of municipality never protested. People from 15 municipalities with 

indigenous organizational offices protested but did not employ rights-based protests, or 

40 percent of this category. People from 43 municipalities that house the main office of 

an indigenous organization, or 43 percent, protested and demanded rights.  

This comparison shows some evidence for the effect of indigenous organizations 

in promoting rights protests in general. I expect a stronger effect for the Zapatista 

movement because this movement has made rights claims a central part of its moral 

narrative of activism.  

Keystone Organizations and Rights Demands: The Zapatista Movement  

 I examine the effect of Zapatista networks in Chiapas on the type of protest. I treat 

the official municipalities that contain Municipios Autónomos Rebeles Zapatistas 

(MAREZ), the Zapatista autonomous municipalities, as Zapatista strongholds. These 

municipalities are coded one in the dataset, while all other municipalities are coded zero. 

I located the MAREZ using the procedures outlined in the previous chapter. The 

Zapatista movement advanced a strong and coherent moral narrative about indigenous 

rights that its supporters and sympathizers likewise adopted.197 I expect that Zapatista 

networks promote right-based protest among local people.  

 

 

                                                
197 See Barmeyer 2009; Moksnes 2012; Speed 2008.  
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Figure 4.6 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of types of protest in Chiapas at the municipal 

level by whether or not the municipality contains a MAREZ. In Chiapas, residents of 33 

municipalities where the Zapatista movement is weaker never protested, or 37 percent of 

this category. This compares to 405 municipalities in general without MAREZ whose 

residents never protested, or 61 percent of the municipalities without MAREZ in both 

states. In 49 municipalities in Chiapas that lacked MAREZ, or 55 percent of this 

category, residents protested but never made rights demands. 
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In comparison, residents of 193 municipalities without MAREZ in both states, or 

29 percent of this category, protested but never made rights demands. This contrasts with 

the seven municipalities in Chiapas without MAREZ, or eight percent of this category 

whose residents included rights demands in their protest repertoire. Residents of 61 

municipalities in general that lack MAREZ protested and made rights demands, or nine 

percent of this category of municipalities.  

The right side of Figure 4.6 shows the contrasting patterns of protest in 

municipalities that contain MAREZ. For this category of municipalities, people from six 

municipalities, or 21 percent, never protested. People from seven municipalities, or 24 

percent, protested but did not protest to demand rights. In contrast, people from 16 

municipalities, or 55 percent of municipalities with MAREZ, engaged in rights-based 

protest. This distribution of protest provides initial evidence that a history of local 

Zapatista networks encourages protesters to make rights demands.  

Rights-Based Protest Where Protest is Rare: Indigenous Identity and Rights  

 As noted earlier, rights demands are associated with indigenous ethnicity in 

Chiapas and Oaxaca, Mexico. I reasoned in Chapter One that rights-based protest would 

be more common in areas in which local people are more likely to identify as indigenous. 

These are not the same thing as areas with larger percentages of residents who belong to 

different indigenous peoples. Because ethnic categories are socially dependent, 

indigenous self-identification is context dependent. I argue that people who could 

plausibly identify as indigenous are more likely to do so in multiethnic areas with diverse 
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populations that include different native peoples as well as mestizos. I also expect that 

rights-based protest will be more common in these diverse areas because people who 

identify as indigenous are more likely to interact with their governments using claims for 

indigenous rights.  

I use an ethnolinguistic fractionalization (ELF) index to measure diversity at the 

municipal level. I use data from a report on indigenous human development from the 

United Nations Development Program (UNDP) in conjunction with the Mexican 

Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas (CDI) that is publically 

available from the CDI to construct this index.198   

 Municipal ethnolinguistic fractionalization measures the probability that if two 

people met at random in the county they would be from different ethnic backgrounds.199 

In ideal form, measures of ethnolinguistic fractionalization have information about each 

language in the area. The available data on language by municipality contained 

information on the number of nonindigenous people, the number of speakers of the most 

populous indigenous language, the number of speakers for the second most populous 

indigenous language, and the total indigenous population. I subtracted the number of 

speakers of the two most populous indigenous languages from the total number of 

indigenous language speakers to create a third category of “other indigenous language.” I 

                                                
198 Base de Datos IDHPI  
http://www.cdi.gob.mx/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=246&Itemid=49 
199 See Fearon 2003 for precise information on how to calculate ethnolinguistic fractionalization and for a 
critique of this measure as it is used generally in political science research.  
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then calculated a municipal-level ethnolinguistic fractionalization index. I multiplied the 

values of this index by 100 for ease of interpretation in the following model.  

Figure 4.7 

 

Figure 4.7 reveals how the distribution of the ELF index differs among 

municipalities that never protested, municipalities where rights-based protests occurred, 

and municipalities whose inhabitants protested but never made rights demands. The 

graph shows visually that the level of ethnic diversity in areas whose residents never 

protested and areas whose residents protested without making rights demands is very 

similar. The medians for both groups in the box plot are nearly identical. A formal 
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comparison of means confirms this similarity. Zero protest municipalities have a mean 

ELF index of 31.23 with a standard error of 1.05. Municipalities in the other protest 

category have a mean ELF index of 32.31 with a standard error of 1.50. The contrast of 

1.08 between these means is not significant.  

In comparison, the median level of ethnic diversity for municipalities whose 

residents engaged in rights-based protest is notably higher.  The mean ELF index for 

municipalities with rights protest is 43.40 with a standard error of 2.44. A formal 

comparison of means reveals that municipalities with rights protest contrast with 

municipalities where no protests occurred at 12.17 points with a standard error of 2.65 

and a t value of 4.59. More interestingly, municipalities with rights protests contrast with 

municipalities where protests never involved rights claims at 11.09 points with a standard 

error of 2.86 and a t value of 3.88. These comparisons are both significant at the 0.001 

level. Thus, there is good initial evidence that ethnic diversity and corresponding patterns 

of self-identification among ethnic minorities tends to promote rights demands in 

southern Mexico. 

Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of the type of protest by urbanization. I argued 

in Chapter One that not only is clientelism weaker in urban areas but also that the 

interaction between different ethnic groups in urban economies makes members of 

subaltern ethnic groups particularly aware of discrimination in their societies. 

In Mexico, living and working in more urban areas should make individuals from 

specific native peoples more likely to self-identify as indigenous. This self-identification 

makes it more likely that they will internalize the moral narratives about indigenous 
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rights that indigenous organizations forward. I predict therefore, that residents of counties 

with greater levels of urbanization should make rights demands part of their protest 

repertoires more frequently than residents of rural counties.  

Figure 4.8  

  

Figure 4.8 provides basic empirical support for this proposition. The likelihood 

that protests occur increases visibly with urbanization. In addition rights-based protests 

are the most common category in the largest urban areas.  
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Rights-Based Protest Where Protest is Rare: Government Rights Regimes  

Oaxaca has gone the furthest of Mexico’s states to recognize and implement 

indigenous rights in practice.200 Crucially, Oaxaca provides for some degree of 

indigenous autonomy at the municipal level. As discussed in earlier chapters, 

municipalities in Oaxaca can conduct local elections under either the traditional political 

party system or using customary law.  

I argued in Chapter One that local people respond to government initiatives that 

implement rights regimes by reevaluating their relationship with their government in 

terms of the rights recognized. In other words, local people respond strategically to rights 

regimes in that they become more likely to demand additional rights of their 

governments. Local people are also likely to internalize the normative logic of rights 

regimes that frames the obligations of the government in terms of the rights of local 

people.  

The government recognition of UyC elections in Oaxaca provides a test of this 

proposition. The statistical model from the previous chapter demonstrated that living in a 

UyC municipality did not have a statistically significant relationship to how frequently 

people protest. Despite the lack of impact on protest frequency, I expect that living in a 

UyC municipality will increase the probability that local people make rights demands if 

they protest.  

Figure 4.9 shows the distribution of different types of protest in Oaxaca based on 

whether or not the municipality uses UyC elections. For municipalities in Oaxaca that use 
                                                
200 See Anaya Muñoz 2005. 
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the political parties system, 69 counties, or 45 percent of political party municipalities did 

not experience protests. People from 65 counties, or 43 percent of political party 

municipalities, protested but did not make rights demands. People from 18 municipalities, 

or 12 percent of political party municipalities protested and made rights demands.  

Figure 4.9 

 

This compares to 108 municipalities in both Oaxaca and Chiapas that do not have 

a recognized rights regime and whose residents never protested, or 40 percent of this 

category. Of municipalities in both states without a rights regime, 121 municipalities, or 

45 percent had residents who protested but did not make rights demands. The residents of 
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41 municipalities, or 15 percent of municipalities without rights regimes, engaged in 

rights-based protest. 

The residents in the UyC municipalities of Oaxaca were unlikely to protest in 

general. Figure 4.9 shows that the residents of 303 UyC municipalities never protested in 

the research sample. This represents 72 percent of UyC municipalities. In comparison, 

residents of 79 UyC municipalities, or 19 percent of UyC municipalities, protested to 

demand things other than rights. Only in 36 UyC municipalities, or nine percent of UyC 

municipalities, did the residents protest and include rights demands in their protest 

repertoires. As these figures demonstrate UyC municipalities are not associated strongly 

with rights protest in an uncontrolled comparison. These results are deceptive, however, 

because they do not control for factors such as clientelism or weak leftwing networks that 

likely suppress protest in general in many UyC counties.  

Keystone Organizations Without Rights Demands: Leftwing Partisan Networks  

 I argue that leftwing partisan networks should not influence the type of protest 

that occurs, although these networks are associated with protests occurring in general. As 

in the previous chapter I use the average vote share per municipality for leftwing parties 

in the SMD tier of the 1990s House of Deputies federal elections as an indicator of the 

strength of leftwing partisan networks.  

Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of the leftwing vote share across each category 

of protest. As is evident in the figure, the median vote share for leftwing parties in 
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municipalities that did not protest is lower than the median leftwing vote share for the 

other categories. 

Figure 4.10 

 

A basic comparison of means reveals that these differences are significant, which 

is the expected result based on the model of protest frequency I developed in the previous 

chapter. The mean leftwing vote share for municipalities with no protests is 22.74 with a 

standard error of 0.64. The municipalities in the rights protest category have a mean 

leftwing vote share of 28.56 with a standard error of 1.49. In comparison, municipalities 

in the other protest category have a mean leftwing vote share of 27.22 with a standard 
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error of 0.92. The comparisons between each category of protest and no protest are 

significant at the 0.001 level. Leftwing support in areas of rights protest contrasts with 

leftwing support in areas of no protest by 5.82 with a standard error of 1.62 and a t score 

of 3.59. The leftwing vote share in areas of other protest contrasts with leftwing vote 

share in areas of no protest by 4.48 with a standard error of 1.23 and a t score of 3.98. 

The comparison between the other and rights categories of protest is not significant, and 

has a contrast of 1.34.  

Clientelism 

 I measure clientelism in this model using the same indicators as in the model of 

protest frequency from Chapter Three. The primary indicator of clientelism is high 

turnout in municipalities with high levels of economic marginalization in the 1990s. The 

urbanization index provides the second measure of clientelism with more rural areas 

more likely to have high degrees of clientelism. However, I refer to the urbanization 

index in this discussion as an indicator of likely ethnic dynamics more so than as a 

measure of the weakness of clientelism.  

In contrast to the previous analysis, I do not expect the presence of clientelism to 

have a strong effect on the type of protest. This is particularly the case because the 

multinomial logistic regression model compares types of protest to the base category of 

counties that include rights-based protest. Thus, the model asks whether clientelism is 

associated with no protest relative to rights-based protest rather than relative to protest in 

general. It is unlikely that clientelism will have strong effect depressing protest in these 
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cases and even less likely that it will influence the likelihood of rights demands once 

protests occur. As in the previous model, I include a measure of urbanization. However, 

in this model I am more concerned with the socialization effects of urban areas on the 

type of protest residents make than on the fact that urban areas are less likely than rural 

areas to be highly clientelistic.  

Control Variables: Municipal Characteristics  

 As in the frequency model from the previous chapter, I control for the level of 

migration in the municipality, whether or not the municipality is in the municipal zone of 

the state capital, and the state of the municipality. I control for migration because the 

degree to which migrant networks were established in a county had a significant effect on 

the frequency of protest, with people from higher migration areas more likely to protest 

frequently. I control for the municipal zone to control for reporting bias as in the previous 

model. I include a control for state because Chiapas has considerably fewer and larger 

municipalities than Oaxaca. The control for state provides a control for municipal size 

and other local effects.  

MULTINOMIAL LOGISTIC REGRESSION RESULTS 

 Table 4.2 shows the results for the multinomial logistic regression that compares 

municipalities with zero protests to those with rights-based protests and compares 

municipalities with other protests to those with rights-based protests. I take rights-based 

protest as the base category in this analysis because I am interested in how other 
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municipalities differ from municipalities that promote rights-claims as part of their 

residents protest repertoires. Because the category of interest is the base category in this 

model negative signs on the coefficients are associated with positive outcomes for rights-

based protest. This model does not examine the frequency of protest beyond asking 

whether or not at least one protest occurred in a given county.  
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Table 4.2: Protest Type by Municipality, Multinomial Logistic Regression 
Model. Protests Including Rights Demands are the Base Category 

 No Protests Other Protest 
Independent Variable Coefficient Coefficient 
Level of Marginalization 1990s -0.3852 

(0.4138) 
 

-0.5371 
(0.3958) 

60% or Greater Turnout 1990s -1.5007 
(1.379) 
 

-0.6205 
(1.2623) 

High Clientelism Measure 
(Interaction Turnout w/ Marginalization) 

0.6691 
(0.5275) 
 

0.1393 
(0.4975) 

Urbanization Scale  
 

-1.2907*** 
(0.2014) 
 

-0.4844*** 
(0.1823) 

Average Left Vote 1990s (%) -0.0278** 
(0.0109) 
 

-0.0064 
(0.0115) 

Indigenous Org. Office -1.3833** 
(0.6229) 
 

-0.9493* 
(0.5057) 

Contains a MAREZ -2.6011*** 
(0.7817) 
 

-2.5058*** 
(0.7145) 

ELF 2000  
 

-1.9537*** 
(0.7307) 
 

-1.6203** 
(0.7339) 

Usos y Costumbres 
 

-0.8460* 
(0.4551) 
 

-1.3292*** 
(0.4548) 

 Migration Level 1990 Census 
 

-0.2284 
(0.1610) 
 

-0.1456 
(0.1649) 

State Capital Zone 1.4683 
(0.9675) 
 

0.8603 
(0.9011) 

Chiapas 0.2285 
(0.6264) 
 

0.4562 
(0.5937) 

Constant  6.4429*** 
(1.4724) 

5.0821*** 
(1.4465) 

Protest Events: N= 678; Pseudo R2= 0.1901; log likelihood= -499.5442;  
***Significant at the 0.01 level; **Significant at the 0.05 level; *Significant at the 0.1 
level; Coefficients: Standard Errors in Parentheses 
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 I present the general results of this model first. I then discuss the effects that 

significant variables have on the odds of different types of protest occurring. For an 

multinomial logit model, odds ratios show how the odds of a given outcome vary relative 

to another outcome. 

Table 4.3: Relative Log Odds of Key Independent Variables  

Independent Variable Rights vs. None Rights vs. Other Other vs. None 

Urbanization Scale  
1 unit  
full range (0 to 5) 

 
3.64*** 

639.06*** 
 

 
1.62*** 

11.36*** 

 
2.24*** 

55.13*** 

Average Left Vote 1990s (%) 
1 sd (sd: 13.3) 
full range (0 to 73.5) 
 

 
1.45***  
7.77*** 

 

 
1.09***     
1.62*** 

 
1.33*** 
4.74*** 

Indigenous Org. Office 
1 vs. 0 
 

 
3.99*** 

 
2.58*** 

 

 
1.54*** 

 
Contains a MAREZ 
1 vs. 0 
 

 
13.48*** 

 
12.25*** 

 
1.10*** 

ELF 2000  
1 sd (sd: 21.5) 
full range (0 to 74.2) 
 

 
1.53*** 
4.26*** 

 

 
1.42*** 
3.35*** 

 
1.08*** 
1.28*** 

Usos y Costumbres 
1 vs. 0 
 

 
2.33*** 

 
3.78*** 

 

 
0.62*** 

***Significant at the 0.01 level; **Significant at the 0.05 level; *Significant at the 0.1 level 
 

 

Table 4.3 contains the relative log odds for key independent variables. These odds 

ratios compare specific categories of protest to each other. The first column shows the 

odds of rights-based protest compared to the odds that no protest occurred. The second 
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column differentiates among types of protest demands, given that protest occurred. It 

shows the odds of rights-based protest relative to other protest. The third column shows 

the odds that protest occurred that did not include rights demands relative to the odds that 

no protests occurred. Odds ratios indicate the relative odds of an outcome but they do not 

indicate the magnitude of the change in probability. 

I compute average marginal effects (AMEs) for the variables of interest to show 

the substantive impact of key independent variables. The predicted probabilities for a 

multinomial logistic regression model show the overall probability that the protest type 

occurs as influenced by the variables in question. In general, no protest is the most 

common category in the dataset and tends to be the most likely category in most 

predictions. The model predicts that no protests will occur in 60 percent of cases. It 

predicts that 11 percent of cases will include rights-based protest, and that 29 percent of 

cases will have protests that never include rights demands. Combining AMEs with the 

relative odds interpretation shows how different variables influence the likelihood of 

specific types of protest as based on the model.  

Results: Indigenous Organizations Predict Rights-Based Protest 

 The presence of the office of an indigenous organization in a county influences 

the category of protest that occurs. For the comparison of no protest to rights protest, the 

influence of indigenous organizations is negative and significant. This means that rights 

protests are more likely compared to no protests among people from counties that house 

an indigenous organization. The coefficient for this comparison is -1.38, and it is 
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significant at the 0.05 level. For the comparison of other protest to rights protest, the 

effect of an indigenous organizational office is only significant at the 0.1 level in a two-

tailed test. This comparison takes on a coefficient of -0.95.  

 The relative odds ratios clarify the substantive impact of these comparisons. As 

Table 4.3 reveals, the odds of rights protest compared to no protest are strong and 

significant. If a municipality contains the office of an indigenous organization, the odds 

of its residents engaging in rights protest are 3.99 times larger than the odds of its 

residents never protesting compared to municipalities without indigenous organizational 

offices, holding all other variables constant. This comparison is significant at the 0.01 

level. In contrast, the comparison of rights protest to other protest is significant only at 

the 0.1 level. For municipalities that contain the office of an indigenous organization, the 

odds of rights protest versus other protest are 2.58 times larger compared to 

municipalities without indigenous organizational offices. The odds of other protest versus 

no protest are not significant, which supports the theory that the moral narratives that 

indigenous organizations forward have an impact the type protests that occur in their 

areas of strength.  

 Predicted probabilities clarify the impact of indigenous organizations on the 

category of protest. Having an indigenous organization increases the probability of rights-

based protest by 0.14 all else equal, which is significant at the 0.1 level. In other words, 

the predicted effect of having an indigenous organization on rights protest is positive but 

not particularly strong or significant.  
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 Figure 4.11 combines the odds ratios with the marginal effects for protests 

relative to the category of no protests.201 It illustrates the relative odds and marginal 

effects of each type of protest compared to no protest. Odds increase as the letters move 

towards the right. Categories of protest that are connected with a line have odds that are 

not statistically distinct at the 0.1 level. Letters that are larger reflect more probable 

outcomes. The shifts up and down of the letters are for legibility only.  

Figure 4.11 

 

 

                                                
201 Long and Freese 2014 developed this type of graph to illustrate multinomial logit results.  
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As the graph reveals, the probability of other protests is very small compared to 

the categories of no protest and rights protest. Thus having an indigenous organization 

based in the county significantly increases both the probability and the odds of rights 

demands occurring during protests. It does not have a significant effect on the odds that 

protests will occur but never include rights demands.   

 This figure combines the results for Zapatista networks, general indigenous 

organizations, and UyC municipalities. I will refer to it again during the discussion of 

those variables. In this figure, the no protest category remains constant. This graph 

reflects that for indigenous organizations the odds of no protest are not distinguishable 

statistically from the odds of protests that never include rights claims. The tiny size of the 

P on this line of the graph shows that the AME for other protest is very small as well. As 

the graph indicates, indigenous organizing is associated strongly with rights-based protest 

repertoires.  

Results: Zapatista Organizing Strongly Predicts Rights Protest 

 The presence of a MAREZ in a county is a strong predictor that people from that 

county will engage in rights-based protest. For the comparison of no protests relative to 

rights protest, this variable takes on a coefficient of -2.60 and is significant at the 0.01 

level. For the comparison of other protest relative to rights protest it takes on a coefficient 

of -2.51, which is also significant at the 0.01 level.   

 Table 4.3 shows the relative odds of different categories of protest. For 

municipalities that contain a MAREZ, the odds of having rights protests versus no 
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protests at all increase by a factor of 13.48, holding all other variables constant. Likewise, 

the odds of having rights protest versus other protests increase by a factor of 12.25 with 

the presence of a MAREZ in the county. Both of these findings are significant at the 0.01 

level. In contrast, whether or not the county houses a MAREZ has no significant effect on 

the odds of protests occurring but never including rights demands versus no protests 

occurring. 

 Rights protest is the most likely category of protest for areas with a MAREZ. 

Coming from a municipality that houses a MAREZ has a large and significant impact on 

whether right demands become part of protests. The effect of a MAREZ lowers the 

probability of no protest by 0.25, which is significant at the 0.05 level. Having a MAREZ 

also lowers the probability of falling into the other protest category by -0.14, which is 

significant at the 0.1 level. In comparison having a MAREZ in the county increase the 

probability that it will fall into the rights-based protest category by 0.39, which is 

significant at the 0.01 level. This is a substantively huge impact on the type of protest.   

 As shown in Figure 4.11, the effect of having a MAREZ in a county strongly 

increases the odds of rights protest relative to no protest. The probability that the 

municipality falls into the rights protest category is also high, which is evident through 

the large size of the R symbol on the graph. In contrast, having a MAREZ is negatively 

associated with the category of other protests and the category of no protest, and there is 

not a substantive difference in the relative odds of protesting but never making rights 

demands and not protesting at all.  
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These findings provide evidence of the role that the Zapatista movement plays as 

a keystone organization for rights-based protest. The Zapatista movement created 

MAREZ based on a justification of fundamental indigenous rights to territory and 

autonomy. The movement used this narrative of rights to justify protest. The results of 

this analysis show that people who live in areas with strong Zapatista networks are much 

more likely to view their relationship with their government in terms of rights and to 

protest in ways that include rights demands than are people in other areas, all else equal.  

Results: Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization Predicts Rights Protest 

 The ELF index differentiates significantly between the outcomes of no protests 

and rights protests and between the outcomes of other protest and rights protest. This 

index takes on a coefficient of -1.95 for no protests compared to rights protest, which is 

significant at the 0.01 level, and of takes on a coefficient of -1.62 for other protest 

compared to rights protest, which is significant at the 0.05 level.  

 Ethnolinguistic diversity encourages rights protest in a similar manner to 

indigenous keystone organizations.  Moving one standard deviation up the scale of 

ethnolinguistic diversity increase the odds of rights protest versus no protest by a factor 

of 1.53, which is significant at the 0.01 level. Going from a completely homogenous 

municipality to one with an ELF score of 74.2, the maximum value in the research 

sample, increases the odds of rights protest by a factor of 4.26, which is significant at the 

0.05 level. Moving one standard deviation up the scale of ethnolinguistic diversity also 

increases the relative odds of rights protest versus other protest by a factor of 1.42, which 
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is significant at the 0.05 level. The jump from a homogenous municipality to one with an 

ELF score of 74.2 increases the odds of rights protest by a factor of 3.35 compared to the 

odds that protests will occur by protesters will never make rights demands. This result is 

also significant at the 0.05 level. In contrast, ethnolinguistic diversity does not 

differentiate between the categories of other protest and no protest.  

While indigenous ethnic diversity increases the odds of rights based protest 

considerably, its effect on the probability that protests will occur and protesters will make 

rights demands at least once is smaller. A one standard deviation increase in 

ethnolinguistic fractionalization increases the probability of rights protest by 0.04. 

Moving the full range from the least diverse to the most diverse places, increases the 

probability of rights protest by 0.11. These effects are significant at the 0.05 level. One 

standard deviation increase in ethnolinguistic fractionalization decreases the probability 

of no protests occurring by 0.03. Moving from the least diverse to the most diverse 

places, decreases the probability of no protests occurring by 0.10, but these effects are 

only significant at the 0.1 level. Ethnolinguistic fractionalization has an insignificant 

impact on the probability of protests that do not include rights protests occurring.  

Figure 4.12 shows the relationship between indigenous diversity and the 

probability of rights protest occurring graphically. Higher levels of ethnolinguistic 

fractionalization increase the probability of rights-based protest. However, the overall 

effect of this variable is small, so having rights-based protest occur in a county remains 

the least probable outcome. In contrast, ethnolinguistic fractionalization decreases the 

probability of no protest in a county. This variable has no observable effect on the 
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probability of protests that never involve rights occurring in a county, and the slope of 

this line stays flat on the graph. 

Figure 4.12 

 
 

Figure 4.13 illustrates this small substantive impact of ethnolinguistic diversity on 

protest type. While the results support the argument that native peoples from areas with 

greater diversity are more likely to claim and mobilize around indigenous identities, this 

effect is small compared to other variables. Like the presence of indigenous 

organizations, an increase in local diversity predicts rights protest will occur. The impact 
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on protests involving rights versus other categories of protest is positive and significant, 

in contrast there are no significant difference in the odds of no protest versus protests that 

never include rights demands.  

Figure 4.13 

 
Figure 4.13 also illustrates the relative odds and marginal effects of urbanization 

and leftwing networks on rights-based and other protests. It takes no protests as the base 

category for easy visual comparison. This means that the zero protest category remains 

constant on the figure relative to the other categories.  
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Results: Rights-Based Protest Becomes More Likely in Urban Areas 

The urbanization scale is associated significantly with municipalities that include 

rights-based protest. Urbanization takes on a coefficient of -1.29 and is significant at the 

0.01 level in differentiating the category of no protest from the category of rights protest. 

The urbanization scale takes on a coefficient of -0.48 that is significant at the 0.01 level 

in differentiating areas that protested but lack rights protests to areas with rights protests. 

In other words, higher levels of urbanization increase significantly the likelihood that 

people from the area will make at least one rights-based protest.   

 As Table 4.3 shows, each additional unit in the urbanization scale means that the 

odds of rights protest compared to no protest are 3.64 higher holding all else constant. 

Moving the full range of the urbanization scale increases the odds of rights protest versus 

no protest by a factor of 639.06. The odds of other protest compared to no protest also 

increase considerably. For a one-unit increase on the urbanization scale the odds of other 

protest compared to no protest increases by a factor of 2.24.  

Moving from the most rural to the most urban areas, holding all else equal, results 

in 55.13 higher odds of other protest versus no protest. The odds of rights protest relative 

to other protest also increase. A one-unit increase in the urbanization scale increases the 

odds of rights protest versus other protest by a factor of 1.62, all else equal. Moving from 

the most rural to the most urban counties, holding everything else constant, increases the 

odds that protests will include rights demands by a factor of 11.36. All of these results are 

significant at the 0.01 level.  
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A one standard deviation increase in the urbanization scale decreases the 

likelihood of no protest by 0.20. It increases the likelihood of rights protest occurring by 

0.11 and increases the likelihood of other protests by 0.09. These predicted probabilities 

are significant at the 0.01 level.  

Figure 4.14 

 

Figure 4.14 shows the predicted probabilities of each category of protest by the 

urbanization index. The probability of not having any protests decreases significantly 

with urbanization. The probability of having rights-based protest increases with 
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urbanization, while the probability of local people protesting but never making rights 

demands grows and then decreases with urbanization.  

In rural counties, no protest is significantly the most likely category, followed by 

a much lower probability of other protest and rights protest. Having other types of protest 

is more likely than having rights-based protests occur at this level. The same pattern 

exists for counties with towns of two to five thousand people. The probability of no 

protests drops considerably as counties become more urban. In municipalities with an 

urban area of 10 to 20 thousand no protest is significantly less likely than other protests. 

This pattern holds for more urban municipalities as well, and predictions for the most 

urban areas are not distinguishable from zero at the 95 percent confidence interval. 

Having rights-based protests becomes the most likely category in urban municipalities, 

however the confidence intervals for the point predictions for the rights-based and other 

protest categories overlap except in the most rural areas.  

Figure 4.13 shows the odds of each type of protest relative to no protests 

graphically for continual independent variables. It shows that rights protest has higher 

odds of occurring relative to other protest with a one-unit increase in the urbanization 

index. It also represents graphically the roughly similar probabilities that each type of 

protest will occur with a one-unit increase in the urbanization index.  

The fact that as urbanization increases so does the probability of local people 

making rights demands should be interpreted with caution as evidence of an effect of 

clientelism on protest type. While clientelism weakens in urban areas, I argue that the 

urbanization index provides better support for how changes in living and working 
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environments alter patterns of indigenous self-identification and corresponding 

tendencies to demand ethnic rights.  

Results: Official Rights Regimes Make Rights Protests More Likely  

 People from municipalities that use UyC elections in Oaxaca are significantly 

more likely to include rights demands in their protests if they protest at all. The 

comparison between no protest and rights protest reveals that people from these 

municipalities are more likely to engage in rights protest than no protest, but that this 

result is not significant at conventional levels. For no protest versus rights protest the 

coefficient is -0.85. Nevertheless, this comparison is only significant at the 0.1 level. In 

contrast, having UyC elections takes on a coefficient of -1.33 in the comparison of the 

categories of other protest to rights protest, which is highly significant at the 0.01 level. 

These results reflect the finding that unlike keystone organizations, government-

implemented ethnic rights regimes do not tend to increase protest frequency.  

 The odds ratios shown in Table 4.3 show the increase that having UyC elections 

brings in the odds of rights protest versus no protest. They also show the decrease that 

UyC elections brings in the odds of other protest versus no protest are only significant at 

the 0.1 level. Having UyC municipal elections increases the odds of rights protest 

compared to no protest by a factor of 2.33. It decreases the odds of protest that never 

involves rights claims versus other protest by a factor of 0.62. In comparison, having 

UyC municipal elections has a substantial and significant positive influence on the odds 

of rights protest versus other protest. If a municipality holds UyC elections, holding all 
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other variables constant, its odds of falling into the rights-based protest category are 3.78 

times larger than its odds of falling into other protest category, which is significant at the 

0.01 level  

 The predicted probabilities of different types of protest likewise underline that the 

results for rights-based versus other protests are considerably more robust than the results 

of the rights regime on whether or not protests occur. The predicted probabilities for the 

category of no protests are not significant. In contrast, the model differentiates well 

between protest types. Having UyC elections decreases the probability of protesting but 

never making rights claims by 0.12, which is significant at the 0.05 level. Having UyC 

elections increases the probability of making rights demands during at least one protest 

by 0.08, which is significant at the 0.01 level.  

 Figure 4.11, illustrates the relative odds and predicted probabilities of each 

category of protest for UyC municipalities versus other municipalities. All else equal, 

having UyC elections increases the odds of falling into the rights-based protest category 

followed by the no protest category. This means that if people from municipalities with a 

government implemented rights regime protest, they are likely to include rights demands 

in their protest repertoire. They are significantly unlikely to protest without making at 

least one demand about rights. The graph also illustrates visually that the probability of 

rights protest is smaller in UyC municipalities than in areas with indigenous 

organizations in general, and that having a MAREZ in the county has the strongest effect 

both the probability and the relative odds of falling into the rights protest category 

relative to no protests.  
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Results: Clientelism 

 The main measure of clientelism, the interaction of turnout and marginalization, is 

not significant in this model. In addition, neither the marginalization index or turnout 

rates are significant in general. However, this model still provides support for the 

argument that clientelism depresses protest.   

Figure 4.15 

 
Figure 4.15 shows the interaction between turnout and economic marginalization 

graphically. It is clear from the graph that the confidence intervals for rights protest 

counties and other protest counties overlap no matter the degree of economic 
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marginalization. In other words, clientelism has no significant effect on the probability of 

the type of protest demands. The model predicts no protest in high marginalization 

municipalizes with high turnout. This effect is significant at the 0.1 level, so it is just 

outside of the range of conventional statistical significance for a two-tailed test.  

Results: Leftwing Partisan Networks Promote Protest Not Specific Demands 

 The strength of leftwing networks does not differentiate among types of protest. 

The average left vote takes on a coefficient of -0.03 that is significant at the 0.05 level for 

the comparison of no protest to rights protest. This effect supports further the role of 

leftwing parties as keystone organizations for the growth of protest networks. As 

predicted, the strength of leftwing partisan networks does not determine whether or not 

protests concerning rights will occur compared to other protests. The comparison of other 

protests to rights protest is not significant in the model.  

 The odds of rights protest versus no protest and of other protest versus no protest 

both increase significantly with the strength of leftwing partisan networks. However, 

because the comparison of these categories is not significant in the model the relative 

odds of each type of protest versus no protest are not significantly different from each 

other. As shown in Table 4.3, for each standard deviation increase in the leftwing vote, 

the odds of rights protests versus no protest increase by a factor of 1.45. Moving from 

zero support to 73.5 percent support for the left, or the full range of this variable, 

increases the odds of rights protest by a factor of 7.77. These results are significant at the 

0.05 level. Increasing the left vote by one standard deviation increase the odds of other 
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protest versus no protest by a factor of 1.33, which is significant at the 0.01 level. Moving 

the full range of the left vote increases the odds of other protest versus no protest by a 

factor of 4.74, which is significant at the 0.05 level. As shown in Table 4.3 the 

comparison of the odds rights protest and the odds of other protest is not significant.  

 The model predicts that increasing support for leftwing candidates by one 

standard deviation decreases the probability that no protests will occur by 0.08. Moving 

the full range of this variable degreases the probability of no protests by 0.32. These 

effects are significant at the 0.01 level. Increasing support for leftwing candidates by one 

standard deviation increases the likelihood of protests that did not involve rights 

happening in a county by 0.04, which is significant at the 0.05 level. Moving the from the 

least leftwing to the most leftwing places increases the probability that protests not 

including rights demands will occur by 0.20, which is significant at the 0.1 level.  

Figure 4.16 shows the probability of different categories of protest based on the 

local strength of the left. The slopes of the lines show the overall effect of this variable on 

each category. The category of no protest decreases sharply. In contrast, both categories 

of protests increase moderately with different values of leftist support. 

The fewer cases at higher levels of leftist voting results in less confidence in 

predictions from the model at these levels than for more modest, and typical, leftwing 

support. The predicted probabilities show that no protest is the most likely category when 

the average vote for leftwing candidates in the 1990s federal SMD House of Deputies 

elections stays under 70 percent. The model predicts that having protests but not having 

rights protest is the next most likely category. Having rights protests is the least likely 
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category. However, predictions surrounding these types of protest become statistically 

indistinguishable in places where the leftwing vote averaged over 65 percent in the 

1990s.  

Figure 4.16 

  

This figure shows that increasing the strength of the left has very similar effects 

for rights protests and for other protests. The slopes of these lines are nearly the same. 

The likelihood of local people protesting without making rights demands grows 

somewhat more steeply but this difference in not substantial.  
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 As noted earlier, Figure 4.13 combines the overall information about odds ratios 

with the marginal effects of the leftwing vote and the other continual independent 

variables in the model. It shows visually that increasing leftwing networks increases the 

odds of protest overall, and likewise indicates that the type of protest that occurs is 

statistically indistinguishable.  

Results: Municipal Characteristics  

 The model shows no significant effects for the controls for municipal 

characteristics. Neither the migration index, nor whether the municipality is located in the 

municipal zone of the state capital, nor the state of the municipality had significant 

effects on the type of protest.  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: MORAL NARRATIVES AND GOVERNMENT ACTIONS  

Rights-based protest gives protesters a source of leverage over policy when other 

means of influencing the state work poorly. Marginalized groups, including ethnic 

minorities, can use rights-based demands during protests to draw attention to and demand 

a remedy for injustices. As a reflection of this reality, the moral narratives that ethnic 

minority organizations forward will often involve an appeal to rights.  

The statistical model in this chapter shows that the degree to which activist 

organizations use rights talk to provide a moral foundation for protest influences the 

degree to which local people are likely to make rights demands during public protests.  
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In southern Mexico, where indigenous activist organizations served as keystone 

organizations for the growth of protest networks they spread a moral narrative that 

justified protests to local people. This moral narrative tended to make reference to 

indigenous rights and to human rights. The statistical model in this chapter demonstrates 

that the presence of indigenous organizational offices in a county increases the likelihood 

that rights-based protests will occur in the county.  

Moreover, the empirical model demonstrates that people living in areas of 

strength of the Zapatista movement are particularly likely to include rights demands in 

their protest repertoires. The Zapatistas changed the ideological space in Chiapas through 

their focus on indigenous rights. This analysis confirms the strong impact that this 

movement has had on how indigenous people in its areas of strength understand 

themselves as bearers of specific ethnic rights.  

In comparison, the moral narratives the political left in Mexico uses to justify 

protest rarely make reference to rights. This lack of rights talk shows up in how leftwing 

partisan networks affect protest. Leftwing parties act as keystone organizations for 

leftwing partisan protest networks, but their presence does not encourage rights-based 

protest. Neither does it discourage local people from making rights demands during 

protests.  

That the degree of ethnic diversity in a municipality is positively and significantly 

associated with rights claims during protest also provides evidence for the role of 

indigenous identification in prompting local people to claim rights. More diverse and 
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more urban areas, in which pan-indigenous identities become more likely, are more likely 

to witness rights-based protest. 

Government rights regimes provide a different path to rights-based protest, and 

the statistical model confirms the salience of this path. For indigenous people living in 

UyC municipalities, the recognition of local customs as valid by the government created 

a precedent that some powerful political actors in Oaxaca would be receptive to 

indigenous rights claims.  

Hale’s concern that multicultural reforms under neoliberalism would move 

indigenous activism away from substantive economic issues and towards cultural rights 

cannot be dismissed for UyC elections (see Hale 2002). Residents of counties that 

employ UyC elections are more likely than not to include rights demands if they protest 

at all. However, 26 percent of protests in the dataset that included rights demands by 

residents of UyC municipalities also included distributional demands. Even in places 

where institutional factors encourage rights-based protest, local people still express 

distributional concerns. Moreover, as the national reception to the Zapatista movement 

demonstrated, rights-based protests still challenge the status quo of Mexican society. 

Indigenous Mexicans envision a renegotiation of the relationship between their peoples 

and their states. Thus, the invocation of rights by local indigenous people in Oaxaca and 

Chiapas, moves beyond standard accountability politics and holds the potential to 

transform the legal order in southern Mexico.  
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 

KEYSTONE ORGANIZATIONS AS ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS 

Sometimes political change hits like a rainstorm. Democratization melts through 

the ossified surface of society to create fertile soil to nurture a nascent more inclusionary 

country. Yet this rainstorm creates a verdant local political environment only if the seeds 

of social transformation are already present.  

Like the hummingbirds that pollinate cactus, shrubs, and trees to sustain the plant 

life that shelters other animals in an arid landscape, keystone organizations transform the 

inhospitable political landscape to nurture fellow activists. Without the plant life the 

hummingbirds sustain, the rains would only wash away the soil. Likewise, national 

democratization can only take root at the local level through the efforts of local people. 

With the presence of keystone species, the natural ecosystem blooms from the rain. 

Keystone organizations likewise help the political environment flower. Yet dramatic 

political transformations are rare; the desert remains a desert even in flower.  

This tension between political continuity and reform frustrates activists not only 

in Mexico but also in many ethnically-diverse new democracies. National political 

transitions do not necessarily become local political openings. Activists and ordinary 

people use protest to hold their governments to account and to open politics at the local 

level. But while public protest is often the best accountability mechanism available, 

protesters at most have indirect power over politicians. 
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How Protest Builds Political Accountability  

Sustained public protests that block roads and buildings do create real economic 

hardships, but the success of protest as an accountability mechanism depends on local 

people or higher political authorities condemning politicians, rather than protesters, in the 

wake of the protest. Public protest can bring politicians to negotiate with protesters. It can 

win economic concessions and sometimes political concessions as well. It can also spur 

movements among citizens to sanction corrupt or abusive politicians in upcoming 

elections. However, in most cases, local people are stuck with repressive, corrupt, or 

undemocratic politicians until the next elections. There is also no guarantee that local 

elections will be free and fair in a newer democracy, or that politicians who are subject to 

protest will lose.202   

Accountability involves holding politicians answerable for their decisions and 

being able to sanction politicians for those decisions, but public protest can neither force 

politicians to explain themselves nor sanction them directly.203 Protest accountability is 

not the same type of mechanism as democratic accountability, which sanctions and 

replaces politicians through elections. Nor do public protests tend to trigger formal 

accountability mechanisms in the state.204 In addition, unlike Smulovitz and Perruzzotti’s 

                                                
202 See O’Donnell’s discussion of brown areas, or areas where democracy and the rule of law fail to grow, 
in O’Donnell and Whitehead 2009.  
203 See Schedler 1999 for a discussion of accountability as a political concept. 
204 The literature on accountability following O’Donnell 1999 tends to call accountability that comes from 
elections a type of vertical accountability, and accountability from within competing state agencies 
horizontal accountability. See in addition Fox 2007 and Peruzzotti and Smulovitz 2006.  
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concept of social accountability, public protest in southern Mexico rarely combines social 

activism with the use of formal legal challenges to sanction politicians.205  

Compared to any of these mechanisms, public protest is a profoundly weak source 

of political accountability. But it is also an informal source of accountability that works 

where other ways of holding politicians answerable to ordinary people are absent or 

inadequate. Protest relies on publicity as a sanction. It holds politicians to account, and 

politicians who fail to explain themselves are likely to face negative consequences from 

the electorate. In this sense, public protest as accountability works best in democracies 

because people in a democracy have access to other mechanisms to hold politicians 

accountable. As Fox (2007) argues, accountability politics can also be democratizing if 

movements toward accountability create networks that check the power of the state.  

There is an additional reason to see public protest as an accountability mechanism 

that works best in a democratic setting. Electoral politics in a democracy provide a way 

for voters to sanction politicians formally. Protests, in contrast, are not a source of 

democratic accountability because protesters are not necessarily representative of the 

electorate as a whole. Scholars have warned that repressive as well as constructive 

organizations can dominate civil society.206 Mobilization can constrict rights and 

reinforce repressive political orders rather than expand rights and democratize politics.  

Protest is not a democratic mechanism and does not automatically or necessarily 

lead to greater procedural democracy. The effects of protest on democratic accountability 

                                                
205 See Smulovitz and Peruzzotti 2000 and Peruzzotti and Smulovitz 2006.  
206 See Berman 1997; 2003 and Chambers and Kopstein 2001. 
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depend on the interests of protesters. In new democracies there are reasons for measured 

optimism that protest will tend to be pro-democratic.  

Chapter One argued that protest networks form using the moral narratives that 

keystone organizations forward. Chapters Two and Three showed how this process 

worked at the local level and Chapter Four showed that moral narratives matter for rights-

based protest. Leftwing parties are particularly likely to serve as keystone organizations 

in new democracies. These parties are likely to forward moral narratives, as has the PRD 

in Mexico, that hold electoral democracy as desirable and treat public protest as the 

guardian of free and fair elections. So long as these commitments to democracy do not 

erode among protesters, they are likely to push public protest towards pro-democratic 

outcomes. However, democracy is complicated. A strong commitment to a leftwing party 

or politician is not the same thing as a knowledge of or commitment to procedural 

democracy and strong institutions in general. In addition, other political forces may 

respond to leftwing protesters in ways that result in less democratic outcomes.  

Ethnic Minorities and Protest as Accountability Politics  

The left itself can be a source of political exclusion to the extent that leftwing 

parties follow social patterns that discriminate against ethnic minorities. For this reason, 

Weldon (2011) argues that social movements represent marginalized people better than 

do political parties and that strong social movements sway public policies in favor of 

women, ethnic minorities, and workers. In this situation, protest politics can ameliorate 

one of the flaws of procedural democracy.  
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This dissertation demonstrates through case studies and statistical analysis that 

indigenous people can use protest to influence their governments. Their use of protest 

coexists with weak legal institutions, substantial poverty, and with political parties that 

have yet to incorporate many indigenous candidates beyond local elections. The results of 

public protest are uncertain and often modest, but as Chapter Two demonstrates, 

protesting can grow bonds of solidarity among indigenous people. It also contributes to 

the strength of indigenous organizations, which typically improve daily life for 

indigenous people in the region in concrete ways.  

In Chiapas and Oaxaca, the partisan leftist and indigenous organizing of the 1990s 

sustained a new protest ecosystem. The efforts of these organizations led to the growth of 

protest in key municipalities and put indigenous rights on the political agenda as 

evidenced by the case studies in Chapter Two and the statistical analyses in Chapters 

Three and Four. The Zapatista movement in addition altered the political landscape of 

some municipalities by building parallel governing institutions.  

However, as the case of Ocosingo demonstrated, strong indigenous organizations 

in civil society do not in and of themselves translate to political inclusion for indigenous 

people in official government. Moreover, indigenous activism often finds few allies in 

government. For example, the movements against megaprojects in the Isthmus of 

Tehuantepec led by organizations including UCIZONI and the APIDTyT are engaged in 

a continual struggle with political forces in the area, including the political left.  

Through public protests, indigenous peoples sometimes win political contests or 

at least influence political outcomes. More often, the concessions they win are partial, 
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and even these partial victories become ephemeral without continual mobilization. The 

old repressive order of southern Mexican politics has atrophied but has by no means 

vanished.  

In Chiapas and Oaxaca, indigenous movements arguably represent indigenous 

peoples better and more consistently than general political parties. They are certainly 

more likely than parties to forward claims for indigenous rights, as Chapter Four 

demonstrated. The extent to which this type of representation through mobilization 

includes women and other groups within minority populations depends on the 

organizations themselves. In the case of indigenous movements in the Isthmus of 

Tehuantepec region of Oaxaca and in the Lacandon Jungle and Highlands regions of 

Chiapas, the majority of organizations are deliberately inclusive and pro-democratic. But 

there is nothing inherently democratic or inclusive about ethnic minority organizations. 

The Zapatista movement itself faces criticism for its strict requirements of community 

members.207  

The tension between the interests of the group and the interests of disadvantaged 

subgroups is inherent within collective politics. In modern democracies, the common way 

to ameliorate this tension is through written constitutions and a strong rule of law. 

Mexico, like many newer democracies, lacks a strong judicial system and a consistent 

rule of law. Rights-based protests when they occur in southern Mexico commonly make 

                                                
207 Barmeyer (2009) relates that Zapatista communities not only ban their members from taking 
government aid to prevent government coercion but also ban alcohol in the community to prevent bad 
societal effects. In this sense, the Zapatista movement regulates its membership strongly, although 
membership is voluntary. Viquiera (2000) criticizes the Zapatista movement as antidemocratic for its 
rejection of electoral politics and its hierarchical structure.    
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demands for collective indigenous rights rather than demands for individual rights. 

Activists tend to lack trust in the government to protect individuals. In addition, protest 

tends to address collective issues in southern Mexico. Judicial demands to free specific 

prisoners or to arrest specific people are a partial exception, but these demands work to 

remedy specific legal failings rather than to improve individual rights in general.  

The findings of this dissertation demonstrate that protest can serve the interests of 

organized segments of ethnic minority populations. Whether or not public protest also 

protects the interests of vulnerable subgroups within minority populations is beyond the 

scope of this study. Theory would indicate that protest only serves as a political tool for 

people who organize themselves.  

Multiple Strategies of Representation and Political Accountability  

Public protest as a source of accountability does not rely on formal institutions 

like courts. It relies on local peoples’ ability to organize and voice their indignation. 

Public protests can sway the opinions of sympathetic politicians in favor of protesters. 

This ability to influence politicians is one of the main effects of protest on political 

parties that Goldstone suggested (see: Goldstone 2003; 2004).  

That the political left works as a keystone organization for protest in southern 

Mexico is evidence that politicians remain connected to protesters. The theoretical and 

empirical evidence suggests that protest is strongest as an accountability mechanism in 

areas in which protesters can use it to sway sympathetic politicians. Protests to replace 
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antagonistic politicians require long time horizons and great coordination with society in 

general. 

The case studies of Chapter Two and the statistical analysis of Chapter Three 

showed that leftwing parties often play a key role in the growth of protest networks. 

These parties remain sympathetic to allied organizations in civil society. The example of 

COCEI showed the benefits and the limitations of incorporating ethnic minority voices 

into leftist parties. A strong partisan left in Juchitán created overlapping networks that 

sustained frequent protest. COCEI made Juchitán one of the most protest-prone counties 

in the region. In contrast, indigenous and social movements filled the gap left by a 

relatively weak political left in Ocosingo and Matías Romero.  

Ethnic minority activists face a dilemma when dealing with leftwing politics. 

Should these activists join political parties and use electoral politics or should they 

remain independent in exchange for less immediate power but better control of their 

organizational agendas? The activists who lead indigenous organizations in southern 

Mexico have for the most part chosen the independent path.  

The statistical analysis and case studies from this dissertation suggest a role for 

both strategies. Chapter Four demonstrated that indigenous organizations that forward a 

moral narrative of indigenous rights promoted rights demands in their areas of strength. 

People who lived in circumstances likely to generate pan-indigenous identities were also 

more likely to make rights demands. In contrast, the political left does not concern itself 

with building ethnic rights networks in Mexico. It does not focus on indigenous people as 

a specific constituency.  
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Chapter Two demonstrated that even in areas where the left is dominated by 

indigenous people, leftwing politics tend not to champion indigenous issues over other 

members of the left. The reaction of COCEI, compared to UCIZONI and APIDTyT, to 

multinational wind farms provides a strong example of why independent organizations 

are important. The statewide PRD supports development through wind energy, and, as a 

result, COCEI has stayed relatively quiet on the issue.  

Defending indigenous rights, territory, and self-determination is difficult in a 

political system with a weak rule of law that recognizes few indigenous rights formally. 

Organizational independence is important. On the other hand, without partisan allies, 

indigenous organizations face an uphill political struggle. For indigenous people the most 

leverage over policy likely comes through building independent organizations in the 

same areas that indigenous people advance to leadership positions in leftwing (and other) 

parties. 

Public protest may influence public policy by swaying sympathetic politicians 

who know that losing the support of a sizeable group of protesters has political 

consequences. Chapter One spelled out the theoretical reasons why the partisan left 

would support the growth of protest networks among allied and independent 

organizations. Chapter Two provided concrete examples of how the left supports protest 

networks, and Chapter Three showed that the left serves as a keystone organization for 

the growth of protest in general in southern Mexico. 

For elections to compliment protest as accountability mechanisms requires that 

voters have a decent choice among competing political candidates. If all parties and 
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politicians are the same, as some radical social movements now argue in Mexico, then 

neither public protest nor elections will serve as effective accountability mechanisms.  

Transforming political parties is difficult. Politicians rarely have the good 

reputations of social movement activists. However, party politics remains a vital avenue 

for building representation. Gaining elected office is one of the main remaining 

challenges for ethnic minorities throughout Latin America, and it is an important one 

since gains made in electoral politics will reinforce gains made in civil society.  

The Problem of Clientelism for Political Accountability 

Clientelism undermines the growth of representative and accountable party 

politics. Stokes (2005) coined the term perverse accountability to describe the way that 

clientelism holds voters accountable to political bosses rather than holding politicians 

accountable to voters. Partisan clientelism created a barren political landscape in southern 

Mexico. Where clientelistic bosses predominated, alternative political expressions 

languished. Protest remained infrequent. This infrequent protest is a sign of the lack of 

political accountability that clientelist bosses experience.  

As Chapter Two demonstrated, clientelist bosses block the growth of protest 

networks in places where they hold tight control of local politics. In San Juan Chamula 

and San Mateo del Mar, these local bosses reinforced their control through appeals to 

indigenous customs. This finding suggests that future studies of clientelism should look 

to how bosses harness their power to build not only networks of bribery but also 

networks of indoctrination.  
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In contrast, the examples of Juchitán and Matías Romero demonstrated that while 

parties still use clientelism in complex urban political environments, clientelist politics in 

these areas is less coercive than in tight-knit rural areas. In Juchitán, in particular, both 

COCEI and the PRI have conditioned municipal service provision to poor neighborhoods 

on political support by residents. Yet as the examples from Chapter Two demonstrated, 

the competitive political leaders within COCEI built rather than overwhelmed protest 

networks.  

A number of indigenous organizations including the APIDTyT have become 

strong local critics of COCEI. The #YoSoy132 Istmo movement that young mostly 

indigenous students organized in the municipality for the 2012 elections also criticized 

both COCEI and the PRI. These critical organizations thrive in Juchitán because 

clientelism is much weaker in the urban municipality than in more rural areas.  

In Matías Romero and surrounding municipalities, UCIZONI monitors and 

reports on clientelism during elections. Its actions build a source of accountability for 

politicians as did the #YoSoy132 movement in Juchitán by exposing political corruption. 

Like Juchitán, Matías Romero is fairly urban and a complex political environment with 

decent levels of economic development. In other words, people in Juchitán and Matías 

Romero are less structurally vulnerable to clientelism than people in other more rural 

counties.  

People in Ocosingo, Chiapas were also less structurally vulnerable to clientelism. 

The city of Ocosingo is a large urban center that links poorly to its rural environs. In 

Ocosingo, clientelism tends to work through networks of indirect rule that divide rural 
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communities and deliver benefits in an unpredictable manner. This case demonstrated 

that in the absence of tight networks of surveillance, clientelist webs of social control are 

weak. It also showed that politicians who are unreliable patrons build resentment rather 

than loyalty among potential clients. For indigenous communities in the far-flung rural 

areas of the county, state neglect, discrimination, and repression still characterize party 

politics.  

Chapter Three demonstrated the relevance of clientelism as a general mechanism 

of protest suppression. All else equal, more rural areas were less likely to protest 

frequently. In addition, high turnout in poor municipalities was associated with 

significantly fewer protest events.  

Clientelism as a protest suppression mechanism raises troubling implications for 

the growth of accountability in rural Mexico. Where clientelism predominates, electoral 

accountably works inadequately. In addition, because clientelism depresses public protest 

this alternative informal mechanism of accountably is also absent. Unfortunately, 

political clientelism appears likely to be a sustained feature of politics in Mexico, 

particularly in poor, rural, tightly-connected communities.  

There is much to value in rural life in Mexico, and urbanization is not a feasible 

solution for clientelism in any case. Neither is economic prosperity, which tends to be 

elusive in many rural areas of Mexico and which, the literature indicates, clientelism 

impedes. Universalistic social welfare policies would in theory help to break political 

clientelism because they undermine the discretionary power of clientelistic politicians 

over social provision. In the current era of neoliberal politics, an expanding welfare state 
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seems unlikely. Moreover, the very politicians who thrive through clientelism have an 

interest in the continued poverty of their clients.  

The case of San Mateo del Mar does offer one source of hope. Indigenous and 

other activist organizations can organize people in clientelistic municipalities over the 

objections of party bosses. These organizations, like the APIDTyT, come from outside 

the municipality and incorporate members within the clientelistic county. By building 

political efficacy and the capacity to protest, they give local people tools for political 

change.  

UCIZONI acted in a similar manner in municipalities surrounding Matías 

Romero, although it had considerable early support in those rural counties as well. The 

organizational base of UCIZONI that grew in places like San Juan Guichicovi, with 

strong histories of boss rule, connected to an organizational membership outside of the 

municipality.208 These connections lowered the vulnerability of local activists to 

repression, created greater publicity, and built resources for mobilization beyond what 

was available in a single municipality. Following the example of these indigenous 

organizations provides a possible, if partial mechanism to weaken clientelism in 

indigenous southern Mexico. Organizations that build a territorial base outside of areas of 

strong clientelism and use that base to grow local sub-branches create new webs of 

activism. As clientelism weakens, sources of political accountability, including public 

protest, become more common.  

                                                
208 The discussion of UCIZONI draws from interviews with its leadership. 
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THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 

This study informs the existing scholarship on social mobilization and on 

clientelism. It contributes to the literature on social movements by revealing the indirect 

effects that these movements have on protest politics. This study also contributes new 

insights about the effects of clientelism on political outcomes.  

Implications of Keystone Organizations for the Literature on Social Movements 

Instead of assuming that social movements lead protests, I showed that keystone 

organizations build protest networks that ordinary people can use to protest. The concept 

of keystone organizations brings protester spontaneity and flexibility back into social 

movement theory while it maintains the generalizability that comes from studying 

political structures.  

My theory of keystone organizations provides a corrective to the literature that 

equates social movements with protest. It includes organizations like political parties, 

which are not social movements, as potential keystone organizations. These organizations 

lead public protests themselves and create a favorable environment for the growth of 

protest networks. My theory does not assume that organizations matter for protest 

outcomes only because they lead many protests. Instead, the theory of keystone 

organizations focuses on the effects of specific organizations as catalysts for the growth 

of local protest networks.  

The social movement literature often creates an artificial division between formal 

politics, the realm of political parties, and informal politics, the realm of social 
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movements. Goldstone and his contributors have worked to correct this artificial division. 

They note that parties build networks for protest, as does Trejo.209 This dissertation 

reinforces their insight that parties matter for protest. I go farther than the previous 

literature because I argue that leftwing parties rather than other political parties are most 

likely to grow protest networks in the new democracies of the developing world.  

My focus on the political left incorporates a role for ideas in protest network 

formation. I argue that the moral narratives keystone organizations use to justify protest 

are not empty talk. These moral narratives socialize local people to become more likely 

to protest. They also socialize local people to be more or less likely to frame their protest 

demands as rights.  

I incorporate recent studies from political and social psychology to underscore the 

ways in which ideas matter for promoting and for inhibiting collective action. By 

bringing the political psychology literature into dialogue with constructivism as practiced 

by political scientists and anthropologists, I demonstrate the considerable empirical 

backbone that upholds constructivist insights.  

My research incorporates a mobilizing role for ideas and for identities into protest 

politics. The literature on ethnic politics now recognizes that ethnic identities are socially 

constructed. Scholars also recognize that how ethnicity is constructed locally matters for 

politics.210 The political and social psychology literature has demonstrated through 

experimental methods how people come to identify with social groups and how social 

                                                
209  See the discussion of Goldstone 2003 and 2004 and of Trejo 2012 and 2014 in Chapter One.   
210 See Chapter One  
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identities motivate protest. This rich tradition of social science theory is now entering the 

political science mainstream. This dissertation takes a step closer to integrating well-

developed insights from anthropology, social psychology, and political sociology into the 

study of comparative politics.  

Implications of This Study for Understanding Clientelism 

This study takes clientelism seriously as an independent variable that influences 

more than just electoral politics. The general trend among scholars is to treat clientelism 

as a dependent variable to be explained theoretically. In contrast, this study builds on the 

now ample literature on the causes of political clientelism to theorize about the concrete 

effects of clientelism on social mobilization.  

This study incorporates insights from research on clientelism in developing 

democracies to the study of protest politics. Despite the recurrence of clientelism in 

newer democracies, the literature on protest has mostly ignored clientelism. Because so 

much of the literature on social movements comes out of research on Western Europe and 

the United States, scholars working in the social movement tradition have rarely 

recognized the importance of clientelism for explaining changes in political opportunity. I 

identify strong clientelism as a protest suppression network that undermines organization 

and protest politics.  
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Earlier scholarship reinforces this insight. Many scholars understand clientelism 

as a type of network that inhibits collective organizing by clients.211 Recent work on 

clientelism also implies that clientelism undermines poor peoples’ political 

participation.212 However this perspective has not entered the social movement literature, 

and, as my research shows, the effects of clientelism on protest must be qualified based 

on the strength of clientelistic networks.  

Auyero, Lapegna, and Page (2009) demonstrate that clientelistic networks can 

spur collective action. My work reconciles their perspective with more common 

treatments of clientelism because it proposes a dynamic understanding of clientelism that 

asks how different types of clientelism influence the political environment. Most 

treatments of clientelism assume that political systems are either clientelistic or not. This 

assumption is not helpful for understanding how clientelism affects collective action 

because scholars have found conflicting results on the topic. In addition the fact that the 

form that clientelistic networks take varies greatly is well documented in the literature.213 

My argument that clientelism suppresses protest most strongly when a few bosses can 

monitor clients closely offers a concrete prediction for when clientelism is most 

restrictive toward protest organizing. This prediction distinguishes areas of strong 

clientelism form other areas where politicians employ less restrictive clientelistic tactics.   

                                                
211 As mentioned in Chapter One, this literature includes Eisenstadt and Roniger 1984; Scott 1969; 1976; 
Page 1975; and Shefner 2001 among others.  
212 See in particular Holzner 2010 and Stokes et al 2013  
213 See Chapter One 
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AN AGENDA FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  

 The existence of keystone organizations and the absence of clientelism can jointly 

promote frequent protest, but these variables do not identify which protest events will 

become salient politically. In other words, a robust protest network predicts that major 

protests will happen, but it does not predict the timing of these protests. This study 

indicates that the organizations that build protest networks affect the local repertoire of 

protest demands through the moral narratives these organizations espouse. However, 

knowing that protests will sometimes include specific demands is not the same as 

knowing which protest events and which demands will be likely to resonate with civil 

society.  

A major avenue for future research on protest in new democracies is, therefore, 

the study of how specific circumstances, for example repression by the Governor of 

Oaxaca against the 2006 teacher’s union strike, spur ordinary citizens who do not protest 

under other conditions to take to the streets. How do researchers explain unlikely 

protesters and protest movements that grow in size quickly? My research suggests that 

large public protests activate widely-shared moral narratives that justify protest based on 

the circumstances.  

The growing tendency in the social psychology literature on protest to incorporate 

emotional as well as cognitive motivations for protest participation is another promising 

direction for future research on this topic. For example: Does having a specific emotional 

response to a protest event make it more likely a person will join future protests or act 

politically in support of protesters? Researchers are beginning to answer these questions, 
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and these research programs would benefit from examining protest dynamics in 

ethnically-diverse new democracies like Mexico. 

On a more specific level, this dissertation raises avenues for additional research 

about protest dynamics in southern Mexico. A first area of expansion for this research 

would be to add a low protest highly-indigenous state, for example Yucatán, to the 

dataset as an additional test of the overall viability of the theory developed in this 

dissertation.214  

Another issue of study with particular relevance is why protesters adopt violent 

tactics as part of their protest strategies. The question of political violence is particularly 

interesting in the Mexican case. In the COEPD, clashes among protesters and the 

retention of government officials and other important people by protesters are more likely 

to occur in areas where protest is in general uncommon and the PRI vote remains higher. 

This finding, while not robust statistically, indicates that the mechanisms that drive 

violent protest and communal violence may differ from those that drive public protest.  

The case studies also show this pattern. San Juan Chamula where public protest is 

rare suffers from organized violence. Protesters in San Mateo del Mar held police hostage 

in contrast to the less aggressive tactics of protesters in Ocosingo, Juchitán, and Matías 

Romero. Much of the literature on protest has tended to assume that violent protest 

actions are an escalation of non-violent protest actions. Protest patterns in southern 

Mexico suggest that scholars should reexamine this assumption.   

                                                
214 This was my original plan, and I collected newspaper data from Yucatán. However, time did not permit 
me to include this state in the final dissertation project. 
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CONCLUSIONS   

This dissertation contributes to the theoretical literature on protest dynamics. It 

also broadens the scholarly understand of the effects of clientelism in ethnically-diverse 

new democracies. My research shows that people from poor ethnic minorities who face 

barriers to conventional political participation often use protest to hold politicians 

accountable. Protest can stem from a logic of appropriateness in addition to a logic of 

political strategy. Whether or not people decide to protest for specific demands often 

depends on how strongly they identify with activist organizations. Many protest demands 

go unfulfilled in southern Mexico and local people are well aware of this reality.  

Public protest is not a strong accountability mechanism. However, protests can 

influence politicians in areas where institutional accountability mechanisms are weak. 

Protest may have even stronger effects in areas where politicians are sympathetic to the 

concerns of the protesters.  

The networks that drive protest politics take time to grow. My research indicates 

that scholars should not just examine organizations present a given protest event to 

understand protest dynamics. Instead, scholars of protest should also examine the 

political environment that encourages or inhibits protest.  

This study proves that focusing on local politics is often a fruitful research 

strategy. Through studying the protest dynamics of southern Mexico, I built a new theory 

of protest environments that extends to other ethnically-diverse developing democracies. 

My focus on local politics revealed the vital role that keystone organizations play in 
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building protest networks. It also revealed how political clientelism suppresses the 

growth of protest networks in new democracies. 
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Appendix One: Dataset and Coding   

 
The Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database collects data from state newspaper 

reports to create a database of public protests the in these states in the three weeks prior 

and the three weeks after the 2000, 2003, 2006, 2009, and 2012 Federal elections.  

 

The Chiapas and Oaxaca Protest Level Database contains 1,103 protest events as 

referenced in 1,817 news articles.  Of those events, the reports for 1,087 contained data 

about the demands that protesters made. This data forms the basis for the Chiapas and 

Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database.  

  

The Chiapas and Oaxaca Electoral Protest Database aggregates protest events at the 

municipal level. It records the frequency of protest events per year for each county and 

then records the total frequency of protest events for that county over a five year period. 

To aggregate variables associated with protest events, it takes the maximum values on all 

dummy variables and takes the sum of how many times protesters made specific demands 

 

List of Federal Elections  Days Collected    

2000 2 July    11 June to 23 July   
2003 6 July    15 June to 27 July  
2006 2 July    11 June to 23 July  
2009 5 July    14 June to 26 July  
2012 1 July    10 June to 22 July  
 

Newspapers Colected  

Oaxaca—Noticias  
Chiapas—Cuarto Poder  
 

Protest Events are defined as public mobilizations in which at least five people make 

demands of the government. Protest events are organized by the municipality of 

protesters and location of the protest. Protests are included if they occurred in either 
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Chiapas or Oaxaca. Each municipality involved counts as a separate municipality of 

protest and has a protest event recorded for the county. Continuous protest actions count 

as the same protest event as long as the protesters, based on organizations and 

participants, do not change by more than 50 percent over the course of the protest. If the 

group of protesters changes by more than 50 percent, it counts as a new protest. Multiple 

protest actions may be included in the same protest event. Multiple protests count as part 

of the same protest event if they occur in the same municipality, within the same week, 

with participants that do not change by more than 50 percent.  

 

Protest actions include: occupations of the Municipal City Hall or official buildings; 

retaining vehicles; retaining people (always considered violent); protest camps; marches 

and rallies; demonstrations; roadblocks of streets or highways; blocking access to specific 

areas or buildings; blocking specific projects or construction; land invasions; boycotts of 

the electoral process; blocking the setup of electoral materials; destroying electoral 

materials; declaring an autonomous government; boycotts of government services or 

private enterprises; hunger strikes; labor strikes; the organized donation of materials in 

protest; the alternative Guelaguetza; damage to vehicles or buildings; public protests that 

become violent (enfrentamientos)  

 

The following are not considered public protests in the dataset: political campaign rallies 

by candidates; lynching or attempted lynching; extrajudicial actions by local 

governments; press conferences; actions by prisoners while jailed; written petitions; 

formal denunciations of government action; armed uprisings; inter-communal violence in 

which no demands are made 

 

The Coding of Demand Type  

The dataset includes information on the types of demands made during protest events. 

There are four types of demands included. Each protest event can include up to three 

types of demands. The following coding rules were used to characterize demands:  
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Distributional Demands: demands for goods or services from the government; agrarian 

and land demands; demands for intervention by the government to improve labor 

conditions  

Political Demands: demands in favor or against specific laws or government polices; 

demands for the removal or sanction of specific politicians; demands that show support 

for specific politicians; demands in favor or against specific political parties; demands 

concerning elections  

Rights-based Demands: demands for ethnic rights or autonomy; demands for general 

human rights  

Judicial Demands: demands for a functioning judicial system, includes specific demands 

for the freedom of prisoners; demands for the enforcement of laws or arrest of 

individuals; demands for greater security   

 

Coding rules for uncertain and missing newspaper data:  

1. If no date of the protest is given in the news report, the protest is assumed to have 

occurred the previous day.  

2. If no size of the protest is listed and photos are included, the minimum size is 

estimated from the photos.  

3. If no municipality of protesters is given in the news report:  

a. If a colonia, agencia, or well-known community is listed for the protesters, it is 

matched to its municipality using secondary sources  

b. If a geographically-contained organization is listed as sponsoring the protest, the 

protesters are treated as from the same municipalities as the organization’s main 

base of support.  

c. If there is no information given, the protesters are treated as from the municipality 

in which the protest occurred  
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Newspaper Archives Consulted  

I consulted one major newspaper form the state capital of each state. Archives for state 

newspapers are mixed in Mexico. The Hemeroteca Nacional de México at the 

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) houses a very complete collection 

of Mexican newspapers published in the capital. It also houses local newspaper from 

Mexican states. However, the collections of state newspapers are dependent on the 

government of the states supplying the papers to the national archive, which creates holes 

in the collection. I traveled to the Chiapas and Oaxaca to find the newspapers that were 

not in the national collection.  

 

In Mexican archives, most newspapers published in the states are either bound in folios 

or are left as loose papers and stored in stacks. They are stored chronologically, and none 

of the archives I consulted had any type of subject index for the papers I used at the time 

of my research. As a consequence, finding information on protests involved reading each 

paper in order and making copies of articles about protests for my personal archive.  

 

The following section lists the newspaper resources I collected for the database and 

where I found them. I also collected newspapers from federal elections the 1990s at the 

Hemeroteca Nacional de México for Oaxaca and at the Archivo del Estado of Chiapas.  

This appendix only lists the papers I used to construct the COEPD and not additioal 

papers that I consulted for background information.  

 

Mexico City 

The Hemeroteca Nacional de México, UNAM  

It houses most of the newspapers I consulted on Oaxaca. Its collection is as follows: 

Noticias: 

2000 11 June—23 July, complete  
2003 15 Junio—27 July, missing all papers from this sample year 
2006 11 June—23 July, complete 
2009 14 June—26 July, complete 
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The goverment of Chiapas, has not supplied newpapers to the Hemeroteca Nacional de 

México with regularity. As a consequence, none of the papers I consulted for Chiapas 

were available in Mexico, City at the time of my research.  

 

I traveled to Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas, and Oaxaca de Juárez, Oaxaca, to find 

newspapers from Chiapas and to fill in the gaps in the newspaper coverage for Oaxaca 

that was available in Mexico City.  

 

Oaxaca de Juárez, Oaxaca 

The Hemeroteca Pública Néstor Sánchez Hernández houses a very complete collection of 

Oaxacan daily newspapers. I found the following newspapers at this location:  

Noticias:  

2003 15 June – 27 July, complete sample 
 

I obtained the newspapers for 2012 directly from the circulation of Noticias. For days that 

I missed the paper, I obtainted them later from the Hemeroteca Pública Néstor Sánchez 

Hernández’s reading room. These papers should be in the permanent collection at this 

time. 

 

Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas 

The Universidad Autónoma de Chiapas (UNACH) Biblioteca Central has an extensive 

newpaper collection, although the archives there were not permanent at the time of my 

visit as they discarded older newpapers due to limited space. I found the following 

newspapers at this location:  

Cuarto Poder  

2000 11 June—23 July, missing 16 July and 17 July  
2003 15 June—27 July, missing 6 July   
2006 11 June—23 July, missing 19 June, 15 July, 23 July   
2009 14 June—26 July, missing 4 July and 18 July  
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I obtained the 2012 papers from this location as well as from general circulation of 

Cuarto Poder.  

 

The Hemeroteca Estatal Jaime Sabines, also in Tuxtla Gutiérrez, houses the following 

papers that are not at UNACH in the Archivo del Estado  

Cuarto Poder  

2000 16 and 17 July  
2003 6 July  
 

The Biblioteca del Estado at the Centro Cultural Jaime Sabines had the following papers 

that are not at UNACH; over time, its collection moves into the state archive collection of 

newspapers.  

Cuarto Poder  

2006 19 June; 15 July; 23 July  
2009 4 July; 18 July  
 

Additional Data 
The COEPD contains publically available data from the following sources:  
 
Baker, Andy and Kenneth F. Greene. 2011 Dataset: Latin American Election Results 
with Party Ideology Scores (1993 to present). http://spot.colorado.edu/~bakerab/data.html  
This source provides the list of leftwing parties in Mexico.  
 
Comisión Nacional para el Desarrollo de los Pueblos Indígenas (CDI): www.cdi.mx  
The CDI archives census data specific to the indigenous population as compared to the 
general population of each municipality for recent censuses.    
 
CDI: Base de Datos IDHPI  
http://www.cdi.gob.mx/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=246&Itemid=49 
This provides the source of the ELF index.  
 
El documento incómodo: Artículos-Desmentidos-Respuestas. Ediciones Pirata: San  

Cristóbal de Las Casas. Chiapas. México. Enero 2004. 
This report contains information on MAREZ in Chiapas.  
 
Instituto Nacional Electoral (INE): www.ine.mx 
INE hosts returns from federal elections since 1991 by municpality  
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Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI):  
Census data: 
http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/proyectos/ccpv/default.aspx  
The results by municipality are available at this link.  
 
XII Censo General de Población y Vivienda 2000, Principales resultados por localidad 
(ITER): http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/proyectos/ccpv/cpv2000/iter_2000.aspx 
This link contains the population of each locality within each municipality for the 2000 
Census.  
 
Data on the metropolitan zones of major cities in Mexico are available from INEGI:  
http://www.inegi.org.mx/est/contenidos/espanol/metodologias/otras/zonas_met.pdf 
 
The Oaxaca State Electoral Institute has a list of usos y costumbres municipalities  
 
Servicios Profesionales de Apoyo al Desarollo Integral Indígena, A.C. (SEPRADI): 
directories of indigenous organizations for Chiapas and Oaxaca: 
www.redindigena.net/dirnac/chiapas.html; www.redindigena.net/dirnac/oaxaca/html  
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News Article Coding Form 
Número 

number of protest event, given intially by state and year; used to aggregagte news 
coverage by protest event 

 
Diario   
 name of the newspaper 
 
Página  
 pages of the news article 
 
Fecha 
 day of the news article  
 
Titilo 
 title of the news article 
 
Municipios de Participantes  

protesters’ counties of origin; lists all given; if not given lists any information 
given used to impute the municipality of protesters  

 
Tipo de Evento 
 type of protest event:  

occupation of city hall; occupation of other building; holding officials; holding 
vehicles; holding other people; protest camp (plantón); demonstration; protest 
rally; march; blockade of streets; blockade of the highway; blockade of an area; 
blockade of a building; blockade of city hall; land invasion; electoral boycott; 
obstructing elections; burning electoral materials; no voting materials installed; 
declaration of autonomy with supporting actions; blocking a specific public work; 
boycotting government services or businesses; hunger strike; damage to property; 
protest confrontation (enfrentamiento); alternative event in protest; donation of 
materials or food in protest; strike directed at government  

 
Lugar 
 location of the protest; Municipality and any other specifics 
 
Tiempo y Duración  
 day or days of the protest and its duration as reported 
 
Número de Participantes 
 number of protesters reported 
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Etnicidad 
 ethnicity of protesters reported: 
 indigenous versus other plus any information on specific indigneous peoples  
 
Organizaciones o Partidos Políticos  
 List all organizations protesting as given in the news article 
 
Descripción-Demandas  

writen description of the protest; summarizes the event and lists all demands  
 
Personas Importantes 
 lists protest leaders and their titles if led by local notables 
 
Violencia 

lists if violence occurred during the protest and whether protesters and/or the 
government or other repressive groups were responsible  
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Appendix Two: Territorial Scope of Organizations Interviewed 

 
Ocosingo, Chiapas  
Asociación Rural de Interés Colectivo, Unión de Uniones Histórica (ARIC UU-H) 
It has offices in the city of Ocosingo. It includes membership in the following counties: 
Ocosingo, Chilón, and Sitalá.  
 
Asociación Rural de Interés Colectivo, Unión de Uniones Independiente y Democrática 
(ARIC ID) 
It has offices in the city of Ocosingo. It includes membership in Ocosingo, including 
three comunities in the Montes Azules bioreserve.  
 
Comité de Derechos Humanos Fray Pedro Lorenzo de la Nada, A.C. 
Is a human rights organization with offices in the city of Ocosingo that is active in the 
Ocosingo municipality. 
 
Organización Regional de Cafeticultores de Ocosingo (ORCAO) 
It has offices in the city of Ocosingo. It includes membership in the following counties: 
Ocosingo, Oxchuc, Altamirano, Chilón, and Sitalá.  
 
 
Juchitán, Oaxaca 
Asamblea de los Pueblos Indígenas del Istmo de Tehuantepec en Defensa de la Tierra 
y el Territorio (APIITDTT) 
Its office is in the city of Juchitán de Zaragoza. It has membership in the following 
counties: Juchitán de Zaragoza (agencia Álvaro Obregón),  Santa María Xadani, Unión 
Hidalgo, San Dionisio del Mar, and San Mateo del Mar. 
 
Casa de la Cultura de Juchitán 
It is located in the city of Juchitán de Zaragoza.  
 
Coalición Obrero, Campesino, Estudiantil del Istmo (COCEI) 
It is based in Juchitán de Zaragoza and has a presence in other counties in the area. 
 
#Yo Soy 132 Istmo 
Activists contacted in Juchitán de Zaragoza. It includes groups in the following counties 
in minimum: Juchitan de Zaragoza, Ciudad Ixtepec, Salina Cruz, Santo Domingo 
Tehuantepec  
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Matías Romero, Oaxaca 
Unión de Comunidades Indígenas de la Zona Norte del Istmo (UCIZONI) 
Its office is in Matías Romero. It has formal membership in the following counties as of 
writing: San Juan Guichicovi, Matías Romero, San Juan Mazatlán, Barrio de la Soledad, 
Santa María Petapa, Santo Domingo Petapa, Santa María Chimalapa, Santo Domingo 
Tehuantepec, Santiago Lachiguiri, Santiago Yaveo, San Juan Cotzocon, San Juan Lalana, 
Santiago Jocotepec, Santiago Choapan, and Juchitán de Zaragoza (agencia Playa 
Vicente).  
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Appendix Three: Protest Type by Municipality, Multinomial Logistic 
Regression Model. Alternative Model Using Percentage Indigenous 

Protest Type by Municipality, Multinomial Logistic Regression Model. Protests 
Including Rights Demands are the Base Category. 

 No Protests Other Protest 
Independent Variable Coefficient Coefficient 
Level of Marginalization 1990s -0.2890 

(0.4188) 
-0.5342 
(0.4025) 

60% or Greater Turnout 1990s -1.5826 
(1.3818) 

-0.6961 
(1.2640) 

High Clientelism Measure 
(Interaction Turnout w/ Marginalization) 

0.7315 
(0.5295) 

0.1898 
(0.4986) 

Urbanization Scale  
 

-1.2863*** 
(0.2011) 

-0.4834*** 
(0.0114) 

Average Left Vote 1990s (%) -0.0275** 
(0.0109) 

-0.0073 
(0.0115) 

Indigenous Org. Office -1.3347** 
(0.6107) 

-1.0216** 
(0.4998) 

Contains a MAREZ -2.5796*** 
(0.7936) 

-2.6398*** 
(0.7265) 

Percentage Indigenous  
 

-0.0101** 
(0.0044) 

-0.0050 
(0.0046) 

Usos y Costumbres 
 

-0.6314 
(0.4549) 

-1.1954*** 
(0.4550) 

 Migration Level 1990 Census 
 

-0.2568  
(0.1619) 

-0.1661 
(0.1652) 

State Capital Zone 1.2117  
(0.9675) 

0.7296 
(0.9062) 

Chiapas 0.2490  
(0.6288) 

0.5441 
(0.5949) 

Constant  5.9554*** 
(1.4618) 

4.7458*** 
(1.4350) 

Protest Events: N= 678; Pseudo R2= 0.1900; log likelihood= -499.5847;  
***Significant at the 0.01 level; **Significant at the 0.05 level; *Significant at the 0.1 
level; Coefficients: Standard Errors in Parentheses 
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